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TEXTBOOKS SHAPE LIVES
AND UNDERSTANDINGS

forces at times engineer adoptions based on
financial incentives alone, fully divorcing
selection from qualitative concerns.

welcome to the inaugural issue of the

Social Studies Review.
We intend to report to the nation's
leading historians, social scientists, educators,
public officials, and citizens on social studies
textbooks through news bulletins and timely

articles. Most important, we will begin

to

publish authoritative reviews of specific social
studies textbooks, a heretofore unperformed
service to elementary and secondary schools.

The cumbersome process of textbook

production :ind selectionand the high
financial stakes of a nondiscretionary book
marketwork against change. While school
districts and curriculum directors may be eager

for higher-quality classroom materials, few
publishers or other gatekeepers, from social
studies editors to subject-content lobbyists,
share this concern.

Our goaland the goal of the American

INSIDE

Textbook Councilis to improve instructional
materials and the curriculum through ,.!andid,
expert assessment of what is good and what
is bad in the field. We arc glad to have you
aboard. We hope that you will find this new
journal informative, exciting, and sometimes
provocative.

Page 3

California Controversy

When is a state bill relaxing control
over social studies and other textbooks
a questionable reform?

Page 5 ....Elementary Grade Textbooks:
A Case of Overskill

It is known that textbook selection at the
district and school level can be a casual and

haphazard affair. Buyers with the best

Skills" teaching in elementary-level
social studies texts: scope.and-

intentions rarely have internai standards for

sequence charts promise many more

skills than they deliver. A review of

textbook selection; many are misled by stylish
graphics or impressed by ancillary materials
that are supposed to make the task of teaching

eight programs.
Page 8

much easier. Since textbooks often seem
fungible to their buyers, publishers' sales

3

Readability Formula,:
An Update

They assert that they already produce highquality materials. Competing in a fierce market,

are subjected to all kinds of pressures. But
no system of expert appraisal, review, or

publishers support current production aml
marketing practices. They hold that safe

criticism, one that would permit leading
historians and scholars to judge instructional
materials, has existed.

products make money, that heralded innova-

tions of whatever quality do not. Many

During the late 1980s American history arid
social studies textbooks have received closer
scrutiny than they have in a generation.

textbook authors, publishers, and editors, as
well as social studies specialists, adoption
committees, and subject-content lobbyists, are
comfortable with current historiography and
format.

Several new studies, including reports by
Gilbert 1'. Sewall for the Educational Excel-

lence Network and Paul Gagnon for the
American Federation of Teachers, have thrown
into harsh light the literary and historiographic

While textbook publishers resist change,
they accommodate and react to external forces.
Should textbook critics and consumers sustain

poverty of many leading American historv
textbooks, especially at the elementary and
junior high school levels. Diane Ravitch and
Chester E. Finn, Jr., have documented the
appalling conditions of historical knowledge

their demand for texts of improved literary
merit and content, publishers will respond. As
a

result, textbook reform presents a cost-

effect ive opportunity to improve teaching and
student outcomes in history. and social studies.
Unlike revising salary. schedules or shrinking
class size, improvement of curricular materials
does not require vast infusions of money and
can occur with relative speed.

among high school studentsand cited
textbook improvement as a central area for
reformers' attention.
Textbook quality' is of concern to the
National Commiss'on on the Social Studies,
the Bradley' Commission on History, and the

Despite growing interest in improved history

and social studies textbook quality, a serious
threat persists. Since the people involved with
textbook creation and adoption often support
current products, they may be able to staunch
calls for reform. When public attention turns

National Center for the Study of Histc.':'. From

to other educational issues, as it inevitably will,

trivialized, and that publishers indulge interest
groups. The climate for revision and improvement of history' and social studies textbooks

former education secretary Terrell Bell to
California school superintendent Bill Honig,
governing authorities assert that textbooks
have been dumbed down,- that content is

the risk remains that textbook producers and
curriculum authorities will go on just as before.
Today. the salient question is whether current

is more auspicious than it has been in many

reform pressures will have sufficient leadership, guidance, and direction to sustain real

Years.

Responsible elementary.- and secondarylevel educators want expert assistance and
counsel in selecting estimable history and
social studies textbooks. They. seek some

textbook improvements in the 1990s.

American history and other social studies
textbooks are criticized by diverse individuals
and groupsoften with strong opinions, highly
focused subject interests, and political ends.
From the Texas-based Educational Research
Analysts to the Council on Interracial Books
for Children, textbook screening organizations
have recently wielded great power in deter-

authoritative guide and review system to help
them decide what instructional materials to use
and," to avoid. To remedy' this need, the
American Tex (book Council was created in late

1988, funded by the William H. Donner
Foundation. It will now provide a new forum
for historians, social scientists, educators, and
others interested in history and social studies

mining text content. Such groups, grinding
their own axes, have little or no interest in
Is

textbooks. The Council will fulfill two

brisk, moving historical narrative or balanced,
sound historiography. Nor do they. undertake
their analyses under the direction of competent
historians and scholars. Textbook producers

longstanding needs: first, to subject publishers'
products to fair, impartial, and rigorous

examination, publishing its conclusions in a
2
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products in 80 percent of the nation's school
districts and pick up 15 percent of the market
in each. Since publishers fear that the new
California social studies curriculum will fail
to radiate into other states, they are reluctant

quarterly review; and second, to create a
clearinghouse of information about history and
social studies textbooks.

Above all, the Council is independent,

dedicated to improving the standards of

to make fundamental changes in texts for what
may turn out to be a thin market.

textbook review and the writing of history and

social studies textbooks. The Council is not

Of two related bills on textbooks currently

an advocacy group or thought police. It makes
no effort to cleanse textbooks, to buttress one
point of view, to prove that history and virtue

in the California legislature, the so-called

Maddy Bill is more basic. It is strongly
supported by the American Association of

are pointed in a single direction, or to purge
textbooks in accordance with preordained

Publishers. The bill would create a system of

"rolling adoption" for textbooks, allowing

schemata. The Council plans to advance

textbook publishers a more flexible system of

history and social studies curricula by

review.

establishing a national review service for
instructional materials and undertaking spocial

The concept of "rolling adoption" is not

projects in the field, in short, by encouraging
the production of textbooks that embody vivid
narrative style, stress significant people and
events, and reflect accurate, balanced histuriographic approaches. *

without promise. But the terms of the Maddy

Bill could allow publishers to obtain state
approval of texts that do not make any genuine

effort to meet the intentions of state curriculum frameworks. One early version of the

Maddv Bill directed publishers only to
"generally respond" to the "overall direction"

of the framework; it required only that

CALIFORNIA CONTROVERSY

materials be factually accurate and based upon

an "intellectually defensible pedagogy." But
We have recent l% learned of troubling

who is to determineespecially these days

textbook battles in California that

what is intellectually defensible? The Maddy
Bill, if enacted in one current form, could
enable publishers to interpret state guidelines

may directly affect the efforts there
to improve the social studies curriculum and
the quality of textbooks in general.

as they wish.

In 1987. California adopted a new historycentered curriculum that increases the scope
and substance of social studies. Thi.s reform

But the problems in the system derive mainly

effortand other curricular advances in the
statehas drawn wide national acclaim. For

overview of materials. Like other big states,

No one says the California system is perfect.

from marketing excesses, not from state
California suffers a system by which publishers

textbook publishers, however, it threatens to
upet the apple cart.

cozy up to "key influencers" and textbook
buyers. On April 28, reporters Angie Cannon

and Michael Taylor began an extensive

California controls over 10 percent of the
nation's textbook market. Because it adopts

investigative series in the San Francisco
Chronicle: They called the state marketing
system "riddled with conflicts of interest and

its elementary' and junior high school textbooks

at the state level, the publishing industry

quesConable sales practices" and even docu-

closely watches the process. The new curriculum in social studies would require publishers
to develop radically new texts to meet state

mented palmy goings-on hosted by one
publisher at Laguna's Ritz-Carlton Hotel,
replete with a sundown cruise of Newport

guidelines.

Harbor.

For publishers, this is an expensive proposition, one that they are doing their best to
avoid. To make money, publishers claim they

It is naive to believe, as suggested, that the
Maddy BO; would curb such baroque marketing
practices. Virtually all abuses of textbook

must be able to market elementary-level
3

sellingall the seductions and kickbacks and
special deals so widely given to educators
occur at the loctd level.

Under the current textbook adoption
process, in spite of its imperfections, the state

of California remains a formidable force for
progress. The premise that local adoption
promotes high-quality instructional materials
is not at all self-evident. If textbook adoption
were to become the perogatiye of individual
schools and local districts, the clout needed
to use the state frameworks to move toward
improved instructional materials could instantly disappear. By atomizing the market, it
could render California's state curricula a set

of local options, allowing the publishing
industry to circumvent the challenge that new
state curriculum reforms now pose.

The AAP has made much of the Council
for Basic Education's support for the MaddY
Bill. Although the Council recently executed
a volte-face on the issue, why it undertook
the lobbying effort in the first place remains
unclear. Belatedly, the Council discerned that
t h e \faddy Bill would reduce the states
leverage with publishers to upgrade textbook
content. The Council picked the wrong state
at the wrong time and, in the end, appeared
either confused or cynical. depending on your
point of view.

After all. (Aifornia's curriculum frame-

respond to calls for change. The stakes are
too high to make competition worth the risk,
some critics say. adding by turns that statelevel textbook adoption is clumsy, corrupt.

unfair to publishers, and educationally
unsound.

What makes the Maddy Bill a bad idea?
Unless it is fully amended to ensure textbook
compliance with state guidelines, it accommo-

dates the curricular status quo in the nation's
premier state, protecting the interests of the

publishing industry on the pretext of local
control. Should it be enacted in present form,
the advancement of the history-centered state

curriculum in social studies and other
estimable' state curricula could suffer huge
blows. Its passage could demonstrate once
again

the political power and intellectual

indifference of some textbook publishers. *
Gilbert T. Sewall

TEN STATES
STATE

ESTIMATED PERCENTAGE
NATION AL OF N ATIONAL
SALES
SA LES
(millions)

1. California
2. Texas
3. New York

S 155.2

10.2

132.0

8.7

112.7

Illinois

81 0

5.5

works have set high standards for instructional
materials and have spurred publishers toward

1.

creating miproved mathematics, science,

6. Michigan
7, Ohio

03 0

1.2

01.1

4.0

8. New Jersey

00,3

3.9

9. Florida

58.3

3.8

13.5

2.9

reading, and language arts books. The \Liddy

Bill could set such elaborate conditions for
rejecting textbooks that it could make it

5, Pennsylvania

07.8

difficult to weed substandard books out of the

10. North Carolina

classroom.

Sul WI

.%

.4

tnertran Poldsher,

1 ridu,-0-

1980

The Maddy Bill's advocates have it several
ways. Some assert that California's market
leverage and concentration of power indict the
current textbook selection process. According
to this view, publishers don't believe they can

make an investment when the process is so
unstable and overwhelming. Others charge that

California's vaunted leverage over publislwrs
is an illusion, as state proceedings in the past
have made textbook publishers unwilling to

6

The top ten textbook-buying states comprise

55 percent of the national market. Four of

these statesCalifornia, Florida, North
Carolina, and Texasare adoption states.
The hig four alone control more than 25
percent of the national market. The leverage
of these few states on textbook publishers.
then, is enormous.

HOW A TEXTBOOK WINDS
UP IN A CALIFORNIA

ELEMENTARY GRADE
TEXTBOOKS: A CASE OF
OVERSKILL

CLASSROOM

By Kathleen Carter Nagel
and Arthur Woodward

If a school district uses state funds to buy books,

it must purchase them from a list approved
bv the state Board of Education.

I. CURRICULUM GUIDELINES
In each subject area, a I6-member state
Curriculum Commission, an advisory panel
to the state Board of Education, produces
"'curriculum guidelines" for the selection
of state textbooks on a seven-year cycle.
2. SUBMISSION
Publishers wanting adoption submit texts
to reviewers and to display centers, where
the books are available for public inspection.

3. EVALUATION
About 70 volunteer educators selected
from about 300 applicationsteachers and

school administratorsreview the books;
the state trains the evaluators.

0

pen the teacher's guide of an elementary social studies series and you
cannot help being impressed by colorful ''scope and sequence's charts, some of
them as long as twenty pages. These charts
profess to convey how thoroughly textbooks

cover content and skills and mirror instructional design, often mandated by state or local
syllabi. In other words, the charts are suppot_ed
to match skills to text.

Unfortunately, the reality is quite different.

Our analysis of eight recently published
elementary social studies series reveals that:
(I) the actual teaching of skills is far less than

what the charts imply; (2) skills are likely to
be taught in a segmented rather than an
integrated manner; and (3) ease of measure-

ment often determines the types of skills
emphasized.

4. RANKINGS
The evaluators rank the books submitted
Im a complicated scoring formula and make
recommendations to the state Curriculum
Commission.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS
The Curriculum Commission makes final

textbook recommendations to the state
Board of Education.

6. OFFICIAL APPROVAL
The Board approves books for the official
state list.

7. DISTRICT PURCHASE
Administrators in each of California's 907

school districts now set up their own
selection committees to evaluate which
stat?- approved texts their districts will buy,
and publishers fan out across the state to
promote their books.
SOIRCES: Gthforma Department of Bhuatton.
1,an Franetwo Chromele

The number of skills and subskills in current
elementary textbooks has burgeoned. In our
study we identified six major skill categories:
map and globe; charts, graphs, and diagrams;
study and research; critical thinking; time and

chronology; and citizenship. Publishers
divided these skill strands into various
subskills, which could number as many as fiftyfour.
Scope and sequence charts give the impres-

sion that each major skill receives balanced
and equal coverage. However, we found this
not to be the case. Series tended to emphasize
traditional map-and-globe exercises over more

esoteric skills like critical thinking or citizenship, which was often the most ill-defined skill.

Unlike comparable charts of basal reading
or mathematics programs, most of these social

studies charts did not indicate the page that
addressed particular skills and subskills. In
addition, they listed pages where the named

skill did not appear or omitted pages that,
according to ai ,. annotations, provided

7

exercises related to the skill. We called these

requiring a high level of cognitive response

"phantom" skills,

from students.

One program included such "Reading for

The problem of phantom skills was pervasive, as illustrated by the treatment of critical
'thinking in the fifth grade texts of each series.
This particular skill included: interpreting,
comparing, contrasting, and classifying infor-

Thinking" questions as the following: "In what
sense did World War I cause World War II?"
The teacher's guide told the teacher: "Have
students read [specific pages in the text1 to
get the background necessary to answer these
questions." Since students could cite a number
of causes from reading the text, the questions
could just as well have been labeled "Reading
for Answers."

mation; drawing inferences from facts,
hypothesizing, and making predictions; learning to make decisions and judgments, identi-

fying and defining propaganda; formulating
questions for problem-solving; defending a
point of view; and identifying cause and effect.

Most ext'fTitieS in chapter or unit review

Among the many skills under this topic, we

sections emphasize activities that only require

focused on the coverage of "inferring and
hypothe,izing." A comparison of scope and

factual recall of content. They often instruct
students to consult maps or charts within the

sequence charts with actual textbook pages in
the:se programs revealed major discrepancies.
Sometimes. promised skills exercises turned
out not to exist, and sometimes skills had little

chapter to answer questions that are short and

to do with either inferring or hypothesizing.

Armada attack England'?"

direct, calling only for simple interpretations.
In Mle series, for example, students were told:
"Look at the time line. When did the Spanish
In "Things to Think About" sections, where

For example, after the class had read almut
the hardships at Valley Forge arid the

one would expect students to Ilse criticalthinking skills--an expectation reinforced by

privations the colonists suffered during the
Revolution (e.g., food shortages, tin: British

publisher statementswe found that programs

uniformly made little effort to differentiate

taking over their houses, inching down pewter
for cantionshot), the guide directed the teacher
to ask: "Why is it sometimes hard to make

these questions from factual recall questions
other than those that occasionally called for
an opinion. A question like "Why have rivers

choices? Do we sometimes have shortages
today? If so, what'?" While these questions
may have merit in themselves, they do not

been more important to Africans than oceans?"
may offer students an opportunity to compare

and contrast information, but the narrati%e

meet the need for fully developed teaching and
learning act ivit ies.

supplies all necessary information.

Inference skills also received superficial
treatment. Most pages referred to review
sections, which required students simply to

Skill pages are a popular and visible means

by which pubhshers can slum how the%
incorporate extra practice and teaching into
their programs. Such pages certainly abound

answer factual recall questions like "Why is
Africa a less-developed continent than Europe?" or "Why did the people of Kush settle

Of the eight programs analyzed. three programs

south of the cataracts?" One "checkup"

included one skill page per chapter; three
programs, one or more skill pages per unit,

question designed to test these subskills asked:

and two programs included none.

"Imagine that You lived in colonial times.
Would you have preferred living on a farm

All but one text included a speeial unit whose
primary purpose was to review map-and-globe
skills presented in previous grades and to

or in a city? Cive reasons for your answers."

introduce new information. Most programs
interspersed the narrative with simple questions designed to have shidents periodically
stop reading and use the graphic. In some

We also found many cases of mislabeling
of skills. Simple questions and activities were
called critieal-thinking skills even though they

bad little or no relation to such skills. Such
questions were erroneously credited with

programs these questions referred only to the
6

immediat e map at hand (Look at the
t emperat u re map. W hat is t he a v erage

Which [countr y! has more people?-; "Which
has more landr -Which has a larger
population density?"

temperature of your part of the Unite(I
States?). Questions that required students to
consult more than one graphic source were
ran'.
Iii general, programs with longer map-and.
globe units (up to 55 pages) were more

In scope arid sequence charts, publishers list
broad categories of skills, from map-and-globe

to citizenship. However, skills that are easily
measured and that lend themselves to simple,

succd'ssful than ones with shorter units in
reviev, ing and teaching skills. They usually
asked detailed questions about the same

self-contained exercises receive the most
attention. Such complex skills as critical
thinking, which require more time and effort
for students to master, receive virtually no

graphic instead of asking just a few superficial

attention.

questions 4fore moving on to the next

Iii their marketing materials publishers state
that their programs stress and apply these skills

exercise. They also more consistently identi-

fied a purpose for each activity (-Students
learn how a series of historical maps can
illustrate the changes that take place over a
period of time).

throughout the texts. But exercises often ask
students to locate places and names in history'
but rarely to consider the larger issues of' why
these same events and persons. shaped history.

All the programs, incorporating a range of
graphic aidis, from charts, graphs, tables, and
photographs to maps of all kinds, helped

Highly visible practice sections in chapter
and unit reviews, skill pages, and mapandglobe exercises usually concentrate only on

students to understand content and apply
social studies skills. Hou% well these graphic.,

recall. Names and places may carry over from
the chapter and unit information into the skill

actually sered their purpose varied with each

activities. But these activities could just as

program. At a minimum. the text narrative

easily apply to one chapter as to another, Skills
often do not relate to the graphics that liberally
sprinkle the pages of ihe daily lessons.

usually referred to the appropriate graphic with
a page citation, but when questions or lessonplan suggestions directed students to Ilse these

why do these materials include so man,

aidsriot just ackmm ledge them in the course
of reading the text they often determined to

skill lessons arid exercises and present them

\dun extent informal teaching of skills

so poorly? Traditionally, social studies has

oecurred in the program.

been one of the content or knowledge-based
subjeets of the elementary school curriculum.

Surprisingly, some programs made little
instructional use of graphic's. In one series

Its purpose has been to convey age-appropriate

information anti concepts to educate young
people about thtir country , culture, and
history and about the wider world.

maps appeared on page, with related rontent,

but the text included no direct reference to
tile information these maps contained. For
example, one page showed a map marked
Trade Routes of the \lid& Ages'' and took

When skills exercises serve a purpose other
than to instruct, the learning process inevitably

heroines repetitive. overworked!, or bogus.
When they are driven lc\ lists, syllabi, and

three paragraphs to describe "The Growth of

Trade. Yet nowhere did the narrative refer
to thc products traded. This lack of' coordi-

mandates, these exercises cease to be authentic

nation was typical of the many missed

means toward skill building.

opportunities for informally applying skills

Publishers need to integrate skill learning

and enriching eon tent.

and its applications into a social studies
program that does more than just satisfy testing

Fortunately, the same book sometimes used

graphic's well: two graphs on one page presented information about the populations and
land areas of the Lnited States, the Soviet

requirements. We van then reasonably expect
that students will be able to apply these skills
lo content areas and real-life situations beyond
the immediate text.

Vnion, and China. Questions included:
7
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Publishers should give at least as much
attention to ensuring that students have
opportunities to develop sound social studies

length, and count the nundier of syllables.
They do not take into account content

skills as they do to developing impressiv c, albeit

narrathe and stv listic flourish.

difficulty. the organization of ideas, or

misleading lists of such skills on persuasive,
marketable srOpe and sequence charts. *

Social Studies Series Analyzed
Follett Social Studies, Chicago: Follett, 1983

Holt Social Studies, New York: Holt, Rinehart
& Winston, 1986

Macmillan Social Studies New York: Macmil
kin, 1982
Our Nation, Our World, New York : McGraw

Hill, 1983

During the 1980s, readability formulas have

come under wide attack. The International
Reading Association and the National Council
for Teachers of English have cautioned against
their use.

Bonnie B. Arinbruster and other members
of the Center for the Study of Reading at the
University of Illinois have called attention to
the problem. -Decisions about the matching
of textbooks to children are probably best made

by trained and experienced judgesthe
teachers arid librarians who have worked with

People and Their Heritage, Boston: Ginn, 1983

children and who have witnessed the inter-

Scott, Foresman Social Studies, Glenview,

actions of a lot of children with a lot of books,Armbruster and her colleagues wrote in 1985.
-We think the problem of matching textbooks
and readers is vastly overrated,- the re

Scott, Foresman, 1983

Steck-I'aughn Social Studies,

ustin. Tex.:

Steck-Vaughn, 1983

searchers said. -Children can read and

The World and Its Proples, Morristown, N.J.:
Silver Burdett, 1984
article n. adapted I rom a fortheommp qud
Kathleen Carter Nagel of the Eduratein \later al,

Asi.aielate. and Arthar Woodsard

1

h

I

nRer...ii

of finehr&ter. Their entire report Mat be ordered from
Arthur Woud%ard, 302 Lan:inure Hall. I ni eriut of
Roehei.ter, Rochester. NI 14627.

READABILITY FORMULAS:
AN UPDATE

understand textbooks within a wide range of
difficulty. and it is probably to their advantage
to do so.Nonetheless these formulas remain, mainly
because textlaulk buyers often insist on them.

hungo for guidance, and wanting to believe
some -scientific- system through which
experts have determined textual difficulty..
Since the I 920s. readability researchers have
cautioned editors, pubhshers, and schools that

they not use the formulas rigidly or meehan
ically. according to Jeanne S. ( hill. an eminent

Ilarvard resiiarcher and a developer of the
Peter Cannon

classic Dale-t Thai1 readability formula. Wise
editors have ecluied such concerns, asserting

n textbook circles readability formulas

that readability formulas are only valid for

1 decades they have exerted a powerful

prose that has a natural style. Abuse begins,
they say. when scales are used in the editing
process to simplify and -dumb down- prose.

RV

have almost legendary notoriety. For many

influence in composition and prose, as
publishers respond to the belief among
educators that students onlY understand
language written to their grade level.

These formulasbe they. the Dale-Chall,
Spache. or Fryare relatively easy means to

Unfortunately, these warnings have gone
largely unheeded. Critics harge that editors

rewrite texts in order to meet readability
requirements. -In the process, they may or

measure the difficulty of texts. They measure

may not change the essential meaning of the
original, but, almost necessarily, they remove

the length 4 sentences, check vocabulary
against approved word lists, monitor Yyord

all individuality from the writing, homogenizing it so that it is in fact nearly unreadable,"

10

said Frances Fitz Gerald in her landmark 1979
vofh is ii y texts4merica Revised.

In the last five years textbook buyers have
COM(' to ITIV less on readability formulas. As
a result, publishers are ),),illing to include story
materials that do not strietiv conform to these
yardsticks. Basal readers at the elementary
kvel, f'or example. now include nmre works
by contemporary authors dial they previously
did. Giy en assurances that their prose %sill

appear at, written, an increasing nuinher of
talented authors are pleased to sell reprint
rights for textbooks.

applying cognitive psychological research to

the analysis of textual readability in social
studies texts,

While some researchers are attempting to
devise more sophisticated readability gauges,
others hay e rushed to the defense of traditional

formulas. In the mouinal of Reading (January
1980) Edward 13. Fry rails them -one of the

best documented educational tools thot we
have, Ile derides writers who would use what
amount to -quill pens- in textbook construction. Concludes Fry: 'Terhaps some people do
not like readability formulas because they are

so objective, or even so mechanical, if you
prefer. I 11 fact, most of the formulas are so
objective t hat t hey can be worked by a

Still, overreliance oil readability formulas
remains a serious problem. Though many
education officials and publishers profess
disinterest in them, the formulas are used

conumter.

remain a handy gauge of deciding how

the task of applying traditional formulas. For

m,.,.,..tiv,,1"....b.. the,

"diffieult" a textbook is. Enough itoportant
textbook markets till ISP 1111',V formulas,
however. to keep editors tethered to them.
Harriet 'rx son-Bernstein. a textbook critic: "As

long as any major market area misuses this
tool as a primary criterion for textbook
adoption, children %sill vont Uwe to be bored
and confused bY much of v.I.at they read in
school. 1 .ike ot hers. she urges more sensitive
procedures for ensuring a match bet ween the
book and the child's reading ability.
Heading formulas are unlikely to fade away.
I ndevd. researchers in recent years ha
Ill'vC1011ed new formulas that attempt to
measure textual content and cohesion. These
approaches focus on memory and learning. not
on textual features such as vocabular% And
sentence length. Bexerley I.. Zakaluk and S.
.1a\ Samuels. the editors of Readability: Its Paq,

Computer technology has sersed to simplify
example, the Nlintiesota Education Consortium

offers soft ware that automatically counts
-.dallies and consults vocabulary lists. By
removing the tedium of manual labor, these
programs make the process easier and more
convenient. So far no one (including MEC)
has produced sof t wa re that is capable of'
linguistic analysis beyond this basic quantitative level.

The putatiye benefits of readability formulas

do not counterbalance the opportunities for
thwir abuse. The\ are fairly crude instruments,
all the more dangerous when presented to

gullible educators tarted up with all sorts of
,..cientific pretensions and promises. Edward B.
Fry

nothwithstanding, readability formulas

seem to be a textbook fashion in decline, and
none to() soon. *

Present. and Future (International Heading
Association, 1088), point out that prior
knowledge Of a topic as well as word recognition

NOTED IN BRIEF

skill have significant effects on text
coin prehensi bilit y.

* Historian Paid Gagnon's long-awaited report

Zakaluk and Samuels have devised a
procedure to predict text difficulty that

on the presentation of democratic values in
American history textbooks will soon be

employs cognitk.e pschology. They Haim

released. On July 20 the American Federation

their method can be used to help match

of Teachers will issue the final report, which
will assess the five most popular high school
texts and serve as a companicm piece to his

students with appropriate reading materials
not as a shortcut in textbook selection. The
[niversitv of Pittsburgh's Isabel Beck is also

1987 study, Democracy's Untold Story. Those

interested should write or call Ruth Wallenberg, the Education for Democracy Project,
American Federation of Teachers, 353 New
JerseN Avenue NW. Washington, DC 20001;

1.est anyone interested in review of historical
materials forget, the Joints Ilopkins University
Press publishes a quarterly c;dled Reviews in
American History, edited by Stanley I. K

(202) 879.1-530.

This excellent publication does not reviev,
textbooks. Hut it does compile lively, scholarly
reviews of important new trade and university
press books. It is available for $18 per year
from the Johns Hopkins University Press, 701
West 1-0th Street, Baltimore, MD 21212.

* The Bradley Commission on Ilistory it)
Sehoolsestablished in 1987 to review and
make recommendations for the improvement

of the school history curriculumhas begun
to puldish a newsletter called History Matters.'
The newsletter contains some real nuggets for

those interested

in

*The Children's Literature Center of the
Library of Congress has issued a pamphlet
picking some of the best recent books for
preschool through junior high school-aged

curricular reformand

textbooks. For example, the first issue induded

the results of a Commission survey that
addressed the question: What do teachers
perceive as major obstacles to history in the
elementary school curriculum? Textbooks

children. Entitled Books For Children, it aims
'to gather a selection of picture books, fiction,
and nonfiction that will appeal to children,

were ItY far the most frequently identified, cited
by 30 percent of the elementary school teachers

stimulate their imaginations, and meet their
needs for information.'' The books are listed

who responded to the survey. Based on the
supposition that history should he a corner-

in seven categories: picture stories and rhyme

stone of the academic program, the newsletter

history ((r.8 Years old); folktales, Bible stories,

intends to keep its readers informed of the

song and history (6-8 Years old); tales of
mstery, humor, and adventure (8.12 Years
old): folktales, history , verse, and nature (812 Years old); fiction (12-1
years old);
biography, history, and science (1211 years

(up to 6 years old); easy.to.read stories and

Commission's ongeing work and of news aml
information about school history. It will ser, e

as a supplement to the Commission's 1988
report, Building a History Curriculum: Guidelines for Teaching lhstory in Schools. For num.
informatimi write or call Elaine Wrisley Reed
at the Bradley Commission. 26913 Westwood
Road. Suite A.2, Westlake, OH 44145; (21(4
8351776.

old). Textbook editors and writers could learn
much from the vivid, engaging books of the

kind listed here. To obtain a copy, send $1
to the Consumer Information Center, Department I I 6V, Pueblo, CO 81009.

* Meaningful textbook e\ iews dre Iran] to
conw k. Still, some useful assessments may
be found here and there. One journal of note

* The Concord Review is a fast Mating new

quarterly journal edited

by

Will Fitzhugh

is The History Teacher, puhlished by the Societ

featuring history essays by high school
students. Contributors to a recent issue

for Ilitory Education in affiliation with the

represent

Americiln Historical Associal km This quar-

acmss the United States to Canada anti

terly publishes artieles on a variety of

Australia. In the sprihg 1989 issue, essays

pedagogical and historiographic issues; it
contains critical review essays on textbooks

co \ er subjects from the War of 1812 and
Abolitionist tactical thinking to the Harlem

and other instructional materials. For example.
the August 1988 issue includes a provocative
essay on science and technology in 1 .5. history
textbooks. It reviews some freshly published
textbooks in European and American history.

Renaissanee and Sufism. These essays exhibit

a

broad geographic range, front

the heights of historical writing and insight

t hat high school students can achieve.

but nota bene, at the college level, rarely the
school level. The History Teacher is available
for $22 per year through the Department of
History at California Stale University, Long

Teachers might use the review as a model for
student research papers. For more information
write to The Concord Review, PM. Box 661,
oncord, MA 0171-2. Subscription ordersS25
for one year; $30 foreign--should be addressed
to The Concord Review,P.O. Box 476, Canton,

Beach, CA 90840; (2 I 3) 985-4431.

MA 02021.
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* The International Journal of Social tducation

instructional materials, science memory

devotes its Winter 1987-88 issue to a survl,y

shortcuts, taking good notes, and scheduling
schoolwork.
obtain a copy, send 81.50 to
the School Division, American Association of
Publishers, 220 East 23rd Street, New York,

of current college textbooks in the fields of
anthropology, political science, and American
history. Much of the issue is germane to high
school texts and includes cogent assessment

NY 10010.

of the literature. As William A. Percy and
Pedro J. Suarez note in their ihtroductory
essay, "All texts need drastic improvements
in style, facts, interpretations, objectivity,
coverage, and conception. Above all, the texts
bore." Other articles inelud. "Current College
Texts in Comparative Government and Politics," by James F. Ward. and "The Selling of

Clio: American History College Survey

George Orwell taught briefly at a small

Textbooks," by Michael B. Chesson. Those
wishing to order a copy of this issue (vol. 2.
no. 3) should send a check for $4, payable
to Ball State University, to the editor. John

private school outside London. long

E. Weakland, Department of History. Ball
State [niyersitY, Muncie, IN 47306.

* The School Division of the Association of
American Publishers has recently released an
excellent 36-page booklet entitled Helping Your

Child Succeed in School. Oddly enough, the
pamphlet does not focus on textbooks or
instructional materials. What it does doand

very successfullvis address many broad
concerns of parents who want to help their
children get the most out of their education.

before he became famous as the author
of Animal Farm and .Yineteen Eighty-four.
This experience is reflected in one of his
early novels, .4 Clergyman's Daughter
(1935). His heroine, Dorothy Hare, takes
up teaching. In the classroom it is not
ill smooth sailing. She finds, writes
Orwell. "a horrid little book called The

Hundred Page History of Britian.After the French Revolution was over,

the self-styled Emporer Napoleon
Buonaparte attempted to set up his
sway, but though he won a few victories

against continental troops, he soon

prepare their children for school, create good
learning and study habits, and sustain these
habits throughout their children's education.

found that in the 'thin red line' he had
more than met his match. Conclusions
were tried upon the field of Waterloo,
where 50,000 Britons put to flight
70,000 Frenchmenfor the Prussians.
our allies, arrived too late for the battle.
With a ringing British cheer our men

COMING
IN THE FALL ISSUE:

REVIEWS OF
Leading Civics Texts
New Textbooks to Present

"Global Insights"

Henry E. Graff's America:
The Glorious Republic
California', Elementary State
History Textbooks

A

passage reads:

It contains sound advice on how parents should

It also features tips on learning methods,

fi

BAD HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
IN LITERATURE
DEPARTMENT

charged down the h lope and the enemy

broke and fled. We now come on to
the great Reform Bill of 1832. the first
of those Iwneficent reforms which have
made British liberty what it is and
marked us off from the less fortunate
nations,

Orwell continues: "Dorothy, who had
never seen a history book of this
description before, examined it with a
feeling approaching horror."
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,,,,. ,..,,() to press. the College Board
report, that average scores tot the
Scholastic Aptitude T,....1 kil last year,

Az..

adding to doulds that educational changes and

'10-riding iin'ri-a-'''' "r!' ri- \ king '"rliool (Pain'
After a (1PCM1v of reform efforts m: suspect
improrment remain- eaught at the rhetorical
leel, 11140:tied ill [Willie:0 inn., like line Social
Sturlir, lieriete hull wit made integral to the
school eurri,mlum. 1 el a neN% generation of

Dentorrael '5 I lolf-Told Story

['ago

unportain textbook re%

h Paul

Gagium lor the Anwrieum Federation

ot Teacher, examine- the lie most
vommonk used American hi,tory
textbook-. Ilere a. ,unio \

textbooks is appearing this %ear ;Ind next, and
some x% plcome changes arc po-silde. Companies
including Houghton Mifflin itid AlcGrim -

Pap. 3 ....Colifornm Ye.,terda.v (Ind Todo..

Hillnow in joint %cut tire %ith Alarmillan

A ret iev,

are responding to HIV 11VV; California curric
ulum in social studies. liecall,e the textbook

studies textbook for fourth grader,.

in such flux and the stakes for
leadership are ,t) high. the Fall issue of the
indusir% is

Page .-i

leading social

Ton

That Changed

Hur I.Res

Socifil Studio, Review includes a special article
alHoll consolidation in the business,. What 'At.
find is that tlw emerging -Big Three- that
publishers and educators are talking about may

From Contmon Sen Si tI The Feminine
11 yAtique, books that shaped merivan

history.

noi l'' in-' alarming a'' Ma". indii've In (ilk
issue. \\ e also ;Ire excerpting sffilll' rM1r111S1011,
ir0111 Patti Gagnoll' 11(.1% si IldV a (dr \ CHOI

Page (t

Textbook Consolidation:

Ho Rig a \h.,.,.?

grade AmeriCall hi-tor% textlmoks. Gagmm's
report sets out silli clarit and elopience the

ith Nlaemillan's t wo aggrosi
(noses tin. year. consolidation accot .

task ahead tor impro \ (41 instructional materials

him:m(1r, talk about the emergence ot
a Big 'Hiroo. Thy porcei veil throat of
monopol and foreign control may not

orate:- in

and curriculum reform in high school American histor%. In this issue we also Imgin
commissioning our own textbook revieiss,
starling with the standard California history

be What it

15

tin- puldishing industry.

textbook for fourth graders. N.Ve will expand

the number of reviews in future issues We
hope \ on will 'earl much from the article .
and revives., and we wish \ on a fine hack-to.
school season.

DEMOCRACY'S HALF-TOLD STORY:

An Important Textbook Study
The Education .for Democracy Project lois tried

to help Nehootc and teachers strengthen their
teaching of democratic values. The latest studY
to emerge from the project ic Denmeracv's Half'Fold Stop.: \\ hat Nmerican History Texthooks
Should ,1(1. a stare.) of the fire most commonly
used high school textbooks. written ki Paul
Gagnon and publislod bI the .4merican Federation of Tracher. l'hc 170-page study consists
nolinll of textual analysis by petiod and subje.ct
front the pre-lici olutionan era lo contemporarl
.4merica. If lea follou are Nome of Gagnon's

ob,en talon,:
() 14 Control ersi
Th, text are ueerloaded.
naltle to totinl IlflOrl an prior historical.

cult oral. or political literaes. in readers. mithor,

()Mil idea- and anal\ -es. or pitch them to a
lois ronlIl1011 denominator. To asoid offen-e

illt'll1de

reference- to them, author-. render their te\t-

incon-i-lent. rem) schi/ophrenic. in deal*
-ultject--bland. C51,111'
cris o.nlical on other-. The

with contrite
pimi, WI

that ,knotm..alltho- ;ind
tIIlilsCIIIVni
ilkOk ht fall -dent oil urrent
,uch a- the -undercla,-.- :andid- and
judgmental about the (kid, it will he c1 a-i \
alumttlivIking.

(In Pre.:ert I ism . Pvipic arid action- ol the pa-t

hedlion, rather than
idea, ot their
the circum,lance- and pre \
art' judgcd 10%

time. Needle-- to \ thi, make- ser\ bad
histor\ h
realits. -ssapping truth ;11111
lemporare glow of moral
lor
.

On Content. Textboa!, 55001d not need to
he partisan in order to point out Ihe danger
of partisan skewing of public issues. Left and
Right so of ten prefer to er wolf", or vonspiracy.
110l
when dull fact say!,
mill III ChildrP11., stOriC!, that \shell the facts
justif v alarm the\ are not heeded for having
heen .4) often abused. The quality of public
debate i- not helped b\ the Left's reluctance
to find proldems with So \
power and

dictatorships of the Left, with Third NVorld
deht. moral and cultural relatisi-m. or the
gem.ral -evularizat ion and leedling of soeietx.
It is not helped lt\ the Right's reluctance to
find prohlems with dictatorships ()I' the Right.
with -ecret ut ernmcnt and covert \ iolence.
es ith
irontnental destruction. the arms race.
corporate [tosser. union-breaking, or extreme

di.paritie, of wealth. \or i- it helped 11\

the

hoth
trenivs, each for it- Mill
lailure
rea,on., to acknowledge the cmi-equences, in
foreign Z1:-. Viol] :1, domestic affair-, of a weak
or di \ ided federal gosernment. If the Center
lit 1101.1. a, Ole Founders h(dd m0 ki

Philadelphia again,t the -imple-minded of their

(Lie.. we -hall needas Tocquee die -aidall
audience reads to hsten to complication,....
\\ on. Iwo. kilter organi/ed along. the lineof a leis central themes. thee would much more

ea-ik unpre-s -Indent- with complication.
Tht. thread- ol immigradrama. ;Ind
tion and cultural di \ er-ite . of erUllumnIc rhalige

our role in the world. and of democrace",
and
range and qualne.. are not -nipped
unfiin-hed
Thry
inestricald \ \sound ;iround each mlicr and
vver
we debate, oil
the theme of democrat. \ . a
ending-teacher- could al-o
it them-else-would he a re\ iels of the ha-ic principle- and
expectation- ol merican dennterac\ It -eree
eriteria Its es ilitil -tudeni, might mea-ure
uf

tour

efluditiun and pruiwc1-. Tile

soperiorit \ .

Founder,' -tandard. not
to go\ eminent hut to the power. the
!wild \ 11)1' and r15
inurahts (dprixall. intere.-f

periwrlisr (in

group- and corporation-. And finalls

u-. producing -till different ta.hions

hemsek es. to the demanding halance (.1 their
(15511 night. and (11111g:01111k, a- rill/C11". The
-1%.1.111 ot
merican 111,1or Slit1 mee taught

1

or-e. it de11r151'.. -indent, of
igimring
realih. ti hailgt. [rum lint. pa-A. it ignore- awell the change that will surek coutnnie alter

thought --It\

es hich

id
-hould not 11Crt...-arlik

ssi-h to he judged.
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rmild sst.11 appi%

Itt

them. we hope, that there are no kland--itultlic. pH\ ate
indi \ idualentire (t1

anv more than all thrill to geometry or physics.
The deep_ discriminating historical knowledge
required to ward off panic. self-pity and
resignation is not always 14111 to acquire.*

themselves and nobod without responsibility
for what happens next.

On Civic Edocraion. Ci lc education asks

"f livillg "ilil

I"

tetilati \ e aris \kers and with unfinished and
often dangerous business. It asks them to
accept costs and compromises. to take On
responsibilities as caged \

they ;1:11I11

Copies of Democracy's Ilalf-Told Story: 11.710
American History Textbooks Should .1ild are

a 4 ailable from the American Federation of
New Jersey Ave,. N .W.,
Teachers,

1110.11'

rights. in honor the interest, of others while
to respect the need, of
imr,iling their 044

AA zishington, DC 20001. for ST.00 per issue.

future generation,. and to speak the I ruth and

CALIFORNIA YESTERDAY AND
TODAY

to d" lilt right thing- "ilvtl I\ ing and doing
the wrong thing would be more profitable.
\ it a,k, them to restrain their
appetite, and expectation,. Ci \ ic education

\ Durk nn C. Anema, Ronald .A.
Rallaszak, and Dennis C. lireollan. 320 pp.
Niorri,town, N.J.: Silver Burdett Co.

thi,, and that Cin/.4-11- intorm themsel \ es on the multiple problem, and choice,
their elected so ant, confront.
II is vas\ to la \ out these -4 :due,- and
\\ holesome attitude, in classroom les,ons
followed b qui./ze, and paper, w herein the
ask, .111

Gladwin lull
i..., what fourth graders might well
call -zi neat book.- It is at trio ive. with

Thi,..

students repeat the plira-e, and -wear de otion
to them. And it is not so hard e\ en to practice

lots of color and good zirt work
pictures. maps, graphs, chartsand an easy-

them on the pla \ ground and in the school.

reading text that touches on a lot of interesting
matters.

pro\ idol 0 certain le\ e1 of morale e .1,1, There
is 11,, trill, Ill
114110 \ ior when thing-

are going \\ cll.
attitude,. \\ ithou
41 111'n

people will hold right
much formal instruction.

the\ feel thenisel \

From both pupil and teacher standpoints,

this standard fourth grade histor \ of tlic

free. secure. and

nation's most populous state is \\ ell struetured.

Fifteen chapters co\ er topirs ranging from

.111.-11 \ treated.

ille tough part of ci\ic education

is

geograph \ and history to state government,
cities_ and some basics. of the 011111°111Y. At the

1,1

prepare people for had times. The question
not 4\ hether the \ will remember the right
\\
VdI ihlll 1 111111 into
practice w hell the \ feel \\ rotigl \ treated. in
Or when
for their freedom and ,ecurit
authorities and the \\ ell-placed. public or
pri ate. appear Ili flout l'4
\ ahn'011(1 priurit
taught in ,0111011. The chances lor democratic
principle, to surmount crises depend upon the

end of each chapter a revii.\\ section presents

-ke. facts."

.

\ ocabillary quiz. review

to creativity. Appendixes include 0 gazetteer.
zi glossary. map, and tables. of slate demograph-

ic and historical data.

All that a chilli or teacher could ziskright?

\\ ho know how free

number ot

a

questions, suggested supplementary exerciSeS,
and :I -skills de\ elopinent- section oriented

Not quite. In fact. quite not quite. A close
look zit substance reveals some jarring

societ iv,. t heir ow 11 and ot hers, 1104 1. responded

to cri,e, of the past. Ion. the\ acted to defend

del iciencies.

theill,elcs.. and 1014% the\ sur \ i \ ed.
11 \ did
,ocielies Fall and others stand? Citizens
need hi
o:Ich otlo.r. heron it is too late.
w hat ,t niggles hall to 1,f. accepted, what
AA,

,acriIires
prcser\
It

The authorsrespect i 4 ply, Director of
lifelong Learning. and Director and :Associate

Director of the Center for the Development

and comforts gi en up. to

of Economics Eduration_ all zit the Universitx

of the Pacific. Stockton. Californiahave

freedom and

\\ mild he unreasonable to expect all

,teered clear of some standard iiitfalls. The
work in the main is refreshingly free of the

-.indents to thrill to liktor \ and ci \ iceducation,
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bald bowdlerizing, ostriching, and distortion
that mark some texts cravenly crafted to
surviYe the adoption gauntlet. Generally even-

handed treatment of contentious matters is
marred in only a few spots by the bleedingheart syndrome.

The writers go for the loaded buzz-term
-Native Americans- for Indians and even
vouchsafe that California Indians are known
as -Native Californians,- although in some 1-0
years in the state I have neyer heard one so

called. The brief Indian -oceupation- of
Alcatraz Island a few years back gets a 15line overhlowing of its intrinsic significance.
Cesar Chax ez gets two-thirds of a page that
tends to iiepiet him as the alpha and omega
of the California li-lbor saga, in winch. seen
in perspect is e, he is inure a footnote.

Rut these are small matters. The big matter
is that the book's title California Ye4erday and
Today is a decided misrepresentation. The

authors have taken the easy way out and
devoted the bulk of: the book to Ark
embalmed history. Of 300 text pages. only 60

20 percentare focused on the period since
World \X ar II. Thi is rather appalling. It means
that most of the book could Ira% e been written
in 191-5. considerably before current grade

Francisco, Artie Mason Carter founding the
Hollywood Bowl, and Arthur Putnam (who?)
sculpting animals at the turn of the century.
Writers are dismissed with mentions of Frank

Norris, Jack London. and Man: Austin. Yet
six lines are devoted to the -Nlutt and Jefr
comic strip, with the cryptically gratuitous
information that it was drawn by -a man named
Bum 2isher.- Whoever was responsible for the
Arts section should give the moires back.

Crammed into the short side of that fourto-one past-present ratio are stairs at dealing
with Cahforina's frost- AN orld War II industrial

boom. the Korea and Vietnam conflicts.
population growth, the ethnic spectrum. water
problems, state goy ernment. and cities, along
ss it h .70111c data on Cahfornia as -a leader
among states.Pressures for concision ey identiv led to some

inordinately hrusque treatments as well

as

some poor writing. Ticked off as principal state

problems are air pollution_ water resources,
land use. energy. and -man of the same social
prohlems that other states ha% (..- All these are
treated in one-and-a-hia pagessomething
less than 300 words. Th,- lar,,est slice of the
section on state goy eminent is 200 words on
du: rerun% ation of the state capitol.

schoolers went,- were in the fourth grade.
So much for -California today.-

Tire effort to talk to fourth graders in their

This ohsolescence is epitounzed in a page
dey oted to motion pictures. The only people

fatuities: -A natural boundary is a boundary
that exists in nature-...- A rey ob take, place

mentioned ire Sam GoldwY n, Jesse Lasky. ( ernl

when people rise up against their

B. DeMide, \l Jolson. and \lay Mc N\ W... This

leaders-...- A boycott takes place when people
\sill have nothing to (to us ill] a particular

could have been written in 1035. Not lnng about

Los Angeles multibillion-dollar film. television. and recording industries making it the
entertainment capital of the world. I didn't
find records mentioned. and television is nearly
as slighted.
The book's lopsidedness as bet ween past and

present engenders some egregious incongruities. We are overdosed with the old soft-shoe
about the Russians at Fort Bragg, the mission,.
and other threadbare historical vignettes, while
the section grandiosely entitled -California and
the Arts- is confined to four grotesque pages.

n

terms pruldlIct`, some toe-crinkling

(115n

group.- .\ rid the understatement prize: -The

gold rush brought hundreds of

1renn1rlr

tur

California.- And surely it's a waste of fourth
graders' time to tell them: -There is much
airplane travel in California- ... -Cahfornians
like to take part in sports....- We all commit
such notliMg sentences oreasionallY in first
drafts. Burt to professional writers the send
the signal I hat the thought. if any, need,
recasting.

tly er all. Culifornia lesterdal and Today
croutain, a lot of pith adequately recorded_ but

music of -Cahfornia Here I Come.- There are

the text baulk needs rebalancing. Fourth
graders n ertainlv need to know ahout the

fleeting mentions of Caruso singing in San

origins of their state. But equally, they. should

One on the movies and one devoted to the sheet

receive some elucidation arid correlation of
what they see and hear around t hem. California

Yesterday and Today comes through as
essentially an inventorya smug diorama of'
static tableaux. Imaginative editing would
de% ote no more than half of such a book to
''Yesterday- and allot equal space to Ow

presentto dynamic representation of the
interplay of forces that make today's California

cplite different from the state it was even 30
years ago.

Granted it takes artfulness to knit together

population. land use, industr, pollution.
housi ng, 110 ert v , crime, a nd t he ot her
converging currents of today. But if fourth
graders are old enough to see homeless living
on the edge, to be injured in freeway accidents

or possihl hit by a street-gang bullet. to be
barred from contaminated lieaches or asked to

assist in recycling, the\ are entitled toand
capable of understanding---some clues as to
how all these things fit togetlwr. Inspired
teachers may lie able lo LIS(' this rather
misshapen text as a springboard toward a
broader view of California. But they and their
pupils deserve bet ter.*
Gladw in Hill was the Los Angeles bureau chief
of The N'ere York Times and is the author of

//ancing Hear, a history of California pohtics.

TEN TEXTS THAT CHANGED
OUR LIVES
Bv John Garratv

of Stowe's ability to describe plantation slaves
as individual people with deep feelings caught
in an evil system without treating every white
(-haracter in the story as an unmitigated villain.

The Influence of Sea Power upon History
(1890), by Alfred Thayer Mahan. Captain
Mahan argued that nations with powerful
navies and the overseas bases to support them

were victorious in war and prosperous in
peacetime. The book had a wide influence
among American military and political leaders.
Wealth agaWst Commonwealth (1894), by

Henry Demarest Lloyd. This powerful, if
somewhat exaggerated, attack on the Standard
Oil monopoly attracted wide attention. In

addition to denouncing Standard's business
practicesLloyd said that the trust had done
everything to the Pennsylvania legislature
except refine ithe denounced laissez-faire
economics and the application of' Darwinian
ideas about survival of the fittest to social
affairs.

The School and Society (1899), by John
Dewey. hi this book the author developed the
basic ideas of what was later to be known as
progressive- education. Schools should build
character and train children to be good citizens,
not merely provide them with new knowledge.
They should make use of the child's curiosity,
imagination, and past experiem-e, not rely on
discipline and rote memory to teach.
The Jangle (1906), by Upton Sinclair.
Sinclair's story of the life of a Chic-ago

stockyard worker described both the filthy
conditions under which cattle were slaughtered

Common Sen.se (1770). h1 Thomas Paine.

and the ways in which the meat-packers

The pamphlet that, with its bold call

exploited their workers. The novel was a lu.st

for wit right independence rather than
reform of the British inqwrial system and with
its harsh attack on both King George III, the
-loyal Brute,- and the very idea of monarchy,

Theodore loose oh reacted to it by setting
in motion a government investigation, to

persuaded thousands to favor a complete break
with Great 13ritain.

seller and led, partly because President

federal meat inspection and the passage of the
Pure Food and Drugs Act of 1906.

Sexual Behavior in the Human Male (1948) ,

l'ncle Tom's Cabin (1852), b Harriet

by Alfred C. Kinsey. Tois study, based on more

Beecher Stowe. Wiwther or not Abraham

than five thousand interviews with men of all

Lincoln actually said to Stowe, -So this is the
little woman who made this big war,- this book
had an enormous impact on hos% Northerners
felt about slavery. It did so principally because

ages, and a similar volume on wOmen,
puldished in 1953, demonstrated that people
of all kinds engaged in a great variety of sexual

practices. The hooks had an enormous
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Tythook, compri,()

nondi,cretionary
Fnlike irade
are ...eilsitie to foiver , him and
economic fluctuation. le \ !hook, \l.t in

division-: of Random liouse for about S200
million in ca,lo. Alacmillan and 11()Cray -Hill
\ I formed a joint te !hook vompan \
AleCaa\\ -Hill pa \ ing SPA) million for the
privilege. 11'ith the aequi,ilicon of Merrill for
for

mandated market,' that provide predietahle
yarning f1()\\
A ,iieee,,I id book or program

milli)on. Alaciiiillan "AleCra \\ -Hill
-emu- to lla
ellgI'd 4/111 Harcourt Brace
S2()H

.lo \ ano\ ich

l'ar, ()I' re\ own... and 111
CapIllrillg a larg() -.hare of a market. ring up
Call pro \ ide Wail'.

Hie nation'. largest

huge profit- 0 0) yr time.

!midi-her. \\ ith e-limaled annual ,ale, ()I'S.-)50

mit" \lf.(4a"-Iifli "fil

ff" l"flgrr
A1 ith a tier, ,criv,
right.
earl. \ ing a Iwo
Alacmillan I. 11)111!' Ii kir lin!!! 1/1
NICGraNN -Hill plan, III 1(1)*11- (ill
Illg
-upplemeniar \ material, tor -pecilic market..
\ the 1,111111111 \ Calif ornia le \
market. ilm\ up for grah..
II

a

.egnient of the marketplace.

Igk po,c., no immediate threat.

Ne» tech,

)a,a1

flic gro\\ nig 11-e of computers.
to\ thook, remain the foundation fur a- much

of Ha...room learning. mote, thy
current

1/1 the Paramount annual report.

The lomr-t(rni (outlook for le\
T11). 11111111 114'r:11.14'd .1611 11 drartli

1)right.
o% cr.

\ cark in or \ one. including ant hor.. benefit.

1().1 \\ ar generation', children are nolA going
it) ,110011, and educational impro emeltt i,

.iali ili,tl produee

much on the mind (of middlycla.. \ merica.

from Ihe l'11.111)1111C tif

Budget, for in.iructinnal material, are

iii arca- like \\ archou,ing. printing. and

paper. For all

.a \

I)) ht.

1)\

,1

that he doe-in
conglomerate i.

Inp
It)

.11111().1 like a home()\\ tier .11 \ ing that lic doe-in

,r11001,

electricit \ pro\ ided lc\
lone lilerar agent. Alio.i

\\

(If

I

h) tint

ha,c

),,,n-\

relati%(.1%

lo%\

Cluildrrit., trade ,ale, ate hooliting. \ earl%

billion dollar, \\ 111 be -pent lii, car ,fit
Itardhack hnuk. for children and more th.in

edmat 'lona!

.-:500 million on parrloack.. according to the

11,."

liouk Indii-ir\ Stud \ (;roup. That.- lip 115
perrcnt for liardliark, ,ind 15() per)rni for

;11,04)11

paperback. rompart.,1
fie eiir, ago.
v \ample. Harcourt Brave lo% atm% cli .t'.'. a ..27
11,1
licrectit titcrrio-A in children', hook

ciimilanie, entering

field. Forbidding
barrier- to market einr \ cryalc a comfortahly
(dignpoli-tic -Ituation. (;et ling ...darted
Pr"lifhiti \ "I\ r`1"''''-f
iii faller. AlcGra \\if ill joined force. 1 ulli
V11(111111011 partl \ lice:111,c
eldli
had
gro \\

a

,t

publi-hing i. that e-tahli.lied
generdll \

provide

1111)1

opportunit tor corriculdr reform.

\
important.
on.olidation all(»\
to integral()
their hide line- and -.ale. hirer.. making them
more officionl de.trihutor..

Mental

I() hiparli.ali call-. On
(hi-. in.tructional material- continue
he a relati \ el\ -mall (\pendillire 10

l'ar ful

ucidumig loo flco Iffw- "I. hook-.

i

I'he tethook indu,try i in a higlik
-late. TIo fronz% ill tlic la,t fey, ear, i, not

-laleand it %a 11.1%ing trouhle remaining

hmki'h

eninpetilke. Small
CLI/111(il field hig
enough .talf,.
,YII a product line ellectikel \
Alureo\ er. the\ are more
\ to lia%0 ca.1111(1\\ prohle111, III \\ hal i, a ,ea.onal lon.ine.,.

tic 011,111,. So lot It, roiiiiclri ill mon detail

current jockeing for p(i)%er and profit,:

.

Te thook, refire-en!

\\ hat \\

the large,t educational ptildi,Iter.

Harcourt Brace .1(o\ ano \ ich. i. minting -.eared.

lit Occcinher
\Vitt,ton

II1&1 loomrlit Holt llineltart

far I he
huciaiuo field in hook puhli,hing.
of rot \wen In and 20 per(
.H11. 1))1111

(..11S Inc. for ahout hall a
111i.1 already o \\ ned Coronado. a
Californiad)a,ed cducational puldi,lier. rm.

Illarkri for he\ il000k. :mil other in-Irtictional

1088 it, -.1.101,11 ,ale, and rt..enlic...
e.timaled at $177 million. Still. WU carrie,
etiormoti- debt. in,pired fir,t 1)% it, \ pan-ion

h\

material. \ ceedcd
hillion lit 1088. \\ hich
.111111)'1
repre.eilhed elemeniar\ and

high .chuol hook,. Alimit Sri

I

cciii

and .econd 11\ a ho-hile bid from Ala \\\ ell. the
conlIntltlicatittli:- giant that bought

114111L,

-

21

bined educational t ext hook sudsidiary
wuridt, dv

Nlaemillan in 1088. Since then, the IIRJ
balance sheet has been bleeding, and the
companx has been idnerable to takeover
attempts.

sales of about S t tO million.

'file Pearson bid anti Brit isli-ms ned Macmillan's textbook forays reflect the attractiveness
of American publishing properties to investors
from ahroad. They are the first foreign

Meanwhile. under the aggressive leadership

of Richard SHN der, Simon & Schuster---the
number ks 0 el-hi publisher before the \lac-

publislwrs to make direct acquisitions of elhi textbook hnes in the I nited Stales. SOnle

millan/NleGrav,-Hill venturehas been on a
buying spree, and as a result, its re-x(11111'S have
surged. In I083, what is now Paramount

thought this could not happen, assuming that
state education committees zind local school
boards %%mild raise objections over foreign

purchased Ginn & Co., mainlx an elenientary
publisher. from Xerox for about 8500 million.
The next Year. it acquired Silver Burdett Co.
Front these acquisitions. it ereated Siker
Burdett ,!<, Ginn, dedicated to elementar .
chool publishing. while leaving Prentice-Hall.
urchased in 1081, to concentrate on the high
-chool and college imirkets.

control of national curricula. None hat e to
date.

Is consolidation dangerous? In 1890, five
large houses. including A. S. Barnes. Appleton

& Co., and Harper, combined their textbook
lists l0 form the American Book COMpally.

In November 1g86. Time Inc. acquired

NS Inch controlled TS to 80 percent of the market

Scott. Voresman & Co. for 8.-)20 nnllion. Since
then. textbook, have been profitable for Time.

at the height of its influence. The nets company
gained a total monopoly in geography publish-

zinti dm Scott.. Fon-small:Little Brown lines

ing. for example. producing no new books in

comprise a tenth of the corporation', estimated
orth. An -18 percent rise in operating income
esa, helped itiiittuiifarI h record revenue, at

that f ield for ntattt years. But vompet it ion also
increased. The .American Book Gunpany could
not stop independents f Tom bringing out more

Scott. Foresman,- .iccording to Time Inc.',
current annual report. While elementary

up-to-date, fresher t(xtbooks more tailored to
emerging curricula. Product quality and the

school reading and mathematic, remain Scott.
Foresinan's major COW'S(' disciplines. its newly
published social studies program captured

changing tastes of teachers made a dif ference.

p until tutu.. the two largest publislmrs in
the tt odd, Bertelsmann I \V. Germany) and

almost half of the market in North Carolina,
the reptirt cro ed. Because Scott. Forestnan

Hachette (France), at least until the creation
of the Time \Varner colossus. have exhibited
no interest in the 1 .S, textbook market. But
the global reach of multinational companies

is a monev maker, Time \Varner ma N. want
to sell it off in the I inure.

and the relentless ITIOve toward an internation-

In \lay 198C), \vith the aid of some of the
lop management, Hie Robert \l.
Group led a buyout of Bell anti Howell.

al

1011iIhtilV

then (Iv% ner of 'Merrill. Bass also seemed to

The re-al proldem seell'n. not to be the threat

be moving on Houghton \liffhn. when it was
announced in Januar

framework of communication cannot be

discounted.

of global monopoly. Instead it mav be the

1Q89 that the Ras, group

subjugation of educational publishers to worldtt ide communication I irms more interested in

held a 5.6'; stake in the- company . By late
Houghton
April it had cut its shale to 1.
.

MTV and Nintendo games than in Thomas
Jel ferson or quadratic equations. The

Nlif Hin is 011V of the last independent pla

in the textbook field. Last N. ear, it earned 82 1milhon on sales of 8368 million, 823 t million
of which represent, school revenues.

textbook companies an, prof it driven as never
before. But when educational publishing falls
into the hands of individuak t ho cannot af ford
qinditv if it doesn't pav out, the curriculum

n 1088 Pearson. a British conglomerate that

ov,n, The Firumcial Ju,ur. outhid six other
contestant, in a private auction to luiv
Addison-Wesley for 8283 million. The com-

ma be at grave risk.*

Peter Cannon and Gilbert T. Sewall

92
8

TOP TEN U.S. SCHOOL PUBLISHERS
(Etintalvd 19H8 rr%voin,. iii million-0

1. Harcourt Brace Joyanoyich
2. Simon 8, Schuster (Paramount)
3. Macmillan (Alaxwell)*
I. Scholastic

5, Houghton Mifflin
6. Scott. Forc,,illau (Tinie)
7. NlGrim AMP'
8.1).C. Heath (lia theont
0. Addison-Wesle (Pearson)
10. Merrill*
Ili 1(4:9 NI, im11.ifi
\ 1, c,...,,,11111 .111,1

on Third World topics. Individual es:-411's FOCUS

on go ernment and international agency
pohcies regarding the provision of text, and,

8170.5

in a second section, on t he content of textbooks

831-1.0

in

8252.I
8233.0
8181.0
5.16.1)
5110.0
$85.0
570.0

1.,1111

\iii. c.Lc p

breathtaking exceptionsdoes avoid the cant
and propaganda that too often mar, discourse

!mink!

m

criuntries including Nigeria, Malaysia,

China. arid Iran.
71; The National Go\ eroors' Association offers
a haml \ booklet. International Education:
Re.smirce Goide, ii ti ng nor(' than forty
organization, that promote the understand7ng
of other countries and people zind languages.
The director\ \sill ;iid teacher, and other
educators interested in de\ eloping courses in
\\ orld politics, global studies. irid Instor \ kur
a copy \% rue the National
\ ernors.'
Hatton. 111 Nufilh capitol st..
IX:2M)01.

11(11- 1A111,1.01i,

* The ,Itine 1080 ksue (if Educational Policy

ROOKS AND ARTICLES OF INTEREST
* *Poaching Internotionnl Politics
School,

!WI.% 1104)1\ editCd

in

Ra \ mond Engli,h.

hrings fourteen cunt rihntors including \\ illiam
Bennett ;Ind Jan Tucker to the -,iihject. English
Vsartl, iii ill, foreword. NlanY of our ming
people week(' high school diploma, despite an

appalling ignorance of the hasic fail, of
geography. foreign ffairs, and .S. defellm.
I.

pudiVit',. Such ignorance endangers the future
of our sellgmerning republic." The ohmic
addresses Ow
questinu: \\Mal should
:America's schools teach iiunut international
politics and
to peace? Rejecting

conceptions of global odueation. the book
includes some sterling e \amples of instruction-

al materials on international politics for use
in high schools. a fascinating zippendis that

indicah, the kind of maps that
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should use. and a chronolog\ of international
even Is since
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Sidne Hook took up the 1:-:-.11c Of OW imposed

humanities curriculum scheduled lo replace

the \Vv.-tern Culture cour,e at Stanford
in\ ersik (hi, fall. In his
published
;illicit% appearing in the Spring 1080 issue of
Partisan Review. Hook sets out :In ViMpirlli
Va,e ;.igain,t the curriculum. Hook note,: "If
thv new course carries out the sense of the
motion as it was understood hv its innst

enthusiastic adherents among the minority
students inn! faridtv, it will be, among. other
things, a comprehensive. diluted course in

* Textbooks in the Third World: Policy, Conten
and Context. i Philip G. Althach intl Gail P.

social studie, dedicated to the appreciation of'

Kelly (838.00 hardbound, Carlzuul, 19881. is
not nearly as definitive ;is the title suggests.
But this scholarly group of essayswith a kw

of racial mirmrities, women, and \\orking
masses in history, past and present, in all

the contributions and s\ stematic Oppre!,s1011s

cull ures studied, e,..peeiallv Western culture."
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inerminment itlagnate Norman Lear
for the
is the founder nr
American WaY . an organization that
has often seemed to orship zealously at the

shrines of pluralism nd secularism. So it
ttiti) :on)1 . sorprkeand satis,fact

is
ts,

report that Lear. ;11m.avs attentive to trendy
ideas in the popular culture. used t he annual
American Academy of Religion meeting, held
Analn,nn. California. 0, er !he Thanksgiy
holidays. as a forum to declaim on textbooks
and t he need for schools to -nurture 1tirit ial
imagination.- I A.ar called on the theology
professors and religious leaders In join forceis ith others Irving to persumie publislwrs to
end "'an appalling negleci and misinformation
about religion- in textbooks. Ills remarks point
Up an argument about schools iodaY coming
from diverse quarters. Aiming secularists, the
a. ersion tossard discussing moral allies lei
alone religioncan rea,.11 absurd extremes.Lear asserted. Alan y ot hers besides t he
television producer hay p come to the ,,ame

conclusion: social st udies textbooks are
denying a basic element of the American :old
human past. Accordingl% . in this issue ste
include a special section on rehgion. We are
also expanding our re\ iess coy crag, . in this
issim e. publishing t %so multiple re\ 'less, in
important curricular areas. The first es aluates
history texts used in lower-ley el American high

school history classes. The ,peond considers

t.4.

Three Eas Reader:-

I 'age ')

remis of three leading American
\ thook, for It.. able high
histor
,ehool :-.tudent,
Page 1

Magruder anti I'mnipany:
Three I.eading American

Coernment Texts
A ret iets

if the legend:In llagrudel.,

Imenctin Government and fiso other

le\ t, hod- e\cei\t. coerage

1.1111

more.
Page ()

lieligion in Tr\ tbooks:
1 Sen-itise Subject
Slighted

-ection including a !..iirve of
\lorinotp. are treated ill histor
al,o a ins ets (Ilan excellent
11( boOk in a neglected subject area.

\

host.

in

Trstitoto,

Haw

three leading American government textbooks,

assume that the growth of America is the

inrluding the fabled Nlagruder. which has
all these re iews and articles are timely and

lnstorical equivalent of achieving puberty. In
their section on the Revolutionary War, they
offer a pallid story about a teenager wanting'

of great interest. We believe t hat You will agree.

to move out of his parents' home: In many

dominated the field for generations. We think

ways, (Thris was like the people who lived in
t he American colonies in t he 1770"'.

THREE EASY READERS
B \ Martin Moise Wooster

Ir'e the People: A Ili.qory of the l'nited States.
24 ed. Da \ id B. Bidna. Morris S. Greenberg.

and Jerome \I. Spitz. D. C. Heath, 1Q82.
Life arul Liberty: .1n American History. Philip

Roden, Bruce Kraig, Rob\ nn I.. Greer. and
Scott, Foresinan, l 087.
Bett \
Exploring American History. 2d ed. Mel\ in
Schwartz and John J. O'Connor. Globe.
986.

Inlike

Chris. the colonists had to fight a war to gain
independence.
After independence, the book continues.
America still acted like a collection of teenagers
in

t rouble: "'America in the period from 1789

!night be compared to a class of
students in their last \ ear of' school. Those
to 18 l.i

students are at a crossroads in their life, almost

independent but not quite.
Reading Life and Libert y. a critic may wonder
the authors will extend the. analogs- of
.America-as-teenager further. I wanted to see
if

a chapter like The 1.nited States in

101-S:

These three leading easy readers"' are

Grumpy Grandpa of the World Stage. This
*linage ccl Aim rica a!, a person is, of course,

geared to high school stiolents who N' ill

ludicrous. :Moreover. by condescending to their

never again study the subject. Easy
readers are a special variet \ of history text.

audience, the authors of these books do not
have never known a
achieve their goal.
lin
enjoyed
beMg talked
'Heim-Year-old
down to or babied. These efforts at relevance
are likely to repel, not attract, readers. Life

They are designed for high school students with
low-level reading skills who nonetheless must
take an American history course to qualify for

a diploma. There are many such children. and
e \ en if they are not college bound, they deser e
enga;,ing textbooks. Stich books should de \ ote

most of their space to the basic facts, not to
frilk or themes that should be pursued in more
advanced courses.
Of t he three titles. only Exploring American
History ;tecuratek, if Handl\ . describes the
de\ elopment of the United States. Both Life
and Libert,1 and 11.e the People devote too man%

pages to nonessential frills such as slang
glossaries :Ifol games that mislead or bore the
reader. These books base their approach on
the false and patronizing notion that students
are unlikely to be interested in the subject.
Often they frame the great debates of .Anwrica
in terms of the agonies of the average teenager.

For example. i:i the section in we the People
that deals with America's imperial expansion
in the 1800-. the author- ask: Ha \ e you e \ er
felt that \ on wanted to make a place for
\ ow sell in a group of people and to be accepted
and respel led by Own]?"

l'he authors of Life and Libralv apparently

I

and Liberty k a calliope of bells and whistles,'"
full of so many diversions and gimmicks that

the American story is lost. or worse. made to
seem cute and contrived.
More perniciously. how ever, all three
textbooks distort histor \ . They omit significant

facts at the same time the\ place a mistaken
emphasis on the roles of \\ ()Men and minorities.
Tlw most misItading is fr 'e the People. u. hose

authors present the story of America as a
pavan t of charact yrs n t erspersed with
,-IiiprtS of narrati v. .sed cmi nmderation the

introduction of biographies into

a history
primer is a good idea. America's story is. after
all. something more than inexorable historical
t rends. In ff.(' the People, however. biographies
occupy tlie majority of the text. which could
hae been better spent on pro \ iding basic facts.
The life of the eighteenth-eentury Anwrican

explorer Jolm Ledyard gets two pages. for
example, but Benedict Arnold is never
mentioned. Tlw eradication of the Nellms

er

mosquito receive:, two pages. Both William
McKinley and Grover Cleveland art. absent

altogether.
If Ire the People Views American history as

vive-presidential candidate in 1892. \VIry does
Life and Liberty highliglit 1.angston Hughes and

a pageant. Life and Liberty presents the past
as a carnival. Its authors of fer the reader not
only charts, maps, and oilier ilhestration, but

ignore Robert Frost? Mary Mel pod Bethune
i- called "irri irnportant ads ismn on black

recipes. Some of these bell-and-whistle frills
are illuminating, such as songs f Tom the Civil

education and integration for President
Franklin D. Roosevelt" whO'll far more
important Roosevelt aides such as I larold
Ickes. Ilarn Hopkins. and Cordell (lull are

War or a spelling exercise that asks the strident

left out. A more judicious auctorial team would

to correct the notoriously fractured prose of

ha\ e set guideline, such as "'exclude all New
Deal ad \ isers and Brain Trusters. criteria that
are not founded upon race and gender.
Exploring American ili4ori i:- the most
straightforward. and hence 'nos1 acceptable, of
the three textbooks. It provides a sober and
concise account of American military history_
for example, while the others shght the- topic.

a crossword puzz.le, scrambled words, and even

\leriwether Lew iss journal,. But does the low -

achieving student truly need a mnemonic aid
to help rememlwr the name, of the presidents
that Iwgins, Wilma and Joan made Marvin
and Jake Very hot Tennessee

Life and Liberty, more than either of the
other two book,. reflect, the current tendenc\
to stress social and eronoinic histor Oyer other
forms of analysis. Much of this I. fascinating.
more is seriously misleading. For
but
example. in their discussion of price,. the

(We the People doe, not es en mention We
causes, battles. or consequences of the War

authors routinely forget to put prices in
context. To sav that women who worked in

1812.) Life and Liberty elloOSP:, the wars
it anal \ zes in an arbitrary and eapricious wa
For example_ the hattle mos ements of armies
in the \lexican War are gi \ en extensive

the Lowell, Nlassirchusetts, cotton nnlls in the

treatment. Battles during the War of 1812.

1830s earned $2.30 to S3.00 a week, from
which $1.25 was deducted for li ing costs,
is meaningless out of rontext. To student, this
information give:- the impression of slave labor

nu-hiding the burning of Washington D.C., go
unrecorded.
kvploring .4merican llistorv presents the
rhooses
stories
in a no-nonsense

in what was a fairl N. enlightened earls industrial

manner. In three pages the book accurately

setting. Without information ahout the rives
of good- and service, during this period. the

student cannot know whether the Lowell
factory worker', wage, were high. low, or

describe- t he \Iv\ican War, causes and
consequences. inel riding such interesting facta, the 11exican army was five times the size
of the victorious .American forces. That is not

a \ (-rage.

to sa \ that it

Like many historian, today. the authors of
Life and Liberty ot en-late the importance of
women and minorities in our nation's histor.

often dull. It contain, no pa,,jon: it could have

including man \ obscure figures who would not

of

ml

meets the standards of fine
historiograph. It is bland. unappetizing. and
been written hv mu team of Gradgrinds.

Ideally an eas \ reader should deliver the

have been included if they were white males
with the same accomplishment,. grant that
textbooks treated women and minorities for
\ ear, as little more than the ,tories of \lolls

basic farts, a, Exploring American History

Pitcher and Booker T. Washington. But to

not developed b vommittee. A well-written
and accurate text would do far more to interest

I

include women and minorities solely because

of their race or gender is as noxious as to
exclude them for the same reason.
Life and Liberty, for example, give, Abigail
.Adam, a half-page biographu It ITICHt ion, John

Adams three ti1111-:, nu passing. arid ignores
Henn Adams entirek Another half-page in
the text is de\ (uteri to the colorful but insignificant \lary Lease, the Populist Part \
.

29

and supplement them with a

few

of tlw

attention-getter, that I,ife and Liberty Mu-nurse:,
SI011 a book would be written by an individual_

less able student, than any number of scope
and sequence charts and readabilit \ formulas.
But the peculiarities of the texthook industr \
make this improbable in the foreseeable f uture.
1:nrunrls an edonr
chunn-i/i. \Limn \

ci 11111pe'rs

Inauamin and Ow I{ awn

nn-Inr e- mln

_1,11111,21ml ndlner

MAGRUDER AND COMPANY:

Three Leading American
Government Texts

cuvimug

Magruder... ..1merican G Ol'etiltnent. tievised [iv
N.

1 ha t

if the book is a large' one,

1)\

it

because its subject matter is a \ erv large
and a \ er \ important one. This is not an
adequate defense. Important thing-. call be

13\ Charlcs T. liuhin

William

he made.. the present author ans\\ ers it

N1cClenaglian. Prentice Hall.

1000.

Gol'ernment in the United States. Richard C..
Remy. Larr\ F.1(mitz, and \x illiam
Scribner Macmillan, I987.
American Govern iii ent: Principle:, and Practices.

\tar \ Jane Turner. Kenneth Sv,itzer, and
Charlotte Redden. 'Merrill. 1987.
\ ear- iil teaching introductor \
courses in \ merican go \ ernment to
collegc students led ow to belit'vt that

Se \ eral

this subject ii,t, not taught in high schools.
an \ more. It \%ii, Ilnis a great surprise to find
that of the 2() stiiihmts I 118W Ill all Nmerican
government class. 15 had taken the subject
in high school. and se\ oral thought the\ had
ti,ed the hook called \lagruder. which ha, IWCII
in print for 71 \ ears. sells some 100.000 CnitIV,
a 1 car. and remains one of the most successful
textbooks e\ er \\ rit ten.

These three books contain. and present

short and concise. Thc subjvct matter is large.
Ittil that doe-. Imt mean that texts !such a!,

have to attempt to cxhaust it. In fact. Irving
to do so means failing to make (listinctions
about \\ hat is more or less important for
-.indents to hi learning al this stage of their
education.
It is eas\ to point out that the \ ohmic of

information containcd in all these books
inflated consider:dd by the pictoral mat(rial
presented in

map,. graphs. charts. and

reasonable people can
disagree about thc tAtent such visual aids arc

photographs. A hilt

central to learning surely all can agree that
-such material should support and supplement

the text in serious \\ avs. ()ftett the\ do not.
\N, hat. in Turner's chapter (III latt. \iClItive
and judicial hranclies. does a picture of
campaign -iglu-. in I ront of a hii- Oil a rain
road add to the di,cussion of elected state
official-? A hat do pictures of a ,hoplifting
v.arning and a -tate trooper getting into a car
add to a di:..rip,-.ittn of a state judicial ,y...tem?

clearl \ , inf urination ,ibotit just those basics of

()then uses of isual material seem less

\111Priran 1111\ vr111111411 that I ""luiti holt°
student- come to college kilo \t ing. Ila \ ing read
these books_ student -. could knots .-olortlillig
ahout the Coostitutioli. the structure and

fri \ ohms. but :to more educationall \ helpful.

functions of the go\ ertiment. and

dud one a Hack male. Nlvanwhile. the text

\ anions

public Hir i..--itv-. The could hi. familiar
Ntith the meaning of terms such as checks and

Magruder', chapter ott the Cfflugres, has ...even

pictures. Three of these picture, portray
members of Congress: two of them are ctttmmtiit

inform- W., that thu
\\ Inn male in Ins late

ciurcigi : member is a

()I'

Thi. pictoral material is there to present
\ more 10.0.1\ to appeal to
information in a
and stick \\ ith student, inereasingl \ rai-ed tint
images. But if it is emplmed tenden-

books contain much of the r.k\ ink trinat ion

be ;whit. cd? In-tead. confti-ion

student, should 11(11(b. 111(b1 11() tl()1 )-(4'111 I()
present it in a \%a likek to produce the
understanding of that information that

rneaningle,s or mixed Itte,,ages.
The textual material is exce,si \ e and o \ erinchisi \ v. Including material of doubtful
rude\ ;incr. Rem \ and \lagruder both ha\ e a
chapter on comparati \ e go\ ernment.This topic
is \North \ enough in its (ks n right. but
merican git \ ernment cour-es -hould not bear
the burden of international education, Ilimcvcr
neces-ar \ un fashionahlc. Or again. Nlagruder

balances, federalism. separation
interest groups. pubhc ()pinion.

tuf

p()\\ ers.

So \S 11\ (1()In III\ )-1(1(kIlt, knot\ HIV 113,1(1 merican go\ crimient? Surek some responsibilit \ rests with these texts. While these

necessar \ Ion retention. There are t \o related

rea-4)/1, fill' OIL- failing. First. these book, imer

too much ground. Second. too often the
material that is discussed is presented 1\11110111

an merarching perspecti \ c that %%mild allot%

students to place di \ erse facts in a context.
\lagruder is co.\ are kit the first charge ran

tious! \ .

hucu

can ek en this supposed benefit

spend, four pages on titi
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produced

I nited Nation-,

presented,

When we talk about hiii t lie ....144.1 is
\\ t. move to the second major

context in which the discussion of the rights
in question is placed. For example, when
discussing freedom of religion. all the texts
quote Jefferson about -a %%all of separation
bet \seen church and state.- Never mind thal

problem of these books. As an example, take

Jel ferson \ a, not a drafter of the amendment .

their presentation, ()I' lime meaning of the Fir-.1

and is not necessarik its most authoritative
interpreter. Onl. \lagruder acknowledges
explicitk that Ow phrase ma \ be less than

Turner se\ en. II should hi' noted that both
cover the (:onstitutional Con \ ention in
itagt:than a chapter.

Amendment, (i) ii hich all de\ ote a chapter.
Hero e ha \ a topic that is, and deserves to
be, co \ ered at length. The Cm, crage torw. out

hid('

Of the Imre
finding, of ariou, Supremm Court cases. In
Nlagroder. an t.Ileclopeilie approach results in
a monotonic list. Little or nothing is presented
\ id 1 .»11-1111111),HA lillorpretall())),
in the
to

111111'l' than a ii:-.611;!,

Turner discu,ses freedom of religion
speech \\ninon

;1

;Ind

"nigh' dissemitMg opinion

being noted in the text; a chart present, a
,unimar\ of the \ ari»11, ill)))11»11'. III a single

Alagrtukr presents score, of case, on
rehgiumi and free speech issue- alone. noting
dissent in onl t \%() cases, and t In)-4, are direct
quotes from Holmes', idios\ ncratmc if stirring
dissents on free speech is,mmes. Renk . least
guilt of the limn& \ li,t approach. is the only
one to acknov, ledge----t ice. III

each-- \\ hat more prosaic di,,enters on the
(;ourt have had to sa
Such an approach i, \vrong for tiii) reasons.
Fir,t, because it is a hum& \ list. VCII:mt are
students supposed 10 reta in fru in !-Aleil
discussions'? The findings of particular ca,e,?
The doctrinal shift, \ er time? Or a sense that
the Court make, it up as it goes along? Second,
the laundr list's apparent
\ the

Court found this. the Court found tloil --is
misleading. Specific Court outcomes come and
go: v, hat remain, is a debate on the Court that
is part Of an »11p)ing debate ahout American
\
as they are defined 1)\ the Constilution.

Such &hate- are one of die moost important

and exciting ai;icl- iii lomerican go\ ernment.
All these books purport Ii) pro\ ide discussion
ur materials for students. \ et here (and
(I-.('v.liere) the) demi students the opportunit \
of seeing N\ hat serious dehate looks like 1)\

an account of \\ lizit the moendment
mean, ur \\ hat the Supremo(' Court has decided
it means; for the other- it is allowed to stand
as a suitable summation of what follows.
Or again, lake the general (hscussions of civil

right, that ill Turner awl Alagrioler open these
chapters. Fur Turner. the \,,eakt -.I of the texts.
ci il rights am-e
ilege, granted to individual, \ constitution, or statutes- \vhile
!Wert it's are -freethuns that indk iduals possess
that go \ ernunent mav not infringe upon.Despite the fact that this understanding makes
right, merely a matter of N% hat the law sa \ s

at a gi\ en moment. I\ Inch \mold hat. come
.1, some surprise to the Founders or Martin
Luther King. Jr..
il rights are generally
more absolute than ck il
Forgi \ hg
the grammatical absurdity. \se ask \di \ are they
more absolute'? Because the government has
11) support a legitimate right, v. hile it mav onl \

restrict a hbert \ v, hen it can -pro\ e it is in
the public Interest to do so.- f:all \ one, let
alone a high sa.hool student, make sense of'
this muddle?
\lagruder's opening discussion. on the other
hand. proper] \ note, that right, are connected

to limited gmernment. and directs the reader
back to an earlier historical treatment of bum
these idea, developed in higland and the
Colonic,. So far, so good. Perhaps. onl \ the
hrighter students. in the face of the mass of
confusing rase laic that follow,. will recall. in
this context something the). learned in chapter
(me. If in attempting to understand right, they

trace them from the Constitution

to the

DeclaratiOn id Independence and thence to

,ocial contract thinkers such as Locke,

pa,,ing over (limn. ersv. If students don't

\lagruder's judgment that social contract

minder-land that. they \vill not understand the

theor \ -seems farfetched to many of us today-

Court or the natur, of the principles thal

ma \ gke them pause a, to \\ hal all flUs fuss
about right, is based on.
II is just sueli contextual and conceptual
shallois nes, that undermines these books'

inform our regime.
Thy lack of reco!milion ol Cour! (h.hatt.
exarerbated I)\ the misleading or confusing
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ability to reach their reader.. Alexander
Hamilton argued that at -.take in the adoption
of the Constitution was \\ hether good go\ ernmem could In estahlished on -reflection and
choice- or whether regimes, could cud\ arise

from -accident and force.- We might v,ell
gather front these book, that accident doe,
rule. gynerall Impp accident. hut accident
none the les.. The.o hook, inake neeessan
hov,, to the ideas that animate the American
regime. But their real work telling student,
ahout Hie Bureau of Land Alanagement and
other minutia of government acti \ it \ at all

Providence. 110%% can \%e understand
des
vIt oinet een t 11 nt r

.1

John }conned\ s a, a (:11110111.. The nation still
\ conforms to religious sentioxer
ment and .acred %%ill. Presidents are sy,orn in
with Ho.ir hands on the Bildt.. the -tate
,upports chaplain, in the armed forces.
chUrches and temples exi-t in a privileged I iscal

condition, \ irtualk exempt front taxes and
gmerilinent regulation.
professor
itt i1)86. '\iO urk t
Paul Vitz first called :mention to texthooks.
denial of religion in a seminal .tud \ that gained

notorieh, dien critic. charged that the
report. funded it\ the National Institute of

neath
and holt. are mend t'iled more or
in their hard \Nan. ,tore bin,: they don't hold
a ,tructure logether.

t

us, est ern

,ettlemein ur tweruieth-centur\ diplomac\ ?
L'or that matter. Inns can we understand what
Adam, sua.. a CongreRhode l,land i.? 0.111
I
gationalist. and John D. Rockefeller, a Baptist.

le\ el,. Sometime. there are needle.. foray,
into tangential -object matter such as So\ ict
agriculture or ,tate-ha.cd effort. at economic
hl;l\i the nuts and bolt, of
de\ elopment.
American democrat. \ in the.c. book,. and for
that the\ these!. \ i flinf. praise. But thy unh-

I.:titivation. constituted federal ad \ near\ of
religion it) education. The stud\ found vast

negleet of the role of religion in \inerican
histor during the last centurk. \ccortling to

,I

.1hir I,- T. it ...in

manifest

\ it/. totia%., tt,\ !hooks e\hibit a deep seated
fl'al* of an \ form of iictive contemporar\
especiall \ -.crimp-. committed

t

"ifil

e`relti

floainf

RELIGION UN TEXTBOOKS:
Sensitke Subject Slighted

l'ent1S1 Isania.

Vit/. eomplaint has been echoed b\ a %side

ideological ,pectruni of prominent education
TIn.

,..tiir\

of religion.o bikic an

groups. Studies [IV the People for the American
AVa \ zuul Americans t lined for Separation of
(loarch anti State has e both asserted religion

influence in .haping the idea. and

events of the American nation,hrunk

nothing in school-le\ el likiorv
textbooks during the 1980.. Too had, ,ince this

lin, been ignored in texthOOk,, i-s(11 thrnIgh
Until rererlik thVir prescriptions has t. rested
exclusisel itt the celebration of religious
lihert ;Intl tolerance.
1,a,t year_ le\ tbooks reports a, different as
the I :mined for Interracial Book,* l'Itinkin,g
takes ProwsI?ethinking / ".S.
tanti.rn and Roman Catholicism maink it) Ite

to near! \

turn of e\ ents e\ aded. denied. and tinderytimated a compelling force in the American
and human pa.t. In the la.t fey \ ear.. the

re-tilting di.tortion in the -.curial 'inches
curriculum ha\ e heroine eident. Ihm to
correct them remains. uncertain.

The .earch of Engli.h Puritan-. Homan

-.ounces of past irhltiuuit \ andfuture instruinents

Cat holic,ind other Di-signers fur congenial
surromuling. %,, as fundamental to the estab-

iii \\ hat

it

call. -.urial jii,t ice- and the

American Federation orn...bit-rs. Ilemocroc.Cs
11(11f:fold .titorl ---sshich take. religion to he a
undamental and con,truttive impulse in

li.hment and groNth of the 1 werican colonie-..

The Bill of Right, limited religion a, it
acknowledged it. centralit \ in rix ir life.

human culture --noted opaque te\ thook

Religious will shaped the thinking and actions

treatment, of religion.

of social reformer. from Horace Vann iind
Harriet Tubman to W illiam Jenning. Bryan.
Witloun under.tanding of the nivaning of

Irmo

puhleated

\ less

of traditional religion ranges from

Such finding, ,hould wit

362

thi. coil\

anni,eillerit to ho,tile contempt.

Pre,enti,l, ran ba.-1. happily ii hat Paul
Gagnon ha, called the -temporal- \ Om\ of
,11111 religious e,tablish\
went, in America and throughout the lkorld
-ince earlie-t time, ha
vs hat
modern sen-ibilitie, might ;et\ as di,apree-

ime, horrible in,titution,. Arthur

photograp6.

uncaptioned.

The ,truggle for r(-ligion., lilwri *(indeed
liberation from e,tablished iint hodoxie,)
strike, the dominant chord in current texthouk, ( hire !hi- !mint
4.11,1(imarik
\sill' die
....ettivinviit and (lie Bill of
1{ighl-. the text, um\ on, perhaps, to make

i. Schle,inger recentl \ denounced orgaiiiied

\.
ith thy migration of the
Mormon, during the IMO-. What k not \\ ell

ahle.

the point again.

record III The Ne/I York TimeN, Illit

explained in social sa tithe- textbook, is the age-

tor it- -acquit-wend. ill 1111\ t11\ Int'lltial
l'\1,111111111111, ;111(1 uppre,,ion
but for
jii-tification, uit .la%er%. per.ccu

old Harr (If religion in moral and ci ic life.

torturc. genocide. and the ahandoninent
of infant
Since the Ill()0, the nation's }li'I'\ilIiiiL
.Iiideo-1:hristian !whet. \ -tem lia, come under

calculu-. What religion isand the passion,

fierce attack. Iraditional religion
heen
,iihjected to -keptical reexamination (rum a

,c.c.ondar\ -10\

I

1

and in the case of .1 inerican hi,torv. liom. Judd).

( hri,tiati [whet ha- entered int() the national
it in \
plic.
The 1ntenican Trailition
a hetter job %kith I hi. -tihject

11)8()) doe,

than

nto,-.1

h.\
It highlight- the is.,tie
id freedom from the :irrikal
the Puritan,
uuh

flu-ought the

AniendInclit to the Sulu-clue

praker ruling of 1062. and doe,
and
attention. \lank religion,
leader- hake tilted tmard !irk% torm- cii

1 undamentali-t, ha\

hur-t onto the ,cene.
oager

111'1111111111g \sitil

dealing \kith an explo,i e subject. Better to
delete or dilute
-iibject maul -(1 d
(11-1()1111'1',

III

different
no inclination-

III

radicallk

inclination,. or ,ouldinie,
"I',..,,thook Gunned in-pection

of major texthook, conlirin, the charge,. The
-*eel of religion i- attenuated. In filth grade
hook-. after eur-or\ notice a- a
\
(11
\

111,11Ilears
i

I" till'

'.(iiing1.1":. flishrainisa."11Ing:'

Hut the hook
acknok, ledge, the :-.1rain,
het %%cell traditional and modern rehglon_ the
decline of mainline Protestant churche,. and
incnca-ed fundamentah,t
\ few,
hook,. including /min/ of Prottlim' (Scott.
1:unt.,ntatt. 19871. hake inge,ted enough social
hi,torv tu, mind. the link bet \Veen religion and
abolitioni,m_ for example. On the other hand_
no major text adequate! \ conncct, religion and
cik il right, mocunent of the NM, or
rccognize:influence on black leader, from
11i 1.

te\

reappearing. a.- 1)11111i-her, re...poild

to critic, of iii e\ a-i \ ene,-. Hut l'10I1 rim%
ii-ing
thr nation',
liktork !mike- tokkard the tkkentietli centur
religion -onictime- ccoh.c., illtU a fallowker,ion of the human potential movement ur
a lurid ,ille,hokk in the popular culture. The
the
the

ihr ^Iihte'd

\.

Martin Luther hing

-W111(111(111.

(II

do odd

religion, phenomena,
((Xt.!'

\\ hilt are textbook maker- going to do?
Puldi-her, realued xuell back that the \ erc

religion

the Ile rnvinl \loon. Jim lonc-. and
Oral lobert.. a- examples of contemporar

(.11r1-11:111 adfir:Ir\

-1111)111.

appeal

admirahlv. The ...amt text features the Hare

iii religiou- freedom,

(;/oriorr. Republic (Houghton Mifflin, I ())()), a
high ,chool text. lake, ;mother cheap ,.:1\ out.
pre,ruiling conIvinporar religion \kith an old-

clie,lnut quotation rum Tocqueille and like

\\ ()rid history textbooks of ten have an em.ier

tnne 1111relig,ion than American hktor. text,.
:Such text, bu their \ er. nature mii,t consider
-everal different ;,1(`111!-. (d.
,111(11(.,
('1111111-.111!,111., fin'
plurali,m. and equal lime to all point:uh' 11('s. . \\orhl hist or \ al,o ill ust rates profound
difference- among religion,. This is far harder
1(1

,o('11.11

lo du in Ow ra,c of .Anterica. oven\ lielmingl\
Chri,tian in it, Iii,tork and eken 11(1h% arl
iitu'n-i'h thutitiu nation. hound ellittirath 111
lily moral commandment, that !shaped Nlo:ail.
1.a).% and Scripture.
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Religious

The book quote, William Penn on

in American Culture. Robert A.

religions liberty and containsa stirring letter

Spiey. Edwin S. Gaustad, and Rodney

from major General David S. Stanley. IS.
Smet. 5..1. for
rmv, praising Father
making peace betwell the Indians and the
.S. governmentan effort that succeeded
for a time because of De Smet's extraordinary devotion to the truth zind willingne,s

PATIl
Issues

I'S TO Pl.( R A

rF. Allen..Addision.Wesley. 1990.

By Harriet Tyson
A growing consensus has developed that

textbooks fail to acktom ledge the role of
religion in American history. Now leading
educators aini educational organizations are

urt,int, the schook to teach much more
about religion than they currently do anti
reassuring tearher, that teaching about
religion as opposed to teaching religion is
riot onl% permissible under the Constitution
but al firmalivel encouraged in several
Supreme Court decisions.
Textbook publishers remain reluctant to

to risk his ()Ns n hie. A 1922 letter lrltrnl Harry

Emer,oll Fo,diek to William Jennings Bryan
attacks creationism oil biblical rather than
scientific grounds.

Lyrics to the great spirituals put the
reader, inside the religious experience of
the early black church. and accounts of
cons ersion eyperiences let the reader
glimpse fervent white Protestantism. The
hook contains eloquent letters from Catholic

publish book, that could aggravate the
sensitivities of religious minorities anti
spark sectarian bat tle, over textbook

and Jewish leaders affirming religious
liherk in the face of natiist marauders.
A letter from a Salvation Army olunteer

adoptions. sAdding material about religion

in a Paragua an leper colon makes the
social gospel more than an abstraction, and
a discussion of I lasidkni
another vies

to standard liktory texts runs the risk of
superficial. mechanical treatment and even
more over,t ared book,.
Now. for teachers and others %silo ilw.e
had difficult y finding materials.: ,trong

enough to protect them from their own
discomfort, and knossledge gap,. comes
Pathways to Pluralisnt, a slender paperback
supplementary teyt intended for high school

students. and an accompan ing teachers
guide. The instructional materials are so
eminenth sensible, bzdanced, anti interest.
ing that they make one \sunder what all the
fuss is about.
Much of the int ormation ill Pathwa .1s to
Pluralism i, conveN ed through I -iginal

source,. A deliciously cunning letter from
Sir Ilumpherv Gilbert to Queen Khzaheth
in 1577 ask, for money it) the name of
Christian polie to do in the ,Ilipping fleets
cit France.Spaiti, inn! Portugal. A let ter I rom
the Reverend Richard
t the Younger.

a pious man, itsks ()oven Ehzabeth to fund

iii xpellit ion to eolly,rt
(usorshipintig the :,(1 /1

t

American past. and all of them are still
conformity versus diverdilemmas !oda
:

tax subsidy erses strict separation,
personal religion Ser,us the social expression of religious values. conscience versus

the Constitution. science ver,us biblical
truth, and the question of whether Ameriva
i, Protestant or pluralist. These contentious
issues are tamed by the book's gentle tone

and by its scrupulous attention to all the
actors in the American scene.

ihgh school teacher, who want their
,tudents to understand Ho; role of religion
in American culture \sill find Pathways to
Pluralism a welcome addition to I hci r
collection of teaching materials. I3ecause the
book treats issues that touch ill of us deeply,
V. heiller
are rehgrou, or not, high school

idolator,

,itidentsnatural philosoplors that they

111(1011. and the

iirc--should find the book a blessed relief
from the dr histor texts we usually ask

stars") on the North American continent
before the (:atholic,

of Ow unity of faith and work.
Ail of the dilemmas treated it) this book
are crucial to an understanding of the

diem asay.

them to read.
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THE MORMONS: Saints or Sinners?

0

the stress ism] tlw secular virtue's of these hardworking pioneers who made the desert bloom.

f the Christian religions milky to

Pohgamv is a topic too hot e en for 50011'
eighth grade texts, even though the suhject
has surefire appeal tO thirteen- \ earold,. Ver

America, the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-dav Saints, popularly known
as !Mormons. has heen the most successful.

Stecg's The American Spirit ((inm. 1085) says
vartioulsh : -The rhurch Win,6 founded in

Over the Years divine rey elat ions ha \ e prompt-

ed its leaders to discard those tenets of their
faith that have offended mainstream moralit \
One notorious practice, of collNe. was polyg-

western New )(irk in 1830 by Josidi Smith.
Smith led his killowers to Ohio, to Missouri.
and finally to Illinois. \ 181-I the \heirlooms
had the largest and richest settlement in the
-late. Other, etis ied Ihetn. The 'Mormons

.

amy. renounced by the church a hundred years
ago. although multiple wi \ es :-.1ill are said to
preside over a few households in the outlands

sometimes disagreed among themselves about
religious questions. But the \ banded together

of Ftah. Idaho, and Wyoming. In 'Mormon
territory, the wall of separation between

when Smith was killed
\lormons.-

church tool state remains thin at the local le \ el.

Today we tend to forget the passions that
this mice radical sect aroused in the last

hy

a mob of min-

In emu rust. Garrat v's American llistor.v
(Harcourt Brace Joyanos iii. 1086) does not
shirk the jiokgank
-The 'Mormons
adopted religious practices that tended to set

century as it sought in establish a New Israel

the American continent. Since the \Lirmons played such a prominent role in the
(111

them apart. One was polygamy. which pernnt-

opening of the %Ncl....t, student, sootier or later

ted a Man more than one \Nile at the same

should learn something about their past. The
stor\ is rich and complicated, and one that
vould gke teachers and student, the chance
to examine disturbing conflicts. oyer religious

time. Smith also hecame quite domineering ;Is
the church grew. Ile organized a pris ate arm\ .
the Nauvoo Legion. Ile refused to allow critic,
of his group I()
new simper in \oi \
By 181-1 opposition to the Mormons in Illinois
led to Smith's arrest. Then a mob formed. He
usa, dragged from jail arid I\ 'ruched.-

belief.
Elementary-le\ el text, tend to treat

'Mormon experience merely a,

a

the
lesson in

religious freedom. like that of the Pilgrim,.
Ts pical is this arid lias,age in a 1088 Scott.

If this text casts Smith in a bad light,

it

',raise, the church', new leader. Brigham
Young, as "'tics out ly religious. handsome, and
tremendoush strong,- as well a, -an excellent

Fore,man fifth grade history: -Another group
from the Northeast. the 'Mormon, came to the

West looking for freedom to practice their
religion. The\ settled in nothern Ltall and

organizer.- The text also points out that the
\lormon,' success was possible because
Brigham Young had alniost total control oyer
the communik .- This book is exceptional
compared to other leading eighth grade texts
it, presenting a balanced picture of the

founded Salt Lake COY. The\ learned to use
the land liv huilding dams and canal, for

irrigation. Today mer three fourths of the
people of Etat' are Nlornums.-

A New 1 ork history in the same program

Mormons that dares to be thought provoking.

\lost high

dispatches the \lormons in a bizarr(' paragraph:

-In 1830 in a small town near Elmira. a man
named Joseph Smith began a new C.hristian

fe\l, discuss

ctclgtuniu y

under the !wading -Farming in the
Ishieh %A:Ile,: -The \lormtm settlers ill 1 tali

trankk hut a few ay oid the suhject.
to explain that Joseph Smith was murdered
because he had proclaimed himself a kind of
Solomon entitled to a harem can lead to a
skewed y iew
\lormons' persevut ion, as
cli Boorst in and Kent.
Ilistorvafthe I nited
StateN ((;in IL I 98(1): -The 'Mormons were
remarkably successful. \\Thin their M'ss
merican religion the \ looked to the \Vest for
their promised land. Thev set up instant cities

also practiced irrigation.- Here as elsewhere

of their own in \lissouri and Illinois. When

.

religionthe \lormon faith. Smith believed
that God had directed him to stdri f he new
religion. Later. the Mormon, moved to 1 tali.At the eighth grade level. ire:omen!, \ ary.
Jacobs et al.', Arncrica'S Stan. Oloughton Mifflin, 1988). for example. tucks the 'Mormons

()
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the Mormons prospered. however, their
\jou,
\ 1.11 alf kind, of strange

What was a tumuhuous decade in the

stories about them and persecuted them. Iii
late bile 18 1.1- the founder of their religion
anti their leader Joseph Smith as well as his
brother Byrum were killed b \ an Illinois mob
that feared and hated these distinctive people.

textbook pubhshing industr \ drets to a close

\snit a traumatic quarter marked by more
restructuring, troubled bottoil lines, and
apparent confusion about the future.
After months of rumors, the newly created
Tnne Warner communications empire sold its
Scott. Foresman division to Harper & Row for
$1-55 million in late November. That was

The Mormons had to move on.- SUCI1 VV3s1\
treatment suggests that Ginn, by no Illeans the
sole miscreant among publishers. has hem o \ cr
backwards not to of fend and possibly to flatter.
Like Ver Steeg. Boorst in and 1:111e ,lot the
\lorinon, in %\ est ward expansion. Other!. place

cutnsiderabl1 It's:- than last summer's ad vertised

estimates of the asset. Time Inc. had bought

them firink ill a religious context. Berkin anti
Woods's j.unt/ uti Protrilm (Scott . htrc-anan,

Scott. Foresman in 1986f or S520 million: Time
Wztruer then seem, to have c.-old at a loss.

1Q1-17t for example. e \ amines the \tortuous in
a chapter that also emers anti-immigrant and
anti-Catholic sentimeut. utopian societies, and
Tran,cendentali,m.
The discussion of the Mormons in Bade\ 's
!kat h. P)871 folloro,
American Pageani
sections on religious re \ iyal and denomination\ gam \ was
box states that
al di. ersitv.
an i.uut of :-.I1Ch C011:-4110'llet that 11 was
braeketeti \\it h 'la \ ery in the Republican

Harper & Rtni is owned to: Rupert Murdoch,
the Australian newspaperman, 1101 a sentimen-

talist about his properties.
The Scott. Foresman sale suggests that in
vile of heralded demographics and interest in
ethical itund quaht v. I ex t book comilanie are
not the hot properties they were. Some of their

owners are clearly having difficulty
digesting them. Paramount, the owner of
ile\s

Simon & Schuster. took a huge S1-1-0 milhon
tsriteoff against the earnings of its publishing
operations, citing sharp increases in textbook
titx elopment and marketing costs. \liehael S.
110111.. a Paramount executive \ ice president,

natiomd platform of 1856.- The main text
mention, the Mormons' near-conf rontat ion
\Nit h a federal army ill 1837, their flourishing
\
miitinan movement in Europe, UIli the
of 1.1all ,tatehMid Until IM6 On account of
-their unique marital costom,.In this venni!. \ the Mormon, found a place
ithin plurali,tie nation and developed into

-aid that the cost pressures are from the
increasingh competitive environment because
of Indust r \ consolidation.- lie zulded: -People

arc potting more money into tlwir products

the origitial church. which recruited primarily
in Britain and taught that blacks were

to ensure that the \ get into the marketplace.In \member. \IeGraw-Itill pulled out of the
d mimic California social studies market.
abruptly anti without apologies. much to Ow

descendants of Cain. ( )aly rovellfl\ (lid a decree

disma \ itt

permit hlack men to heroine full members of
the church. at last eligible along itith their

isith its editorial direction. Fundamentally a
college and vocational publisher in textbooks,
'McGraw-Hill is nos\ in league with 'Macmillan.
Macmillanits new social studies program

one of the fastest-growing religions in the
\torld. No textbook addresses the rat.ism of

families to join the elect in heaven. On the
other hand. I tali was among the first slates
to grant women -uffrage. And if militant

carrying a 1990 eopyright apparently wants

to keep the lucrative California market for

feminism ha, \ et to enter the Mormon home,
where the woman a, wife and niother remain,
subser it.tit to fier husband. \lormows belie\
III lountrable \ alues of sobriety. hard work .

itself. The :Macmillan K-7 program in places
crudel \ , to the nels historycentered mandates of the state curriculum.

conforms.

McGraw-Hill is losing money this Year and took

thrift, community, and patriotism. Not only
is theirs ;1. complex history that resists eas\
moralizing. It forms a fascinating story that
can inspire [dent N. of hvel \ narrati \ e anti
Peter Cannon
student debate.
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ome educators who were impressed

a 5220 million writeoff in December. In the
current industry elimate, publishers do not
want their own books competing against one
anot her.

10

Houghton Mifflin has also committed itself
to California. It has the rights from Ligature.

a major textbook production company, to
publish a 1900 social studies program. The
publisher promises to advance narrative and
historical content in these new Mstroctional
materials, and Houghton 'Mifflin is known for
its relatively high-quality products. Still. can
Houghton Mifflin do it? In late 1980 its stock
prices hit lows after earnings fell far short of
forecasts and takeover rumors cooled. The
decreased earnings were attrilmwd to high
costs in textbooks: Houghton 'Mifflin's highly
regarded li t erat u re-based elemen tar y-level

textbooksagain, spurred by California's
leadershiphave been costly. The% hay e
resulted in declining textbook sales and profits.
Harcourt Brace Joy anovich? HBJ continues

to pay the price for the highly leveraged Ilolt

Rinehart acquisition and a hostile takeover

have all been the victims of an intellectual
and educational oppression that has characterized the culture and institutions of the
United States and the Europewn American
world for centuries.

These statements and sentiments are
offensive, not onl N. because of their absence

of truth. hut also because of their source.
Remember that the report originates not from
some silly advocacy group font comes under
the signature of New York connnissioner of
education Thomas Soled. The report calls for
niulticultural education--the catch phrase of

the moment that en«mmasses a range of
reY isionist general! Europhohic social studies

iewsnot just in the humanities but in stud,
subjects as science. mathematics. ph sical
education. and the treatment of animals.
As autbor 'Midge Decter has noted, t hc report
is profoundly raci!-.1 in assuming that ghetto

attempt from Rohert !Maxwell. who was later
to purchase Macmillan. In fact, it is losing
moiwy and selling off assels at discount pric('s.
In el-hi textbook publishing it recently
relinquished its nundwr-one spot to Alacmillan.
Aloreoyer, the troulded company can ill afTord
to freshen its products with new investments

children must be given a special brand of

and R&I). I.ike Houghton Mifflin's. hiWs

what

market y aloe has recently taken a plunge. The

wrote in the Noyemlwr issue of Contentioni.
Curriculum of Inclu.sion is ni angry.
-1
ignorant. polemical document. all this. but
mainly it is irresponsibb . Int one loony charge.

vahie of its iwoperties seems to have !wen
overestimated, and OW (1M1pally is 1101 meeting

projections for debt ret irement. Takeover
rumors continue.

NOTED WITH INTEREST

* In New York state. a heralded report of'
the Task Force on 'Minorities appeared earlier

ill ignoring thn
imvirtancr of order_ disciphile. dt.uOrtiln. and
cmi drill in effective learning. NA e are not
doing minority kids a favor bv impressing on

education --and dangerous

them that the language and culture of the
country in which they live is not theirs and.

is worse_ need not be theirs. Decter

the report asserts that the stereotyping of
African peoples tiol African Americans
through the "Tarzail syndrome' and the 'Aums
and Andy syndrome has a parallel for .Asian
Americans. through "Charlie Chan,' f Litinos
through *Frito Bandito.' and for Native

this year, valling for a curriculum of

Americans through 'The Lone Ranger imd

1,ike man earlier studies, it claims
that textbooks fail to take into account racial.
economic. and gender injustices in American
society. elle. song remains the same: European
culture, dominated by white males of property.
is ritually comlenined. America is a congeries
of bigots and y ietnils. I'he report also isserts

Twito2

that schools drain minority children of ,c1Iesteem and contribute to feelings of surriorit .
among whites. Presented to the New York State

Board of Regents. the execut iY e summit-.
beffins African Amerivans. Asian Americans.
Puerto Ricans/Latinos. and Native Americans
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\\Ilene have Sobol ;ind company been

for the last. oh say, twenty or thirty years'?

*

iIisIuinical Literacy is a new book subtitled

"Tin, Case for History in American Education. edited bv Paul Gagnon and the Bradlev
Commission on History in Schools, and
puldished by Alacmillan. It argues eloquently
that histor gives necessarY context to all the

humanities and social sciences and helps
children understand their place in the long
sisceil of history. Essays in the mohiatithor

y (dime examine the origins of

t oda v's

prohlerns from the pseudo-reform of the 1960s

Itt the tifililliAttrical influence of tele. ision.
The hook d(,,i rill)). mediocre and ideal

rllll'.ellt"ml ennflional dist res..
e. ince, a crimped imagination which sees I he

curricula. ;ind Charlotte (:rabtree calls for "a
currieulum that returns to classrooms he
plettistirei,
.I((ri( s \%orth telling.- Other
the notahle
excellent essas are ;luthored
historians Gordon Craig. I:coneth Jackson.
Diane Ra it'll. and Michael Kammen.
* Vrom Tiananmen Square to the Brandenburg Gate. the &ear \ failure of totalitarian
go\ ernment i e. Muni. Deinucrac\ is not just
a \Vestern ideal. )011 \ouldn't 110a.s knoll
this from texthooks. In the Fall 1089 issue

'real world as an impoverished huh place

CCI

Imerican Educator t herr appears a sobering
. iev. of the Wa \ III C\ 11Ie11 textbooks turn
a tolerant or blind \ to abuses in totalitarian
rc

countries. -(.hina's t Mold Story.- by Andr6
Ryerson. re \ ier), 2:1 leading instructional
packages. III all effort Hut to pa., judgment
on foreign cultures. \ erson found. social
id the
st tidies texts gloss 1)% er the e
Communist regime that has ruled China since
ION: -The (listurhim, truth is that most
merican educational materials on China. \\ ith
remarkable consistent... awid those questions
that pertain to issnes of democratic yalues and
Imman rights.- The %sord -totalitarian- rand
appears since it might pro oke "negati.r
(s hich teacher- and
st ereot \ pes...agai
udenk are con,tatill% \Canted.- he concludes.
Man \ texts fail to conye\ that millions suf fered
and died during die lunacies of the Great I eap
For.).;ird and the Cultural Re\ ()lotion. lir that
the Chinese go \ ernment strictly controls the
lives of ordinan, eiti/ens. Some husbands and
wives. for example, are forced to ICe and \,ork
in cities lumdreds of miles apart. Instead,

leading texts generalk

e

the wishful

impression that the Chinese Ike in a .Norld
essentially the same as off 0 \\ 11.

*

hooks do a thriving lnisiness.
lint lum man \ of them tell good stories. asks
John R. Dunlap in the Decendwr IOW) issue

of The American Spectator. A professor of
higlish at Santa Clara [niversit v, Dunlap
11'% cvs tile prestigion, and big.m,Hilig Newlwry

award-winners. "Tlw fantasy. ..is written not
to instruct Voll or to enlarge your understand-

ing, but to keep you sitting on the edge of'

rirrub".(r(huerf ICC loc- ('ofl\ toil l's rloulog
texts.- The ad \ enture shin like Treamire Island
k nut in fashion. Since IOW. Dunlap contends.
problem hooki. lune become dominant in the
jik vilify field. Dunlap re\ le \cs the trend \ books
that \sin prizes today. Not ord are they devoid
of Immor. The\ come.. a didactic. often pious
tone-- %%Inch DunlapsoAn t.\ \ e-.car-old son
characterizes as -boring and kind of preach \
Moreover, Dunlap asserts. trendy treatments
of Ilk (tree. homosexualit.. sexual promiscuit y.
rights. and relati', ism in children's books may

he -telling a lot of hig fibs to our kids.-

\ wither 3

loon
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your chair,- Dunlap writes. Hie problem
book, absorbed with sueli troubles las murder,
povert Y. child abuse, and abamhunnent I and

rethook

(:(,1110.11.
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1

end, increasingly speculative as it inn \ es f rom

nr ,e\ oral month, 1 inerican, ha \ e been
ric..11,1.11..;:idii.

1.

,\

e\ei lt ,

i i;.,(,1\

the elirnincled past into current affairs. Yet
it
Ihe,e tets that students in elementary
grade., and in wnrld history and geography

sii lai 1 1
\ 1.01:::istiiir,::

continue In intInId. 111 13111. CIIIIIIIr \ Anil.
;mother. gm ernment, ha \ c collapcd.
mon citi/ells lung ilinli011 re-igned In
/Hem and oppre,-i \ e re;!iille, ha \ v c \pre,-ed

classes., are reading. For this reason, we devote

mnst of this issue to rt,view:- of the current
fare TI these course areas, including a special

their limillinglie,, in ,ibide Ille,c cninlition-,

evaluation of the Holocaust's treatment in

ill Ilk ll-illcr iii militar \ terror.
\ var. about 5().000 ni 17 million
t;erniall, \ coed %wit their Icel. elinn-ing to
iiiirnol I ill'Ill,l'l\ l', 1111111 1 !It'll' illifill..... j(d11^. alld

seconclarv.level textlmoks by a distinguished
scholar of the subject
repre
ila l' sm. \ \ ed a dnien bunks..
seillalie selection of the te\ t, that wing
penple encounter in learning about the \\ orld

at It..1-i
1.a-1

Ill

Mall \ c,l-t,-.

Ill

I1111111V.-

1)111(.1'

.

III lasit.

illlik lcillal tri.cdulll allli crullifilllo lippill'IllIlill .
III the \larch election-. tlin,v \\ lin remained
\ cited ii \ i.i.(Iiplitiiiigh agaill-t lour tIVC:1110:'. III

I \SIDI.:

\ ... (;CrIllalIN illo\e-, ine\nrald in%ard
reunification. cild tear, and an \ iclie- abound.
\ n econoin \ ol' ')(/ million people producing
10 percent id the European Coninittilit \ 's
gro-, dome-tic prnduct .11(mill gi \ e pail,e. 1.German \ ., Iii,tor\ or lIggrl.,,i \ I' Mallon-

hill] rl'.

:di-4o.

Itt-itle tip. So to

1

111(111

Page

TiAlhoul.o, Treat Ea-tern

II"'
A umi,.

hi -i"r

(11,ctird fruffil

a re

the Bah ic hi tile Calira,11, emitilille,.. and \dial
do, I Ohns ,,,iii hring hi ILI "(1111try canno1

Itt

.."'"` .1°1

%mild

geograph

uf all

lc"

aku
"II

Cur high

P.p. 10

k111) 1 II.

The linlorall-t and
the Te [books

Till, I, Iii,tor\ "till iti the men. bringing
to an end the genpolitical arrangeilient, of

The v,a hat \wild
present all appalling historical e\ent
iii \ e, lcicliil to be desired.

alnin-d hall a centur \ . NliIIIII'lli011, change,-

%%till pm\ erful historic root- ha \ t, rentkrt.il all
,neial -.niche, le\ tlinnks nut of (Lilt% rottlitttling
II, iltitt histor\ i, a Ih11:11111e ,libi(il i11111)111
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ariiiind them. "Ille,e lici,k attempt tu

illt Iii-dor. geography. and current
ailair ul all the \\ odd. Ilji

a hik aking

thin/tight/HI

Ill' III
picture-. that

hecait-e the\ cuuld

i

for irmilde. The re:-1111
italy cumpendium

tin \e- the lri\ ial and trend\

\

iiinior

;11111

high,

pre-elit the higge-1 pruhlein. ()ne
(,1

100.1,,.1

thu

Efi%ielll

elitirel

HIV

allurd

Hifi

the nation.- inu-I

contrulling akin!

\\

merarching
Narratixe call he
thin or zili-ent. and potential! \ great -turiv-

are mi--ing.

\\ ill] I re-li ',inject matter and a multicultural
per-pecti \ c. 1'111W-her- ill'haird !hi Calif ()Mid

I

I

ito

igraire

populon-

percent uf the miliunal

market.
(11.11.

t.\1/crit'd to

their nes, prutlnelhearing l()()();iild 1(Y)I cow right-. During the
preceding eek- [midi-her- engaged in much
puhlic

h'Iliisphere. 11111;1/C11r, Julio'. Cae-zir

hilling.

zuld

.

111111.

-unipa,iu'-

and the lhtiiiii Faupire in a fell page-. \rid
raw
alino-t the -aim' atilmint uhitittitliwi.
NIurco\ cr. iii grade
huok-. cuniple

tr\iig t() fail up old h.\ to nivel
-tandard- and at the -mile time conform iu
other -tate and lucal curricula. ()Hier- \\ ere

-implit ird repeatedl \ to tlie
inturmation
point id iiii-repre,entation. (Iniaj:.ine hit \\
reart it tlie \Nen. -prinkled

-itling nut the ziduptimi. taking a \\ail-andcc
altitude and \\undcring if
lc\ thuuk
adoptiun in C.alifurnia ;Ind el-i.\\ here might
arsa..

II

1- -ohering tot remeinher ;hat in -pile or

raddi.-11 chat dhoti! glolial
and inter
dependence. recent -lir\ I.\ ha\ ducumented
profound p'ographic
(II
high -hI
itikr
\\
\ at ;ill. In -utile cla--ruum- Eurupean
1

nutabl l'airupean
eNtreinclx

(am-

-w.creigiii. and
Iltt% 1111111cirkly
\\ ill literlieliee--iiienrrectk

t./11k like lialmiee iit

h.lhouk-

Element:1r\ e\ el -ucial

arc in

\ ear. Macmillan rolled out
a ne\\
much impru \ cd in effluent and
de-ign cumpared to it- -tale. on n. i-cd prior
program. It

i. reporteill cutting deep Mil)

Siker Burdett.- -cric-. \\ hich during the l(t8tt..
duminated elemental. \ lc\ el
11111.11.-all'''. licit HP'
prugrain -till adhere-

littN\

nt e-tahli-lied 1-111'11clular Iraine\sork-.. ;mil the

nationali-til li
iidn
the lierlin \\ ;ill hadi-appeared
think that ill ha- !limed mit lOr the lie-1? (Ii
taking their lieeduin tor granted. hill the\

eompaii al lea-I feigned the pu--ihilik of a
la-t -minute \\ ithdra \\ al f rum the C.alifurilia
cunipelitiun. l:micurrentl
Mifflin
ha- de\ eloped a lie \N -ern.- fur kindergarten
un
through eighth grade

e\ en care if it lia-?

curriculum. Thi- important -tale aduption \\ Ill
he plaed mil during the itcll fcs
en it- national -i_ralificance. \se \\ ill return
tu the -inject, featuring it ni the

I'e. 1- that encunipa-- and anakit, hreaking
cnsciii.- in Vairope. a- vs ell a- (lhina :mil Latin
Mnerica. \\
coming. ill -Milt' C;1-t...

Iit

-()111r

1 car-

111,1

hence. and uf cour-i. there i- nut guarantee

.

id the .Cuei(r/ .ti/u/(/ie.s /?et
In thIt' 111V11111111V. 111 are cu1(1 in/A.1J that thi-

that I inure (*\

"i11 Wit (LW'
IT. that 11C1s. p'11Crattoll
.111,111'. It.\111000k, I. iii 111.\11(.111111.111
1

(It

fir MI
\\
-CC II1,111\
Itilk
re \ i-ed .11ouk- tor (dementar \ and
-Hum! -tudent- come onto the market durnig
(lie o.arl\
%\

\- it

[1111111'n.. 1.;1111W'llia I. right IIMS Ill till'

4;1 -4114'161r ;1(1(111110H (11

h.\ t- fur kindergarten thruu;111 eighth grade.
The -tat(:-, curriculum dif
/rum inu-t -date

:mil local mandate-. It -vek- to (-windily the
1ic-1 clement, ()la hi-tor\ -centered curriculum

i(11.-raliging a-,e',-inenl tol elenientan
and
tr\tti000ik.1)11 inancr- of Ea-tern
Europe and hin-'.im .,ill lame illuminating. ()it

the
tlial good in-dructional
material- arc not al \\ a\ le\ thouk.. 1St' .lIggc.1
111;11

comic- of

enterpri-ing leacher- oln-t off. their
(;eurge
\lurid/11u! little
1:11rIn. zund
un..-ider u-ing it a,

a -.implement iii juniur high ;mil -eniur Ingli
!manor:nil'. -tun
\\ hat happen- 1111011 gm I.rnmetit

derie Irnui the com,ent id the go\ (Tiled.
ritten al the end of.

11 mid

ar

II.

\\ hen

Stalinism %%as shoi, ing its true colors. On% ell's
classic -till prmides a i \ id ci% ics lesson tliat

all American student, can an(l should take to
heart.

often foolish, sometimes odd, as in Exploring
fr'orld History, a dismal text bv every measure.
\\ !licit asks: -How do you think Stalin's
{whinging to a race of mountain peoph. may

have affected the way In roled?-

CRISIS IN TIII EAST:
How Textbooks Treat

Hementars Social Studies

Eastern Europe and the

liguing turmoil in Russia and Eastern

While textbook treatments of the Eastern
Hoe %an in quality, instructional materials
art- hast satisfactory for t.lt.mentarv-level
students, who normally encounter world
histor\ in sixth grade. Part of the probkm of
course is the sophisticated subject matter.

Europe has caught all

Old

Soviet Union
l'eter Cannon

0

of us b

surprise. l)e-pite long-tanding popular
unrest zind economic stagnation in erstwhile
itellite,, . few could ha \ e
So\ iel
e \ ent- like the breach of the lierini \Vali am.I
the Lithuanian declaration of independence.

Just a- ama/ing. to date t\ er\ countr\ of the
Fasteril Hoe. exctpi Rumania. has re\ olted

going far to deconstruct the
totalit(rian go\ erninent, in idace since the
l()I0-. lIo%% well do clementar\ and high
peaceful! \

.

through artful teaching. careful ehronoland exciting prose can a t elve-year-old
fathom topic- like the Russian expansion over

the Eurasian continent limier the czars. the
late arrival of European culture into Russian
domains, or the nineteenth-century worker
nimements that culminat('d in the Bolshevik
re\ ()lotion of P)17. And Inn\ can any text at
thi, le% el eltark come\
111,Ienie:-. of the
So\ lel econom% ur financial s. stem?
Nlany elt.mentary-leyel social studies books

school texthook- prepare student- for On...4.
dramatie deitlopinent-?
It the earl% success of these democratic

dully into such subjects. but not with great
insight and certainly not \\jilt the dramatic

ilimeilient- i- a-loill,Iling. the %earning for
freedom and ectintunic reform ina \ ha\ t.
-trock inaii% \ oill4.r. 1 mericall, a- corious.

tuted for many currtnt lessotn, lio\% about
the stun\ of the White Russians against the
Reds? Where are the memorable. spine-

I nburdened b% a bloodstaint11 recent histor\ .
li \ ing in a secure and free cotintr\ . the\ have
the Inxiir\ of beim,- ahle to ignore %%orld
affair-. American student-. especial! \ those

taught to regard -1:airocentr.- d-. a naughty

tingling, even James Bond-like stories ahout
Cossacks. Siberian labor camps. or the KGB?
The MIV
(ill address
i- the issair of freedom. Holt. Rinellart's The
Pvoph ill the Soviet 1:11inti
Worb/

and eve-opening stories that could be substi-

\Nord, llIal Hill !Ill\ i l'Cribi \ I'd WI' information

ha \

the\ netil from their h. \ Ihmlv- to understand
the historical ,ignificalice of currttit t.% cid.or to appreciate the gull behseen West and

the golernment can lose their Hr..
[Mt
ill jail.- But this judgment has little meaning

East. Without a firrn idea of what Conuouni-an
is. I11i1% call OW\ widersland if , demise? I :arm
children iiccustomed to neat tele\ ision-like

ro.y one-page profile of Peter the Great
praises hi, tflork to modernizo the rountr.
-Peter also -et up lieu\ industries that helped

ending comprehend c%ents that May take

Russia become ;1 strong. modern tiation--%%hilt' the Wall] Harr:like send. an almo.4
opposite me-sage: -Before the Ig2O's. the
mini) had \ en\ little industn. It \\a,

\ ear- to re-ok 1.''.'
iii (.1, ,,.tar\ .1,.%,,l

a- testament- to ilic

1,,\N.,

..4,,,I

fact that ,(11111.
all-Arail Illdifical Mill PC1111(11161' concepts are
hand

er \

little freedom. Those %%In, criticize

in ;1 text that ne\ cm- mentions \larx or Stalin,

the other hand. e% en at the secondar% le\ el.

a poor farming nation.The text goes on to -talc that the colour\
!oda\ i- Ill industrial pouuer: -The So\ iet

,ifitie instructional material is too oh\ jou,.
I imunieralde -ern ical thinking- questions are

bu-, it,

too difficult for grade -chuider- if, gra...p. (hi

nion manufacture- timIlINt e\ er\ thing, from
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lothing. I rom refrigerator- ro

is followed bv -Life in the Soviet I nion. a
feature about a fictional girl named laud \ a.
Thoiugh Ludva and her family belong to the
Alusemy eliteher father is a party mem-

computers.- But it fails to comment on

chronic shortages of con,unier goods ur

\.

restricted access to computers. AVIiile The
IForh/ does remark on social iniqpialities iii
Soviet society, congestion in the cities. and
primitive conditions in rural areas, it neglects
to pin responsibility for such problems on tlit
tlwmLikl the

barthe\ lice modestly by Western standards. They di, not occn a car and are grateful
to have their occul apartment milliont ha\ ing

to share a kitchen and bathroom.

Whilo the textbook's deceloper,. have

selves. it extols the benefit, of socialism \\ Idle

this generic Russian girl to help
American sixth graders relate to a foreign

ignoring the issue of quality: -The So\ iet
nion proyid-s all of it, people with free

designed

medical carc 1..ree ifental care, free day care
for small children. and free \ acations.eak on thu Russian
The ll'orbl

culture. Ludy a comes across ze4 kind of sapp\

qt.\ olution: -In eark Iq17. the people staged
strike, to protest shortage- of food and coal.
Later tfiut \ car a man named ladimir Hvich

'S\san Lake. hid\ a wishes she c, ere talented

Ai tlw ballet. for example: -Watching the
ballerina: glide and soar urross the stage in

enough to be so graceful.- laid.a is apt to
prompt Vah 0, or snicker, in an American
classroom, \\ here sixth grader, are more
attuned to MTV than Tchaiko \
In the chapter MI E:1:./Crtl EllropV. which
treat, indicidual countries and their differences. Our World doe, not dwell on econounc
matters, though it doe, !mint out the desire

re\ olution and the tsar \\
merthrim IC So much for the Keren,k \
go\ eminent. \\ Inch wino\ eil Nicholas II. not
Lenin. and the struggle betcceen the Bolshexik, and the Mensheciks.
At the elernentar lecel. of course. history
texts ha\ e to be highly selectice. The World:,

of many citizens for a market economy. Like
Rumania the benefit of
must texts. it gi \

design and typography are appealing. and the
text aspires to be an ea`-\ read. But it
puzzling \di \ the authors choose to highlight

the doubt. -The Romanian go\ eminent is
trx ing hard to impro \ the country-, nidtitr\-- titi text reads, neglecting to mention the
nation.- export policy ;It the expense of its
citizens' diet ;ind comfort.

Denmark a- a represeinatki. European (intr\ \tt fad to discus- an N. of the nation,. of
Eastern F:iirope.
Scutt. Forestnan., Our II orb!: 1 esterdaV (Ind

A liox on Casale Dracula might luRe been

Todav ,upplic, much of the pre-re\ ulutionar
Russian history left tiiit II\ the iludt book,
touching on such ec cults as the Alongol

lu

opportonik to link past \\ ith present cc il

a connection dial in fact made Ceaticaseu and

his henchmen uneas\ but instead the

abolition of serfdom under klexander II. Peter
the Great and Catherine the Great are absent.

author- oudine the familiar vampire stor\ and
vre,cot the ca-Alv as Rumania's taluivalcut of
Hisne\ land: -Thousand- of tourists come to

11111 a -pecia: map -ection nicel \ illustrates the

Romania each year to see (..astIe Dracula. The\

funrse of Russian expans:ion. The text

csall, annum] its -.lone \calls and look through
it- narro\\ cciitducccs . AVhat do you suppo,e

iocasion in

die thirteenth century and the

%Nil!, rooted in the
explains that
ideas of a nineteenth-century German philosoplier named Karl Marx, \Nilo i (11.1(lted. it Ii-()
gi \ es a more iiceurate picture of the revolution

they tfcttt tc) see? What the -right- answer
\\ e cannot be -turn. Comrade (:eauce,cu.
a tiny liar!
whom
is.

1.!-;

Harcourt Brace Jucanocielt's The if 'odd

than the Holt program...kiting that for -about
in
eight months, the Russian gmernmeilt
before the Bolshe iks
a -.tate of conf
sewed p(mer at the end of 1917.
Our II"orld. littvwcer. falls short of the ideal.
more ;ilmut the enormity
The book sit\

Pa4 und PreAent co\ ens topics in more depth

than either the Holt or the Scott. Foresnrin

of Stalin's crinies than -Millions died under
useful lesson on hoc\ the
Stalin's terror.oinniunkt part \ inn] gocernmetit \cork toda \
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programs. The design is le,s flashy than that
of these other two book,. Content and st le
are far superior. While the authors exclude
earl \ Rus,ian histor \ the \ gic e Karl Marx and
die Communist Manifesto separate seetion
and properl -tress the backwardness of Ow
1

country before the 1917 revolution: "In the

students tru left with utterly flattened, dead

I 800s most Russians lived just as Europeans

writ ing.

had in the 'Middle Ages. European history
the Renaissance, the Reformation, the Imlus-

Secondar) World History

trial Resolutionhad touched the Russian
people only slightl, if at all.The text also makes it ch ar that ono

textbooks are superior to their lower-level

Junior and senior high school world history

autoeratic regime was replaced by a government just as oppressise: "In Nosember 1917,
Lenin aml the Bolsheviks seized control of tin
government. They made the Communist part
the Only legal politic-al party in Russia. 'flies
destroyed groups that disagreed with them.
The Communists arrested or killed religious
leaders, husinesspeople Isicl. and anyone who
opposed their gosernment. The government of
ruthless czars had heell replaced with
another harsh gosernment.Harcmirt Brace's The IT.orld is blunt about

counterparts. W.ith greater scope. these texts

Stalin"s rule: "He sent countless millions of

less:

people into slave labor ramps. It is esaimated
that at least 30 million SO\ IV1 Cnizunn died
as Stalin's prisoners. His policy spied on.
arrested. and often tortured anyone suspected

"Thousands of Russians were against the
(:ommunist government. \laity of them were
put in prison, sent to forced labor camps in

provide a more satisfactory picture of such
subjects as the 1917 revolution, Stalin's rise

to imwer, and collectivization. There are
exceptions Exploring World Ilistorv dun&
down subject matter to a uhugruc I hat would
make a literate elementary book like Ilarcourt

liracc':, The liorld a preferattle text for le!,s
able secondan students. Exploring Il'orld
Ilistorv doe:, go the. sequence of events ill
1917 right. But subsequent history is .,()
ruin preswd and disjointed as to he meaning-

pleasant contrast to the !iambs Tombs prose

Siberia. or tnurdered by those in power. W orb]
War I and the Russian Resolution had helped
Inc dv,tro\ the Ru.,ian ecomionly. CnntinUnki

or swum vhvoli.olarsii,id book,.

reforms were unable to solve the proldems.

A newer hook. Alactuillat(s Engem I 1 etnisphere, i, a carni \ alof colors and design. Sofin
II, lessons are excellent even though the
two has difficult s competing with an user-

Fomi crops surl, poor. 11ati people were
stoning. The Communist parts. howeser.

of opposing him.- This kind of writing is a

ahundance of distracting stud exercises.
Overall. the book dm., not match Harcourt
Brace's The If or/d. %gain. inforiatingls, it
makes the error that Lenin oserthrew Nicholas II: Hv Nosember 1917. Lenin's followers
look over go\ iriiimuiit huildings and arrested
tliu leaders of thy tsar's gosernment."

Enstern Iletnisphere co\ ers

t he

v lel

nion's geographs and multicultural tensions
esen mentions the
with some dexterity.
opening of the Berlin W all. But the literary
11

problems in trying In jam landmark vs rut,

into one last-minute paragraph are esident:
"Bs 1989. the countries of Eastern Europe

were changing quickl.. hncclulu demanded
greater freedoms, and the communist govern.
mem, were responding. Frey elyetions were
held

inn

Poland. Esen the Berlin W all. long

ss mho! ()Utile Cold Vs ar was opened. East
Germans once again were allowed to trasel Icc
the W est.- Hen% all s env disappear s. and

remained master of' du. nation. When Lenin
died, in 1921, Joseph Stalin took his place as
dictator. Stalin was a harsh ruh.r. Ile destros (41 those he thought were enemies of
communism

lie also plotted the murder of

Communist leaders he believed were against
him. Stalin remained in power until his death,
in 1953.-

Clohol Insights i, a better hook
than Exploring World Ilistory liii. is not to
that die text is satisfactory. Among other
things. it shortchanges Europe. past and
present. It include, a unit on the Soviet
union. but Eastern Europe is simply missing.
At least C/o/yr/ hicighis brings into high
relief the collapse of the czarist regime :Ind
the advent ccl Cononunism. Lenin's ruthlessAll opposition to the Communist

leadership

hanned_ and annne sti,peclvd
people' was
o:

of !loin!! an 'envin

11

imprisoned, shot or forced into exile--forms
a prelude to Stalin's excesses: "Sosiet citizens
;iccused of disloyalts were shot or sent tic labor

5.43

!niblick ssrit ten. ,aid. or heard in the

camp, in Siheria, N1livre 0111 the hardie-4
surs.i \ ed. Even menther- of the (:ontimmist
part \ were not safe. In the late L930.,, Stalin

ia

purged. or retno\ ed. many of Lenin-, old

of the Communist part \ and the Red :\rni\

a-soriate- from their position, and had them
tried and executed.All of till, enlightening for -.Indent-. \shit
-carrelv need for understanding an Iiititit
thinking"' que,tion at the end of the

The -,ecret police ;.trre,ted million, of people.
\Ian \ \sere gi\ en ',Itor, trial, in is hie!! the\
!niblick. confessed 1 hell' 11.1k11110, hvforc
being sentenced to imprisonment or death.
I num n I I crimp' minre- no \stun', a- it
identifies
current So \ iet proldem, a- the
econimk nt'hgiucit. di-,itlent,_ and the ,atellite
countrie, of I.:a-tern Europe. Rut is hen it rite,
So \ let zichievement,. like other tethook., it

1 lli011. 111 1931, he carried out a ,crieof purge,. 01' renim al of unde,irable member-.

a countr\ s here \ 011 l'0111(1 he arrested and
impri-oned or exiled for a large part of \ our
life \N i111 ',Al itt It 10 !-,11 \ 1111001 the matter?"

like man\ tixt,. tend, to

InNights,

merlook, the failure,

So\ iet go\ ernment pro \

and inefficiency in the hureaucrac\ often ha\ clic-- in certain area.. ,uclt
Hunted
the 1111:11161 \ uiiiJ 1111;110 iii con,utner
-pite uI -nuhi sseaktie,,e,.
It ;t1,o
the So\ ill eronotti\ ha, expanded rapid! \

11111',V1611!, and theatre, ,tll over 1111` (1111011' \

of that free medical
rare? licks meaningful i- a high literar\ rate
What 11110111 1I11' till111111

ill a country that cen-,or!, ishat people ran read
or is rite? l)oe- having a rich cultural heritage
mak(' the average So\ iet citizen feel any better

\ iet Union nos\
-.tent, and the
rank, second mil\ ti hi I nited State, in
under

almut heing unable

\ erall indu-trial producti \ it \

\ I i,-ing hen.
-iartiation of the

i

uti \

cotninent on the

(:011111111111,1

\ era or the 1
technolog\
-i/t of the Smiet
eeottoim ha- for \ ear- heen lia-ed loll data that

scholar- ha\

0111- of the

0116,1de

111u.

Ice-,1

high ,ehool to\t, in the
\ am's ich.,

hound ,Itident- in the tenth to ti% ellth grade-,
rightfully place- tile 611111,6'i11 tint', of the
14:a.t at centcr
"Hurim, the late 1()70.,

titirchahle,

our- itHtead of half,

1I'll \ (.1

(1Ild Nurtiork. geared to college-

I I Istor.v:

heguli to challenge a.

ccording lu soon.
So\ lc! t; NI)
\
ch,er tuu

10

1110c?

field. Harcourt Brace

11611116

r11:10 \

sociali,ni: -The

of

free medical
-N.\ ice for
almo,t
everyone how to read and is rite. It ha, built

exaggerate the -twee-- of the So\ let econom
It arkiloss ledge- that -v,ide,pread corruption

percent of

a- ttio-4 to \ t book-

itrol

indicate. 1)161 the SO lvt go\ crimient start,

I()10:-.

the

n't11101111C-

01.

the Fa-tern

hiropeatt nation,. ill general. hegan tic -lint%
,igns uli fragility. ()tittlated factorie.,

relea-e accurate figure, on it, econom \ the
true ..ize cannot he ktoks n.
Like Global Insight%, Human I I eritage:
It arbl Ilistorr i, puldi,hed los, Merrill, mks a
unit of Nlactitillan. It is al-o anned at junior
tu

inachiller, product- of poor quality_

loss

lesels of worker productivit \ 111(' imhalaneed
trade arrangement,. and a huge foreign deht
all contributed to dui, ei OnOntir l51`11k11(5..,.

high ,chnol ..tinictits but appropriate a, all
eas\ reader at the high ,chool
is a
much finer hook. First of iii. it take, a

Th, tp\t proceeds to outline Ihe recent
failures e\ en of ,tich putatise
10111111'il'1,

chronologiral approarli that
more ef fecti \
than that id Global
hich hegin, \Nit h
.\ frica trol 1110 \
AH111111'610.11
through
region- of the ssorld.
II timiln II rritilge e()\.
Rti-,ian
bistors. more Ilitirultglik than (;/o/u,//m.i,ghts,

arld

1('0110111iV

l':a-1 Gel-11111M , 11110g11'v.

For 1,111111111r, ill

`I

once one of Ea,tern Europe's 610,1 s ig011111,
\
re0110Illit'',, Multi-Arial output increa,ed
marginal] \ in l(gi7_ and farm output ziettiall \
fell. The annual rate of inflation reached 150
percent, and tincitylo \ in"nt
tossard ho
percent. l)ebt-. Otst'll to other countrie, pro\ ed
to he 1 tigo,las
ino-t cru-dting economic

although it de \ ote,,onies% hat less vace to the

nineteenth atol earl \ issentieth renturie,. The
\snit ing
or better: -Like the tsar-.
Stalin maintained hi- pm\ er through cen-or-hip and terror. He controlled e\ er \ thing that

problem. 110ls l's CI'.

I 11

191-17.

1110 goscrnment

had to a-k it- creditor- In re,ehedide repayment requirement, for S l() billion.- The hick \
6
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,Itident %%lin zihsorb, thi, up-In-dale text will
gain real in,ighl into economic affair, in
Eas Arrn Euope
:Another superior te \
Houghton Mifflin',
History of the If 'Orb/. Thi, [wok pro\ ide, thr
detail, that other wnrld LisThric, of ten lea\ e
nut. likr the per,rentinn of the kulak,: -Stalin
,att the kulak,
enemies. tof ,ociali,m. and

he tnIti l'art ttorker, Iii "liquitialr the ktilak,
a, a

ttert. ,litot tor scill to

gulag,d nrectidahor ramp,. Alan\ oi
remaining pra,aill, killed thei lonr,r,.
anti pig, rather than horn Ihrin toter In the
collectit r.- l I igor y of the If 'mid make, the
eton,equerite- (of tttiii't'hi

ulit,ii clrar: -Farm-

"r
llic
-lock
,litortage, uf int-at, dairt
product,. leatlicr pond,, and ferlili/er. In
ing

",01,10

.0\(1:r

10:i2-1933 a -e\ ere famine 161 "Hiv Park tor
thr Sc)\ iel I itoon. Alllinugh iii,, (mil prople
t,ert. ,tarving. Slahn strut nn ening rood

man a, 10 million people died a,
rt-.1:11 (of collretivizatimi.Gond sectuidarv-let el hi,turie, ott Ha,tern

alornad.
;1

reastmahlr, il tvorst

1930s. the Knees,

'it' hieuni'vnitcntl' lot I"'"Ide rurced l" gie ult
their propertt_

the next paragraph

note, that -ten, of million,- died a, a result
of the Nazi itlYm-ion in VX mid War 1 I.
A broad view of tt hat the author, of World
l;cograpli.o call the Eurnpran -culture realmhand
\teen \Vest and East.
(-online
In thr mann. oh halanre. rase
a flulgarian lilark Sra rr,ort and the English
Channel tunnt-1 prnitscl. focusing on the
humeri!, and dratthack, (drat:h. After di,cu,sthe (*.mullion Alarkrt. the text merely sat,
COAIHCON. the
counterpart: -II

bit ,

iiniorming the lott of

.good, lortttrrio it, member, a, %tell
ttith the
re,I ti Eurnpt. and Hie ttnrld.- Nut only is

inetorrcrt. ()urn again. ,Indriit, are led

In think that life in We,terit anti
Huropr
prett much the ,a
The
-The Future of Europe.idrinifit., ethnic niire,t among milinritie,
mainly a AA r,lerii cutlet-rm. riling -the

lia,tpur, in Spain. Hu. Crnalian, in Yugn,latia,

Huropr and 1hr Sot iel I !Mon r\i-t. Guitrart
In -.mut. tear-, the,e le

the Sent, in Great Hritain. the lirclon,
Franco. anti the Fleming, in lielgium.- Far

nppro,,ion and rcnituntic failtirr aectiraltd
and ,ntrietime,
Nut ,urpri,inglt. the

intone role\ unit tt mild hate keen cummenl

Imeid in
,clontol
for collegr-Imund -.indent,. The ,olojrct
inaltt.r. Att.!: all.
difficult. Bill a book like
IIiiiiiiiti //eritage 'lit
ti hit ctoriiiiirntlahle Li
pn,,iloic for tolingri and les., aide ,Iiident-.

World GcograPh
GCOgr.lidl \

IC\ 1'

Cal""

IM.

c\Pecied ho

toorker, in NA r,1 (;ermant
tor the fnrcrol
tof the liallic
(t'I in,trad
iron the Stot iel I !null.
Int
Hit: rase of Azerhaijan through an
inlenn.d ...tort of human right,. Calica,u,-

,It le. The rilinic ten,ion, anti deningraphic
rnmplr\itie-.
Europe and the timiel
mon. kr ,tilojert, for a gengrapli text. art.
Irft 11111n1d.
"l'ttn other ,rentidary-level geography texts
hat
better liktorical vont(' than thr

eamine
deplh. Bill OW
evii.jon, in McDougal. Lit tell', If 'nth/ (;co,,E,,
mph v -humid dislurlo: -.10er Lenin died iii
192 I.. .1to,t.pli Stalin became the cninitrts,
leadpr. A ,eri, of Tit t. A ear Ilan,' %%ere

idtv 'Today, for 1.\am1tie, (It-critics

I
launched in 1928 to intmernar

dramatic

;

,rt
;

;

I

nil

1hr Turki,lo

AlcHoligal_ hurl! honk. Holt', if

(;cogro-

jIll ttith har,li
l'ite Year

resultrd in

Iluttrtrr.

rial

and agriculturv. A, a result. million, of ,niall
ot irt num \ten. comhined lot
farm, in

\ten. opposed lo.
Tilt' Sityleh
people Itrre forced to make great ,arrifire, in

Hoe goN eminent into larger farm,. The purpo,e

torder

Itt iiirrra-r farm output through mechanizatinti intl lit relca,c million, of farmer, to
%%tort, iii thr farturies loving huill in the
Stalin Iiitio,r11 ctotild ,carctIt tolijrcl
AA Illiotuil til k rio hli 1111-1
011 Hit'
1 krainian
gentoritle td the
I

to make intiti,hrial

gnotn Ilu

jut

.

cann Iron,
tarttier'. \la" kurn"et.' "ere tinht"I'l" "I'm°
grvanc,1

In,ing their land anti animal-.
Ili OW 1)1*(1.11(1.01H

lot

1 kraine,

rehelled

attacking official, and burning farm

building,. Alan t. Were k
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III olohleelke,.

and (other, %ten.

sem to Siberian labor camps. In the middle
1930s. Stalin's farm policies caused a great
famine in the farming regions. More than six

scranddes to catch up, the demie ahead will
almost certainly sec changes more profound
than an \ since World War II. Publishers now

million pople diet' of star\ ation.-

Hyr

picture of the contemp(irary Soviet Lino!).

oPP"tooilY to devekiP te\thOoks
that will prepare the students to understand
the reasons lor these change,. The next

going well beyond geography to describe the

generation of texts should stress that the quest

larger culture: -All Soviet citizens are

for freedom is not just a Western ideal but

expected to sacrifice iiitl make communism
the most important aspect of their lives. The
Soviet go\ ernment has made heay industry

one with universal appeal. it has special appeal
for individuals who live under reprn!,s1ve.

fr.orM Geography Today also gives a somber

ineffici(nt regimes.
For theades the Eastern Europeans and
Soviets have not just been pursuing an

and the production of militor\ goods more
important than pro\ iding consumer goods. .1s
a result. consumer goods are expensive. and
\ ariek a\ ailable. Soviet people
there is
line up to buy goods at
0111-1 frequently
sv.11(00
stores.- Here Hie relation bet V.VCII
Mid HO' lik 111. the ()Minor\ SO\ iet citizen is

alternative course that has worked well
enough for them, however distasteful it mav
strike man\ 1mericans. In fact. they lum
fallen increasingl tttit ti .111 \Aid) other
adsonced nations. As they themselves now
acknowledge. they hose lagged behind the rest

clear.

of the industrialized world. with its integrated
technival anti finanrial systems. Thev can no
longer of ford not to join the chili. The crucial
lesson is to recognize that ludo\ 's Eastern
leaders. like Peter the Great. must turn 10 dn.

(;lencoe's Ir.orld Geography devotes the

bulk of it- ,ertion on Eastern Europe to a
cultural and economic stir vv. This, text
remark, correct! \ on the richness of Ri1;111
contributions to literature. music. ballet. and
film. wInle emphasizing the diffieult position
of the artist: kuthors. composer,. poets.

West if their countries are to prosper and
nourish the Inman spirit.

painter-. and other artists are 001 allowed
TeXtbOOkS

complete Ireedom of expression. Instead. the\

are encouraged to create work, that reflect

1.1,11,ml:try

gmernment

The Glencoe hook

IA1'1'11(411

N hen

Eastern Hemisphere.

it

consider, the rconom \ of the region. It places
the blame for cereal crop shortages not just

Foresman. I Q88.
The If 'odd. Milt. Rinehart and 11 inston. IO8n.
The trod& Past and Present. Harcourt Brace
Joyanoi ich. I98B.

on bad weather but also on centralized
planning: -For example . in setting goals for
milk production. So\ iet planners lioxe used

informatittn

itt

111n

"Ill of farm-

to

Secondar\ World History

determitie how mon \ Lir\ cows could be

Eaploring Ii orld lli.storu . dub,.
Giobid Insights: People um/ Cultures. Mac-

grazed on each farm. This inform:0nm.
howe\ er. huh 001 1c11 lint% 1110111 grazitT land

millan Merrill.

was autildble or how man\ (lair\ cows could
he fed on it.

put on forms that cnIlId Oot opporl wide-tread grazing.- Erom a speeilic example like
this. I lir -1 tolvnl can understand ts It \ the
Ea-tern European-. and t'\en 111. Sn1111111n111-rk I.-, an 11.1-Inning In dei-rntralime their

\\ "rid G''"gr"Ithu

ct ()mimic- and int rrtducv Inarkvl forcv-..

1- 11

*

World (;cogrophv. \IcHoligal.
IOW).
ii orld (;cographl. (;lialenc Macmillan IMi().
ll'orld (;coplaph.1 rola,. Holt. Hinehort and

*

Europe ino e- tow.ard economic

union in 1902. and

a-.

1()87.

Ilistor, of the If '(tdd. Houghton Mifflin. P)00.
Human Hcrittjgc:
illod
nttilbiti Nlerrill. lo80.
If .orld Hision: People and Na/ions. Harcourt
Brace .10,,,no\i..h. 199o.

Z1 result. dair \ cow, ha\ e been

*

I990.

Our Irorld: leqerday and Today. Scott.

Faistern Europe

1\ instoti.

8

RI

. 3(1

Nlicha,1 kuldin and I 1 man

kublin. Houghton Mifflin, 1990.
1?ussia

part

of a Houghton llifflin

program called World Regional Studies., a
paperliack series for high school students.
It i, con \ ellientl \ sized. under three
hundred pages. and far more NS ieldy than
the usual six-pound \\ orld histor N. monster.
It, crisp prose makes the volume often read
more like a good ;,eneral interest book than

a text.

gki., a hi,torirai
complicated nation hilt emphasizes topical
concerns and current t.\ ents. The problem

is that such anal\
en description
all quickl\ date. (..o\ (Ting de\ elopment
op to a ear agi '. before the dis-olution iti
the Eastern Hoc. the text \\arils that there
is -danger that reform- %%ill go too far and
that the I. SSli \\ ill feel compelled to

inter elle- in it- 111(.11 satellite nation-.
\\ li the 1:11blins chose to use the
d"nlzer and "I"" 1 hr` nlItllI h zga I"" .1"

Some \\ ere simply
pea,atits lost their li \
murdered. Others \%ert deported to Siheriali pison camps. %%here the\ later died.The section oil Stalin's aggressi\ i behavior

at the end of World War II. resulting in
the establishnu nt of the Eastern bloc and
atkent of the (:old \\ ar. is reinarkahl \ thin.

Frequent subheads, including section
and chapter endings. interrupt the narrai e. (liapter summaries tempt the unino-

ti ated student to ignore the main text.
\\ hile ocaludar . geography. and biograph \

lists to identif mul define lend graphic

there :ire far too many of them.
The book is also rife \\ ith \ ague -critical

thinking- questions of the sort that ha\ t.
iiifecit.d le \
al all 1,.\
..as nothing done to impro \ e conditions for
Russian peasalits?- \ fter a candid reyie\N

of the pitiful So iet raik a \ zind high \\a \
s stem. the text

It\ are there fey,

car, and truck, in the I SSIi? The right
er is that -go \ ertintent-o \Nned automo-

remains an open question. lutt. of course.
this -danger- -vein- WOW I hall remote lio\\
that tlit front line ni Snt let inflnenee is
being contested at the border of Lithuania.
In late \larch. Sti\ iet jets ere buzzing

bile factories -imply cannot keep up \\ ith

linne Inn
-ignal from
\loscox that efforts to secede could lead

outstanding hook should not he difficult.
gi \ ell the literar qualit of thi, edition.

ci

(ilium, opens \\ ith an excellent
prolile
die land and its people.
oil to the expansion of the Ittissian empire
through Eurasia and the .entur \ -Ion;, drift
The

tolartl re,olution. The second half of the
hook. \\ hich
e\ the So iet period. ill's, cs.ell. Heileatedk the author, -lip into
the pa,si e tense. e-peciall
lieu de-erillnig dle horror- of the regime. -The St) \jet

The

t. ents of the

las.1

\var make

it

nect.-sar \ for Houghton \liffhn to go hack
to the dra ing board. Fashioning an

To hogin. the lxillOitis could delete most of
the

uctional material at the end of

sections and chapters. thus streallihning iii

:dread\ lean text. \\ ith a strong unbroken
Harrah e. the\ could then more sharpl \
Itlitli the difference, hellseen East zind
\\ est. Final! . the\ could -tre,-. surli
subject, tti contemporar\ interest a- the
Lithuanian independence tilmenient or the

Communist l'art's relin(3uishing it-

111(1-

if po,%Ir.

penitie %%ere expected to sarrifiet, comforts

111 tittl

in order to hring the lc\ el of industrialization of their coitnin. up to that of
industrial dekelopilirill- ill apitalist chitin-it - the le\ I tit du ali-tract .ind all

Just a- the I tilled Stale, hall to reassess
the
its ghdial role in the earl \ 1h)70-.
So let I nion must consider its innlian
cninidinn. material failure,, ethnic ten-

Inn I% hileal -eldence.

sion-, and imperial limit- in the 199(1s. This

Stalinist atrocities ri . el\ e cursor treatment: -I)uring the period tuf the first three
e\ car plans. at lea-I fike nllliiittll

is a crucial -tor\ of our fillies. and RtiAsi,t
hegins to pro\ ide the kind of material, that
student- need iii serious glohal studies.
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THE HOLOCAUST
AND THE TEXTBOOKS

premeditated and ..-.-Icillalized nior(I,q' ()I'

,..17).

i()%%-).

Moil. Rinehart', People and Our
..1
Study of 11-orld Ilistory (1081) and Scot!.
Foresman., llistory and Life (P)0(1) are better

B\ 1.tiey S. Da \sidowiez.

D(cool-, upon receiving their degrees.
take the Hippocratic oath, \ owing to
practice medicine for thy good of the
sick and, at thy least, not to spread di-ease.

ilian of her- in colering Hint span of histor
colierenth. each doing so in zilcout two or
three page, of fe\t. E\ en so, Hie\ cure fla\\ ed.
People [Ind Our 11-orld fails lo mention the

hi 116, ,pirit, the 1)epartment of Education

place of anti-Semiti-an iii Hitler's ri,e tic
power. History and Life incorrect] \ dates Ow
-1:inal Solution- as of 1()1-2. \\*oh the -.tart
of the operations of Hie death camp, though

might in,titute a Socratic oath. an equi\ alent
obligation !cinching on all te \Wool\ writers.

editor,. and puldisher, committing them
lionorald \ to educate the k Wing and. at lhe
lea,t, no! to 1111)-()(hocals then).
Tr11)()(11,- I()() ()nen 1;111 Icre ill 111)1111C:1i

Ihe murder of the .h.\\ s began in the ..-inniner
of 1Q11. ith mass ,hooting, on territory
-eized from Riis,ia.

arii \ i...1, and -1seciabintcre-4 groups. each

\lel)otigal, Linen', 4 World Ilistory: Link.,
(zeros, Time and I'lace (10881 and \lerrill',

demanding that contents be re \ ked in
accordance with their k Cl:".1()11, and \ iSilill, ld
111)-lor. To appraw 111() protester,. puldi,lier,

(.\ ident in the wa\ the\ pre-ent the hi-tor\

Global Insights Ii Q88) are unbehel. ;chi\ had ii)
their treatment,. 4 World Ilistory
u,riiten
in kindergarten
that reflect, 11le\ el: -Hitler belie\ ed ihat
German, \\ ere members of a superior race. III)
(1(1)1'1441 1)()01)1() of their cil il right.- if

of the murder of the Vairopean Jew., during
the Second \\ ()rid \\ ''''. Fur a sluartc'r ul. a
centurs. the -11hject wa. -carcel mentioned
in world Iii-lor\ te\thook-. In re-poic-c to -twit

ilionglit Hob\ lvrc. inferior to Germans.There arc hi-torical error- (for in,tance,
characterizing the Rhineland a-. -neutralm-tead cci -demilitarized-1_ ven though tin,

critici-ni hack in 1079.1114. then \ ice pre,ident
of the \--ociation of \Inerican 1)111)1i-her;
-chool di \ i-ion -aid: -Book- reflect the
thinking and \ iew- of people in a gic.c.ii time.
The Holocau-1 wa- IIIII 11111W1111(1,1 ill IltIIIII(..,
IIIIIIII- IIIIIII IIIIre 1,I- a 'IA -111)1 ,IIIHIII II.

two claim, a, it, ,rnior con,tillant

en,ure hefore a hook.- ile.t printing dial die
te.t is. lo paralchrzy.-4) Suili_ blotied out. (orrceted. etilar,441. dimini-lied_ and interlaced.
Thi, failure ()I textbook, i- noticeald \

this.

\Villiani 11. \lyNcill. In Ow

rinitiptit

I c(, rudimental. \ icaragraph, ;Wool Hie murder
()I III('
Ihr mimic-. of !Nu() ()I' I he (loath
ramp, an' S% rung. \lajdanek
ink-polled and
the concentration camp Bel,ell III (;VIA11;111\
11,i-taken for the death camp lielzec in Poland,
l;labed
i-. composed in abecedarian

So mucli for ilic [dare of ill,- Holocaii-t in
hi-tor \ and Ihe puldi-her-' obligation to the

that inatchy, it, intellectual le\ el. Two
page, are de\ (fled to the murder of the Jew,.
'Hie fir-1. entitled -The Holocau,t- and
appearnig in the unit on \Ve,tern Fairope.

ta-k of education.
\owada\ - ino-t world Iii-mr\ tvolcook,

,Iiirli -air\ e \ nothing le-- than all mankind',
Ici,tor\ Iron, -tart to lini-h. include -unwilling
ahout the iltducall,I, I.% ell If II I, no more Wan
a few. paragraphs. To judge!). ;iii (..amination

-1dolf Hitler made the

begins:

,le\%s

the

-et. it. -Incubi include ilie ri-e of Ihe \a/i

scapegoat- for all a (;,.riiicill\, trould,,.. and
,c-t dciii isc vhiminalc. !hem.- \ othing in the
le \ t beton.
af ler mention- the word -antiSeiniti-m- or offer, an \ e.planation for
Hitler', action-, The rest of the page con.i-a,
()I' e track, from diarie. by tu() non-Jeuvisli

r(Time. racial anti-Semiti-in a- the underpin-

-iirvi\ or- of roncentration camp,. \\ Inch ha\ e

ning of \a/i ideolop.I:ermatix.- dome-tie ;11111

[milling to do \\ ith the murder of i he .ie
The ,ecoild page concerning the Holocaii-4,

of -e\ end book- Him are wiclek

ci-e(1

in

cour,e, Inuit -cu. enth through twelfth grade.

all of them ccuer the immedialell rele\ ani material ati-factoril \ . Thai material. anot
I

foreign porn iv- leading to war. and the fate
of the .lew -, Iir-i in \a/i 1;crlican \ and then
in (,erinciii-rided Europe. , tilminaiing in the

appeal', in OW

",1` cci

itt

HIV
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1/1

The

population. in particular. -of fered greatly.Bulgaria receive, mention annllni LP:4
European countric,. liceall,e it ,a \ col ino-t of
Old

to Oratige count\ . concerned but ill-informed
parent, all over the ,tate are demanding that
the-e literatureha,ed text, he removed from

ih;
and a diary extract
about the War,a \\ ghetto uprising loll() But
all context N lacking. for Ilo \\here llo'N an \
mention of the 3.3 million .1(.\\ \\ ho I i' ed in
Poland before the \\ at-. of Nazi 1.rirm.:-. ill
Poland. or of t he 30(1.000 Je \\ of War,a \\ \\ liii
had been deported to the death calop at
Irchlinka hefore the \\ ar-a , ghetto opri-ing.

the clzr-.-rooin. Thi'\ charge that Ow 1(110k1- are

But men if them texIllook- gave better

reading -elections arc n111(1(1101,1:-. A fel% -tonic:and poem, aro quite \ i \ id. In ono !morn for

information ahout 1hr noirder of the European

can oung pl'llidt

In'

\ Inrti.d to

terrible hi-tor \ it tho \

comprehend

Irani about liii llItltllhllhihl

nol
and iutruuuuiuitui
throughout 1hr

tradition of initi-Seithiti,in
crilturir- that made the Monorail-I po-,illIl ?
collidt of paragraph- about the
\\ hich ,111111 text, offer. doe- not -office.
Furthermore. 11111% call -tudent, gra-p [he
horror h.!. the Honor:oh-I if the \ are ionLimiliar
\\ Uhl the bilihcal re\ hol-ion
murder atile primordial rrinir? None of the'I'

flllltIIlhi\

had. or indillorrin
tll 1hr Snot! Ginimandillool.

hocair.o wine.
1:11C-1
History wo I tile. ha- enumerated the hI

:onitilandnielo- or men -limmarued their

-acrilegiou, or morbid.
The Impression,

conrCI'led

attack.
Drvellipod ill (:anada in the early 1()81), and
One 01 IT program, :idopted I) \ Canfornia ill
1987. it
S.

include, \cork Iv Il\ci , Carroll. (:.

1.e \\ i,. and Valll'ire St'lldak. 11o,t

filth

(q.

iii crinie-?
Ili \

III, ,1111111ir III
;JO 1-). 1 I/O/0(111111

1/,111.11 11.11 1(7

je'l,

PI

Tlle

the

thirtcon !-keletons dance the
ihlIltilIr -election. -Ilider Water
pig.. glide hohleen reef- ()I coral (kiwi,. The\
\ . hli

l it IltTO.. _The\ !ill' oil dead fiSh and
rolling thing-, lil,ldIllld pet
and

can- Ow\ 1(111

c\crola.

the

The -aloe book contain, a charming
illar\ of till hirth and ilifanc\ of a nion-o.
iiarod\ o .. hu
()lllrug( Ill. centrrod
1).'`"
of.
Chrt-lilla-ill
Ihr third grado
I" '11 1.
rrador ihat ,o1111' Illa \ lilld anni-ing ill all
ilIlt cc.1 : 011
\
\ trur llI\l'Li\i Ill nir. ch.\ ii/ardIt'll ground hog- grinning. nine inglittnaro1.ig111 '11" " 111 1
"ailing' '1.1 "1
h

I

lour ra \

I

ct

II l'rt

\h.... 11cc ciii-. of -mil and a \cart -.mike

loa-l-

I hurltiolit . and
[-law. and the
moral foundation for our ob. ili/ation.
[union-land (lir old
filen. can
that i- the niurder
ilic Europran
if
the\ are not taught that ,ill culture- abhor
premeditated murder a- the noh,1 helium, of

I

()I

grader....

night :1\\

...mold. Nor doc- 1(111 text explain that the

Teti Commandment- :ire the

doch- ihot dc,crs.

;.11Id

it Ill
. .111.1

..111Ir 111,01,,

NOTED WITH I NTEREST

in a fig Iror.Grado -choolor-. it rour-c. like gor\ talc.
and gni-!natter. The\ do not therrk

grU" UP h.
h-. the Iran- of tile
-anctimonniu- and ovcrI\ fa1-tidiou- II 1hr
contrar\ . \Viler(' i- the prohlem. if then. ifiroldrin? It could he argurd [hat in an
el furl lo
lip-to-dale alld
. Int
I. guilt \ (II minor lap-e, of ta-te.
offer
.111
odd re
(of
-The T \\ el 1.
\
mon' appropriate to
\chili till lolid\ and IloCtir original ccill (lo?
1a1i11

lIllIljiiilillt porliap- i-

that di('

,erie, doe- too CO111:1111
children.- literature. including fair\
tale- and
\
\\ hat i- -.car\ and roIcahtig
ImpreN.sioliN

lc \ thook rontrol or- \ that ha,
la\,-tuit- and 11111 throat\
'once. a nunilicr Id California -chool
halo do, 1,1,41 In drop IhIlit. Iiineharr- popular
oloniontar\ dr\ ol roading -eric-. 1
Spin-rod III hr
for 1:ArolIcticr in Eillication. a Chri-tiall group locaird
a
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1111,111
IV\ fill)(1k, !hid
...eek Ill entertain :hod Ile memorable can of fend
one 111.
group-IllIdt.-cr cd
hoadachr- and 10-I rolonur, for their

*

percent for
I
the decade. \ olde fort-we, a need for !Widish-

ill tettIttink -.ale- in 1()90 inn]

di-pitte that iliNliitai fietinn

Fett

entir-4,.

can hate a place ill ,ncial

-mailer. more ..-Tecial-

Notek, :trier all. make litelt reading. much

i/ed market,. Thi, trend, he "aiti. %till create
more oppurt unit iv, for ,tnaller. la,ter

ll'\1110U1o,

-.ad it)

more

guml liilttiittl fictimi can ,timulate I Ilinking
and make Iii,turt ital ;Intl ride ant. t. hat
happen. \then tett- mit fact and fiction in
110,1 tetthonk linter, don't
the ...am,
realize that

tettlionk,
11..1

111:Iflt

ttith hitt oterlicall-. that i-. for
-upplenicittar material- iind biunique piih
li,lier,. \nide faulted the tiptinii-ni of

etectiti(c., during the l()80... and lilt'
puldi-her, git c to

market

the lilt. hreaking the running

\i'(:-.-21(1'

',tate alioptinn,. Problem, that could ari,e in

siiii

the cmiling decade. \nide ,aid. enuld itt aildi.d

int (litchi children in an ellort to humanize
a ,ociett or e ulture.

cmilpetition from computer, and alternative
media_ and erratit pliblic funding. t.,peciall

%%inter Cincinnati t ent one ,tep furenntrut er,v
ther and pt oked
lit adupting l:incinmal: In Urban Ilistory,
lett for grade -chunk prnilliced LIV the Incal
l.a,1

git en an aging 1ttt1tlli.hlttti ttihil 11(1 per,onal
coonvelion o ,tudetil:-. or ,111ook

-neiett. Thi, Imok trip, In convet
tI nrilinart penple lit mingling
lItlilIllal character--mati of them children

SO( :

the Iti-anr.t

\ I. STI 1).1ES REV ii';\\

Nonilier
Slit tug loon
1

anti teenager,. tsnitien and black,--t, ith real
iii-torical figure,. For etample, the imaginar
fifteen-tear-old Entich Bunnell becnine- an

EDITOR
(;111ert T. Sev..111

apprentice in Ifenrt 13nt ti. an ...ictual ninett.clith-contur \ Cincinnati furniture maker.
I-. the nio-I vetin1i
markt',
.1, \till]

Peter Caninin
1S.-;IST 1NT 1.:1)IT(Ill

problem from the -a pnint of narratite
that Bunnell and other figure- -erte tiitIt In
make ,nine didaetic point. Implicit inn i, the
a-,timption that a tettImok Ita,ed

puldwalmn tI the 1 median Trtihtulk
liutini 7)18.
Gitlin :1. 17.5 filter-Me

Ne 1"11.. N1

t\ Idt'llee and primart ,ntirce, catinnt be
cumpelling a- one that embelli-he In ant
ea,e. blurring the di-titictioli bettserti
and fictinn heftire oting penple hate had a

1(111:1: (2121 87(1.2760.

Gilbert T. Sev,a11.

\thi.nr Kiard

chance to detelop a firm -en-e ni the

Cral.tree

Jame.

Ih) Iv

WI Honig
1<e1meili T. .1,,,k-oul

a perilitil- enture. Vvcil thmigh
an appealing -.hie and. at the
the bunk
-tart of each chapter. clearlt identif le, who
i- real and %kb() k ilill. miting genre, a, it
due, a-k- Iiir
Iii Jantlar. a prominent I'lline11 either
tettlionk ;malt -t. Kendrick \nide. Jr.. addre,,ed the .1inerican .1,,o(iation ttf ItIlItiiilIiIttIi lit tutu I 11 ilk foreca,l for the
1')(n),, he zi,,erted that publi,lier,' nightmare,
la-4 tear (tere wand t the ItIllpltrart re,ult ttf
expanded marketing en,t, and con-olidatinn.
nut ;1 permanent entitfilinii. Far frion it. Sale,
ll match or e \r(ed hit Itltltril perind from
1933 lit 1965. \nide thinks. Ail etpected
piTcent rl-t iii ,elimil enrollment, during the
dif ference

*

l()90, tt iii amine(' more than

I

pereent gain
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TIIE CALIFORNIA ADOPTION

took sophisticated multicultural approaches to
subject matter, an innovation that should not

This summer, the state of California is

be confused with the racialism and ethnic

in the midst of a statewide social studies

advocacy that often infects debates over text
content.

textbook adoption for kindergarten
through eighth grade. This event gives every
indication of being a crucial textbook adoption

for the 1990s. While California's board of
education will not approve the final list of
books until the fall, the adoption already
heralds a new generation of social studies

INSIDE
Page 3

texts. The adoption's outcome will inevitably

influence the design and content of social
studies texts to be developed in this decade.
For this reason we devote the summer issue
of the Social 5,adies Review to major books
and programs that have beep submitted to the

Two New Social
Studies Series for
Elementary Schools

A review of the new Macmillan and
Houghton Mifflin programs.
Page 8

adoption.

First, we will review the circumstances of
this important adoption and what it means for
instructional materials. The story of the
California adoption began several years ago,
when the nation's most populous state, led by
state school superintendent Bill IIonig,
redesigned its social studies curriculum. The
curriculum, adopted in 1987, deviated from
social studies conventions. It rejected the
dismal expanding environments, near-to-far,
me-and-the-world-around-me approach used
for decades in primary grades. It mandated
more history and geography, more literatureand source-based instructional material. It

Page 9

California: What About
the Junior High Schools?
Social Studies Books

in the Primary Grades

The expanding environments idea
results in boring content and bad
writing.

Page 11

When Ethnic
Studies Are Un-American

Another look at multiculturalism, this

time from an eminent liberal.
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The new curriculum promised new textbooks below the high school level at the next
adoption, scheduled fof 1990. (California

garten through eighth grade series. Appearing
this spring, this series hewed to the California
curriculum with remarkable veracity. Macmil-

adopts high school texts at the local level.)
State-level adoptions have little favor with

lan was also developing a new elementary

textbook reformers. Such adoptions rarely do
what they pretend to do: ensure quality and
consistency in curriculum and instruction
across a state.
But from the start, it seemed that California
might do what state adoptions are supposed
to do, that is, encourage curricular improve-

Houghton Mifflin

ment through state-approved instructional

apparently aware that they were unable to
offer materials consonant with curricular

materials. Moreover, what California does will
undoubtedly affect the rest of the nation. The
bellwether state has undisputed leverage, as
it controls an estimated 11 percent of the

nation's $1.7 billion schoolbook market.
The 1987 curriculum caused immediate
headaches for publishers, who were expected

to develop new materials and reorganize
product lines to meet state standards. For
publishers, state adoptions are an expensive
nuisance. If a state adopts their books, they

must then -resell" their products at the
district level. An important state curriculum

social studies series, less innovative than the
series,

yet more history

centered than social studies books of the

1980s. A Missouri-based niche publisher,
Walsworth, submitted new materials for three
grades.

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich and Silver
Burdett withdrew from the competition,

mandates. Harcourt Brace's early withdrawal

was an apparent blessing for California's
children, since these materials, reviewed also
in this issue, bore no resemblance to what the
state had requested. In fact, they exhibited the
worst features of the expanding environments
approach.

Silver Burdett's elementary social studies
series dominated California and the nation in
the mid-1980s. The former market leader tried
to revise its way into compliance and failed.
Unlike Harcourt Brace, it actually submitted

that does not conform to national conventions
forces publishers to create new materials that

hooks for adoption, then it pulled out when

are not germane to the wider market.

to those of Macmillan arid Houghton Mifflin.
Two other major companies, D. C. Heath
and Scott, Foresman, sat the elementary
adoption out, although they might return to
the California market off-schedule in two
years. Some publishers reportedly hope that
California's curricular resolve will diminish
and state-levei adoption will be a thing of the

For example. California broke its American
history into three parts: colonial and revolu-

tionary in the fifth grade; early national to
1911- in the eighth grade; and twentieth
century in the eleventh grade. None of the
new textbooks conform strictly to this
timeline, which many state teachers have also

found confusing. The state also mandated
ancient, medieval, and early modern history
in the sixth and seventh grades. While this
course content is to be welcomedin fact is

terrificno instructional materials existed.
Last year, the American Association of

it realized that its materials could not compare

past.

Now, only two major textbook publishers,
Houghton Mifflin and Macmillan, remain in
the elementary competition. Secondary-level
submissions are few. This is a disappointment
for those who had hoped for more. As some

Publishers and some ill-informed allies tried
to bust state adoption in California's legislature. They failed. But a compromise law did
make it possible for publishers to hope for
"off-schedule- adoption and even dream of a
fully defanged state framework by the middle

publishers predicted. Californiawhose

1990s.

mandates in social studies and other subjects

Meanwhile, to its credit and singularly
among publishers, Houghton Mifflin plunged

are coming too fast for teachers to absorb,
sense some resistance to change, and have
doubts about efforts to retrain faculties.

ahead and invested millions in a new kinder-

mandates have annoyed them in the past
is giving a party but few guests are accepting.
Publishers remain skeptical of the California

curriculum. They are irritated by recent
adoptions in the state. They argue that

The Houghton Mifflin and Macmillan

TWO NEW SOCIAL
STUDIES SERIES FOR
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS:
A Review

programs submitted to California seem destined to dominate social studies materials at
the elementary level during the early 1990s.
(The two publishers will also have formidable

presence in junior and senior high school
history classes.) Improvements in both series
suggest that the persevering critique of social

The Macmillan and Houghton Mifflin

studies textbooks by public officials and

studies textbook series on the market,
and they arc the two elementary-level series
under consideration for adoption by the state
of California. Both of them remain faithful in

programs are the most recent social

historians during the late 1980s has already
had striking effect.

What publishers have not successfully
addressed is the plight of Spanish-speaking
children who cannot read English and are
semi-literate in their native tongue. What
shall they read in class? Since an estimated
30 percent of the state's schoolchildren are
Hispanic, this is a serious issue, as in other
states, and the Social Studies Review expects
to return to the problem soon.
California's education officials make the
point that the state's adoption occurs grade-

part to the expanding environments idea.

Nonetheless, these series attempt to bring
history closer to the center of social studies
coursework than books of the recent past, and

for this basic advance they should be
commended.

Macmillan, designing its texts for the
national market yet hoping to capture California, tilts in the direction of history, not
much more, in the primary grades. Houghton
Mifflin, adhering strictly to the California

by-grade. In theory, this meansassuming
that more than one series will be adopted

curriculum yet hoping for a national audience,

a district may purchase books for different
grade levels from different publishers. In
other words, book purchasers are not bound
to any one series, and California may adopt
only certain grades in a multi-volume program. The truth is, however, few buyers will
pick and choose. For reasons of convenience

pays homage to social studies conventions
outside the state while recasting the near-tofar approach in sometimes original ways.
Let us consider each series by inspecting
offerings at the second and fifth grade levels.

By second grade, many students have ad-

and continuity, series will probably be

vanced beyond mere pictures. Subject matter

purchased in toto. The competition for state
domination in California will be intense.

rudimentary. Second graders ordinarily study

and textual passages become more than
neighborhoods and communities, and the
California curriculum asks them to study
people "who make a difference." In the fifth

In this issue, we examine the Macmillan and
Houghton Mifflin programs in depth, comparing the offerings at the second and fifth grade

grade, students encounter their first course in
American history.
The second grade Macmillan text declares
in its foreword that it "focuses on neighbor-

levels. We also make some general remarks
about the junior high submissions in American history. An early critic of elementarylevel textbooks, A. Guy Larkins, reviews the
failure of the expanding environments approach, reviewing primary grade textbooks
that Harcourt Brace and Silver Burdett slated

hoods and communities, stressing history,
geography, economics, citizenship, and the
humanities with lessons about other countries

integrated into the units for easy compari-

for submission to California and then

son." These claims are excessive. Like other
primary-level social studies books that cling
to the near, concern with the familiar and the
mundane tends to push substantive, exciting
content toward the margin.
Take Macmillan's first lesson, the overture
to the first unit called "Living in a
Neighborhood":

withdrew.
It is our belief that these evaluations will
be of great interest as early reports of what

kinds of materials are likely to come onto the
market during the coming decade. We are also
pleased to note that with this issue, the Social
Studies Review celebrates its first birthday and
expands from twelve to sixteen pages.
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Mike has just moved into a house in
a different neighborhood. A neighborhood is a place where people live, work,
and play.
Ann lives in the house next to Mike's
house. Ann is Mike's neighbor. Neigh-

bors are people who live near one
another in a neighborhood.
Every neighborhood has homes where
people live. In the neighborhood where
Mike used to live, the homes were close
toget her.

In the neighborhood where Mike lives

now, the homes are farther apart.
And the beat goes on, as the book's eightyear-old readers encounter love and econom-

ies, receiving a treacly introduction to the
culture of human caring and sharing:
All people have needs. Needs are the
things we must have to live. We need

food to stay healthy and to grow. We

need clothes to protect us from the
weather.

We need shelter. A shelter is a place
to live.

Shelters protect us from the

weather, too.
We also need love and care. People

also have wants. Wants are things we
would like to have but can live without.
How do people get the things they
need and want? Some people meet some
of their needs and wants by themselves.
Most people buy the things they need
and want in stores. They buy things that

other people have made or grown.
This textbook, entitled Neighborhoods and
Communities, is building toward a lesson called

"Getting Services,- which states: "You know

that people use their money to buy goods.

People also use their money to pay for
services. Services are jobs that workers do for

others. What jobs do these service workers

do for othersr
Here, illustrations show a barber, a waitress,

a cab dri,:er, and a doctormultiethnic,
nonstereotypical, sanitizedto make the
point. Do eight-year-olds need to be tortured
by such dreary writing and impoverished

subject matter? This kind of writing is as
soporific as anything in the old Dick and Jane

readers. The subject matter is arid, in fact,

insulting to the interests and temperament of
children of this age.
The Houghton Mifflin hook, called Some
People 1 Know, is more a potpourri than
Neighborhoods and Communities. It tackles
families, civics, and biography. To be blunt,
the Houghton Mifflin book is less leaden and
more interesting. For example, at the start of
the book, the expanding horizons idea reaches
out from the contents of a little girl's lunch
box to make points about interdependence:
Someone had to grow the peanuts for
her peanut butter sandwich. Someone
had to pick the bananas. Someone had

to get them to the store.
Many people do special jobs to bring

food to you. You depend on them. If
you depend on people, it means that you

need them. You depend on people for
many things besides food. Look around
You. Who made your shoes? Who made
your books? What other people do you

depend on to make things for you?
Subsequent lessons proceed from the lunch
box theme. Students follow the progress of a
bunch of bananas from harvest in Honduras

to arrival on the store shelf in the United
States. The text is enhanced by an instructive
diagram of a banana boat and a section called

"How Bananas Grow,- a little lesson on
tropical farming.
What is appealing about all this? First, and

very basic, the developers of the Houghton
Mifflin book seem to understand the concrete

interest of their subjects in food. Lessons
move quickly from the familiar to the foreign
and back to the familiar. They are not didactic,

allowing students and teachers to appreciate
the subject without being clubbed over the

head by pseudo-sociology and sensitivity
training. The subject matter is sometimes
exotic and surprising.
The two books treat ethnicity and multiculturalism in different ways. In the Macmillan
text, a passage reads:

Rosa and her family live in a country
called Mexico. They live in a neighborhood in a large city called Mexico City.
There are many places in Rosa's
neighborhood. There is a firehouse and
a school. There are many street markets,
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too. Rosa and her family do most of their

For a long time, the people in the 13

shopping at these street markets.

colonies followed the laws of England.
Many people thought that England's

Rosa and her family like to go to

laws were not fair for them. They wanted

Mexico City's biggest park. They ride
there on the subway called the Metro.

to be free to make their own laws.
On July 4, 1776, they told the king
of England that they were going to be
a new, free country. They called their

The Metro is just one of the changes that
has taken place in Rosa's neighborhood

over the years.

new country the United States of

In a comparable lesson, the Houghton Mifflin
book features an actual Mexican-American girl
named Teresa who lives in Los Angeles:

America.

The king of England did not want the
colonies to be free. Ile sent soldiers to
America to fight against the Americans
who wanted to be free. America and

Imagine living in the same house
where your grandmother grew up.

Teresa Sanchez does. She lives in the
house where her grandmother and her
mother grew up. She even goes to the
same school they went to.
Teresa's family has lived in East Los
Angeles, California, for a long time.

England had a war. George Washington

led the Americans in the fight against
the English. The war lasted for many
years. Finally, the Americans won the
war. They were free from England.
Far better to present vignettes or biograph-

Their ancestors came from Mexico. They
also speak English. They eat foods from

ical sketches than trv to do justice to the
American Revolution in about a hundred

the United States and Mexico. They
enjoy the holidays of both countries,

words.

Both books do bring in historical figures

too.

such as Mary McLeod Bethune, Louis Braille,

This is not great writing. But Teresa's
storywhich runs to six pages compared with
Rosa's twogoes on to list the Spanish words
for boy, house, girlLnd book. It tells children
about buhuelos, a festive Mexican treat that
Teresa's grandmother makes for New Year's
Day, again bringing the subject of food onto
the scene.
What is the difference? With Teresa, the
eight-year-old reader is dealing with people,

Roberto Clemente, Thomas Edison, and
Benjamin Franklin. These individuals are

words, and cuisine. The subject matter

Harbor.

designed mainly to serve as role models and

promote pluralistic thinking. Houghton
Mifflin's Some People I Know is interspersed
with fine historical stories and episodes. One

effective lesson in the text tells the tale of
the Statue of Liberty, from French sculptor
Bartholdi's initial vision of the project in 1871

to its glorious 1886 dedication in New York

is

The illustrated glossary at the back of the

human. This is fundamentally different from
the grim little story built around Mexico City's

Macmillan book includes words such as

infrastructurethe development of fire-

services, taxes, and volunteers, along with words
like needs, neighbor, neighborhood, and wants.

houses, schools, and subways--that is the real

point of Macmillan's lesson, where the

'.:one of these words appear in the picture

invented Rosa is nothing but a cardboard

glossary at the back of the Houghton Mifflin
book. Instead. it contains words like ancestors,
ballot, custom, and tradition.

figure.

Both of these second grade-level books
make some concession to history and the
exploration of historical issues. Macmillan
includes a separate history unit, "'America
Long Ago,- which artfully touches on the
I ndianslamestown, and Pilgrims. But in an
effort to provide a bridge from the colonial
period to the birth of the republic, it
compresses history to the absurd:

The two books' respective definitions of vote

clearly reveal the gap between their intellectual expectations and tone. In the Macmillan
text, to vote is -to choose something. We vote
to go to the park.- A picture shows a paper
with checks underneath "'park- and -zoo.'' In
the Houghton Mifflin book, to vote is ''to help

make a decision by haying your choice
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counted." The accompanying picture shows a

woman placing a ballot in a ballot box.
Still, like other texts for voung children,
these books are evasive. It is all very well to
extol harmony and cooperation, but is it fair
to children to protect them from certain
unpleasant truths? People compete for goods
and services. Some jobs are more prestigious
than others. Many people, especially children,
do not get their "needs and wants" satisfied.
A sociologically balanced text would have to

acknowledge that boys and girls often fight

Between the second and fifth grades, both
books would suggest, students have made an
enormous leap in reading skills. The contents
and subject matter are far more complex than

is found in the second grade texts.
Lessons typically run between two and six
what

pages, laid out in the kaleidoscopic format that
allows teachers to present discrete lessons

quickly and occasionally. The flashy design

indicates the desire among teachers for
television-competitive learning tools. In an
effort to catch and hold its audience's

among one another. competing for things like
toys and attention. The world conveyed is a

attention, both texts risk distracting pupils by

sunny, upbeat one that avoids controversy,
appropriate perhaps for children of this age
but often so sugarcoated as to be dishonest.
Again, let it be said, a strong case can be
made for the abandonment of official social
studies textbooks in classes below the fourth
grade level. While Houghton Mifflin's Some
People I Know is a great advance over other

attractions. Running narrative in both books
is subordinate to endless illustrations and
sidebars, skill units, summaries, and reviews.

such schoolbooks available for eight-year-olds

and far surpasses anything on the market, it
does not fully outdistance the many fascinating trade books that could just as easily be
used in the second grade.

**

*

By the fifth grade, coherent and comprehensive textbooks that teach the basics of
American history are available from both
publishers. Both Macmillan's United States and
Its Neighbors and Houghton Mifflin's America
Will Be are salutary advances over the
elementary-level American histories of the

recent past. What is special about the

the overabundance of graphics and side

Sometimes4merica Will Be's format is so
variegated as to be confusing; graphics,

review, skill exercises, and more simply
overwhelm its text.
Nonetheless, these two histories heed the
call in recent years for better writing in
elementary-level textbooks. In Macmillan's
United States and Its Neighbors, for example,
a passage on Christopher Columbus shows
considerable verve:

The farther west they sailed into the

"sea of darkness," the more afraid
Columbus's sailors became. To calm
their fears, Columbus tricked them. He
kept two books, or ships' logs, describing
the voyage. Each day he wrote the real

distance he thought they bad traveled
in a secret book. In the other book he
wrote shorter distances. He showed the
sailors the second book so they would

Macmillan and the Houghton Mifflin texts is
their sincere orientation toward history. Not
long ago, social studies books at this level
customarily devoted only about half of their
contents to the subject.
Each historywhich runs about 600 pages
in lengthconcentrates on American history
from pre-Columbian times through the nine-

not know how far the y. were from home.

teenth century, again conforming to the

home if they did not find land in two
days. It was just enough time. On

curricular mandates of California. Macmillan's
text, not designed specifically for the California market, devotes considerable attention to
late nineteenth and twentieth century America. The Houghton Mifflin series saves such
material for eighth grade.

But the sailors still worried. They
were afraid they would never see their
homes again. By October 10, nerves
were at the breaking point. The men
demanded that Columbus turn back.
Columbus listened to the crew and then
made his decision. He agreed to return

October 12, land was sighted at last.
Houghton Mifflin's text does not match this

prose on Columbus. On the other hand, it
incorporates brilliantly the voyages of Colum-
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bus into the larger subject of Iberian exploration and its impact on the American Indian
and Mesoamerican eultures. It consistently
explores American history in more original
and inventive ways than its competitor.
Both books are stuffed with information.
Students repeatedly encounter subject matter

'black.' " Geraldine Ferraro "proved that a
woman could handle a tough campaign."
The final paragraph says that the "future
will bring challenges we cannot begin to
imagine. How You help meet those challenges

will become part of America's unfinished
story." It declines to mention such readily
identifiable challenges as national and world
debt, persistence of crime, racial conflict in

of great importance that they may Le too
young to grasp. Examples in Houghtor are
legion: in the case of abolition and slavers'

cities, and a number of other disturbing issues

alone, the Missouri Compromise, the KansasNebraska Act, the Second Great Awakening,
popular sovereignty, and the Dred Scott case.

well advertised to children and adults.

To be fair to the publishers, however, the
mandated curriculum in places encourages
content overload at the fifth grade level.

twenty-first century is to get more women and

It is all very well to

Children are apt to come away thinking that

the nation's principal challenge for the
blacks into positions of political power.
Considering the entire elementary series
marketed by each publisher, Houghton Mifflin
offers books that are more clever and complex
than the Macmillan series. Still, the Macmillan

ertol harmony and

cooperation, but is it fair to children to

program is handsome and easy to use.

protect them from certain unpleasant truths?

Because of the critical thinking fad, both

Macmillan's content and lessons often fall
short of the sometimes dazzling Houghton
series, certainly in the primary grades; many

books repeatedly ask students to make choices
and come to conclusions from highly complex

teachers will find the Macmillan books more
teachable. For educators happy or comfortable

materialwhen the books could and should

with

the expanding environments method,
who want teacher's editions that are fully

just tell a good story. Sometimes on account
of misguided efforts to be relevant, lessons are
inappropriate. Macmillan's The United States

issue of Philadelphia's civic improvemen: is
supplemented by a special section on Julie

scripted, who teach less able students, or who
are themselves unversed in social studies, the
Macmillan hooks are less .hreatening than the
Houghton products.
The new Houghton Mifflin social studies
series is more demanding than the Macmillan
books. It is also more imaginative. The subject

Leirich, a contemporary citizen of Los Angeles
who started a program called The Loving Cup

matter is gripping and original, the kind of
content likely to appeal to children. Study

to help feed hungry people."
Very noble, yes, but couldn't space have

exercises, visuals, and ancillaries are nuanced
and subtle. Its texts deal with issues of gender,
ethnicity, and multiculturalism in insightful

and Its Neighbors errs more often on this
account. Here, a truncated lesson on Benjamin
Franklin stitched not very successfully to the

been better used to recount more of Franklin's
remarkable and varied accomplishments? By
comparison, Houghton Mifflin's America IT'ill
Re includes a four-page story of Ben Franklin's

childhood by the celebrated author and

ways, in balance with the larger scheme of
history and society. The series comes with a
supplementary reading list of Houghton
Mifflin children's hooks. These books tie in

historian Jean Fritz.
Moreover, the Macmillan book falls apart
toward the end. The last chapter on American
history stresses political progress made by
blacks and women presented in a banal and
hortatory fashion. Jesse Jackson's contribu-

to the basic texts, which in themselves devote
considerable space to sources and stories.
Houghton Mifflin sets the standard for a
new generation of social studies textbooks. It
has challenged its competitors to revise and
strengthen an ideal for elementary instruc-

tions and ideas are noted, mainly that

tion. allowing textbooks and other instruction-

Americans whose ancestors came from Africa
be called 'African-Americans' rather than

al

materials to be a linchpin of curricular

improvement.
7

CALIFORNIA:

What About the Junior
High School Books?

eighth graders. Holt Rinehart has also
brought a new book to market by John
Garraty. Garraty is also the author of
American History, a venerable eighth grade

textbook. The new book, The Story of
The California curriculum veers far

away from typical social studies
coursework in sixth and seventh
grade, covering ancient history and world
history before returning to American history-1783 to 1914in the eighth grade. With
the exception of Houghton Mifflin and Scott.
Foresman, no major company has tried to
develop new books for these grades. Instead,
publishers offer familiar titles and some new
editions. Even Houghton Mifflin and Scott,

Foresman have taken liberties with state
mandates to make their books more market-

able in the rest of the country.
Only one serious textbook outside the

America to 1914, the first volume of a twovolume high school book, is 966 pages. It
is full of material simply beyond the grasp
of eighth graders. By comparison, Carraty's
older and simpler book, American History, is
more appropriate and considerate to its
audience.

Prentice Hall has brought two old junior
high school histories, The American Nation
and American Spirit, to the adoption. Each
bears new copyrights but is identical in
content to the same titles that were on the
market in the 1980s. Globe has also entered
the contest with a new edition of Exploring
American History. Like Prentice Hall, Globe

a Simon & Schuster company, but it
specializes in easy readers for less able and
literate students.

Houghton series has been submitted at the
seventh grade level, Merrill's Human Heritage, designed for students up to the tenth
grade level. Human Heritage is a good
textbook, but some seventh graders will find

is

it quite difficult. Therein lies the problem:
many of the hooks coming to the California
junior high school market in social studies

But its writing is wooden, and a disturbing
number of typographical and index errors

arc in fact created for high school students.
In the eighth grade adoption, a number
of books were crafted for California, notably
the final book in the Houghton Mifflin ninevolume program, and Scott. Foresman's new
America: The People and the Dream. Both are

sensitive to groups, the book engages in
gender and ethnic baroque. A photograph

excellent in comparison to books of the

recent past. Houghton Mifflin offers a
conceptually fascinating and elegantly
designed hook that will appeal to able
students and teachers. It covers material
from pre-Columbian America to the present.
Yet it concentrates on the nineteenth

century and early twentieth centuryand
does so very well.

America: The People and the Dream
contains some magnificent, original lessons.
The writing is lively. The only objectionable

thing about the book

Exploring American History is easy to read
compared to the other hooks reviewed here.

can be found. Moreover, trying to be
highlights a woman miner in the 1849
California goldfields. Slave or contemporary
leader, blacks are African-Americans, and in
places, the book's lessons fan a victim
mentality and cult of racial separatism. The

entry to Native Americans in the index is
about six times longer than the entry for the
Revolutionary War. And the book refers to
Indians from Pocahontas to the California

mission dwellers as Native Americans on
every occasion, doing no service to its
modest literary qualities.
Here is a representative passage: "Poca-

hontas is reported to have saved John
Smith's life twice. The English rewarded
Pocahontas's kindness by kidnapping her.

its expensive
holographic cover, a triumph of glitz. Scott,

They held her as a hostage to prevent Native

Foresman considers the book a high school
text; it will be a very hard read for many

hostage is

is

Americans from attacking Jamestown. A

a person held prisoner until

certain demands are met."

of the wonderful tales, myths, legends,

SOCIAL STUDIES BOOKS
IN THE PRIMARY GRADES:

A Failed Genre

biographies, and more that might capture their
interest.
Much textbook content at the lower elemen-

By A. Guy Larkins

tary level

is

inappropriate. Important or

potentially moving topics are treated superficially. Controversies are sanitized, purged of
any remote opportunity to give offense. Topics
are described in arid language certain to stifle
the imaginations of small children.
A good teacher could provide most of the
lessons in Families and Friends without texts.
For example, Friends contains lessons to teach
children to use their senses, to share feelings,
to recognize the importance of love, and to

Social studies textbooks for children in
the primary grades are a disaster area
of instructional materials. If we consid-

the leading programs used around the
nation, employing the vaunted expanding
er

environments convention in grades three and
below, we find truly dreadful subject matter.
Families and Friends, published by Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, are two typical early-level

social studies booksone for kindergarten,
the other for first grade. Bearing 1988

encourage helping others. Each of these
lessons consists of a group of photographs on
one page, followed by a worksheet. Children
look at the photographs, talk about them, then
do the assignment. Ways exist to deliver these
lessons that are far less expensive and more
powerful than through individual textbooks
for each child.
Teachers may find some of the content silly

copyright dates, they are virtual clones of the

texts for children in the primary grades
available from Silver Burdett and Scott,
Foresman. Like their competitors, Families

and Friends neither inform nor inspire.
Children already possess information on the
topics these books purport to teachor soon
will, even without formal instruction.
Such primary grade texts make portentous
statements like "You belong to a family" or
"Some families have two parents" or "Parents
and children share the place where they live."
This kind of juvenile sociology is not needed,

or slightly humiliating, like the exercise to

meet "our school friends," including the
custodian, the teacher, and the principal.
Doesn't it make more sense for a class of
seven-Year-olds to get out of their seats, march

down the hall, and meet these folks, rather

useful, or at all interesting. Consider a random

than read about them in a textbook? Similarly,
it may be important for children to appreciate

page from the Harcourt Brace second grade

social studies textbook, this one called

how everyone is unique. But instead of
looking at a textbook illustrating individual
differences, wouldn't it be better for them to
look at their own classmates?

Neighborhoods:

Many workers help people. Families

pay some of these workers for their
services. The cOmmunities' government

These texts reflect the progressive idea that

pays other workers for their services.
People everywhere pay money to the

children should first study the social world
that is near at hand, starting with the family
and expanding to include the neighborhood

government. This money is called taxes.

There are many kinds of taxes. You
often pay taxes on things you buy.
Your family pays many taxes. The

and community, which are conventional
second grade topics in this ''expanding
environments" approach. Then, according to

taxes go to pay for the services you need

custom, comes state, national, and world

in your neighborhood. Your taxes help
pay people for their work.

history in the higher elementary grades. For
those who accept this dubious idea, it seems
obvious that children should study their own
families, schools, and neighborhoods, not the
staged ones portrayed in a text.

Who can imagine subjecting eight-year-olds

to this dead prose with subject matter more
appropriate to an introductory course in
macroeconomics? Well, social studies textbooks do, not only boring children with these
lifeless abstractions but also depriving them

Friends includes lessons on plants and
animals, perhaps because trees and horses
have economic value and economics is a social
9
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without. Everyone must have food to eat.")
School districts waste money each of the

science. By this rationale, virtually any
content is fair game for social studies. Even
if we believe that essential knowledge for

thousands of times they purchase such books.
Why not use that money to buy some really
good story books for teachers to share during
"reading aloud" time? I bet kids would learn

young children includes the fact that firewood

comes from trees and that horses eat hay,
teachers hardly need textbooks to convey this
information.
In presenting skills practice for the concepts
alike and different, Families asks children to

more; they could hardly learn less.

flow might primary social studies be
improved? The stranglehold of the expanding
environments rationale on the primary grades

differentiate color and shape among such
things as houses, balls, cars, tools, hands,

must be destroyed. Much of the vacuous,
redundant, trivial content in texts is attrib-

eves, and mouths. Friends continues the lesson
for alike and differentthe kindergarten
lesson must not be very powerful, since it has

utable to the organizing sequence of family,
neighborhood, and community. We need to
adopt lively stories of heroes and villains, of
triumphs and adventures that will stir the
emotions of young children. More than the
near, young children probably need to learn
about the far: the foreign, exotic, mysterious
places well removed from their homes and

to be repeated in first gradeand for other
basic concepts such as up and down, left and
right, and first, next, and last. These bear no
special relation to social studies and can be

readily taught without a textbook by any
competent teacher.
Two units toward the end of Families about

localities that will spur their curiosity and

the United States and the world are simply
tacked on. Subjects within these units are
related in only the weakest and most trivial

interest.
I believe that social studies is worth doing
in all grades. But it is not worth doing in the

sense. One lesson, entitled "How Our Flag Is

primary grades with the texts that currently
dominate the market. I was taught some

Made," literally shows how it is madewith
sewing machines, strips of cloth, and thread.

decades ago that children need concrete, vivid

experiences in order to learn, and I still
believe it. Authors of primary texts seem

Four out of the twenty pages in the world unit
are devoted to "Horses Around the World,"
including rocking horses and merry-go-round
horses.

doggedly determined to violate that maxim. I
would rather eliminate the subject of social
studies from the kindergarten to third grade
than use expanding environments textbooks

The content of such primary-level books
seems arbitrary and trivial. Important topics
are treated superficially as in the case of four
biographies of great Americans, each dispatched in twenty words. Books like Friends

such as Families, Friends, Neighborhoods,
Communities and Their Needs, and so on.
A. Guy Larkins is professor of social science
education at The University of Georgia.

"teach" children that people ran have fun,
that we need food, water, clothes, and homes,
and that people go places in cars and airplanes.

Environmental concerns have grown intense in schools today. Here is one lesson
for second graders:

Families even tells us that we learn to read
in school, that some children ride the school
bus, and that the school has a secretary and
a librarian. Please!

Many towns have a special place to
dump trash. It is called a landfill.

These Harcourt Brace books are not

Some trash is dumped on flat ground.

Then the landfill makes a hill. Sometimes trash is dumped into a hollow or
a low place in the ground.
A bulldozer drives over the trash to
make it flat. Then the trash is covered
with dirt. More trash is dumped on top
of the dirt. Then more dirt is put on
the trash.

egregious examples; they are representative
fare. The same sort of language and subject
matter is to be found in other primarv-leycl
social studies texts. (Reads Silver Burdett's
Communities and Their .Needs, another book for

second graders: "All people have needs. Needs
are things that people must have to live. There

--from Nrighborhood%

are certain things that people cannot do
10

WHEN ETHNIC STUDIES ARE

nation with a new and distinctive identity,

UN-AMERICAN

America increasingly sees itself as preservative

of old identities. We used to say e pluribus
unum. Now we glorify pluribus and belittle
unurn. The melting pot yields to the Tower

By Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.
What then is the American, this new

of Babel.

man?" a French immigrant asked
two centuries ago. Hector St. John
de Crevecoeur gave the classic answer to his

The new turn has had marked impact on
the universities. Very little agitates academia
more these days than the demands of passionate minorities for revision of the curriculum:

own question. "He is an American, who,
leaving behind him all his ancient prejudices
and manners, receives new ones from the new

in history, the denunciation of Western
civilization courses as cultural imperialism; in

mode of life he has embraced, the new

literature, the denunciation of the "canon,"
the list of essential books, as an instrumentality of the existing power structure.
A recent report by the New York State
Commissioner of Education's Task Force on

government he obeys, and the new rank he
holds.... Here individuals of all nations are
melted into a new race of man."
The conception of America as a transform-

ing nation, banishing old identities and
creating a new one, prevailed through most
of American history. It was famously reformulated by Israel Zangwill, an English writer

Minorities luridly describes "African Americans, Asian Americans, Puerto Ricans/Latinos

of Russian Jewish origin, when he called

intellectual and educational oppression." The
systematic bias toward European culture and

and Native Americans" as "victims of an

America "God's crucible, the great melting pot
where all the races of Europe are melting and

its derivatives," the report claims, has "a
terribly damaging effect on the psyche of

re-forming." Most people who came to
America expected to become Americans. They
wanted to escape a horrid past and to embrace
a hopeful future. Their goals were deliverance
and assimilation.
Thus Crevecoeur wrote his Letters from an
American Farmer in his acquired English, not

young people of African, Asian, Latino and
Native American descent"a doubtful assertion for which no proof is vouchsafed.
Of course teachers of history and literature
should give due recognition to women, black

in his native French. Thus immigrants reared
in other tongues urged their children to learn

groups who were subordinated and ignored in

English as speedily as possible. German

nance. In recent years they have begun

immigrants tried for a moment to gain status
for their language, but the effort got nowhere.
The dominant culture was Anglo-Saxon and,
with modification and enrichment, remained

belatedly to do so. But the cult of ethnicity,
pressed too far, exacts costsas, for example,

Americans, Indians, Hispanics and other
the high noon of male Anglo-Saxon domi-

the current pressure to teach history and
literature not as intellectual challenges but as
psychological therapy.
There is nothing new, of course, about the
yearnings of excluded groups for affirmations
of their own historical and cultural dignity.
When Irish-Americans were thought beyond
the pale, their spokesmen responded much as
spokesmen for blacks, Hispanics and others
respond today. Professor John V. Kelleher, for
many years Harvard's distinguished Irish

Anglo-Saxon.

The melting pot was one of those metaphors

that turned out only to be partly true, and
recent years have seen an astonishing repudiation of the whole conception. Many

Americans today righteously reject the
historic goal of "a new race of man." The
contemporary ideal is not assimilation but
ethnicity. The escape from origins has given
way to

scholar, once recalled his first exposure to
Irish-American history"turgid little essays
on the fact that the Continental Army was

the search for "roots." "Ancient

prejudices and manners"the old.time
religion, the old.time diethave made a

76% Irish, or that many of George Washing.
ton's closest friends were nuns and priests,

surprising comeback.
These developments portend a new turn in
American life, instead of a transformative

or that Lincoln got the major ideas for the
11
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Second Inaugural Address from the Hon.

tations are dominated and distorted by

Francis P. Mageghegan of Alpaca, New York,

unconscious preconceptions; how obsessions
of race and nation blind us to our own bias.

a pioneer manufacturer of cast-iron rosary
beads." John Kelleher called this "the there'salways-an-Irishman-at-the-bottom-of-it-doingthe-real-work approach to American history.

All historians may in one way or another

Fortunately most Irish-Americans disregarded their spokesmen and absorbed the
American tradition. About 1930, Kelleher

more bad history written from a different

mythologize history. But the answer to bad
history is not "good citizenship history--

said, those "turgid little essays began to vanish

viewpoint. The answer to bad history is better
history.
The ideological assault in English depart-

from Irish-American papers. He added, "I

ments on the "canon" as an instrument of

wonder whose is the major component in the
Continental Army these days?" The answer,
one fears, is getting to be blacks. Jews, and

political oppression implies the existence of

Hispanics.

There is often artificiality about the
attempts to use history to minister to
psychological needs. When I encounter black
insistence on inserting Africa into mainstream

curricula. I recall the 1956 presidential
campaign. Adlai Stevenson, for whom I was
working, had a weak record on civil rights in

America but was a champion of African
nationalism. I suggested to a group of
sympathetic black leaders that maybe if

a monolithic body of work designed to enforce

the "hegemony" of a class or race or sex. In
fact, most great literature and much good
history are deeply subversive in their impact
on orthodoxies. Consider the American canon:

Emerson, Whitman, Melville, Hawthorne,
Thoreau, Mark Twain, Henry Adams, William
and Henrv James, Holmes, Dreiser, Faulkner.

Lackeys of the ruling class? Agents of
American imperialism?

Stevenson talked to black audiences about

Let us bv all means learn about other
continents and cultures. But, lamentable as
some may think it. we inherit an American
experience, as America inherits a European

Africa, he could make up for his deficiencies
on civil rights. My friends laughed and said
that American blacks couldn't care less about

experience. To deny the essentially European
origins of American culture is to falsify
history.

Africa. That is no longer the case; but one

We should take pride in our distinctive

can't escape the feeling that present emotions
are more manufactured than organic.
Let us by all means teach women's history.

inheritance as other nations take pride in their
distinctive inheritances. Certainly there is no

black history. Hispanic history. But let us

teach them as history, not as a means of
promoting group self-esteem. I don't often
agree with Gore Vidal, but I liked his remark
the other day: "What I hate is good citizenship history. That has wrecked every history
book. Now we're getting 'The Hispanics are

need for Western civilization, the source of
the ideas of individual freedom and political
democracy to which most of the world now
aspires, to apologize to cultures based on
despotism, superstition. tribalism and fanaticism. Let us abjure what Bertrand Russell
called the fallacy of 'the superior virtue of
the oppressed."

warm and joyous and have brought such

Of course we must teach the Western

wonder into our lives,' You know, and before
them the Jews, and before them the blacks.
And the women. I mean, cut it out!
Novelists, moralists, politicians, fabulators
can go beyond the historical evidence to tell
inspiring stories. But historians are custodians
of professional standards. Their objective is
critical analysis, accurac\ and objectivity, not
making people feel better about themselves.
Heaven knows how dismally historians fall
short of their ideals; ho% sadly our interpre-

democratic tradition in its true proportions
not as a fixed, final and complacent orthodoxy, intolerant of deviation and dissent, but
as an ever evolving creed fulfiliing its ideals
through debate, self-criticism, protest, disrespect and irreverence, a tradition in which all
groups have rights of heterodoxy and opportunities for self-assertion. It is a tradition that
has empowered people of all nations and races.

Little ran have a more "terribly damaging
effect on the psyche than for educators to

tell young blacks and Hispanics and Asians
that it is not for them.
Belief in one's own culture does not mean
disdain for other cultures. But one step at a

work. She teaches social studies two hours a
week. An estimated 90 percent of her teaching
in social studies is text-driven, almost entirely
through an annotated teacher's edition. And
so much depends on appearances. "What the
book looks like is more important than what
it says. Teachers give a book the thumb test.

time: No culture can hope to ingest other
cultures all at once, certainly not before it
ingests its own. After we have mastered our
own culture, we can explore the world.
If we repudiate the quite marvelous inheritance that history has bestowed on us, we
invite the fragmentation of our own culture
into a quarrelsome spatter of enclaves, ghettos

If it's too hard, too easy, that's it," says a
former sales representative for the Texas
market.

All publishers agree on the importance and
influence of schoolbooks. Today, mass-market

and tribes. The bonds of cohesion in our

social studies textbooks come very close to
being a de facto national curriculum. Provid-

society are sufficiently fragile, or so it seems
to me, that it makes no sense to strain them

ing an organized sequence of ideas and
information, they structure teaching and

by encouraging and exalting cultural and
linguistic apartheid. The rejection of the

learning. How texts are created, selected, and
used then does much to standardize what is
taught and learned in elementary and second-

melting pot points the republic in the direction

of incoherence and chaos.

In the twenty-first century, if present

ary schools from Los Angeles to Boston.

trends hold, non-whites in the U.S. will begin

Mori-over, teachers are extremely respectful
of these materials. They assume that learned
researchers exercise extreme care to produce
canonical tomes.
Barbara Flynn, on editor at Scott, Foresman, made the publishers' case recently in an

to outnumber whites. This will bring inevitable changes in the national ethos but not,
one must hope, at the expense of national
cohesion. Let the new American forswear the
cult of ghettoization and agree with Crevecoeur, as with most immigrants in the two
centuries since, that in America "individuals
of all nations are melted into a new race of

issue of the International Journal of Social
Education. Like her colleagues, Flynn notes
that the "importance of textbooks can hardly
be exaggerated. They are the main source of
information for students in a classroom. They
are the bedrock on which the nation's teachers
build their lesson plans."
She argues with some cause that textbooks

man."
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., is Albert Schweitzer
professor of the humanities at the City University
of New York. This article is reprinted from Me
Wall Street Journal with permission of the author.

are a reflection, not a cause, of America's
educational difficulties. "Textbook programs

SOCIAL STUDIES TEXTBOOKS:

reflect the needs and wishes of our customersthe teachers," says Flynn. "In publishing, as in many other businesses, what the
customer wants, the customer gets." As a

A View From the Publishers
When talking privately with textbook

publishers, we are occasionally
defensiveness, those who produce school texts
sometimes reiterate the thoughts of their
critics.

result, she implies, publishers arc obliged not
to have any deep convictions about what their
books will contain and look like. They must
ignore that in the case of textbooks, the actual
consumers are children who are being educated, and that the stakes of quality extend well

Publishers are especially sensitive to the

beyond the marketing of appealing ham-

struck by their candor. In spite of
the textbook industry's intense secrecy and

needs of elementary-level teachers. They know
the teacher profile. On average, she is 42 years

burgers or video games.

old. She has had little or no formal training

textbook content is driven by state and local
mandates, nowadays hyperattentive to issues
of gender, race, and ethnic pluralism, often

Flynn makes the important point that

in history or the social sciences. She tried the
fads of the 1970s and 1980s and they didn't
13

Flynn, "we understand, better than authors,

codified into correlational analysis and scope

what backgroundor lack of it--students

and sequence, certainly incorporated into
official legal compliance lists. "It is a

bring to the text. We rewrite to make concepts
clearer, to make references more understandable. We take complex ideas and break them

misconception that publishers seek to 'accom-

modate' ...interests. We satisfy curriculum
and teacher needs," she notes. "Only when
a special-interest group is effective with
curriculum makers do you see the results in

down to their component parts."
It is true that complex ideas are broken

down, but the rest of this statement

is

textbooks."
Publishers are in a bind. They face the full

debatable. The way textbooks are produced

spectrum of organized groups who want

exposes serious authors to multiple indignities. There are no incentives for professors to
contribute to texts except financial ones: so
more than one academic has put his or her

leaves

favorable and prominent treatment in textbooks: Pentecostals and Moslems, environmentalists and nuclear disarmers, feminist and
ethnic activists, anti-junk food crusaders and

little room for literary nuance and

name to a book in order to help with the

animal rights organizationseach lobbies

mortgage or put a shiny new Jeep Cherokee
in the garage. These authors act as editorial
consultants and often go on the road as sales

hard to have a place in social education, potentially slighting or antagonizing another group.
These advocates are rarely trained scholars;

people.

instead, they bring to the debate strong

Flynn does not explain that the real writing

opinions and unyielding views. Publishers

of schoolbooks is typically done by anony-

cannot afford to ignore such pressures. It can
be argued that they have been all too willing
to ignore textbook quality in their desire to
keep their competitive edge and placate their
most voluble critics. Unfortunately, Flynn
sidesteps the fact that most textbook editors
are reflexively responsive and sympathetic to
some kinds of advocacy and allergic to others.

mous staffers working in development houses

and production companies, subcontractors
laboring under the direction of an in-house
text editor. Unlike the college market, where
authors write their own books, schoolbook

authors have little or no control over their
product. A few leading historiansDaniel
Boorstin, John Garratv come to mindhave
developed secondary-level texts, and have
exerted considerable control over their books.
Their activity shows in the high quality of the
outcome. But such books are the exception.
In concluding her essay, Flynn hopes that

Pentecostals and Moslems, environmentalists
and nuclear disarmers, feminist and ethnic
activists, anti-junk food crusaders and
animal-rights organizations each
lobbies hard .

student imagination can be fired by the
accomplishments of their ancestors. They can
be inspired by the awesome fact that they are
living off the ideas of dead women and men."
This statement is stirring but not exactly
correct, and it is redolent of the wishful
thinking presentmindedness, and politically

. .

Flynn reminds us that finding good authors
for a textbook is difficult: -If one is eminent
in a field, that makes him or her desirable.
The truth is, however, that eminence is rarely
accompanied by interest. Writing high school
textbooks does not help professors in their
careers."
What serious writer would be willing to
submit to readability formulas? she asks.
These formulas, which purport to gauge the

correct expression applied by textbooks to
historical reality.

Flynn maintains that social studies and
especially history is considered the dullest of
subjects by most teenagers. Adolescents are
self- and now-oriented, she says. High school

level of difficulty of textual prose, are of much

students are not "interested in a bunch of
dead folks," she says. But the same thing

concern to those who select textbooks.
Publisherswho may not like the gauges

might be said of some here-and-now social
studies education professors and the textbook

abide by their clients' demands. According to

editors who oversee the content of texts.
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* A close reading of current annual reports

NOTED WITH INTEREST

from major textbook publishers confirms that

* School librarians take note. Cobblestone
Publishing, a boutique publisher based in
Petersborough, New Hampshire, offers a
delightful and informative magazine called

1989 was a rough year for the industry, in
spite of an 11 percent rise in school sales.
Textbook publishing profits have declined

Cobblestone, a monthly devoted to American
history for ten- to twelve-year-olds. Each issue
focuses on a particular theme. .A recent issue,

ago to 10 to 13 percent, said the president

from an estimated 19 to 20 percent three years

of Macmillan, a company now owned by the
British entrepreneur Robert Maxwell.
The most troubled of textbook companies,
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, veered toward
bankruptcy. HBJ wrote off $88 million last
year, much of it in obsolete inventory, and

as 'Taking Stock of Wall Street,"
includes an interview with a Wall Street
billed

analyst, articles on the history of The Wall
Street Journal and the ticker-tape machine, and

sold at discount its popular Sea World
properties. The company misjudged the

a board game called "Make a Million."
Another issue, entitled "What Is History?,"

West, the story of an overland journey to
California in 1844, and My Brother Sam Is

market, it admitted in its report, underestimating the trend toward "literature-based"
readers and texts. It is well known that its
once potent textbook lines have grown stale
and dated. The former leader in the industry
faces a huge $L6 billion debt and will have
to divest further assets to remain solvent,
according to most analysts. Its core business

Dead, the moving storv of a bov whose brother

of school textbooks may go on the block, said

is killed in the Revolutionary War. Cobble-

some.

stone also publishes Calliope, a quarterly
about classical civilizations, and Faces, a
monthly about people and cultures, both also
of high quality.

Paramount/Simon & Schuster, owner of
Silver Burdett and Prentice Hall, also took
losses on old stock. Revenues in its school
group were up 23 percent; profits increased

considers just that question, including thumbnail sketches of Herodotus, Edward Gibbon,
Francis Parkman, and Barbara Tuchman. The
same issue includes short reviews of favorite
history books by children. Among these are
George R. Stewart's classic, The Pioneers Go

much less, mainly on account of rising costs.
As the 1989 report put the situation, "com-

In an interview published in a recent issue
of Cobblestone, the well-known children's

panies felt the effects of higher marketing
expenses, accompanied by demand for more
frequent textbook revisions and free supplementary materials," known inelegantly in the
trade as "freebies" and "giveaways."
Like other publishers, Simon & Schuster
complains of the copyright craze that instantly

book author Milton Meltzer was asked:
"Why should young people study history?"

This was his reply:
History helps young people to develop a sense
of shared humanity. It helps them to understand

themselves and all those others outside their

dates textbooks: "In the past, a successful

own skin. Through history, they learn how they

product customarily remained on the market

are similar to and different from other people

for three to five years before revision or

down through the ages and across all the

replacement," it reports. "This life cycle has

continents. They see how false are the stereotypes of themselves and others. They grasp the
differences between facts and guesses. They
learn how complex are the forces that shape the
world we know and live in. They see, too, that
simple answers are often not good ones. And
they realize that not every problem has a
solution. They come to know how irrational,
how accidental, are the turns in human affairs.
And they appreciate the power of great ideas
and of great character in history.
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shortened; educators now request more
frequent revisions and added services."
In Houghton Mifflin's school division, sales

increased slightly. About 70 percent of
adopting school districts in California have
selected a new Houghton reading series. (The
company also has high hopes for a new social

studies program with a 1991 copyright
developed in line with California's curriculum.) Still, earnings declined, due to devel15

opment costs and selling expenses. It remains
to be seen how profitable Houghton's reading
and social studies series will be, and how well

they will do nationally.
Reflecting common concerns, the Harcourt

Brace annual report is ruefully eloquent on

marketing excessesincluding its own
during the 1980s: "Basic programs have
become too large and therefore unwieldy; they
are overly variegated and therefore textually,

redundant. As publishers became more and
more attentive to the differing requirements,
state by state, some textbook programs turned

into concordances, in effect, annotated
indexes including all that can bebut is not
taught in a particular grade. We are now
curbing the gluttony which by habit or by acci-

dent over several years entered into relations
between schools and publishers generally."
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THE MIDDLE EAST AND ISLAM
Iate

this summer, Iraq's invasion of

Kuwait brought Middle Eastern affairs
into prominence. Americans realized

once again how little they know about the
region's history, geography, and economics.
Military movements from Beirut to Baghdad
confuse them. Current Islamic upheavals and

revolutionary unrest seem capricious and
strange. Schoolbooks cannot be faulted for
such broad ignorance. The problem extends
well beyond classrooms and instructional
materials.

that is less than flatteringfind this disre-

spectful, even insulting. On the other hand,
the negative image of the Arab world in the

I NSI DE
Page 3

Islamic History:

Problems and Ideals for Schools
Ho% schools can better teach a com-

plicated and controversial area of

The image of Islamic culture held by most

Americans, even by educated ones, is an
inaccurate one. Occasionally, it is unspeakably

vulgar. A billboard bedecked in glitter for
Donald Trump's Taj Mahal casino in Atlantic
City is headlined Open Sesame!" conflating
Indian and Arabian tradition to promise lots
of jackpots from generous slots.

Americanssecular and up-to-datelive in
a very voting nation. They have difficulty
relating to cultures that clock their histories
in tnillcnia rather than decades. The relation.
ship between religion and politics in Middle

Eastern countries, where there
separation of church and state,

belief in the lives of Muslims.
Many' Muslimswho are squeamish about
any representation of their world and faith

is little
is very

different front our own constitutional arrange-

ment. Americans often have a hard time

history.

Page 7

Textbooks

and the Middle East

A review of seven world history
textbooks used in elementary and high
schools and the ways they handle the

history of the region.
Page 10

The Story Continues

A report on fractious state hearings
and angry interest groups presents a
disconcerting picture, not just for
educators but for the culture.
Page 19

The Imaginary Canon

The canon deconstructed.

understanding the profound religiosity of the
Islamic tradition, failing to take seriously

BESTCOPYRAIIABLE

United States has reason and cause. Colonel
Qaddafi and repeated acts of terrorism, the
vagaries of OPEC and oil prices. Arab-Israeli
wars, and the Salman Rushdie affair do little
to promote a generous view toward the region
or its inhabitants.
Much of what Europeans and Americans
ordinarily think about the Muslim world has
roots in nineteenth-century romanticism.
Ingres' odalisques and Delacroix's fierce Arab
warriors are well known. The Arabian Nights
provides some lovely legends that even today

American children learn and treasure, but
these stories .ako include images of harems
and flying carpets that can misrepresent
actuality.

Certainty U.S. students should learn
something about the Middle East. In this
region. 60 percent of the world's known
petroleum reserves are located. Islam is the
world's most rapidly growing religion and after
Christianity. the largest. This system of belief

spreads from Indonesia to Morocco. Students
should know , for example, that the religion's
name is derived from the word salarn. which

few textbooks dare explore.
The fall issue of the Social Studies Review
opens with two major articles on the Middle
East. The first, written by an Islamic scholar

the University of Chicago's venerable
Oriental Institute, raises a number of sage
points about the subject of Islam and how it

at

should be taught. The second reviews world
history textbooks, evaluating how competently they cover the region's past and present.
It

evaluates the quality of these books on

Middle Eastern subjects in ancient, medieval,
and modern history.
The Review also returns to a subject familiar

to our readers. The heraldedand what now
feels to be interminableCalifornia social
studies textbook adoption is finally drawing
toward a close. The high jinks of interest
groups lobbying in Sacramento preceding the
final decisions by the state board of education
provide a case study of textbook extremism,
where advocates are all too willing to shout
down those who disagree with their point of
view. Our report reveals democracy at work.

yes. but it also suggests that no history can

means peace. the kind of peace that comes
from surrendering one's life to God.
klam's origins make a fascinating story. It
originated in the seventh centur\ in what is

satisfy those registering loud protests in behalf

today Saudi Arabia. The world into which the
prophet Muhammad was born was barbaric.

we have received generous and needed support

where the desert beonuin felt no obligation

Earhart Foundation, and John M. Olin

to anyone outside his tribe. In the leading city
of Mecca. the society was chaotic: blood feuds
stretched o er generations. The time was ripe
for a deliverer. What seemed to the Meccan
nobility, the establishment of the time. to be
pretentious spiritual claims of a camel drk er
turned into a serious revolutionary movement. Within years, Muhammad's followers

Foundation to help us publish and distribute
forthcoming issues, so we can continue to

of their own idées fixes.
The American Textbook Council also has
some good news. During the last few months

from the Richard Lounsberv Foundation,

provide crucial information to educators
around the country who must decide what
textbooks their schools will use and who more

than ever need access to impartial, independent reviews. The task remains of paramount
importance to the social studies curriculum.

captured the whole Arabian peninsula, and

With this issue we are also asking our

ithin a cent urN . they had conquered the Near

readers to make a contribution to the Social

East. northern Africa. the Iberian peninsula.
and had crossed the Pyrenees into France.
Onl \ with Napoleon's conquest of Egypt

Studies Review. A generous grant two Years ago

and the British control of the Suez did
European colonialism fully overwhelm the
Islamic civilization. The American presence in

Islamic lands dates from the rise of the oil
industr and World War 11. Today. as the
leading Western power, the l.nited States
bears the brunt of Muslim enmity, an issue

from the William H. Donner Foundation has
enabled us to mail issues of the quarterly at
no charge to the nation's leading educators,
scholars, publishers, public officials, and the

many others who want to advance good
textbooks in social studies arid other subjects.

Your help will enable the Council to be a
strong and independent voice for textbook
reform.
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ISLAMIC HISTORY:

Problems and Ideals for Schools
By Fred M. Dormer

For tranv reasons, Americans need to
know something about the Muslim faith

and the history of the Islamic world.
Most obvious is Islam's prominence in the
daily headlines. These news bulletins may
refer to current crises, like the Iraqi invasion

of Kuwait, or to events of the recent past,
like the fall of the Shah and the rise of the
Islamic republic of Iran, or to continuing
issues, like the Israeli-Palestine conundrum.
In eyerN case they suggest that it is in our
political and economic self-interest to know
what makes the Islamic world tick.

But there are deeper and more abiding
reasons to understand Islam. First, it is one
of the world's major religions, claiming the
allegiance of about a billion people, that is,
one-fifth of humanity. Second, Muslims and
Islamic states have decisively affected world
history. Third, Islam has interacted closely

with Western civilization. Indeed, this
interaction has been so close at times that it
is fair to consider the Islamic tradition and

the Western tradition as two ariants on a
number of common religious themes, including the concepts of monotheism, divine law,
last judgment, and an afterlife.
In addition, Muslims are more numerous in
the Cnited States than they were a few decades
ago, when knowledge of Islam could, perhaps,
be relegated to the domain of specialists and
ipored by the general population. Increasing-

however. Muslims have become more
visible in all areas of the country and walks
of life--some in their distinctive traditional
ly,

garb. Mosques and Islamic centers are
becoming familiar on the American landscape.

Muslims are organizing themselves to claim
rights as citizens and to project their point
of vies in politics. 1.11fortunatelv, most
Americans lack e% en minimal knowledge of
Islam. In its

place one finds either total

ignorance or. v.orse, widespread misconceptions, some of them age-old.
*

**

Most Muslims in principle applaud the
decision to present more material on Islam and

Islamic histor. Nonetheless, their apprmal is

constrained by their own strong views on how

this material should be presented. They are

above all concerned that Islam not be
presented as an object of ridicule and that its
teachings not be distorted by bias or stereotype. Such stereotypes have roots going back
hundreds of years and continue even today.
Muslims are also sensitive to the manner in
which Muhammad is portrayed, viewing any

perceived criticism of the Prophet's life or
character as an attack on Islam itself.
Some Muslims are so sensitive about certain

points that they may view even a fairly
straightforward factual presentation as hostile.
For example, they resent the suggestion that

Islam is a religion of violence," an image
dating back to the Middle Ages in Western
writings. This literature has presented the
faith as imposed by the sword." spread by
military conquests in holy wars," and forced
on conquered opponents at the threat of

conversion or death." Those who have
studied the subject know that such claims are
either false or are so distorted as to constitute
merely a caricature of Islam and the history
of Muslim peoples.
For some Muslims, however, this nerve is
so raw that any allusion to military activity
on the part of Muhammad or the early Islamic
community is interpreted as hostile. You
state that the Prophet Muhammad launched
raids against Meccan caravans: this presents
our Prophet as nothing more than a common
robber," the incensed Muslim may complain,
even though Islamic sources themselves offer
ample documentation of the Prophet's raids,
and even though silence on his military
activities makes his consolidation of political
power in Arabia, a decisive event in Islam's
history, virtually incomprehensible.

Of course, one does not

wish to over-

emphasize military episodes, but to eliminate
such references altogether would simply be to

replace the stereotype of a religion of
violence" with an apologetic view that Islam
is an early form of pacifism. This is not the
path to historical accuracy.
The teacher, then, must strive to take
Muslims' justified sensitivities into account,
without capitulating to them and rewriting the
historical record in a misguided desire to
compensate f'or past inaccuracies. Controver.
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issues such as Islam's treatment of

of the Caspian coast of Iran to the high

women, the status of non-Muslims in Islamic

mountains of Anatolia or the Atlas, the terrain

society, slavery, and the relationship of

is

religious to political authority should not be
ignored or sanitized. Precisely because they
are so controversial, they offer the teacher the
greatest opportunity truly to teach. Nothing
is guaranteed to open students' eyes like
dismantling misconceptions and exchanging
honest differences of opinion.

inhabited by camel-herding nomads, a conven-

sial

varied, not a singular, endless desert

tional image in the American mind.
2. The Prophet Muhammad. There is no
better, or more essential, topic with which to

introduce a unit on Islam than the life of

displays a work of Islamic art depicting an

Muhammad. First, Islam as we know it begins
with Muhammad's preaching. Second, Islamic
law is founded largely on Muhammad's actions
and sayings, so millions of Muslims over the
centuries have studied his life as a model for
their own conduct. Third, it is a fascinating

episode from the life of Muhammad may' find
that some Muslims will declare such an image
blasphemouseven :hough the Ni uslim artist
who drew it, the Muslim patron who commis-

life story, which can be used to illuminate
many tenets of the Islamic faith as well as
some universal human themes.
Important topics include the question of

Finally, lest we forget, Muslims differ
among themselves on many issues, just as

Christians do. The teacher, for example, who

sioned it, and the Muslim collectors who

preserved it over the centuries obviously did
not consider it objectionable.
No one can hope to present the essence of
true Islam, since after all it is a matter of
theological debate among Muslims. Ultimately, it is a matter of faith rather than objective
reality. Instead, the teacher can try to be fair
to the beliefs, aspirations, and actual practices
of various Muslim communities in various
time- Ind places, as reflected in their history,
their societies, their laws, and their works of
literature and art.

What then should students learn about
Islam and Islamic history? Obviously, there
is no single answer, and every specialist would
offer a different choice of basics. Nonetheless,

a selection of basic throws and illuminating
episodes might include the following:
1. Geography. As background, students need

to know the physical arid enthnographic
features of the regions in which Islam has

Cod's revelations as Muhammad's main
motivation; his courage in challenging the
polytheism and materialism of his kinsmen in
Mecca; his consolidation of power in Medina
and the relationship of religion to politics in

this process; his long struggle against, and
ultimate victory, over Mecca; and his initiatives against outlying Arabian tribes toward
the end of his life. Selected passages from the
Koran (Qur'an) can help bring Muhammad's
teachings to life.
3. Beliefs and Practices. Students should be

introduced to the basic tenets of belief in
Islam, including the Pillars of Wisdom, and
the concept of Islamic law, which establishes
norms for the believer's life conduct, some-

times in minute detail. The customs and
traditions of Islam include many strict rituals

and standards that cover diet, marriage,
divorce, and enterprise. Through such study
young people may begin to understand Islam

played a major roleparticularly the Middle

as a way of life, and the study of different

East and North Africa, hut also much of Asia,
sub-Saharan Africa, and the Balkans. Just as

Islamic and Judeo-Christian culture.

a student of American history would have
trouble understanding the significance of
Sherman's March to the Sea if he thought
Atlanta were in Massachusetts or Ohio, so the
student of Islamic history will be lost without
an idea of the location of such places as Mecca,

Damascus, and Baghdad, not to mention
C.airo, Istanbul, Delhi, Samarkand, Fez, and
Cordoba. From the jungles and rice paddies

customs helps to illustrate differences between
1. The Spread of Islam. The early conquests,

after the death of the Prophet in 632, are an
historical brainteaser of the first order. How
was a small Muslim community, based in a
poor region, able to defeat the two great
powers of the Near East in quick succession,
driving one, the Byzantine empire, out of its
strongholds in Syria, Egypt, and North Africa,

and completely overthrowing the other, the

.4e

Sasanian Persian empire? What motivated the

conquerorsreligious zeal, or desire for
booty, captives, and new land? Above all, how

was it possible kir the tiny elite of Muslims
to have such a decisive long-term effect on
the vast areas they conquered?
The early conquests, however, have some-

wresting it from the Byzantine empire and
absorbing many of its indigenous inhabitants.
Mongols likewise moved south across Eurasia

into the Indian subcontinent. Turks and
Mongols brought with them new attitudes

that what was being spread by the sword was

toward political legitimacy and statecraft. The
old Iranian-Islamic approach to government
was hybridized with Turko-Mongol traditions,
resulting in a greater militarization of government and a greater emphasis on the autocracy

not the Islamic faith itself but the political

of rulers. This influence helped shape the

dominance of a new Islamic state. Most of the
peoples subjugated by the Muslims in this first
phase of expansion were Christians, Jews, or

practice of governments in many later Muslim

times been used to illustrate Islam as a
"violent religion,- so teachers should stress

Zoroastrians, who were allowed to practice
their own religions and to regulate their own
communal affairs, in exchange for payment of
a tax to the Muslim authorities. The mass of

conversions that made Near Eastern and
North African people overwhelmingly Muslim

occurred gradually over the next several
centuries and owed far more to economic and
social advantages, and perhaps to the simplicity and attractiveness of Islam itself, than they

states, including the great empires that
represent the culmination of Islamic statebuilding, from the Ottomans in Asia Minor
and the Balkans to the Moguls in India.
7. The Almornvids. Another story helps to
clarify the reach of Islamic culture in Africa
and Europe in the Middle Ages. In the
eleventh century Islamic revivalism swept
over northwest Africa, present-day Mauretania. Morocco, and Algeria, imposing on all
Muslims strict observance of Islamic rituals

did to outright coercion.

and law. These Ahnoravids gained great power.
The most powerful Muslim leader in the

5. The Brilliance of Islamic Civilization.
Students should be made aware that Islam
inspired a rich civilization that was at its

Islamic West. the Almorayid Ibn Tashfin,

the seventh through fifteenth

Christian attacks led by Alfonso VI of Castile.

height in

based in Marrakesh, was invited by the rulers

of Islamic Spain to defend them against

centuries, at a time when European civilization was at best rude. Muslim theologians,
jurists, mystics, and philosophers grappled

Ibn Tashfin not only repelled the Christian

with the great questions of good and evil,
human responsibility, social order, and the
meaning of life and death. Muslim mathematicians, physicians, and engineers made
advances in these fields that Europe would

of Muslim North Africa and Spain allowed the

later borrow freely. Muslim poets and writers
penned magnificent expressions of love and
hate, joy and sorrow, hope and fear, and the

foibles of humanity. Muslim architects,
artisans, and artists created works of astonishing beauty, from illustrated Qur'ans to the
Taj Mahal.
6. The Turkish and Mongol Incursions. In the

eleventh century, pressured by movements of
other nomadic peoples and drawn by increasing political chaos in the central Islamic lands,
Turks began to intervene in the politics of the
Iranian plateau. They seized control of Iran
and Iraq and later swept through Asia Minor,

advance but also absorbed all of Islamic Spain

into the Ahnoravid domain. The unification
highly sophisticated Islamic culture of Spain
to flow freely into North Africa, which until
then had been a cultural backwater.
8. Islam and the West. Islamic states found
themselves in contai t, and often in conflict,
with European states from about the time of
the Crusades up to mercantile, colonial, and
imperial ventures of the modern era. Religious

rivalry was often associated with political
competition; so, too, was the inevitable
exchange of concepts and practices that both
sides found stimulating and often provocative.

Tracing the fate of Islamic countries at the
hands of European imperialism is particularly
important, because it offers a backdrop against

which one can understand many attitudes
current in the Islamic world today.
This influence ultimately led to contempo.

Islam. Egyptians long resented the canal,

rary Islamic culture, including secular pragmatism that attempts to modernize by adopt-

which was built at backbreaking cost to them

ing whatever European technologies and
institutions work, particularly military ones;
a liberal reform movement that strives to

but long benefited European interests over
their own. Fittingly, the canal was the central
venue in the final act of an epic imperialism-

transform Islamic society from the ground up
through constitutionalism and representative
government; a virulent ethnic nationalist
movement that denies the idea that Islam can

1956when Carnal Abdel Nasser ended the
British financial and political role in Egypt.

yersus-nationalism pkvthe Suez crisis of

Viewing Nasser's ultimate victory in the crisis
in the context of the canal's history should

truly mobilize a society to resist the West;
..nd a fundamentalism that ascribes the

also make clearer why Nasser, and similar

weakness of Islamic states to corruption and

nationalist heroes, have for all their shortcomings been hailed as deliverers.

deviation from the true Cod-given ideals of
pristine Islam. thereby rejecting the West and
all its works.

Fred \1. Donner is an associate professor of Near
Eastern Language, and Civilization at the University of Chicago.

The battle for control of the Suez Canal
illustrates this conflict between the West and

SOURCE MATERIALS

in the Cambridge Books for Children series.

The Middle East Institute (1761 N Street,
N.W. Washington. DC 20036) distributes
, pamphlet entitled A Century of Islam in
America by Yvonne Y . Haddad.

Where is a teacher to find instructional
materials that complement textbooks and
moaner- study of Islam and the Middle

Etut? Teachers mav turn to a varieR of
resources, but since most receive little
training in history, much less in Middle

If requested on school stationery, A
Curriculum Resource Guide on the Middle
East is available free of charge from the

Eastern studies. feN, will feel comfortable
doing so without guidance. Local Islamic

Middle East Studies Program at Eordham

centers offer a selection of materials. Some

University (113 West 60th Street, New

of these are excellent, but most tend to

York. NY 10023). This invaluable source

proselytize rather than inform. They focus
on Islam as a religion rather than on the

provides lesson plans on a large number of

broader history of the Islamic world,

books, and addresses of embassies.
Teachers may turn to other governmentfunded centers for Middle Eastern Studies

subjects, a critkal bibliography ief useful

stressing the life of Muhammad at the
expense of other historical subjects.
The International Institute of Islamic
Thought (Box 669, Herndon, VA 22070) is
another source of materials. This scholarly
organization can provide teachers with a
number of suitable publications for teacher
training and classroom use. Among these
are The Islamic Tradition and /s/am.

situated at major American research
universities. Each is mandated to offer
outreach programs to increase awareness
and knowledge of the Middle East, including workshops for teachers, often at little
or no cost. They can provide the informa-

tion on historical. geographical, arid
ethnographic subjects that the Muslim
community, with its more strictly religious

The Royal Embassy of Saudi Arabia (601

New Hampshire Ave. NAV., Washington,

focus, may not dwell on or omit altogether.

DC 20037) also distributes a useful booklet
on Islam and can provide extensive materials on the country. as can the embassies
of all Islamic countries from Mauretania to
Indonesia.
For the primary grades, teachers might
consider Author) Kamm, The Story o f Islam

Such centers exist at the I niversitv of
Arizona, (:alifornia at Berkeley, California
at L) s Angeles, Chicago. Columbia, Har-

vard, Michigan, New York University,
Princeton, Pennsylvania. Texas, ['tali. and
Washington.
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TEXTBOOKS AND
THE MIDDLE EAST:
A Review

thorough introduction to the Fertile Crescent,
the book considers Islam with some agility.
Eastern Hemisphere includes a condensed story
of .Ali Baba from The Arabian .Vights. It spends

When students come to the Middle
East

for the first time,

it

will

typically be in lessons inside a sixth

grade social studies textbook. They will be
introduced to Mesopotamia and the Fertile
Crescent, that is. to the ancient Sumerian and
Babylonian settlements considered the foundations of organized cis ilization. Students will
also be introduced to earls Jewish and
Egyptian cultures. They will encounter Islam,
the Crusades. and. perhaps. the building of the
Suez Canal. Almost certainly. their encounter
will be brief.
The region's past and present will likels be
covered in a few pages or a few chapter,. It

will not be much of a story. The reason is
not because textbooks purposefully shortchange the subject. Encyclopedic efforts at
inclusion make the abbreviation of every
subject in ssorld history necessars.
Some texts do very poorly with the Middle
East. Consider one standard text for sixth
graders, Scutt, Foresman's Our lror ld lesterda.1 and Today, a book that does not emphasize

history. since

it

takes an eclectic world-

three pages describing the advances of Islamic

culture, front navigation to medicine.

It

introduces the Koran and the Five Pillars of
Faith, Prayer. Alms, Fasting, and Pilgrimage.
In an interesting critical thinking question
though perhaps well beyond the analytical

powers of sixth gradersthe book asks
students to contrast the Five Pillars of Islam
with the Ten Commandments. (How such a
question will sit with aggressive wall of

separation activists is another question.)
Eastern Ilemisphere has one infuriating vice.

repeatedly allows its text to be subsumed
bs diversionary lessons and exercise,. many
of them trendy and topical. placed disconcertingls at points that disrupt the flow of
It

historical narrative. Thus, the Code of
Hammurabithe famous system of laws
recorded around I 780 B.C.is followed le;

Protecting the Ensironment. in which an
American senior citizen named Ray Proffitt
is presented as a one-man environmental hero.
Proffitt has declared war against polluters in

the Delaware River. According to the book.
the linkage between Mesopotamia and Rav

the statement: The people of
Mesopotamia knew that the Tigris and

around-us social studies approach. This book
dispenses With Islam in three pages and one
lesson. Its superficial and telegraphic style can

Proffitt is

be of no interest to eleven-Year-olds or

life. This is a conceptual reach, and is all

anybods else.

too typical of Eastern Hernisphere':, presentism.

Here is an excerpt: Muhammad wa, an
Arab. That is, he spoke the Arabic language
and lived on the Arabian Peninsala as Arabs
still do today. Find the Arabian Peninsula on
the map on page I 60. About Islamic culture
and scientific contributions. it says in full:
The Arabs caine up with new ideas as well,
in medicine, mathematics. astronomy. and
other sciences. The\ also wrote books on
geography and history. Silver Burdett &

Euphrates Rivers were a valuable source of
The Houghton Mifflin series handle, Islam

seventh grade text called Across the
Centuries. Since this series covers world
in its

history over a two-year period, it can explore
its subject in more detail. Mesopotamia is
treated in the sixth grade book called
Message from Ancient Days. A craNs the Centuries

devotes a 56-page unit to Islam. taking time
to stop for four pages and tell of the Voyage
of SinItad the Sailor.

Ginn's The Eastern Hemisphere Yesterday and

Despite the thoroughness of Houghton

Today, also shortchanges Middle Eastern

Mifflin's cost-rage of the Middle East, problems present themselves. (-specially in the
ambitious unit on Islam. The fragmented
format divides subject matter to such a degree
that the unit is hard to follow, Some material
on the I ma s.ols and Altbasids scents esoteric

history. taking up lslam mainly within a brief
unit keyed to the fact that Judaism. Christian-

it., and Islam all originated in the region.
A more adequate treatment of the Middle
East can be found in Macmillan's si,th gra(le
text called Eastern Hemisphere. After a

and hes ond the graspor interestof a

through the Arabic language, or that a

seventh grader. As in Eastern Hemisphere,
history stops to incorporate a lesson on

sophisticated banking system developed and
operated in the Islamic world three centuries
before it did in Western Europe. The reader

"Origins of Sports and Games,'s another wellintentioned effort to add spice to the subject,
but the only connection to Islamic culture is

also learns of Islamic conquests in West Africa

that Abbasid rulers enjoyed recreations like
falconry and backgammon. A simpler narrative approach would have been welcome.
On the other hand, it is hard to see why
militant Muslims in California have objected

from the eighth century, as traders were
drawn south of the Sahara by the gold
produced in West African mines. This

to .4cross the Centuries' historiography, which

century print from the British Library

West Africa were influenced by nothing not
native in origin. but History and Life does
cover African history with a care that should
make most historians happy. The writing can

carrying the caption, "This Arab warrior

be excellent. Its introduction to the rise of

displays his ability with a sword to instill fear
in the heart of the enemy. This is admittedly

Islam begins:

treatment may not please Afrocentric revisionists. who believe the medieval civilizations of

they claim is demeaning. Some of them cite

as evidence of "insensitivity a nineteenth-

A busy spider spun her silver web across
the mouth of a cave that hid three men.
When the captain of the pursuing war
part neared the arch, he saw the web

an ill-selected illustration, but sonic of the
California protesters might consider media
coverage of poison gas warfare insensitive too.
* * *

and called to his men. "No one has
entered here. The web is as good as a
seal. Search elsewhere.'" As their ene-

Many students encounter the Middle East
a second time before they graduate from high
school. A superior treatment of the subject
in tenth through twelfth grade world history
textbooks is to be found in Scott, Foresman's

mies rode away. Muhammad ihn Abdullab, his friend, Abu Bakr, and their guide
wiped the sweat from their faces and said

History and Life. Two other current texts,

a prayer of thanksgiving for their tin\

Prentice Hall's The Pageant of World History
and Houghton Mifflin's History of the World,
offer less satisfactory histories of the region,

savior. Only when the. were certain dm
men had gone did they lead their camels
out. Although the city of Medina was

its religion, and its current affairs.

their destination, they rode off in the

The Pageant of World History compresses
the history of Byzantium and Islam into one
chapter. History of the World is organized in
an annoying way, separating the rise of Islam
from Islamic civilization in such a way as to
be confusing. The %riting in History of the
World is inferior. The book employs dutiful
and dry prose, intent on packing everything
in or at least mentioning everything along the

opposite direction, winding through the
hot Arabian desert to throw the hunters

off the trail. Ten days later the three

tired men rode into Medina, their
journey safely ended. The Vear was 622,
and the journey was the Hijra (Hegira).

The Mongol invasion of India six hundred
years later is a powerful story with great
natural appeal for high school students. The

way. History of the World's editors have
created a "learning tool and compendium:

slot-

of Genghis Khan's descendants

is

astonishing. not well known, and it reallx
happened. History and Life minces no words:

t he flair and richer writing of History and Life

is absent.
History and Lift devotes No full chapters
to Islam, handling the subject in an appealing
wax. It features a sidebar on historic calendars

The Turko-Mongol leader Tinmr, or
Tamerlane, one of history's cruelest
conquerors, invaded India. Although a

and an excerpt from the Koran. This book
includes. much information on the spread of

Muslim. Tamerlane's general policy was
to keep both his Muslim and non-Muslim

Muslim trade. Tlw reader learns, for example,
that Nsords such as check, traffic, tariff, awl

neighbors weak compared lo

caravan came into the English language

desIrming all the territories and cities

his ov. 11

strong Central Asian empire. After
It
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within a 500-mile radius of his Samarkand capital, Tamerlane turned toward
Delhi. In 1398 Tamerlane sacked and

fervor was only one reason for Arab expan-

gutted Delhi. massacring everyone

support large numbers of people."
By comparison, explanations of jihad in the

except the artisans and women who were

carried off to Samarkand as slaves. It
was said that "for two whole months not

a bird moved a wing in the city."
Compare the two other hooks on Tamerlane.
The Pageant of World History says, "Tamer-

lane was a Mongol warrior who came from
Asiatic Russia. Ile and his conquering horsemen swept across Asia, looting and killing.
Although Tamerlane was a Muslim, it did not

stop him from attacking Delhi. In 1398, the
city was destroyed. Thousands of people

both Hindu and Muslimwere killed." This
passage is almost identical to one in History

of the World, which covers the subject by
saying: "In the late l300's. the conqueror
Tamerlane, who claimed descent from Genghis

Khan, led his Mongol armies through Central
and Western Asia. Although he was a devout
Muslim himself, Tamerlane laid waste to the
great Muslim cities of Asia. In 1398 his forces
sacked Delhi and killed or enslaved all of its
people."
Both of these passages are so brief that the
crucial and interesting fact that a devout
Nlu:dim would attack the Delhi sultanate and
other Nluslim centers for geopolitical reasons
is never explained, leading to student incomprehension rather than understanding.
lo ,iye another example. History and Life

takes time to explicate the complicated,
misunderstood, and potentially inflammatory
concept of jihad:

sion. Another reason was a population
explosion. The Arabian deserts could not
other hooks are superficial or wrong. The
Pageant of World History says, not elegantly,
"One sure way of getting into paradise,
however, was to die in a jihad, or a holy war,
against non-Muslims. Because of this belief
Muslim fighters were courageous warriors."
History of the World is even more simplistic.

To explain the idea, the book states, "Mohammed preached a holy war, or jihad against

nonbelievers," and moves on.
History and Life is slightly sketchy on the

subject of European imperialism in Nord)

Africa and the Middle East during the
nineteenth century. On the other hand, it
treats Middle Eastern affairs since 1945 with

dexterity and thoroughness. The place of
Israel and the irresolution of the Palestinian
problem are aptly covered. The book notes the
religious and ethnic diversity of the region and

the conflicts therein, and touches on the
dramatic changes wrought ovor the last forty
years by oil revenues.
Overall, History and Life is an excellent
text. The book is handsome. The maps are
informative and of high quality. History and
Life seems able to put much more information
into the same number of pages as books

developed by other publishers. And in
welcome contrast to most textbook formats,
the review questions and summaries at the end

of the chapters enhance rather than impede
the text.

The spread of Islam has heen linked with

Textbooks Reviewed

jihad, an Arabic word which means

Social Studies Series

struggle." but which is usually translated "holy war." The early Muslims
took yet-% seriously their responsihilit

Across the Centuries. Houghton Mifflin, 1991.

Eastern Hemisphere. Macmillan, 1990.

to convert e erNonc to Islam and
considered the struggle to convert

Our World: Yesterday and Today. Scott,

people a "hob war" agaity-t polytheists

The Eastern Hemisphere Yesterday and Today.
Silver Burdett & Ginn, 1990.

and those who had no faith at all. In
modern times jihwl has bVerl distorted
certain Muslims v. ho tend to van an \

religious or political mi,Iancin a
war."

Foresman, 1988.

High School World History
History and Life. Scott, Foresman, 1990.
History of the IT'orld. Houghton Mifflin, 1990.

The Pageant of World History. Prentice Hall,
The passage goes

It' al ;
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CALIFORNIA:

The Story Continues

0

n a sultry July afternoon in Sacramen-

to, the young man wearing a jellaba
unfurled his prayer rug directly in
front of the California state department of
education on Capitol Mall, turned toward the
east, and began his incantations, not far from
the television cameras also present for the

state's public hearings on social studies
textbooks for kindergarten through the eighth
grade.

These public hearings were yet another
hurdle' in the long process in which California

No one spoke to the real problem with the

formal recommendations made in a state
adoption that has captured the attention of
educators and intellectuals around the coontr and will inevitably affect social studies
texts through the 1990s: that many publishers

had stayed away from the adoption, either
unable or unwilling to field books congruent
with the mandated California curriculum.
The power and presence of ubiquitous,
hypersensitive, multivalent interest groups
run well beyond the immediate issue of
social studies tatbooks in public schools.

has sought to improve the social studies
curriculum and encourage textbook reform.

Tins thin submission gave the state very few

What these proceedings reflect about the

texts to choose from. Only one major pub-

power and presence of ubiquitous, hypersensitive. multivalent interest groups runs well
beyond the immediate issue of social studies
textbooks in public schools. It indicates the
extent of cultural gridlock that now attends
all sensitive. matters of cause and ethnicity
throughout the nation.
In Sacramento, over one hundred people
jammed into a drab, unventilated room, where
they faced the table of commissioners who

lisher, Houghton Mifflin, had crafted its books

oxersee the state curriculum and textbook
adoption process. Each was allotted a few
minutes to state complaiiits. A parade of

and social studies books in corning years, even

.peakers registered varying complaints to the
comnnssion. which had received and accepted

the recommendations of a state textbook
review panel for social studies books to be
used by elenwntarN and junior high school
pupils.

After months of deliberation, a review panel
had recommended the Houghton Mifflin series

for kindergarten through eighth grade and
Holt, Rinehart's Story of America. Sixteen
other books, submitted by seven different
publishers, were rejected. Few or the people.
testifying had an tiUng positi \ e to say about

the books. No matter that the books under
discussion had already passed muster for
compliance with state laws and been vetted

by top-drawer historian,. Almost every
complaint was based on the books' alleged
ethnic and religious slights. Institutional
prejnelier, conspiratorial omission, and %ictim.
ization were the ,,,,itchweerels of the. day.

explicitly to the statc's 1987 curricular
mandates, winch tried to beef up the content

of history, take nuanced multicultural approaciws, and reintroduce the history of
religion into the social studies curriculum. As
a result. Houghton Mifflin achieved a virtual

monopoly in the nation's largest state.
(:alifornia's school districts are expected to
purchase about S200 million in new history
though lagging state education budgets may
constrict the market.
The many wonderful advances in these.
recommended textbooks went unmentioned.
That is not to sav that the books are. perfect.
While the Houghton Mifflin series is elegant

ir format and lielv in content. it makes no
effort to restore running narrative to a
primary position and simplify design. Quite
the opposite. With a look not entirely foreign
from U.S.4 Today, the books are kaleidoscopic
in appearance. Text is presented in short
takes, reflecting teachers' demands for lessons
that are self-contained and quickly digested.
Hut none of the aehocates in Sacramento
seemed the. least bit interested in overall
qualiR or effective social studies education.
Their concerns %%ere nothing so banal and
important a, rich narrative. and good storytelling. The \ had more particular and throbbing complaints about ethnicity and belief,
representation and ,dant.
Ma.be California is doing something right

with its texts, since feminists, Hispanics, and
some other groups long dissatisfied by older
social studies texts were inconspicuous at the
hearings. But not in the mind of those who
did speak out. A few advocates pointed out
legitimate, albeit minor, textual problems.

included some mention of historical aggres-

More of them focused on perceived evils
within the books under consideration, on
fancied slights, omissions, and distortions,

sounded distinctl) threatening. -But if our
demands are not met, we will withdraw our
children from school and mount lawsuits."

conscious and unconscious, that scholars and
historians who have carefully reviewed these
materials are hard pressed to discern.
The most controversial books among those

recommended were Houghton's sixth and
seventh grade texts. The first, entitled A
Message of Ancient Days. begins with paleo-

lithic man and advances through classical

siveness and religious passion against the
infidel, unacceptable to the assembled activists, including one twelve-year-old girl clothed
in a veil. -This is not a threat," one Muslim
spokesman said, with a tone and intensity that

Gay activists were outraged that the alleged
sexual preferences of Julius Caesar, Erasmus,
Michelangelo, Alexander Hamilton, Eleanor
Roosevelt, Willa Cather, and many other
historical figures were not mentioned
to provide "role models."

antiquity. The second, Across the Centuries,
carries world history forward to the eighteenth
century.
The sixth grade subject matter is especially

The newest textbook lobby. the homosexuals, came to the table to call for inclusion.
Gav activists were outraged that the alleged

gripping for children of eleven or twelve. From
cave dwellers to Pompeii, the exciting subject

sexual preferences of Julius Caesar, Erasmus,
Michelangelo, Alexander Hamilton, Eleanor

matter herein is too little studied in schools
today. .4 Message of Ancient Days considers
the origins of Judaism and Christianity at
length. .4cross the Centuries likewise treats
Islam and many other subjects in Asian and
African history formerly short-circuited in
textbooks. These two books cover the history
of religion with a richness and nuance that

Roosevelt, Willa Cather, and many other

should be applauded. Not surprisingly,

George Washington, "'The father of our

though, it was religion that triggered many of

country may have been its first queen."

the protests that day in Sacramento.

This was not what the Christian fundamentalists and Muslims wanted to hear. Muslims

A number of Jewish representatives claimed
that the recommended sixth grade text slighted and disparaged Judaism. The religion was

presented as a erude antecedent to a more
perfect religion, Christianity, thev contended.

The book suggested that Jesus had a better
message than his Jewish forebears, as it
stresses the Imp and charity in the Christian

notable historical figures were not mentioned
to provide -role models" in these books,
written for children in kindergarten through

eighth grade. The charges against the texts
verged on the outlandish. One spokesman
concluded, based on some friendly correspondence between the Marquis de Lafayette and

were smirking, shaking their heads, and
muttering -Shame! Shame!" A Christian
fundamentalist came in front of the commission to claim that homosexuals were conspiratorially intent on -reconditioning our nation's
\ aloes." Christian fundamentalists, like other

religious representatives that day, found

tradition. The book -stirs up anti-Jewish

insulk and demeaning treatment in the books

feeling" and -teaches history from a Christian
perspectit t.," said one representative. In
response. the c.ommission asked Houghton

under consideration. Atheists too were

Nlifflin

to remove the phrase, -lie [Jesus !

stressed that the feelings people had in their
hearts were more important than Is hether they

followed religious laws and rituals."

unhappy that their point of view had been
excluded.
Then ,.arne ethnic activists, most vocally the

Afrocentric educators, who maintained that
the -African influence" is seminal to the

California Muslims were also unhapp

classical culture of Greece and Rome, and that
white historians have systematically excluded

Islam's (overage in the Houghton Nlifflin texts

this historiography from their writing. Text.
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books contributed to a "mental holocaust- for
black Youngsters, said one woman dressed in
a bright dashiki. "I know that these textbooks
mean a whole lot of money to a lot of

COMING STATE ADOPTIONS
As

the California adoption comes to a

close, several new state adoptions begin,

European people. But these textbooks are
Eurocentric pap, slanted, racist, and wrong,
the cause of self-esteem problems for our

to be played out during the next year.
The largest will occur in Indiana. The states of

young,- she said. Later controversy centered

of books, much wider than in California, since
text makers face state establishments and curricula that more readily fit with their products. In 1991, the American Textbook Council
intends to monitor these adoptions in order to
analyze trends in textbook development.

South Carolina and Oregon are also in adoption.
Publishers' submissions reveal a greater choice

on two images that in one view compared
savage "black- Neanderthals unfavorably with

more civilized "white- Cro-Magnons.
In September, California held its second set

of hearings, this time before the state board
of education, which will act on or reject the
recommendations of the curriculum commission in the middle of October. The complaints

THE IMAGINARY CANON

were identical, although the proceedings were
even less orderly. The hearings were interrupt.
ed repeatedly by constant grumbling, (gapping.

By Joseph S. Salemi
departments today are afflicted

with so much palaver about the "can-11 on- that one hesitates to add another
voice to the cacophony. The din is inescapable; in faculty meetings, curriculum commit-

and even some banner waving. A wellorganized cadre of Afrocentric radicals jeered

fellow blacks who testified in favor of the
recommended textbooks, making ugly slurs
and suggestions about the reasons for their
support. At one point the head of the state

tees, and that most tedious of purgatories, the

board of education called for police to restore

academic conference, spurious questions of
"canonicity- and "canon formation- vex our

order to the hearings.
What was evident toward the end of these
two emotional afternoons was the inability of

business of literary studies. But when the
history of this phenomenon is written, in

profession, to the detriment of the real
times made saner by distance and detachment,

most people in attendance to understand that
the main goal of the recommended textbooks
is to create literate citizens, pluralistic in
outlook and knowledgable about their origins

chroniclers will marvel that nearly an entire
generation of scholars worked themselves into

a lather over something that does not exist.
The terms canon and canonical are properly
applied to those works of an author that are
genuinely his. The usage is borrowed from
patristic commentators who distinguished the
II
canonical- books of Scripture from those
that were apocryphal or derivative. A writer's

and institutions. Their interest was in image
and self-promotion, in panegyric and hagiography, in past grievances and scores to settle.
Truth did not matter. What counted was

prominent and favorable treatment for themselves and excoriation of their enemies.

canon is determined by weighing internal and
external evidence to make reasonable judg-

In the meantime, it is not hard to guess
the chilling message these California carnivals

ments about who wrote a given text.
For example, arguments over whether a

are sending to other publishers, who dispatched their representatives to the meetings

newly discovered manuscript Fioem is part of

and who plan to submit new social studies
books to California beginning in 1992. Don't

the Shakespearean canon, or whether the
treatise Acl Herennium is actually by Cicero,
are concerned with authenticity of attribution

take chances. Play it safe. Stick with the tried
at least, it
appeases the people who have a bottomless
reserYoir of discontent in matters of religion,
sex, and ethnicity.

and true. Blandness sells, or

and nothing more. In this sense, questions of

canonicity have been a part of scholarship
since antiquity, when the Homeric texts were
purged of accretions by learned editors, and

when the librarians at Alexandria compiled

Gilbert T. Sewall
12
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meticulous lists of an author's true works.

literary criticism's equivalent for the all-

But today, the term canon has lost its benign

purpose expletive ''establishment," heard
everywhere during the disturbances Of the
1960s. Just as the establishment was the

neutrality and become a rhetorically loaded
buzzword. A reference to the "canon" is
almost always a sign that the speaker is out

source of all evil and oppression to radicalized
students of those times, the demonized canon
is today's bugbear for those who long to fight

to make a surreptitious ideological point. Like

so many tendentious ne)logismsone thinks
of "insensitivity,- the ,.tirrent Newspeak for
free expressionthe word is designed to avoid

of left-liberal opinion, while disarming
potential opposition with a vague moral

the battles of the sixties again, but this time
from the well-defended bunkers of tenured
appointments and generous research grants.
Rather than attack policemen, radicalized
faculty attack lists of books, in the curious

reproach.

belief that the policeman's authority

When earnest young graduate students and
angry assistant professors rant against the
canon, they conjure up visions of a formidable

somehow linked to the curriculum requirements of introductory literature courses. It is
a comfortable kind of militancy for liberals,
who are never happier than when they are

real thought by evoking the visceral responses

collection of "standard literary works or
"great books whose authority, prestige, and

is

taking a radical posture and an upper-middleclass salary.
In point of fact there is no canon and there

prescriptive status are supposed to serve
vested sociopolitical interests. According to
this demonology, by epitomizing correct and
approved behavior patterns while stigmatizing

never has been one. A number of works arc
well known, others are less well known, and

deviant ones, the great books function as an

some are comparatively unknown. The

internalized thought-police, providing intellectual ratification of the status quo and denying
it to potentially subversive challenges. This is
a powerful myth, and it commands today wide

borders of these three categories constantly
shift, as generations pass and tastes change.
Boethius's Consolation of Philosophy, almost

the canon is available to readers only after

universally familiar to medieval readers, is
today virtually unread outside of scholarly
circles. John Dorme had a minor reputation
as a poet until 'ES. Eliot revived interest in
hint earlier this century. Renaissance opinion
placed Mantuan's Eclogues and the Idyllia of

allegiance in academic circles.
The usual bill of indictment charges this
imaginary canon with all sorts of unspeakable
sins, the most common of which are elitism

long and expensive formal education

Ausonius in the top rank of Latin poetry;

ethnocentrismits texts are largely of Europe-

today those judgments are questionable. Even

an provenanceracismit contains works

in the same century and country, opinions
differ as to a writer's merit. But no sinister

a

that do not pay obeisance to current pieties
about race relationsand sexismits authors

cabal of teachers, publishers, or critics
determines the status of a worktastes are

are mostly male, and sometimes use language
that would get you lynched at a National
Organization of Women conventioo. One also

too varied even among the educated for anv

such conspiracy to emerge, much less

hears complaints about militarismmany

be

effective.

hooks celebrate soldierly virtues and the glory

In addition, the sheer mass of worthwhile

of combatand classismleisured wealth is a
subject of admiration in many works.

literature that the Western world has produced makes the very idea of a select canon
ludicrous. Our tradition includes writers as
stylistically diverse as Dante and Kafka; as
politically irreconcilable as Machiavelli and

I recently listened to one aggrieved young
woman at a Modern Language Association
conference drone on about the speciesism of
the canonthat is, how texts like Genesis and

the Odyssey, with their multiple blood

Thoreau; as morally polar as Thomas a Kempis
and Nietzsche. It would take several lifetimes

sacrifices, show utter disregard for the rights
of animals.

just to read the available texts; to believe that

In

all of them can be made to serve the ends
of social conformism takes the determined

this sense, the term canon is simply
13

guard. When colleagues object to offensive
language or attitudes in standard texts, we
must assert that it is not an assigned task of
literature to be nice to everyone. When they

credulity of ideological commitment. And vet

when it comes to the imaginary canon, too

many professors suffer from just such
credulity. Their partisanship overwhelms their
common sense. This notion that some hidden
social force is brainwashing students into
intellectual passivity by means of a controlled

talk

slightingly of hooks by -dead white

European males, we should forcefully remind

them that such a phrase invokes the very

reading list would be laughable, were it not

sexism and raeism it purports to condemn. But

also an index of how far conspiratorial
looniness has come to dominate literary

it

studies.

abhorred canon and the baleful power it exerts

Under such conditions, those of us who
reject the politicization of curriculum decisions must not allow the rhetoric of canonhashers to go unchallenged. When we hear
buzzwords like pluralism. -inclusion, and
hegemony, we should be immediately on

are both purely imaginary.

is also necessary for us to point out,
whenever the occasion arises, that the

Joseph S. Salmi is an adjunet professor of
humanities at Ness York University. This article
is reprinted from Measure. June/July 1990, with
permis:sion of the author.

it and most of my contemporaries did it.
We loved books. We were brought up on
them. As a result, we not only acquired a
large vocabulary, we assimilated many
different styles of writing and we became
fluent readers of English prose.
Today, parents who want their children

ROALD DAHL ON
BOOKS FOR CHILDREN
The celebrated children's book author Rook!
Dahl recently recalled the books that spurred
his lifelong lore of literature. In the process

to love books hrive two problems to contend

he registered some wise words about what
children's books should do, and why many

with. First there is the ubiquitous television. Second, there is the question of

books todaytexes and tradefail. When

knowing which books are going to enthrall
and which are going to bore. It is better
to give a child no book at all than a boring
one. But in these days the juvenile market
is so flooded with rubbishy books that it

Dahl u as groin ing up in England during the
1920s, he writes:

Every one of us became avid readers, but
ilwre were far fewer juveniles available
than there are now. The only ones I can
remember vividly were The Secret Garden,

is difficult not to become confused.
The content of a children's book

Robinson Crusoe, Treasure Island. The Wind
Because of the shortage
in the IT-illows

is

basically unimportant. The sole purpose of

that book is to convince the child that

of children's books ... we very rapidIN
graduated to more adult fiction ... all of

reading is great fun. The book must be so
exciting and funny and wonderful that the
child falls in loN e with it. Then the battle
is won and the realization that books are
easy and lovely and enthralling begins to
dawn on the young reader. There need be

Dickens, King Solomon's Mines and Rider
Haggard's She, all of Kipling. Conan Doyle's
The Ilmind of the Baskertilles. all of Jules
Verne. By the time we were ten, we were
reading all of Galsworthy. Hugh Walpole.

no message in the hook, no moral, just
sheer entertainment. Not all writers for
children or indeed the critics have come
to terms with this simple truth.

Mary Webb. Ilardv and the rest.
At the age of fourteen. 1 think I had read
just about every great classic in literature

Tolstov, Dostoevski. Balzac, .Austen.
Bronte, as well as plenty of others. Reading

Excerpted from the (111dren's Book Imuncirs
CBC Features (109(t), ssith permission of the
author.

on this scale would be virtually unheard
of among todays Young people, hut did
I
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NOTED WITH INTEREST

quest for knowledge and understanding seems

to be absent from even their best students.
* A report entitled The Age of Indifference,

Coursework in schools too often reflects the

written under the auspices of the Times

Zeitgeist. A large number of social studies

Mirror Foundation, was released this summer.

lessons deal only with the here and now, with

Its findings should frighten educators and
others who are interested in conveying the

the trendy, the practical, and the selfish.
Research indicates the growing popularity of
tabloid televison shows such as "A Current
Affair," which mix information and entertainment with emphasis on scandal, celebrity, and
notoriety. How are texts to compete?

precious importance of civic life and activity
in a self-governing nation. The authoritative

report indicates a significant decline of
knowledge and interest in public affairs among

young adults aged eighteen to twenty-nine.

Today's schoolbooks themselves are a

The generation born after the Year 1960

response to the demands of entertainmentseeking students with short attention spans.
By one recent estimate, 44 percent of public

"knows less, cares less, votes less and is less

critical of its leaders and institutions than
young people in the past," concluded the

school students have a television in their own
bedrooms. In an attempt to compete for the
attention of the MTV generation, publishers
produce textbooks with shimmering graphics

report. The Age of Indifference confirms other

studies that conclude that the concept of
citizenship as understood and expressed by
young adults consists entirely of individual
rights; these same people make no mention
of any responsibilities connected to

and punchy design. Content and product
quality are often sacrificed to expensive
packaging. But then, looks count, and as

citizenship.
This emergent adult generation is unlike the

falling SAT scores suggest, reading may soon

ono that came of age during the upheavals of

* In the sic transit department, we duly record

the 1960s and 1970s. Those now under 30

the departure of the absurd California Task
Force to Promote Self-Esteem and Personal
and Social Responsibility. After three years,

become pass.

exhibit apathy and cynicism. But their anomie

seems to be less a result of political disillusionment than it is indifference to issues that
do not affect them personally. The larger
world seems not to apply.
Teenagers and young adults have always

the Task Force opened its last newsletter with

the bromide, "Life's about everyone getting

A's, not about some normal distribution
curve." This little statement reflects a radical
new way of thinking, increasingly imbedded
in therapeutic social studies and "values"
texts. All we have to do is to feel good about
ourselves and to stop making judgments of
quality, and then, presto, Nirvana. If only it
were so. Self-esteem results from achievement
and attainment, which are by no means zerosum activities, and w! .ch include elements of
self-control and general knowledge. The Task
Force did have some influence. Educators now

been narcissistic, of course. So what is
different now? Today this cohort appears
paralyzed by social issues that they feel are
beyond their control. They avoid commitments whenever possible, and block out bad
news about public affairs and the precarious
state of the planet, according to the report.
Political involvement focuses on issues of

immediate and personal concern such as
government interference with civil liberties
and freedoms. Consciousness of civic obligation and duties seems comparatively thin.
Many experts blame educational institutions for failing to inspire in Young people an
interest in history, which might make current
public eents more compelling to them as they
grow older. But blame cannot fall only on
schools and colleges. Education is viewed by
many under thirty merely as a means to an
end. Teachers despair that the traditional

have a new buzzword and explanation for
student disaffection. In California and elsewhere, they have seized upon self-esteem to

avoid some hard truths about what makes
students proud of themselves and what truly
elevates the human spirit.

Enfortunatelv, the self-esteem idea has
received special attention from urban educators, who blame the absence of self-esteem for
underperformance by non-whites in schools.
15
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Meanwhile, a tart editorial in The Economist
noted a new American problem, deploring its
"decadence" that "lies in too readily blaming

others for problems, rather than accepting
responsibility oneself." One facet of this
phenomenon, it asserted, is the "warped idea

that the problem with America's underclass
is a lack of self-esteem, and that the answer
to poor educational performance is to teach
more self-esteem."

The eminent weekly had another outlook

in mind for educators to nurture. "The
characteristic that in the past drove generations from the underclass to prosperity was
nut self-esteem. it sas self-discipline. The
reason that Japanese schoolchildrenand the

children of Asian immigrants in America
learn so much more than their American
counterparts is discipline, not self-esteem."
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COMMON CULTURE
AND MULTICULTURE

the people of the United States are not bound
together by common religion or origin. The

time for some straight talk about
multiculturalism. In 1990, no issue in
social studies was more prominent or
explosive. Moreover, the issue reached well
beyond textbooks, social studies, and the
avademv. -The country is in the grip of what
might be called a cult of otherness, the word

backgrounds. This was true in the seventeenth
century, and it is true more than ever today.
The presence of Haitians and Yemenis in New

It

is

otherness being highly fashionable in academic circles these daxs. Twenty-five years ago the

American people come from mans- ethnic

York, Sonorans and Guatamalans in Los
Angeles, and Vietnamese in Seattle and
Mionneap,lis all attest to the dynamic nature
of American demography.
Call it

the melting pot or the salad bowl,

most Americans have long felt that the nation

civil rights movement began to erase differences imposed by race and ethnic origin. Now-

the cult of otherness asserts that the differences are unbridgeable,- wrote Neu. York
Times cultural correspondent Richard Bernstein, in light of controversies in the arts and
militant assaults on the idea of a common
culture.
Yet increasingh, multiculturalism seems to

be a word drained of meaning. For some, it
encompasses a nev.found recogni,ion of the
nation's diverse ethnic nature and an appreciation of those regions of the world outside
of Europe and North America. For others, it
represents a movement against the schoolbased imposition of Western institutions and
%alues, especially upon students that come
Input non-Western backgrounds.
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limited, culturally imperialistic, false.
Nlulticulturalism has forced all developers
of instruestional materials to rethink and revise
what students of all backgrounds will encounter in their social studies lessons. This debate
can be productive. Yet man educators seem
to be mot ing away from the idea of common-

draws synergistic strength from its ethnic
heterogeneity and cultural pluralism. Ameri-

cans may not all be of the same faith or
appearance. But they find a common bond in

the democratic vision of liberty and opportunity. This political idea seems benign and
posit lie compared to historical alternatives, a
view shared lit people around the world.
During the last twentt tears school histort
curricula and textbooks have been transformed by greater sensitivity toward cultures

wealth, where the public household stands
abort' individual differences, and where a
common heritage is honored by all to advance

the common good. Educational separatism
takes many forms. In Chicago. for example,

and groups formerly misrepresented or
underrepresented in national and world

sonic' educators are nov, considering Inn% to
advance In oh ultural preschools. The question

histort textbooks. Books have faced the dark
side of the national past. The plight of slaves,
natit c tribes. indentured Asian laborers, and
more has captured the stmpathetic attention

needs to be asked: Sheuld the education of
three-Year-olds begin with lessons in racial
self-identification?

Some people will finch commonwealth a

of historians and teachers alike, who hat e
acted to correct the record and lesson plan.
Still. man\ who call themselves multicul-

dusty, outdated, or erroneous concept
deluding relic of the past or an instrurm

tural educators want a new -balance of

of oppression. But ant

debate about

and

multiculturalism needs to consider what a

contribution-- of African-American-. Hispanics. Asians. and Indians. The primar\ purpose.
thet sat, is lurild student awareness of his

wholesale loss of faith nt the idea might entail
for the nation's f uture, should fogs of ethnic
divisit eness seep into ever\ area of American

information about the history, culture,

n

life, just at the moment when the nation's

or her own ethnic herita;:e. They seek tin
-eliminate personal and national ethnocen-

future as a multicultural community is upon
us. all Americans.

trism so that (me understands that a specific
culttlre i riot intrinsicallt superior or inferior
to another.Those who arc hostile to -Eurocentricsocial studies claim that ethnic minorities
-look nito the curricular mirror and see
nothing.- for -our heritage.' is riot -their
Onglo-Furopeanl heritage.- isserts Stanford
int.ersik professor of anthropolop Renato
Ro-aldo. Some ethnic,. ..eek to create a
dichotour. that 1- not real bet ecil their o%%

For those who have worked to promote
authentic multiculturalism in social studies
textbooks, current conditions create a trou-

bling situation. Too many educators and
intellectuak fail to acknowledge the huge and

hard-won triumphs over two decades to
expand and recraft the curriculum. Thu, are
(ebb\ ious to the -eurriculum of inclusion
that ha- marked subject-matter reform -ince
the I Qh05 ...nd put to rest N% hat was a narroce
and cham, inistie COUrM' of histort.

ii

group and the common culture. Multicultutolv eel
ralism for them is not, "as, tire
foreign language's or global geographt . It
0,rr tic upprv,,Inll studies or
rnfille'
ethnic separatism.

For this reason this issue of the Social
Studio Rcriel. tackles multiculturali-an
pro\ Aug a number of re\ iews. reportsind
view, (in the -object. We pa special at tenhon

Soule la people hate .1 hard time under-landing the urgenc, HI multicultural com
it
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plaint-. Lew' eq., ;mil accountants are liked

to

a current topic in black histort, Afro( en-

trism, an unsound ideanot to be. CmOli
It icul u ra km that has ss
S th

ten

through urban -rhool district- during the la,-t

ask: Because the nation's political, economic,
and religious in-minions dente largek Ironic
Europe in general and England in particular.
wh \ should the histort Inv taught ant other
wit? But the ad\ eisaiirs (el Eurocentrism
Indict(' to emphasi/e estero el\

mouths. I M a different note, the i-suc
con-ider. a reolution in instruetional matesr.,

rial-. not ideological hut technological.
idrodi-ks ;ire here, and the\ are almost
certandt destmed to promote basic changes
C
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in teaching and learning during the coming
decade.

pological evidence, they are deceiving themselves and students. flow does this build self-

vve wish you the best for lqq1
and note that the American Textbook Council

esteem?

is now entering its third \ car of activity in

premise that black students have nothing to
learn from those of different races, other than
about the ill-treatment of their ancestors. Its
inspirational ends are likely to replace more
productive lessons that explicate the founda-

textbook review.

THE AFROCENTRIC IDEA
Afrocentrism is not multicultural. It

is

separatist and particularistic in outlook. As Robert K. Landers has recent-

ly written. -the nitent of the .Afrocentrists is
not completel. clear. Some seem to look upon
European-Americans as inherently inferior.
but Other:- scent just to want all cultural
groups and their respectk e viewpoints to be
treated as equalk valid.Such historical re\ isionism is not the old
corrective outrage of the American reform
tradition that has denounced Tories, Simon
Legrees. and Robber Barons. Rejected is the
idea of a public houseludd grez.ter than its
legion members, holding together through the

collaborative and cooperati \ e action of
citizens. Sometimes. Af rocentrist, step outside

the American tradition of honorable opposition. Vocal. srlf-proclanned -scholar-activists- fail to believe that such a tradition has
ever been or is now in place, at least for ethnic
minorities.
In it, dogmatism and intolerance. Afrocentrism t'ollIt' closer to a system of belief than

a system of knowledge or study. Tho,e
invoked take its claims to he lapidary truths,
and those ssho reject or doubt these claims

are taken to he racists or Licit, Toms.
Afrocentrism

eyactly

%%bat

i

ethnocentrism incarnate
its adyncatv. say they are
.

remedyingan ethnocentrism in which one
group holds a monopoly on virtue and others
are blemislied by inexpiable heritage.

Mark urban educators gra \ nate toward
Afrocentric curricula on the preini:-.e that the\
will aikance blark tudent self-esteem. Ilistor \
is -opposed to perform therapeutic services.
Whether such lessons ,Nill ha\ e their intended

Afrocentrisin seems to operate on the

tions of the nation and world young American
blacks actually live in.

Portland Materials
During the last Year a lengthy document
called the African-American Baseline Essais.
first published for the Portland. Oregon,
publie schools, has circulated widely in urban

school districts. The essavsabout African
histor\ and Afrivan-American contributions to

art, language, mat hematics. science and

musicwere prepared and published by a
team who take their interpretations to be
unassailable in the face of contradictory
scholarship.

'ph, preface of what are commonly called
t he -Portland materials- call, hr -balance of
information about the histor. culture. ;Ind
contribution- of s; x racial groups and -a
structured process designed to foster understanding, acceptance, and 4.on,truetke relations among people of different cultural and
ethnic backgromids.- It goes on to sa\ that
multicultural 0,111eation in all curricular area,

should -build an awareness of one's own
cultural and ellune heritage- and -eliminate
personal and national ethnocentrism so that
one understands that a specific. culture is not
intrin-icall \ superior or inferior to another.These are well-intentioned sentiments, even
though they seem to make ethnic egalitariatiism the first requirement of academic study.
This becomes a problem in the stud. of histor \
ic development.. as it is impossible 10
remake the 111-.1 in accordance with wislif ul
thinking and affirmaik e action.

effect i., open to question. They will not if

The African-1 werican Baseline Essays'
multicultural prenike i,. not carried out in the
chant i
nd et linocen I ricsulject

spurious subject matter misinform, children.
k hen \ fro, entrusts insist that kfrican,
I olonucd the kinerican continent 'LO() year,
het ore Columbit,. against all available anihro-

es.a, that follov.. Fundam gital to its
histori .ection is the idea that Egyptian
cit ilization is an .intecedent of Wv..tvrn
cit ilization. While contentional bi..torians

0o ar

4'

would agree, making necessary and sometimes

esoteric qualifications as to the degree of
antecedence, in the dominant Afrocentric
view, Egypt was a "black'' civilization, a fact
conspiratorially . obscured by white archaeol-

tions. To think of Egypt either in the context
of Europe or Africa is simply anachronistic.

Most conventional historians depict the
ancient Egyptians as a highly nationalistic
society that was largely unconscious of race.

ogists in the nineteenth and twentieth

"When You talk about Egypt, it's just not

centuries. The Portland materials claim: "Old
and new research on Africa and its place in
human history has proved that Africa is the

just American terminology and it serves

birthplace of mankind and was, for many
centuries, in the forefront of human progress.
African history must be looked at anew and
seen in its relationship to world history,- and

'Egypt's place in world history is still being
debated, mainly because a large number of
Western scholars do not want to accept the
fact that this was a nation and that its great
achievements in history was the collective
achievement of an African people.Tu think of Egypt either in the context of
Europe or Africa is simply anachronistic.

Setting the tone, the first page of the
Portland social studies materials declares that

from the fifteenth century: "The Europeans
not only colonized most of the world, hut also
began to colonize information about the world
and its people. In order to do this, they had
to forget, or pretend to forget, all that they

right to talk about black and white. That's all
American purposes. I can understand and
sympathize with the desires of Afro-Americans
to affiliate themselves with Egypt. But it isn't
that simple,- says Frank J. Yurco of the Field
Museum in Chicago, a leading Egyptologist.

"We are applying a racial divisiveness to
Egypt that they would never have accepted.
They would have considered this argument
absurd, and this is something we could really
learn from.The Portland materials take slavery to be
a diabolical collusion of European economics
and religion based on the "consistent application of mental and physical torture.- They
say: "The Christian church came up with a
design to bring about complete subversion of

the Africans to the desired slave code of
conduct demanded by the feudal societies of
the Americas."
In fact, intense white unease with slavery

had previously known about the Africans.'"
The bold and sweeping assertion that "Africa
is the birthplace of mankind- fails to qualify
or distinguish whether the author is talking

dates from the seventeenth century and is
embodied in the unpleasant compromises of
the Founding. What is omitted here is the
crucial fact that origins of abolitionism are
found within white Protestant sectsand all
through Europe of the Enlightenment. Lead-

about Paleolithic. Neolithic, or Egyptian
civilization. A disturbing inexactness witn

from the seventeenth century considered

period and era exists here and throughout the
materials.

The Nilotic civilization in fact developed in
an arable river valley and della before 4,000
B.C. just beyond the westet n margin of the
Fertile Crescent!. The agricultural revolution
whieli allowed human settlement and rudimentarN civilization was intercontinental in
srope and occurred oer four millenia in all

parts of the world. The Nilotie
apparently developed frotn Neolithic settlenwnts in Anatolia (cirea 8,0M B.C.) and
Mesopotamia (circa 7,000 B.C.). Egyptian
eiliyizalion was at once an African, Mediterranean, and Middle Eastero societyand
unaware of such modern geographic distine.

ing clergy in New England and Pennsylvania
slinery a repulske and evil condition and were

in the vanguard of efforts to end it.
After the Civil War, the materials assert,
-Africans began to build new institutions,
mainly schools. Most of these new schools
soon began to fall into old traps. They were
imitations of white schools, whose teachings
were offensive to African people.- What is
meant by "old traps- and "'offensive teaching" cannot he known. But it is hard to fathom
how basic learning in more than 1,000 schools

established by the Freedman's Bureau and
private organizations was either.

Thousands of nort het n whitesmainly
young women organized by Protestant
churches and missionary societiescame
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tradition: -From the world view of

south after the Civil War to teach in com-

ieal

munities so hostile that they risked their lives

Africans, there are many realities beyond the

to teach black people. As Langston

daily

five prirnarv senses. Learning is

a

holistic

Hughes and Milton NIeltzer have pointed out
in their recently reissued 1956 classic, now
entitled African-American History, '`These
schools had some 9,000 teachers and almost
250,000 students. I., was the first widespread
free public school system in the South. And
it led to free education for whites as well as

process, through symbolic imagery and

blacks. BY 1860.

estimate that 20
percent of freed blacks were literate.
Other points about slavery are missing in
these Afrocentrie curricula. Should it be

approach is being rediscovered and implement-

noted. for example, that slavery still exists in
Africa? That African kings and Arabs in East
Africa were partners in the slave trade? That
the slave trade run fix Arabs in East Africa

The Portland materials and similar
Afrocentric curricula play fast and loose with
historical pct and interpretation. They are
rife with undocumented assertions and
dubious sources.

theN

flourished through the nineteenth centurx

rhythm, with a lot of attention given to inner

experiences and the process of

t ho ugh t .

Africans understood the multidimensionality

of the mind: logical/rational, intuitive./
symbolic, and emotional/ spiritual. Well, the

beauty, the wholeness, of this educational
ed today, in corporate as well as educational

settings.

and was extinguished only through the
aggressive efforts of British colonial authorities by the 1890s? These are all interesting
subjects for [clack studies, but no troubling
complexities such as these are to be found in
the Afrocentric materials deeloped in Portland. In fact. the materials turn a blind eNe
toward any possible wrongdoings committed

Egyptians or Africans: Non-Bibfical
historx of the period indicates the Hebrews
N%ere not slax es in Eg pt. Some of the Hebrews

Ott art, the curricular essays declare: The

art of African people in Africa and in the
Diaspora has suffered in its relationship with,

and assessment by, Western culture for
several reasons. Sadly. they all emanate from
European attit odes arid assumptions generated

in support of sla cry. Black art cannot be
understood through an entirely technical and
formal ex aluation arid examination. It
emerged from a different cultural reatitl. than

mistakenly took sides with the enemies of
Africa and were punished. This punishment
did not consist of slavery.
The science section of the Portland materials attributes to Africa fully and without

European art.
These bizarre assertions speak for themselves. This is mit science or art history at

qualification the human rliscoverv of time, the

utterly unverifiable, ..d serious educators of

control and use of fire, the development of
tool technology. language. and agriculture.

all backgrounds should reject such f;m1ishiless
and racialism.

Sonie of these claims are false. Others cannot

The Portland materials and similar Ahocentric curricula lila\ fast and loose with

be verified. In fact, trained anthropologists
and historians are extremek tentative and
distinctive about the origins of humankind
and prehistory, as evidence is slight and
contradictory, and dcfinitions require careful
valibration. What is meant by language. for
exam,lle? Are we talking about australopithecines living 3 million years ago or Homo
sapiens, the oldest fossils of which are only
about 151000 years old?
Ibis section also gives credit to Harks.
based on Egptian contributions to science,
for standing outside the Western technolog-
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all. The science passage is much closer to New

Age psychobabble. These statements arc

historical fact and interpretation. They are rife

with undocumented assertions and dubious
sources. They make bold and inflammatorN

claims based on limited or non-existent
evidence. They fan racial (Ilan% inism and
resentment. III this respect, such Afrocentric
materials are misinformed and politically

di
Fort (match . Afrocentrists do not speak for
ocal
represent instead

all blacks: they

minoritN. Their distorted liktoriograph%
springs from (mullion. not srholarship. Most

urban educators. black and NSItite, understand
that their essential ta,k is to help prepare

students to live and work in the existing
society. which demands a certain competence

in such basic skdls as reading and writing.
kmericans of all backgrounds hy e in a world

shaped by Western civilization. especially its
technology. 'Flie non-Western nations that
have improved the !ix es of their citizens.

including Japan and other Pacific Him
countries. haYe dime so bY following the
West's lead. \earl\ everyone recognizes that
industrialized societies. whatever their inequities, arc superior to the alternatives in diet.
comfort. and leisure. Nloreoyer. the triumph

of capitalism mer communism in I astern
Europe has shown that democratic gmerninent ha, uniYersal appeal. These benefits
should not be dismissed lightlY. In untie\ e-

loped countries. one encounters greater
economic miseries and political horrors. and
the traditions of libert y. equality. and justice
are likely to be akent.
In America, progress for many members of'
''marginalized- groups is frustratingly slow.
Many unities of Afrocentrism have made the
point that its influence is growing because of
despair mei- tilt condition of many black
youths. But change is inevitable. and a, more
ndnorities join the middle and professional
classes and assume the aloes of the establishment. there may be fewer outcries against
Western oppression. Afrocentrisrn may be a
einise for alarm. if indeed it portends the
inability of large numbers of Americans to

assiwilate into tile commonwealth. \lore
likely. it is an issue of the moment that will
tt'A of turtle or common sense.
not 'stand
cation ()nice. 7utIl \orth Dixon Street.
Portland. ()region ()72:27 1 more respon.

li'LTICULTURALISM:
Selected Bibliograph)
During the la-t year there ha- beim no

-able and interestim, treatment of black
history i, iii lie found in ..i.frientt- -Inirrican

po-,ittun liaptr:".
shortage of Ilt%t,
and report- on multiculturalism in general

Milton \lelier. first published in 1)36 as

and \frocentrisin in particular.
The push for a -curriculum id Milo.
-ion- is not new in the world of textbook-.
of today', complaini -. about social
studies textbooks .trt ti lit' fOiltIti ill reports
like the Council in Interracial Rooks for
tldldreri'. II !intim on,/ fritiluomoi I.fhltres itt
(itililren's )3ooks I 197(). Jame, 1. Hanks of
tilt I niYersity it 11.;ishington published

the first edition of Teaching .titrategie!, !or
[Lyon. ithi rd..
.tittolies I 111n
P)87) in I97:3. Since then. Ilanks has
t.N.

published 1i/116(11ln/rid Education t \lk II t\
1()881. in respon,t. to decades of
complaint, about representation and tone.
publisher- hay(' issued guideline-. surf, a.

Elitnifitinng .5;1yr-coign.. Illutighturi 11111flirt.
1(41). in, [whit:: detailed coda i. in

,tcceptalik.

sensitke
The

iii

urrmilatitin,

In

dealing with

I 00())

lt

1.angston Ilii;dies and

Mr egro in -1ineru
Pictoriol II istory
Sellula,tte.
updated and ite%,,I%
/ppu.itinti lu multicultural education

that is anti-Western. anti-national. iii
,..eparati-4 in tuilluok not% 0111V, iron) a

number of critics. Scott McConnell and
Eric Br-Huller- "Ilead to (orny.- in The
Nen Republic. ,i,irili.ur 8. 10(P), raked early

doubts about such curricular Yiew-, embodied in a 1(181) N(.%% lurk .!tait! i-k force
report. 1rthur H. Schlesinger', If 'all .Irect
!

J mirror/ r-.a.. -\\Then F. lint it Studio. \re

tliericati.- appeared in the Summer
Rerirn.
logo issue of the Socia/
I/tane lia Itch also considers the issue in
an i,saY entitled "Nlultictilturalr.m:
Plure; in the Summer l(Nit
I

ul The .t flierican

nuanced

.Celiolar. More recentk. ,t
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THE ATLANTA CONFERENCE

,tate commi,,ioner of education. More than
a thousand high school teacher, and adnnn-

This fall, Afrocentric advocates from all orer

i,trat or, attended from all parts of the

the rowan- gathered in Atlanta to discuss and
consolidate their views. The report that editor
ndrew Sullivan .filcd to The New Republic

countrs. Glossing report, were broadcast on
CNN and NPR.
Alt orientation began ssith a talk by
Theophile Obenga of Marien N.Gouabi l.niYernitt in Gabon about how Greek philo,ophy
wa, plagiarized from black African) Egypt. It

may give pause alanit this new urban educational

movement:

he Second National Conferece
n
o n the
Infu,ion of .African and Al rican-Annerican Content in the High School
Curriculum took place in the Niarriott Alarqui,
hotel here os er the sseckend of Notember 2.
Bt coincidence. it (IN erlapprd ssith the Rig
Game Hunter, of North merica. In the

conference foter large men in plaid ,hirt,
isatched s ideo, of antelope, ,taggering to their
death. ss hilt dozen- of high ,rhool teacher,
III African garb milled around them. Fixed on
the %%all abote t endor, ,elling I'rotocol.s (,./- the
Elders of. Lion', t he -t of fed head, of bear, -tared

infpait el forward. tiv.ir tat., IC% t'ff'd 01iv11,
I'llni.t.11. le.

After tsso ifav, of ,erniniar,. hVgarl ., I get
a -en-e of boss the bear- felt. 'File aim of the
conference. It turned out ssa, not how 1)(./
11,
h.ach the black American and .African
experience in the cla,..roorn and to %seat, it
into the multicultural American education 11
ssa, a bid to add energ.., to the mos ement to
1

tran,form the high ,chool curriculum ht
:zit mg it an exclii,it els Afrocentric ba,(..
Behind thi- endrat or lat the vont tenon that
:ill We,terti knossledgc i, a corruption of
Egsptian. i.e.. black African. thought. and
mil,t therefore be pinked. Schoolchildren.
black and ssliite. ,hould lip taught eters -

thingtnath. Iii..tor. art. -Hence. Engh,11-Iron] a black African per-pectise.
Tiit . conference ssa, ,1on-4.reti le!. among

other,. (;illette. Harcourt Brace jovanotich.
Alarmillan. Science If .eckli. and BellSouth. lt,
agenda. charted in a P)83 text knotsti a- the
Portland .1frican- Imerican liaseline Essays.
lid- ilf.tql ildli1t1-11 111 high -Aloud:- Ill Portland.
Dregon. and .1- being implemented it) Pitt,burgh. Indian:Toll-. Atlanta. and AX ni,hington.
D.C. The conference organizer. .A,a Hilliard_
i- utt) the rwt111111trt. Int tist-rhillIf Ness )(irk

.tate., high -climd curriculum. The riwpfing
10,ii- 1(1.1rt.,-,-11 lit Thoma, Soho'. New 't ork
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continued with an attack on Stanford',
controver,ind nest multicultural curriculum.
lit Jut re King of Santa Clara 1...niter,ilv. -The
people in power %sant to maintain a myth: that
(Mr common u-tulturrt
multicultural.- ,he
argued. -But the common culture of America
it. a \ !..1trn ba41 on raci-nn and hierarchy .
1 on can imagine a.. 11 .1.1 ato, and Iliad, and
n

11

1

Grec,, that ,tat ed on the list.Profe,sor King ssa, not the Only one to stick

to the Greek,. After two (la\ - of ,eminar,.
Plato and Ari,tolle %sere s ilified about as
regulark a, Reagan and Hnlu Tin- ssa,
it

rangc -ince. according to the ,peaker,. Plato

and Ari,totle had al-o (it-rived their entire
thought from Hack Africa. The irony ssa,
re,olsed lit de-cribing the Greek, a, the
-affirmatit e action kith,- preferred by

We-tern -cholar- for their race. but not at
'Mari
In one lecture. -af firmatit
action kid,- ssa, contemptuou, -Jvirthand for
ant boil from Xenophon to Ilerodotu,.
AA henes er the\ ts ere mentioned. the audi-

ence,chool teacher- and admini,trator,_
about four-fif th, black and (vv.-fifth Ns line-nickered.

(tile of the mo,t popular talk, of the
sseekend ssa- Hten bt Wade Noble-. \silo run,

a -Manhood Development and Training
Program- for troubled Hark male, in a
multiracial Ingh ,chool in Oakland. California.

Ile began ssith a reque-4 from a pa,tor for
permi,,ion to begin. Tin- sta .. to follovs the
African cu,tom ut eeking perrniion of elder,
before. engaging mu

nnl
vomninnal actis it
Ore--cd in a long. lilac-Hue robe. he carried

feti-li %snit hinn to the podium: a lnuLlhI ,acred
object to link him ss 1111
ance,tor- and to
sLirth Lissa%

es il.

It 5,,a, imperatit v. Noble, argued. that black

education lie rid of V, bill 1111.1W-11re,, MINI
sit adopt other people', theorie,. NW are like
Vranken-win doing other people.- %%nil,. It.-

-t

like someone drinking some good stuff,
vomiting it. and then we have to catch the
vomit and drink it ourselves. In ease the
audience was still unclear about his precise
meaning, he elaborated: 'The Greeks gave
hack the vomit of the African way.... Don't
bcCORIC the vomit-drinkers.' Teach, brother,

teach!'" cried a woman behind me. A black
women in front of me put her arm around
her white male companion and grinned at him.

We can resist disease, Nobles went on, but
we have to inoculate our community.''
The es:.,enee of European culture, Nobles

argued, was linear polarities. The West
focused on fact and fiction, proof and
unreality. the separate entities of male and
female. African civilization rejected these
dichotomies. and was concerned with the
invisible. the indivisibility of the male and
female entities, and the irrelevance of time:
"Our beginning was not on the clock: we were

the clock. The Genesis story pointed not to
the choice between good and evil, but to the
wisdom of the serpent in remaining true to
himself. And everything pointed to the racial

superiority of black Africans: We are the
creati% t. cause.... Black folk be. We be. We
he doin it. And our bodies tell us our physical
essence and we don't listen. Our fundamental

Thomas Sobol followed Nobles on the
agenda. He'd fought a lonely battle, as he
portrayed it. to support the conference's
objectives as education commissioner in New

York state. But he realized his limits: -I'm
a white middle-aged male. I can't help that.
His speech argued against the melting-pot
image of America and in favor of a "mosaic.''
We will not solve the problems of education
until we come to terms with the problems of

race and class. The audience took his
sincerity quietly, the only awkward moment
corning when he noted that he still felt that
our Western tradition of democratic institutions and the rule of law must be maintained.'"
The woman next to me complained that this
was precisely what she was against. At the end,
Leonard Jeffries, chairman of the department
of black studies at City College of New York,
who believes that multicultural education is

mental genocide, yelled opposition to
Sobol's moderation. "I understand where

you're coming from. Sohol replied. You
may not believe I understand it, but I do. It
comes out of pain and anger and injustice. In
my limited capacity to understand it, I

understand it.
The major social event of the conference

Nobles is not a marginal figure. For several

was the Ashanti Enstoolment ceremony, held
in the Imperial Ballroom. An enstoolment is
a mark of respect for an African elderin this
case John Henrik Clarke, professor emeritus
at Hunter (:ollege in New Yorkand involves
an elaborate lowering of the man three times
onto the seat of learning. The ceremony began

sections of his talk, the audience recited his
welbrehearsed lines as if remembering some
familiar litany of faith. During the questionand-answer session, most teachers asked how

vosturne: Jeffries held a stick aloft; young girls

meaning has been changed from being to
doing. We have to go from being to becom-

ing.... These middle-class people don't
Wider-land that You don't do. You have to

be.

to get tlwir schools in touch with his program.
There was a slight qualm from a young woman

that Nobles was only concerned with males,

hi which he retorted, We're not talking all
this sill . sexist stuff white women have us
running behind. Little protest emerged about

the idea of teaching Egyptian hieroglyphs,
cleansMg rituals, numerology, and physics to

ninth graders. As to the prospect of such
children getting jobs. Nobles replied, When
we educate a black roan. we're not educating

him for

a

job.

we're educating him for

with the blowing of a shell-horn and the
beating of African drums. Professors and
teachers processed in elaborate African
performed a beautiful barefoot dance. A
minister poured water from a jug north, south.

east, arid west. As he poured to the east, he
asked the thousand or so in the audience to

invoke the names of their ancestors. The

names of Marcus, Malcolm. "Elijah
Muhammed rang through the hall. Ancestors, reclaim us. rename us, in Atlanta, in
diaspora, intoned the minister.
A woman in a large headdress came on the

stage: MaY I ask the elders for permission
to speak?" They gave permission. "Good
evening. she sahl to the crowd, who re-

sponded meekly. "Now we can do better than

that," she retorted, reminding us that this
was, after all, a conference of high school
teachers. Then five bare-chested men in

middle-class crowd. It continued with some of
the points already made that day: that ancient
Egypt was uniformly a black African culture,
that no Semitic peoples were involved in the

paraded in. carrying a vast yellow parasol

building of the pyramids, that no Jews were
enslaved in Egypt, that Western philosophy

topped by a small ivory elephant. Underneath:

was "vomit"and the ingenuousness with

a large. stern woman, apparently the -queen
Clarke, dressed in a suit and tie. Jeffries ranted

which such ideas were received. It culminated
in Clarke's assertion that no black American
should soil herself with Christianity: At what

sashes, with gold bangles around their heads,

mother, and, behind her, the diminutive
for a while on the podium: Education is not

point do we stop this mental prostitution to

just about passing exams to get jobs. It's about
moving forward and tapping into our ances-

a religion invented by foreigners? All religion
is artificial. All the major religions of the

tors." We then recited a pledge: "We, the
African community, in the hells of North
our bodies to further the struggle ... because
the work that we Africans have to do is the

world are male chauvinist murder cults.
Maybe what I picked to see at the conference was unrepresentative of the event as a
whole. The speaker at one session spoke
sensibly of the need when teaching about

ork of eternity, the work of the pyramid
builders.

the jungle" image of a diverse continent.

There was something about the event that
finally began to sicken. It started with the

only 5 percent of which is actual jungle. But
at no session did I hear anything about
interracial tolerance and understanding: at no

America, do pledge our minds, our selves, and

expensive costumes of the predominantly
.4t e time when .4frocentric claims are said
to point the way for American blacks, it is
easy to forget that this vocal and radical cadre

does not speak for all. Many blacks are well
aware of problems in historiographic revisionism and "correct" terminology. Lest we forget.
a large number of blacks subscribe to the view

of Deborah Wright, a resident of Oaldand,
California. who wrote in a recent opinion
piece for the Wall Street Journal:

The African-American label really repre-

sents an excuseby reminding of a long
time past, when blacks were slaves. The
excuse rationalizes black failure in areas
where other ethnic groups have succeeded.

But the success of other ethnic groups
stems in part from their strong belief in

Africa lo avoid racist stereotypes, and to drol:

I am the fifth of ten children from a poor
Oklahoma family. The civil-rights movement of the 1960s made it possible for me
to pursue a college educationpreviously
not an option. I received a B A. degree in
social welfare, and worked in Los Angeles
as a social worker for seven Years. I have
sinee worked in the computer industry. I
have suffered much racial discrimination as
a child and adult. These events do not affect

my belief in myself and the Constitution
that protects my rights. I have and must
continue to overcome many obstacles and
hardships to maintain myself and my 15Year-old son.

Adopting the label African-American is
a major step backward. It places emphasis
on differencesdifferences that foster
conflict.

America. Black leaders foster the failure of

it is hard to understand that twentv-five

black urban communities by providing

Years after the civil-rights movement. some

excuses that defer responsibility.

black Americans are still searching for an
identity. What does one hope to achie%e
by this exercis:? We have been colored.

The success in Inv life, as with most
middle-class blacks from lonnble beginwogs, come, from mv strong belief in the
%mirk hard and
American dream: If
become educated, then I will be successful.
1
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Negro. Afro-American, blackand now
Alriean-American. Would it be OK to just
bc. Atnerican?

point support for Nmerican gains in cultural
pluralism; or arts thing that argued that studs

of Africa was part of a broader ethic of
awareness of the world as a whole. Heading
the Portland essays for Afrorentric education.
which are now the basis for reforms across
the count FS I found the saline dogmatic
reiteration of racial separatism and specious
scholarship. The man who organized them and
is on Ness York's curricular reform committee

was standing on the podium during the
enstoolnient cereition\ . smiling broadly.
Vs en if the scholarship were true. 11.S
ihnictill Ill -et' tki pnint id it all. The spirit
is so ugh that esen if it did generate racial

pride, that pride would be s \mons mous with
racial intolerance. And none of it addresses
lite pressing need- of (lung public Ingh school

kids, black and white, for a decent basic

If we look back forty Years, we can easily
see just how far social studies textbooks have
come in rethinking and dealing candidly with
the past, even in primars grades. My Country
(19 181. a fifth grade textbook published bs the
state of California and used during the IQ5Os.
pros ides a striking example. The book characterizes antebellum plantation life by saying:

Perhaps the most fun the little roasters
and nnstresses have comes when they
are free to 1dav with the little colored
bovs and girls. Back of the big house
stand rows of small cabins. In these
cabins hse the families of Nef.,ro slaves.

The older colored pettple work On the
great farm, or help about the plantation
home. The small black hovs and girls
play about the small houses. The\ are

education or for genuine appreciatnon of ldack

pleased to has ts the white children come

American history. Its sad enough, perhaps,
that the educational establishment can turn
a hlind ese to this racism in its midst. But

Country gives no indication of hots the lavc-

it's sadder still that what passes for an answer
to the collapse cl high school education these

(las- is the instuution,dization of hate.
Reprinted with peroh--ioll 11'0111 alld copright
The \en Republii .

ti pla with them.
fir

tIns section on colonial America, My

came to live in the rural southern provinces
or of the chattel system that deprived slaves
of their humanity. Much later, in explaining
the advent of the Cis il \\-ar, the hook explains:

The Negroes were brought front
in the people of' our

Africa an 1 so.t.
I

A CASE FOR PPOGRESS:

Textbooks Past and Present

0

ne Ili-lurking feature of the current
storm user inclusion is that mans
el h n it. ads ocate- ignore or are un-

aware of the great adsances that base occurred
in social

studies textbooks and curricula

during the last ilecade.
Concerted efforts I's publishers. scholars,
and texthook reformers began to reshape the
r_ocial

studiesand more particularls the

1merican lustors textbook---during the 1970s.
As earls a- I978. in the celebrated \CU Yorker
magaime series published as :Interior Retimq.
Frances 1:itzr,erald registered these changes.
During the Pgins, global studies recrised
notch attention ill counterpoint to Ikestern
cis dizahon courses. Today all ill.iinl Alneric,111

and world histories for elementars and high

country in earls times. After a while
there cattle in he thousands and thou.
aitnl it these Negro slaves. Most of

t hem were found in t he sou! her 11
states.... On the southern plantations.
is here toba co and cotton and rice were
grown, tines work awas quite cheerfulls.
Inn

tint(' mans people came to think

that it was wrong to ow n slaves. Some

of them said that all the Negro slaves
should be freed. Some of the people who
owned slaves became angry at this. Th,

-aid that the hlack people mien' better
off a- slas es in America than the\ would
have been ;is wild savages in Africa.

Perhaps this was true, as mans of the
slaves had snug rahins to list, in, plent
in Val. and NsIgk t ha t was not too hard
for them to do. \lost uf the 'lases
seemed happs and contented.

school classes include new materials that as oid

the narrow treatment- of the past.

These

histori-

ographs that is offensive by today's standards.
They also present bad histors. My Country is
riot an evil book; many of its lessons contain

The Houghton Mifflin books are not alone
in exploring the horrors of slavery and past
discrimination. Fifth grade American histories

the rich narrative passages and incorporate
dramatic prose that textbook publishers have
nearly abandoned in recent decades. My
Country stands as evidenee of progress in
rethinking the past and what children should
learn. If we remember that My Country was
published frs California forty-two years ago.
and compare to it the book that the state

recently published by Macmillan) and D.C.
Heath are not as extensive, well crafted, or
as interesting as the Houghton Mifflin series.
But they do present black history with some

adopted after much furorcoming in part
from Afrocentric radicalsall Americans

instructional materialsand historiography

should be proud of increased accuracy and
sensitivits in social studies books.

celebrating the multicultural nature of our

In 1900. California adopted Houghton

Schoolbooks today are all multiethnic.
Inclusion has happened, in some books more
gracefully than in others, but it has happened.

Mifflin's America Will Be for fifth grade
classes, a book des eloped under the (hrection
of a respected historian of black history at the

niversitv of California

at

Los Angeles.

America Wi ll Be considers pluralism, the
Passage. plantation societ N. slavers
and slave culture, abolitionism, and the ads ent
Nlidd le

of the Ciil \\ ar. reflecting on the harsh lives
of black people and the national divisions
engendered by a loathsOnle 111!...1 it LI lUtl,
italized by an industrial resolution and King
Cotton. Here is an excerpt:

detail and finesse. Anyone who takes the time

and effort to look at these elementary-leyel
social studies books, much less compare them

to earlier fare. should appreciate just how far
have conic in recognizing past injustices and
comorv todas.

Not long ago. a French journalist reviewing
the 1090 Houghton Nlifflin social studies
series expressed surprise that it, world history
books des ote considerabls more attention to
old African kingdoms than the Renaissanc,..
Black Americans do not have a monopoly on
expanded subjeet matter. Publishers nowadays
take enormous care to arti(mlate the culture
of American Indians. Pre-Columbians, Hispanics. and Asians. including their trials since the

European global conquests of the sixteenth
\lost slaves lived in drafts, one room
cabins with dirt floors. Mans times, two
or more families would live together in
om. cabin. The\ slept on) the ground on
mattresses filled with cornhusks. Northup described his hed as a plank 12
inches wide and 10 feet long. His pillow
was a -tick. Slaves WON' shabby cotton
or wool clothing. which was provided
the master twice a Year. They ate pork

rennin-N.

E PI,URIBUS UNUM
Donald Kagan. dean of Yale College and
Richard IL Colgate Professor of History and
Classics. made tlwse remarks as part of the
tic/coming Freshman Address to the Class of /99.1.

dude and racial diversity is not without

fat. molasses. and cormneal. Sometimes

its problems. Few go s ernments and

could raise vegetables. liot often

societies have been able to combine
disersits with internal peace. harmony,
freedom. and the unity required to achieve
these goals. Perhaps the greatest success in
:incient times was achieved by the Roman
Empire, which absorbed a wide variety of

the s

the food did

Hifi

have important

nutriimts.
Most slases worked in the fields, but
a

few had other jobs. House slaves

cleaned. cooked, washed, sewed. and
tnok care of children in the
or plantation mansion. Their jolr were
easier than working in the fiqtnri or rice
fields, but many lic,use slave- suffered

constant criticism from their watchful
owners.
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iteoples under a single government, generally
toleratt41 eultural diversity, and gradually

granted to all Roman citizenship. the rule of
lass, zmd equalits before the law. But the
Romans had imposed their rule over independent nations by force and maintaim41 peace

and order by its threat. From the nations

for birth: a nation is a group of people of

whose cultures they tolerated they did not
create a single people; they did not and could

not rely on the voluntary and enthusiastic
participation in government and society of a
unified population, as a modern democratic

republic must ....
In our time nationalism and ethnicity have
emerged as immensely powerful forces, for
good, hut also for evil. Optimistic hopes for
a diminution of differences among peoples and

a movement toward the unity of all
mankind have been dashed as national and
ethnic hostilities have played a major part in
bringing on two terrible world wars. Even
for

today they endanger the integrity of the Soviet
and threaten peace both in Europe and
I.

common ancestry, a breed. Chinese, Frenchmen, and Swedes feel a bond that ties them
to their compatriates as to a greatly extended
family and provides the unity and commitment they need. Rut A m erica ns do not share

a common ancestry and a common blood.
They and their forebears come from every
corner of the earth. What they have in
common and what brings them together is a
system of laws and beliefs that shaped the

establishment of the country, a system
developed within the context of Western
Civilization. It should be obvious, then, that

Americans need to learn about that
civilization if we are to understand our
all

Africa. They have brought inter-ethnic

country's origins, and share in its heritage,
purposes. and character.

slaughter to Nigeria and all but destroyed the
beautiful land of Lebanon.

Civilization in our schools and colleges is

From its origins the United States of
America has faced a new challenge and
opportunity. Its early settlers from the old

At present, however, the study of Western

under heavy attack. We are told that we
should not give a privileged place in the
curriculum to the great works of its history

world were somewhat diverse but had much

and literature. At the extremes of this

in conunon. Most were I3ritish. spoke English,

onslaught the civilization itself, and therefore
its study, is attacked because of its history of
slavery, imperialism, racial prejudice. addiction to war, its exclusion of women and people
not of the white race from its rights and

and practiced some form of Protestant
Christianity. Before long, however, people of
many different ethnic, religious, and national
origins arrived with different cultural traditions. speaking various languages. Except for
the slaves brought fri)m Africa, most came

voluntarily, as families and individuals.
usually etwer to satisfy desires that could not

be met in their former homelands. The\
swiftly became citizens and, within a gener-

privileges.

Some criticize its study as narrow, limiting,
arrogant. and discriminatory, asserting that it

has little or no value for those of different
cultural origins. Others concede the value of
the Western heritage but regard it as only One

finally, after too long a delay. African-

among many, all of which have equal claim
to our attention. These attacks are unsound.

Americans also have achieved freedom.

It is both right and necessary to place Western

ation or so, Americans. In our own time
equality before the law, and full citizenship.
People of different origins live side by side.

often in ethnic communities. hut never in
enclaves of the country separated from other
such enclaves. Although) some inherit greater
advantages than others, all are equal before
the law, which does not recognize ethnic or

Ciilization and the culture to which it has
given rise at the center of our studies, and
we fail to do so at the peril of our studerits,
our country, and of the hopes for a democratic. liberal society emerging throughout the
world today.

In response to those who claim that

other groups but only individuals. Each
person is free to maintain old cultural
practices, abandon them for ones found

Western culture is relevant only to a limited
group it is enough to quote W.E.B. Du Bois,

outside his ethnic group, or to create some
mixture or combination.
Our country is not a nation like most
others. -Nation comes from the Latin word

leader, writing at the turn of the century in
a Jim Crow America:
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the African-American intellectual and political

sit with Shakespeare arid he winces
not. Across the color line I walk arm

diversity unknown in most cultures. One of
its most telling characteristics is its encouragement of criticism of itself and its ways.

in arm with Balzac and Dumas, where

smiling men and welcoming women
glide in gilded halls. From out of the
caves of evening that swing between

Only in the West can one imagine a movement

the strong-limbed earth and the
tracery of the stars, I summon

to neglect the culture's own heritage in favor

Aristotle and Aurelius and what soul
I will, and they come all graciously
with no scorn or condescension. So,
wed with Truth, I dwell above the

sheitered place for such self-examination, is
a Western phenomenon only partially assim-

of some other. The university itself, a specially

ilated in other cultures.
My claim is that most of the sins and errors

of Western Civilization are those of the

veil.

human race. Its special achievements and
values, however, are gifts to all humanity and

For him the wisdom of the West's great
writers was valuable for all, and he would not

are widely seen as such around the world
today. although its authorship is rarely

allow himself or others to be deprived of it
because of the accident of race. Such was and

acknowledged. People everywhere envy not
only its science and technology but also its

is the view of the millions of people of both
genders and every ethnic group who have
personally experienced the value and significance of the Western heritage.

freedom and popular government and the
institutions that make them possible. Their

roots are to be found uniquely in the

The assault on the character of the Western
Civilization badly distorts history. Its flaws are
real enough, but they are common to almost

experience and ideas of the West. Western
culture and institutions are the most poWerful
paradigm in the world today. As they increas-

all the civilizations known on any continent
at

ingly become the objects of emulation by
peoples everywhere, their study becomes

any time in human history. What is

remarkable about the Western heritage and
what makes it essential is the important ways
in which it has departed from the common

experience. More than any other it

essential for those of all nations who wish to
understand their nature and origins. How odd
that Americans should choose this moment to
declare it irrelevant, unnecessary, and even

has

asserted the claims of the individual against

vicious.

those of the state, limiting its power and
creating a realm of privacy into which it

THE COMING VIDEODISK
REVOLUTION

cannot penetrate.

By means of the philosophical, scientific,
agricultural, and industrial revolutions that
have taken place in the West, human beings
have been able to produce and multiply the
things needed for life so as to make survival
and prosperity possible for ever-increasing

In November, the Texas Board of Education

sent a strong signal to textbook publishers.
The state adopted the first videodisk-based
curriculum in elementary science, thereby
establishing an alternath c to printed text-

numbers, without rapacious wars and at a level

books in classroom instructional materials and
bringing a new technology into national focus.

that permits dignity and independence. It is
the champion of represen:Itive democracy as
the normal way for human beings to govern
themselves, in place of the different varieties

This adoption comprises a radical alteration
in school publishing materials.
Before, videodisks remained at the margin

of monarchy, oligarchy, and tyranny that have

has produced the theory and practice of the

of supplementary materials. School systems in
Texas will now be able to purchase videodisks
with state textbook money. Not only was this

separation of church from state, thereby

videodisk option adopted by the state; the

protecting each from the other and creating

Texas board has now opened future adoptions

free and safe place for the individual

to electronic publishers. Because of its large
population and statebased adoption, Texas is
a traditional bellwether for textbook innova

ruled most of the human race throughout
historN and rule most of the world today. It

a

conscience.

At its core is a tolerance and respect for
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lion. The state has long influenced instructional materials in all subjects thoughout the
countrv Other states will undoubtedly give
videodisk systems a closer look in the near

textual anti pictorialthat people can call up
and move through at will by means of an
index. The flexibility in information retriesal
is enormous, although like with all informa-

future.

tion sY stems. garbage in. garbage out; obvious-

The program that was adopted, called
-Windows on Science.- was developed by
Optical l)ata Corporation of Warren. New
Jersey. It will /MN% compete with standard
textbooks for a piece of the SI-0 million
elementary-school science textbook market in

Texas. It is estimated that Optical Data will
capture 30 to 35 percent of the market when

individual school district- purchase new
instructional materials tiuring the 1901-199:2
school Near.

\\ indows on Scb.nce- contains 3.000
pages of stud\ guide- and teacher materiLk.
including -olorf ul charts, diagrams, tihi
photograph-. motion picture-. and lessons
spoken in English or Spanish. It also includes
printed materials :ind workbooks. part! to
counteract the criticism that idrodisks ;ire
inherent lY again-t reading. The estimated cost
of the yideodisk program is approximateh 520

per pupil. about the same cost a- a standard
textbook. The laser plaYers cost an addit [(Mal
S

Increasingly. educators brush against new

technologies that are ahnost certain

to

reYolutionize instructional materials during
the conUng decade. Man\ of them art . com-

fortable with this prollect. sensing the
opportunities that computers ;rod CD liO
(compact disk 'read-onlY -memory vi(leodisks)
hardware might bring to elassrooms in the
199) )s.

Not all of these high-tech (ley elopments are
to be welcomed. as in the case of the Whittle
Communications atellite-deliyered tele\ ision
-news- shows. replete with adyerlisements.
which are rub y.. functioning in over I-,000
schools nationwide. Educator- should al.() be

ly

a videodisk can be or& as good as the

informal Infl and index that electronic publish-

ers produce.
The centerpiece is a laser-based device
similar to a compact-disk player. This is the

hardware on which videodisks are played,

thrown up on television monitors by an
indiyidual using the system like an encyclopedia or a ela-- using it for audio-sisual
disPlay. Videodisk

platters are capable of

recording sound. storing texts. still photographs. and videoprograms. Lich disk holds
as many as l08.000 distinct pictures or half
an hour of moyies. ( \loving video images
require far more memorY than text or stills.)

Some promising videodisks are being
developed for use in the social studies. The
National Geographic Society is introducing a
nets y ideodisk curriculum in I nited States
history and geography. This new videodisk is

aimed at se% enth to twelfth graders. arid
adYance reports indicate that it is of high
quality. \ wither acclaimed yideodisk developed at kowdoin College called the -Perseus
Project- contains comprehensiye reference
material, for an introduction to classical
Greece.

Critic- of yideodisk series argue that this
kind of electronic teaching undercuts student
ability to read. Those who suspect that
pictorial presentation by electronic media
shortens ittention -pans and intellertual
patience hat e cause to be alarmed. It is well
documented that the nation's literacy problems are rooted in part in tele, ision. Printed

materials from newspapers to textbooks tr
increasingh to he -tele\ ision competitke.Heading a textbook is not i much fonor

on alert when HON% hardware ;Ind software :Ire
prMlloted i - educational pallarVa, ;Ind learn-

as easy as watching. It i- diff ieult for a show.
ey en a good one. it) deschp intl prywnt 1hr

ing tools that will render textbook-. obsolete.
The fantastic \lel,uhanesque claims of technoenthusiasts are wishful thinking. an old quest
tor a perfect and painless system of leartung.

I hal Call ht (IOW' () gracefully in the pages
ot a book.

Some simple explanations are in order to
demystify CD
\I. Interactiye yideodisks
store immense amounts id. information--

mund

Perhaps yideodisks are t-1teri.uIhs pertinent

to introductory course- in -Hem c and social
studies, yy herr challenging and potenlialls dry
subject matter can he made sit id. On Ow (ohyr
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hand, it is doubtful that interactive videodisks
will soon replace traditional textbooks in core

* In February, the California State Depart-

elementary subjects such as reading and

annotated bibliography of historical literature

ment of Education plans to publish an
for chi;dren in kindergarten through eighth

mathematics.

grade. It will contain about 1,300 titles of

NOTED WITH INTEREST

trade books, old and new, appropriate for use

as supplementary or alternative reading in

* A new National Endowment for the

classrooms. School librarians should take note

Humanities report called Tyrannical Machines,

of this comprehensive and unique guide,

written by NEH chairman Lynne V. Cheney,

which constitutes the most complete compi-

reviews -educational practices gone wrong
and our best hopes for setting them right.-

lation of social studies-related books for

During her tenure Cheney has already

* The National Society for the Study of
Education has published Textbooks and

performed an important public service

N

in

cautioning repeatedly against the devaluation
of the humanities through classroom politics.

Schooling in thc United States, edited by David

Elliot and Arthur Woodward and distributed by the University of Chicago Press. This
I..

Her newest report provides a candid and

new anthology considers the history of

readable programmatic outline for educational
reform. The title comes from William James'
1903 remark that -institutionizing on a large
scale of any natural combination of need and
motive- tends to create a -tyrannical Machine

instructional materials, the mechanics of
writing, editing. and selling textbooks; the
fevered politics of school-oriented publishing
and marketing; and even alternative technologies to textbooks. The editors conclude that
textbook programs ''constitute a virtual
national curriculum in the basic subjects for
public elementary and junior high schoolsarid that textbooks -have persisted as major

with linforeseen powers of exclusion and
corruption.- In other words, systemic rigidities

oung students.

in education have such power that

exposing the -multitude of ways thev violate

good sense- does little to change the way
schools and colleges work. Among Chenev's
complaints are textbooks. -We continue to
teach history with history that drains all
drama out of the past,- she writes. -Textbooks

structurers of school programs in spite of
sixty years of educational reform movements.

They have grave doubts about the textbook
publishMg industry's ability to function as a
national curriculum authority and call for
increased local development of instructional

often fail to give sufficient attention to the
story of how democratic institutions have
evolved.- Cheney recommends that basal

materials. Given the increased need for a wide

readers and social studies texts be developed
that are less boring and bland than the ones
currently used. In addition, she cites the
promise of alternative instructional materials,
including those being developed by the NEI1-

range of instructional resources, they admit,
constructive changes will be difficult. Still.
Elliot and Woodward have hope in emerging
computer technologies that may soon allow

sponsored National Center for History

in

classroom materials. Still, the editors reiterate

Schools at the University of California at Los

the probability of textbooks' continued

Angeles.

presence in classrooms. For those with

teachers to customize lesson plans and

Cheney thus joins the cadre of noted
education analysts who have registered

a

scholarly interest in textbook publishing and
development, not only in the field of social

identical complaints and see in the revision
of instructional materials the opportunity for
rapid and cost-effectiye educational improvement. Tyrannical Machines is available free
from the Office of Publications and Public

studies. Textbooks and Schooling in the United
States provides the most sophisticated analyt-

Affairs, National Endowment for the Human-

Review, Lucy S. Dawidowicz and Roald Dahl.

ities, 1100 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20506.

Dawidowicz was not only the nation's most
accomplished historian of the Holocaust She
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ical overview in years.
* With sadness we report the deaths of two
recent contributors to the Social Studtes

15

9

was a warm and energetic woman whose razor-

sharp mind and interest in European affairs
remained intense to the end. Roald Dahl may
not have always been an easy man, but he
had an uncanny ability to capture the hearts
and minds of children through books. "The

content of a children's book is basically
unimportant. The sole purpose of that book
is to con cince the child that reading is great
fun. The book must be so exciting and funny
and wonderful that the child falls in love with
it. Then the battle is won and the realization
that books are easy and lovely and enthralling
begins to dawn on the young reader," he noted
in the Review. "There need be no message in
the book, no moral, just sheer entertainment.
Not all writers for children or indeed the

critics have come to terms with this simple
truth." Dawidowicz and Dahl will be missed.
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THE BILL OF RIGHTS
he Bill of Rights may be the most
revered element of the Constitution. It
embodies cherished, fundamental indi-

vidual and state rights that help define the
American political idea. It incorporates a host

of political concepts from free speech and
separation of church and state to due process,
probable cause, and double jeopardy.
In December 1791, the new nation declared

the first ten amendments in force. Two
hundred years later, American citizens dearly
hold onto this counterforce to and protection
against tyranny. This Bill of Rights provides

the end of the Constitutional Convention of
1787, a strong call for such amended guaranteescoming from anti-federalists who distrusted and feared central authorityset the

stage for their enactment. To some of the
Founders, it seemed clear that a bill was
necessary and inevitable in order to ensure
ratification. James Madison and others who
navigated the Bill of Rights through the
Congress and state legislatures wanted to draw

special attention to the enumeration of rights
as a particular and discrete constitutional unit.

The final Bill of Rights, presented as ten
separate amendments, while imperfect to the

much power to people on a range of issues
involving individual expectations and public
control. But its components raise s many
questions as answers. Among much else the

Page 3

What the Bill of Rights Means

Bill of Rights allows citizens to own handguns,

Some basic ideas and thoughts that

avoid torture and police brutality, publish

teachers can bring to class.

pornography, and obtain money when a new
interstate highway goes through the family
house. These are all legacies of what was two
hundred years ago a truly revolutionary idea.
No constitutional element is more fundamental to the Enlightenment's philosophical taste,
idea of republican rule, and interest in natural

Page 5

law than such a formal arrangement of

Page 12 ...Columbus and the Quincentenary

Four American Government
Textbooks and the First
Amendment: A Review

The Multiculture Watch
Page 10
An update on the controversy and textbook adoptions, including an article on
authentic multiculturalism.

"rights."
During the creation of the United States,
the debate was as central as it is today. At
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designers, was incorporated into the Consti- need to be stressed; civics and government
tution, as Madison said, "to satisfy the public
textbooks tend to emphasize this particular
mind that their liberties will be perpetual."
amendment, and they naturally devote conThus, these rights, henceforth called
siderable attention to rights.
"inalienable," serve as a warning to governors
This ;ssue of the Review contains two major
from the governed that people know what
essays on the Bill of Rights, one that attempts
rights are due them, and that infrigements will
to explain the significance these amendments
not be tolerated or ceded lightly. "From the
in public life and to provide some direction
beginning, it seems, the language of America
for their study, and another that reviews the
has been the language of rights," Philip B.
adequacy of First Amendment coverage in
Kurland and Ralph Lerner have noted in The
four leading government textbooks. Such
Founders' Constitution.

A widely held sense of what the Bill of
Rights is and what it protects does not mitigate
the arguments and controversies that occur

over the essence of its guarantees. For this
very reason, the document remains of extraor-

dinary interest to scholars, teachers, and
students. Its importance is matched by sharp
public concern about interpretation and case
law, including rights that extend beyond the
Bill of Rights itself.
Educators should consider how they can
effectively present and teach the Bill of
Rights. First, their complexity should be
acknowledged. An inalienable right to one
group can be anathema for another, as shown
in

endless and unsatisfactory attempts to

address the intersection of religion and
education. Today, many people are invested
in the doctrine of ever-expanding rights. The
suggestion that there could be horrifying
public consequences if that doctrine were
taken to the maximum appears to them as a

threat to the liberal idea itself.

a

moment when freedom of speech on campus
has become one of the most prominent issues

in the academy and schools today. An
increasing number of scholars of different
intellectual persuasions are concerned by the
issue of academic freedom in the classroom.

They worry about the creation of campus
climates "in which professors who value their

reputations and their perquisites learn to
censor themselves," as the historian Eugene

D. Genovese recently put the situation,
referring to curricular "terrorists" and "storm
troopers" intent on silencing professors and

others who hold views that they consider
"insensitive."
Censorship is a word often misused, or

loosely used, certainly inside the world of
textbooks. Across the country citizens assem-

ble and speak out against textbooks in their
state or locality that they consider inaccurate,
noxious, or evil. They attempt to prevent their

use in schools. Lest we forget, such efforts

have gone on for a long time. Correctly,

An easy absolutism can creep into popular

interpretations of rights, easy because

examinations seem especially timely at

it

conveniently sidesteps the necessary task of
defining limits to personal freedom. (It also
often allows the proponent a chance to be
mock-heroic and self-righteous.) Teaching the
Bill of Rights should try to inscribe perimeters

around thornv rights, including speech and
religion, due process, privacy, and state
power.

When we say the Bill of Rights, often we
just mean the First Amendment. And indeed,
in this issue of the Social Studies Review, we
stress these freedoms, not at the expense of

related and important constitutional ideas.
Such issues as speech and due process are so
intertwined with educational policy that they

censorship means the examination and suppression of objectionable material for moral,
political, or military reasons. Obviously, the
First Amendment makes formal censorship a
difficult affair.
Some conservatives contend that a tacit
censorship enters into the textbook editing
process, resultin:; in distorted coverage of
women, minoriCes, environmental activism,
and other social studies du jour. The Review
asserts that any such bias is responsive, not
conspiratorial or misleading, and that it is not
censorship at all. Censorship involves actual
suppression of speech and image by a public

or quasi-public institution. Most bias in
textbooks is unconciousa matter of fashion
and appeasement. Social studies textbook

o

publishers, weary souls, go along with the tide,
wherever curricular and ideological trends

might turn.
Some kinds of textbook suppression are
considered more heinous than others. Since
the rise of Mel and Norma Gabler in Texas
during the 1970s, fundamentalists have borne

the brunt of criticism in trying to obtain
textbooks that align with their beliefs and
interpretation of the past. This continues. On
its March 1991 ,.:over the American School
Board Journal blared "censorship is back at
the books." The Journal singled out fundamentalist Christians as repressive elements in

the world of instructional materials. In
western towns from Yucaipa, California, to
Walla Walla, Washington, during the last

year, Christian parents have mounted

ill-

advised campaigns against the Harcourt Brace

WHAT THE BILL OF
RIGHTS MEANS
By Milton Meltzer

Do you know what's in the Bill of
Rights? It may sound like a foolish
question. Many Americans claim they
venerate this document and believe deeply in

the wisdom of the Founding Fathers who
conceived it. Yet, when they are asked to tell
what the major provisions of the Bill of Rights

are, they rarely get it right.
For some fifty years now the Gallup and
other polls have made surveys of public
opinion on this question. The results are
astonishingand sad. A large percentage of
those queried have only the vaguest notion
of the historic document. Worse, when the
pollsters put into somewhat different words

Jovanovich Impressions elementary reading
series, unfairly accusing the texts of containing morbid, even satanic stories and images
that undermine morality.

the essence of each of those rights, an
alarming percentage of people say they

It would have been usefu; if the Journal had
decided to think of the Impressions issueand

if they lacked the protntion of the Bill of

textbook censorshipbroadly, not as a
fundamentalist crusade but as part of a

disapprove of those rights.
Consider what could happen to Americans
Rights. A few examples make the point: You
publicly criticize the president, or you picket

the White House, and you land in jail. The

multivalent effort among assorted malcontents
to impose their particular view or cause upon

Congress decides to make a particular religion

all. Why didn't the Journal bother to include
many other intrusions on free speech such as

different faith, are not allowed to practice it.
Property you own is taken away from you
without compensation, on the grounds that

recent political efforts to block the social

the official one and you, who believe in a

needed for some public

studies textbook adoption in California during
the last year? A flood of angry, irresponsible

the property

charges about the curriculum and !Tooin .

your home to search your possessions and take
whatever they choose.
The historical circumstances that led to the
creation of certain rights go back to the Magna

mended texts came mainly from ethnic,
sexual, and religious activists who wanted to
remake the past to advance their own idealized
social order. W:-.y just pick on the fundamentalists? The fiercest new censors are coming

from other places on the cultural map.
At least in metropolitan regionsand the
1990 census has shown us that the United
States is overwhelmingly a metropolitan

nationthe many-splendored thing called
multiculturalism is a far more potent force in
the curriculum than fundamentalism. For this

reason and others this issue of the Review
returns to the subject and considers some
recent events in the minefields of culture,
paying particular attention to the Columbus
Quincen tenary and the controversies therein.
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purpose. The police, without warrant, enter

Carta, when barons forced upon King John
certain liberties. The great charter was a grant,

in sixty-three clauses, of certain rights and
privileges that the king pledged to observe. By
defining the law, the charter limited the king's

power. Now there was law, and law means
recognized procedures, procedures that even
a king must follow. So, in the Magna Carta
can be found the root of the principle that
there are fundamental laws that operate above

any reigning government. And the state,
though it otherwise has sovereign power, may

not infringe upon those fundamental rights.
Any introduction to the Bill of Rights

should provide this kind of historical back-

beliefs. Infringed were their First Amendment

ground, stressing the clash of social, econom-

right to hold unpopular beliefs and Fifth

ic, and political forces and the play of

Amendment right not to testify against

personality in leadership of the contending

themselves.

parties that shaped the evolution of our rights.

The study of the Bill of Rights should help
prepare students to think critically about how
individuals and groups behave in society, and
about the meaning of citizenship and community. That they are badly in need of such help

For example, the primary aim of the barons
in pressuring King John was to protect their

own interests. But because they needed
support outside their class, they provided for
other people's interests too.
No one wants students to 0.1ink our rights
were conjured magically into being without
human intervention. Nor should students be

was demonstrated recently in "The Age of
Indifference," the re ort sponsored by the
Times Mirror Foundation, which showed a
dismaying decline of knowledge of, or interest

led to believe that people at any period in
history agree unanimously about the merits
of one action or another. History is not
necessarily a march of progress. Take the
1830s, when abolitionists, black and white,

in, public affairs among the young.
What young people see going on around

began to make stirring use of the spoken ald
written word to rally support for the over-

frequently has nothing to do with the written
or spoken word in school. A sense of civic
responsibility and the skills to act effectively
in the political realm is hardly encouraged by
neuterec texts and passive instruction.
In classrooms across the country, imaginative teaehers can encourage a range of student
projects to bring great Bill of Rights issues
alive. Students can borrow from the library

throw of slavery. Yet from the earliest
moments the harshest means were used to
stifle anti-slavery voices, censor publications,
wreck presses, cripple organizations, and jail
or murder leaders.

The right to dissent, of course, offers
dramatic examples of conflict. But there have

been many changes in American life in the
two hundred years since ratification of the Bill

that have affected our constitutional rights.
The rise of industrial unions in the 1930s
caused the country, the Congress, and the
courts to rethink the position on the right of
labor to organize and bargain collectively. This

too came to be interpreted as a civil liberty
though bey. .nd the exact purview of the First
Amendmentwhen great strikes in basic
industries erupted.
Through consideration of the Bill of Rights,
students may come to a deeper understanding
of such simple phrases as -freedom of speech"
and "freedom of religion." They should realize

how citizens, the executive, the legislative,

and the judiciary are influenced by their
prejudices, their politics, and their passions
all shaping the interpretation and application
of the Bill of Rights. People have suffered time

and again for holding contrary opinions to
those in power and for trying to express them.
In the 1950s, people were summoned before
investigating committees of the Congress and
state legislatures and grilled on their political

conflict with the bland
material fed them in textbooks and classrooms. Their personal experience of life
them is often in

a number of books dealing with the Bill of
Rights, comparing their differences of interpretation. Students can take a transcript of
a court case linked to the Bill of Rights and
drama! ize it

before the class. Of special

interest to students is the area of freedom of
the student press. Student editors can discuss
in class the methods of responsible reporting,
and how to handle editorial opinion, aiming
to foster accuracy and separation between
news and views. Similarly, examples of sloppy

or biased journalism in the student or local
press can be analyzed.

Whatever the method, teachers should
remember the following. In the Bill of Rights
there are only 462 words. Yet, as Chief Justice

Earl Warren once said, it is "the most
precious part of our legal heritage." That
heritage stands for two fundamental principles. One is that in the American political
system the majority rules through electoral
democracy. The otherexpressed in the first

ten atnendmentsis that though we are a
democracy, the rule of the majority must be
limited so that individual liberty is guaranteed.
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It is the second principle that people tend
to forget or overlook. It is not as well understood as it ought to be. And it is very fragile.

Our rights are really limits on democratic

FOUR AMERICAIN GOVERNMENT

TEXTBOOKS AND THE FIRST
AMENDMENT: A Review

power. They protect us from tyranny by the
government itself. When citizens have the

By Paul Murphy

right to worship where and how they please,
to organize political parties, and to distribute
leaflets, it means the government has no legal
authority to stop .them.
The Bill of Rights is put to hard tests. When
America goes into war or a fierce domestic
conflict erupts, our constitutional liberties can
be easily threatened. Whether during the cold
war between France and the United States in

Civics for Americans. John

the early 1800s or during the cold war between
the Soviet Union and the United States in the

J.

Patrick and

Richard C. Remy. Scott, Foresman, 1986.
Magruder's American Government. Prentice
Hall, 1990.
Government in America. Richard J. Hardy.
Houghton Mifflin, 1990.

Government by the People: Bill of Rights
Edition. James M. Burns, J. W. Peltason,
and Thomas E. Cronin. Prentice Hall, 1990.

In arguing for adding a Bill of Rights to
the Federal Constitution, James Madison,

1950s, or in situations such as the Civil War
of the 1860s or the "rights revolution" of the
1960s, tensions over the Bill of Rights have

mand, tcld the first Congress: "if these rights

repeatedly surfaced.

are incorporated into the Constitution,

In tense times, a climate of fear and anger

attempting to encapsulate popular de-

independent tribunals of justice will consider

coupled to topical events may confuse

themselves in a peculiar manner the guardians

constitutional protections and blur perspec-

of those rights; they will be an impenetrable

tive. Forgotten may be the idea that in

bulwark against every assumption of power in

a

constitutional democracy, when one group or
faction commands more votes than another,
it cannot be allowed to trample on minorities'
rights.
The courts stand as safeguards against laws

that go beyond the government's limited
authority. The. Supreme Court, above all, has
the duty "to apply to ever changing conditions
the never changing priaciples of freedom," as
Justice Warren put it. There is, however, no

the Legislative or Executive; they will be
naturally led to resist every encroachment
upon rights expressly stipulated for in the
Constitution by the declaration of rights."
The Bill of Rights proves to be highly
popular with students, partly because the
material has the potential for self-identification. As Americans shaped by their political
and legal environment, they take for granted
that the many Bill of Rights guarantees are

assurance of steady growth. The range of

in some way sacreda vital part of the

constitutionally protected freedoms expands

country's public value systemto be protect-

in some periods, contracts in others. The

ed by government, and especially by the

meaning of traditional freedoms changes as
society changes in the course of history.
The Constitution, valued as highly as it is,
is only a piece of paper. It does nothing by

courts. By far, students feel most passionately

itself. The Bill of Rights declares what our
civil liberties are. But it does not carry out
its commands. It takes the action of citizens

tively to be the "preferred freedoms," to borrow a term from liberal Justices Hugo Black
and William Douglas aftec 1940 Indeed, to

to enforce our rights. Without an alert public,
a critical press, and concerted political action,
the safeguards our liberties provide can never
be taken for granted.

Black, not only were First Amendment

Milton Meltzer is the author of many wellknown children's books and histories.

about the history, role, and impact of First
Amendment guarantees.
These First Amendment rights seem instinc-

freedoms "preferred." They were the "foundation upon which our government structure
rests," and as such were "America's central
cultural symbol."
It is easy to wonder how well students
understand the qaulifications at work in the
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First Amendment arca, that is, the fragile
nature of such liberties and the larger social
issues that swirl around them. If students

agree, as most seem to do, that judicial
mandate is desirable as the best protection of
rights, do they comprehend the implications
of Woodrow Wilson's statement? The Constitution, he said in 1908, is "a vehicle of life,
and its spirit is always the spirit of the age."
If so, do they also appreciate that the Court
moves backward as well as forward with the
times, and is made up of a wide spectrum of
essentially subjective justices, some of whom
condone broad permissibility in the exercise
of First Amendment liberties, while others
clearly do not? Furthermore, do they understand that the latter have strong reasons for
their more innited application, reasons which
include a hearty skepticism toward excessive
judicial activism?
If one is to understand the court's role in
First Amendment freedoms, how much do

students need first understand aspects of
judicial procedure: how landmark "rights"
cases gct to the Supreme Court, the role that
doctrine plays, and for that matter, the role
that court debate and dissent play in judicial
fine-tuning of the legal provisions on which
particular cases turn? For students really to
understand the First Amendment freedoms,
shouldn't they also be informed of the impact
of the interpretation of the courts, the degree
of compliance achieved, and the social result?
Has American politics, for one example, been
more reflective of the popular will since the
Supreme Court, in New York Times v. Sullivan

in 1964, ruled that "debate on public issues

should be uninhibited, robust, and wideopen"?

Let us consider how four leading government texts used nationally in secondary grades
cover the First Amendment, and how success-

fully they do it. The most basic is John J.
Patrick and Richard C. Remy's text, Civics for
Americans, designed for the social studies

genre called "civics," as distinct from
"American government." Civics courses run

a broad curricular gamut from seventh to
twelfth grade, so Civics for Americans must

pitch elementary ideas about government
toward a broad audience. The authors treat
First Amendment issues under the general

heading, "Rights and Responsibilities of
Citizenship," making clear at the outset that
freedom of speech, for example, is a qualified
right. The book then explores how Americans

use free speech; and in two quick pages
discusses the limits to free speech, contrasting
American rights with those in the communist
world, although recent current events partial-

ly diminish the utility of the comparison.
Civics for Americans fails to list or highlight

any landmark First Amendment cases,

al-

though in a different context the text
considers Des Moines v. Tinker, the celebrated
1969 students rights case. Likewise, it tips its

hat to Schenck v. U.S., which first set forth
the "clear and present danger" test for free
speech's limits, ahd Gitlow v. New York, which

first applied federal speech protection to the
states. The book ignores the freedom of the

press, religious freedom, and the rights of
assembly and petition.
The writing is simple, direct and accurate.
But the book is extremely limited in its
coverage. More specific examples and case law

are needed. The text makes clear that judges
try to weigh the interest of the community
against the rights of the individual and seek
to balance a person's right to speak freely with
the community's needs for order, stability,
and safety. Why are there no examples?
Magruder's American Government is the
standard and best-selling American government text, in print for an incredible st ventytwo years, and something of a classic in this
area of the curriculum. Widely called Magruder, the book clearly aims at a more advanced
secondary level than Civics for Americans and
goes to the opposite extreme, since in every

area of constitutional study, the student is
flooded with a laundry list of cases.
Devoting thirty pages to the First Amendment, Magruder begins with "Our System of
civil Rights," under which it places both civil
rights and civil liberties, turning them around
a concept of limited government. Here the text
is contradictory. It states that as early as 1833,
in Barron v. Baltimore, the Court held that the
provisions of the Bill or Rights restricted only
the national government and "The Court has
followed this holding ever since." The next
page points out that the Court has "nationalized" the Bill of Rights starting in the 1920s
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THE BILL OF RIGHTS
The first ten amendments to the Constitution, called the Bill of Rights, were declared in force
on December 15, 1791 by the new' United States government, then located in New York City.
AMENDMENT I

Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the

of law; nor shall private property be taken for
public use, without just compensation.
AMENDMENT VI

free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom

of speech, or of the press; or the right of the
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition
the government for a redress of grievances.

In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall

enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial,
by an impartial jury of the state and district
wherein the crime shall have been committed,

AMENDMENT Il
A well-regulated militia, being necessary to the

security of a free state, the right of the people
to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.
AMENDMENT Ill
No soldier shall, in time of peace, be quartered

which district shall have been prcviously
ascertained by law, and to be informed of the

nature and cause of the accusation; to be
confronted with the witnesses against him; to
have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the assistance

of counsel for his defense.

in any house, without the consent of the
owner, nor in time of war, but in a manner
to be prescribed by law.
AMENDMENT IV

The right of the people to be secure in their
persons, houses, papers, and effects, against
unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not
be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but
upon probable cause, supported by oath or
affirmation, and particularly describing the
place to be searched, and the persons or things

to be seized.

AMENDMENT VII

In suits at common law, where the value in
controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the
right of a trial by jury shall be preserved, and
no fact tried by a jury shall be otherwise reexamined in any court of the United States
than according to the rules of the common
law.

AMENDMENT VIII

Excessive bail shall not be required, nor

excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and
unusual punishments inflicted.

AMENDMENT V

No person shall be held to answer for a capital,

AMENDMENT IX

or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a
presentment or indictment of a grand jury,
except in cases arising in the land or naval

The enumeration in the Constitution, of

forces, or in the militia, when in actual service
in time of war or public danger; nor shall any

certain rights, shall not be construed to deny
or disparage others retained by the people.
AMENDMENT X

person be subject for the same offense to be
twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall

The powers not delegated to the United States

be compelled in any criminal case to be a
witness against himself, nor be deprived of

by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to
the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people.

life, liberty, or property, without due process
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with Gitlow, so that the states clearly now are

confined by the same federal restrictions
which limit the national authority. Magruder
later treats freedom of expression in the areas

and the effort to achieve a judicial solution,
to say nothing of its success or failure, is not

clearly or firmly addressed. Further, for

security, and assembly and petition. But here

assembly and petition, we learn about "time,
place, manner" regulations, demonstrations
on public property, and the right of assembly

too, unfortunately, tedious lists of cases,

on private property, with impact largely

briefly noted and described, predominate.
Again, Magruder could be more clear about
how the courts translate such popular issues
into legal "shorthand" in quest for legal

ignored.

of religion, speech and press, national

solution, and how the moral and ethical
dimensions of cases are handled through the
adjudicatory process. A section on Christmas
displays of the Holy Family, under "Separation of Church and State," for example, helps
illuminate, although very briefly, how such

displays are seen by some as endorsing
Christian doctrine, thereby violating the First

and Fourteenth Amendments. On the other
hand, the interplay within the Court over this
issue is absent.
In the "Free Exercise of Religion" segment,

the student again encounters rampant and
boring case lists. Magruder ranges from
Mormon polygamy to recent issues of whether

mate unemployment compensation laws bar
benefits to those who leave jobs voluntarily
for religious reasons. The segment is not
chronologically organized, however, so students get little sense of why issues of this kind

surface at different times and what the
ultimate outcome of interpretation is, particularly as applied in subsequent cases.
On speech and press, Magruder makes a

brief attempt to make clear purposes and
limitations. But again, the book seems in a
hurry to get down to extended case law in the
areas of obscenity, prior restraint, confidentiality, motion pictures, radio and television,

symbolic speech, and advertising. Granted,
such wide-ranging coverage gives students a
smattering of information. Yet, the net result
seems lawyerish, coming up with what the

Supreme Court had said here, what the
Supreme Court had said there, with little
evaluation of the consistencyor inconsisten-

cyof its evolving doctrine, and certainly
with very little indication of questions of
compliance and social results.
In other words, the nexus between people
seeking a solution to a public policy dilemma,

The purpose of Magruder's section on the

First Amendment is hard to discern. Few
students are capable of memorizing several
dozen cases and what the Supreme Court has
said in each, and then, to what end? Given
the rapidity with which the Court doctrine
changes in the First Amendment area, close
description of a few landmark cases, coupled
to an explanation of the evolution of constitutional law, is to be preferred. A better
understanding of basic process, and its various
dimensions, rather than extended case cover-

age, would leave students with a clearer
picture of the meaning of what is taking place.
Richard J. Hardy's Government in America
is a fresher and better American government
text. Like other books, it tries to project

ideological neutrality. It sets forth a series of
questions, quite succinctly stated, then turns

to case "answers" to make clear how the
courts wrestled out a position visa-vis the
appropriate clause in the Constitution. The
book stresses key cases, even treating some
in detail, spelling out in a number of instances
the guidelines the Court set up for determin-

ing future cases in the area.
In commenting on the establishment of
religion, for example, useful material on
political effortE to try to reverse judicial policy

is present. As to the Flag Salute cases, the
text makes clear that the first Minersville
School District v. Gobilitis (1940) was widely
criticized by legal scholars and the media for

violating students' freedom of conscience,
leading the court to reverse itself in a second
case three years later.
In the area of free speech. encouragingly,
the book works from principle- of free speech
to limits on free speech, with some historical
sequencing, making clear that the latter have
shifted from time to time as public pressures
waxed and waned. The same approach works
well with regard to press and assembly. And
there is a healthy candor in Government in

to

Educators who scan state adoption lists and
publishers' catalogues to try to identify their
options for American government textbooks
will probably never see what may be the best
high school text available. That's because,

bases for quartering our troops." Regarding
curtailment of freedom of speech, he says,
"Every dictator knows this: First shut people
up, then you can do what you want." In short,
the book has voice, intelligence, and even wit.

first, George McKenna's The Drama of In the world of trade books, it might find an
the book is pitched at all curious students,
using vivid language and examples thatnot
an easy taskbring civics and government
alive. Figh school students of average or

audience of different ages. But in the stratified
world of school and college textbooks, this is
not likely. Second, The Drama of Democracy
is published by Dushkin Publishing Group, a
respected niche publisher, but a company that

superior ability will be able to comprehend its
content and will welcome the text's zesty style.

simply cannot compete with the titanic
marketing and distribution machines of the six

To cite only one example, in the midst of a

or so major textbook publishers in social

refreshing interpretative tour through the Bill

studies. But as McKenna himself notes with
good nature and balance, had he gone to a

Democracy is technically a college text. But

of Rights, McKenna writes: "The Third
Amendment has a slightly antique quality. It
forbids the quartering of troops in people's
homes without their permission. In the 1990s
we seem to have more than enough military

huge textbook house instead of a small
publisher, he would not have had the freedom

to create such an intelligent and informing
textbook.

America on the Supreme Court's tendency to

swing back and forth on account of public
pressure and altered membership, changing
the Court's orientation from time to time.
In contrast, Government by ,he People, by
James M. Burns, J. W. Peltason, and Thomas
E. Cronin, widely used in Advanced Placement

and college-level courses, assumes a certain
preliminary knowledge in civics. It has more

sophistication regarding the purpose of
various clauses. In the free speech area, the
authors, for example, discuss three historic
tests which the Court has gone throughbad
tendency, clear and present danger, preferred
freedomresulting in complex doctrines t, at
the .Supreme Court then is apt to use to
measure the limits of government power.
Such material anticipates a later Constitutional Law course but is necessarily too
complex for younger or less able students. The
book moves on through subjects such as free
press and fair trial, commercial speech, libel,
obscenity, fighting words, with similar broad
kinds of categories for petition, assembly, and
the recently evolved rights of association. The
discussion of each is more detailed, but even
here comprehension would be greater if more

desirable if the text placed more emphasis on
the outcome of rulingswhether compliance,
defiance, or attempts at legislative reversal.

This book, and others, should consider the
way the public and its leaders viewed outcomes and mandates, and the extent to which
tne Court, in subsequent cases, responded to
public approval or disapproval.
If, as Justice Black argued, freedom of
expression is our "central cultural symbol,"

we have an obligation to our students to make

clear not only why this is so but also their
responsibility for seeing that this continues.

The interrelationship between the First
Amendment and a successful and ongoing
democratic process is great. But despite James

Madison's hopes, the juu ciary can not do it
alone.
Educators must nurture popular appreciation of the importance of these rights. They
must also stress their dynamism and mutability. The best sustenance in this regard is
accurate and sympathetic understanding of
the missions, roles, and meanings of our First
Amendment freedoms.

Paul L. Murphy is professor of American

examples were included of the legal and

Constitutional and Legal History at the

judicial process at work. Again, it would be

University of Minnesota.
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THE MULTICULTURE WATCH

mask of a power structure that

Cicero and Alexander Pope are out. So

are Dante and Locke. They are dead
you-know-whats. The intricate debate
over multiculturalism and interpretation of
the humanities persists. Multiculturalism is
the subject in social studies and the whole
academy that refuses to move toward the
margin. During the last few months The New
York Review of Books, The New Republic, The
A tlantic, The New York Times, Time, Newsweek,
and New York magazine have all featured the

subject in varying ways. What is important,
all these publications register grave reservations about curricular escapades in schools
and colleges that increasingly seem linked to
thought control and political advocacy.
In the December 6 issue of The New York
Review of Books, University of California at
Berkeley philosopher John Searle criticized
the new academic world where the history of
Western Civilization is taken to be a history
of oppression of women, various slave and serf

populations, and ethnic and cultural minor-

ities generally. "The so-called canon of
Western civilization consists in the official
publications of this system of oppression,"
Searle wrote. According to cultural radicals,
he noted, it "has to be abolished in favor of
something that is 'multicultural' and
'nonhierarchical.'
Searle thus signaled to the nation's highminded literati and upper professoriate that
all was not harmonious in the curriculum and
campus ethos. Moreover, he asserted the main

violations of taste and free inquiry were
coming from self-proclaimed scholar-activists
on the cultural left. In essence, he reminded

us that Allan Bloom's much vituperated
against The Closing of the American Mind made

some valid points about an emerging "politically correct" orthodoxy.
In February, The New Republic's editors
dismissed multiculturalism more tartly:

"multiculturalism" holds that the
traditional idea of free thought is an
illusion propagated by the spoilers of
freedom, by the relations of power that

obtain in any given society. It holds,
more specifically, that the old liberal
notion of freedom is only a sentimental

is

definitionally oppressive of those who
are not white Western males. And this
ideological and methodological principle.

is not merely a cautionary note to be
taken into account when studying the
Aablished texts of Western civilization;
it

is, in the hands of the "multicultu-

ralists," the very meaning ofthe
deepest truth aboutthose texts.
Thus, the editorial continued, in the view
of group- or cause-minded obsessives on
campus: "The university should therefore be
devoted to blowing the whistle on those texts,
to replacing them with those that identify and

transcend this white male oppression, and
indeed go beyond mere study to the actual
defeat of the racial and sexual structure of
society at large."

It

is

not suprising that multicultural

activists and others who think of themselves
as preternaturally "sensitive" in cultural
affairs may feel betrayed by commentaries like
Searle's and The New Republic's, The criticism
is coming from the liberal magisterium. It
won't do to blow it off as fascist or pig-brained.

Increasingly, the monitoring of obligatory
public attitudes on campus disturb sensible
people allergic to intellectual bullies. "What

the 'multiculturalise criticism of the canon
fails to grasp is that the canon is itself a
cacophony, that it teaches not certainty but
doubt, that it presents not a single Western

doctrine about the true or the good or the
beautiful, but an internecine Western war
between different accounts of those values,"
The New Republic editorial concluded.
Weasel words like multiculturalism, selfesteem, canon, sensitivity, and diversity are no
longer shining verbal talismans. Nonetheless,

the idea of a sinister, inherently corrupt, and

exploitative European culture has many
friends in positions of curricular power and
influence, for example, in the New York state

department of education and the Portland,
Detroit, and Washington, D.C. schools.
Welcome winds of reason are prevailing
in some urban areas. On March 4, the Los
Angeles unified school districtcomprised of
over 600,000 students, 63 percent of whom

are Hispanic and 87 percent nonwhite
allowed local schools to purchase the contro-
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in favor of the series leaves activists twisting
in the wind and their orchestrated attack on
California's effort to improve the history

versial Houghton Mifflin series. This local
action signals the deserved vtory of California's social studies textbook reform effort,
which has involved the state department of

curriculum and social studies textbooks in
shambles. Los Angeles is a larger textbook
market than a majority of states.
Los Angeles' decision may suggest the

education, historians and educators, and
publishing executives over a five-year period.
Readers of the Review will remember that
these Houghton Mifflin books were adopted

The Los Angeles school board, departing from

centrist character of the nation at large, even
in areas where there are nonwhite majorities
in the public schools. This textbook action is
important and good news from the nation's
second largest school district, and a district
that is truly multicultural in composition.
California's experience proves that curricular
extremists cannot be satisfied, since they are
invested in conflict and confrontation. But the

its usual practice of permitting schools to

state has also demonstrated that cultural

decide for themselves whether or not to buy
state-approved texts, reviewed the series in
response to complaints. The unanimous vote

anger, group intimidation, and flimsy kinds of
historical revisionism do not necessarily sway
steady minds.

GREAT BOOKS OF THE

As a result, instead of being subjected to
charges of misogyny and prejudice, non-

last October after concerted
efforts by group activists to trash the books
on account of their alleged Eurocentrism,

by the state

religious and ethnic insensitivity, exclusion of

homosexual biograehy, and more. What
readers may not know is that the battle against

this series has continued at the local level.

NON-WESTERN WORLD:

Western cultures are ransacked to find

Toward An Authentic
Multiculturalism

"representative" figures who are congenial to

the Western propaganda agendathen, like
Rigoberta Menchu, they are triumphantly

By Dinesh D'Souza

presented as the "repressed v rices" of
diversity, fit for the solemn admiration and
emulation of American undergraduates....
University leaders who are committed to an
honest and critical analysis of other cultures
should replace ersatz multiculturalism with a
better alternative. A serious and authentic
multicultural curriculum would satisfy three

Dinesh D'Souza is the author of Illiberal
Education, a new and acclaimed book on higher
education, the place where most ideas in schools
originate. In the passage below, excerpted with

permission from an article in the Spring 1991
issue of Policy Review, D'Souza explains what
a truly multicultural humanities curriculum
might strive for, then suggests some possible
additions to reading lists that range from the

Upanishads and Koran to Gabriel Garcia

basic criteria.
First, it would study non-Western ideas and
institutions in relation to, and not as a

Marquez's Love in the Time of Cholera.

substitute for, the great works of Western
thought. Educated citizens should know the
philosophical, historical, and literary basics of

Since the race and gender viewpoints of
the new advocates of multiculturalism
and diversity find little support in other
cultures, it seems reasonable to expect that
these cultures would be roundly denounced
as even more backward and retrograde than

their own culture. Just as an educated Chinese

would be familiar with Confucius, so it is
imperative that Americans know something
about Thomas Jefferson and the Bible. Indeed

students are better equipped to study other

the West. But, for pc"tical reasons, this is
totally unacceptable, since the developing

cultures when they have critically reflected on

their own, because they then have a basic
knowledge against which to compare new ideas

world is viewed as suffering the same kind of
oppression that blacks. Hispanics, women, and
homosexuals suffer in America. It is crucial
for the activists to maintain victim solidarity.
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and new experience; indeed, they are in a
position to develop standards of aesthetic and

moral judgment that transcend the conven-

11

tions of any particular culture.
Second, a multicultural curriculum should
teach the "best that has been thought and
said" in other cultures. It should not be
arrogantly assumed that Western thinkers

intersect with the West, students can better

prepare themselves to deal with the most
pressing challenges of a global society.
As the world becomes a smaller place, great

political and social currents from different
societies are likely to come into increasing

such as Plato and Aristotle should be studied
to determine whether their ideas are true or
false, while the people of Asia, Africa, and
Latin America should be atudid just for their

contact and collision. Three of these are Asian
(especially Japanese) capitalism, which has

proved so successful in world markets; the

social and economic anthropology, and

rapid spread of Protestant evangelicalism and
democracy throughout traditionally Catholic

particularly for their victimization at the

hands of the West. Non-Western teachers

and autocratic Latin America; and Islamic
radicalism and fundamentalism, perhaps the
most formidable ideological opponent of
Western liberal democracy in the aftermath
of the Cold War. Students should consider

such as Confucius, Mohammed, and Zoroaster

advanced controversial theses about human
happiness, how society should be organized,
and the role of women. And these deserve to
be taken seriously, which is to say, subjected
to the same critical scrutiny as Socrates and

such questions as why the "age of secularism"
has produced such a powerful religious revival
in the Arab world; what relationship, if any,

Rousseau.
It

defeats the purpose of multicultural

Islamic fundamentalism bears to American
fundamentalism; how free churches and free

education to cater to the political prejudices
of Westerners. In fact the greatest advantage
of such education is that it performs a similar
function as a serious reading of Western

elections will change the landscape of Hispanic

culture, and indeed of the Americas; and

of the late twentieth century from the

whether the Confucian ethic of East Asia is
as advantageous for capitalism as the "Protestant ethic" of Max Weber.

provincialism of the moment. Just as the
classic texts of Thucydides, Dante, and
Shakespeare draw us backward into time,

COLUMBUS AND

classics: it helps to liberate American students

THE QUINCENTENARY

providing a rare glimpse into the minds and
lives of the past, non-Western classics draw
us across the boundaries of space, providing
us with an experience of the way other people
think and live. It is no argument against these
texts that they do not always speak directly
to the passions of the moment; their benefit
is that they provide spiritual, intellectual, and

ext year, the nation and hemisphere
will commemorate the five-hundredth
anniversary of Columbus' landing on

San Salvador island in what are today the
Bahamas, thus beginning the most astonishing

cross-cultural event of the millenium. This
Quincentenary is destined to be a controver-

emotional encounters otherwise unavailable to

us. And at their finest, they illuminate the

sial affair, reifying much of the multicultural
rhetoric of the moment and providing a sample

enduring questions of life and love and death
with which all human beings, past and present,
native and foreign, have ever grappled.
While non-Western classics may be taught

of opinion on the European discovery and
conquest of the 'Western hemisphere. The
landing has more than its share of modernday antagonists. Plans are afoot to blockade

for their powerful, if controversial and
unfashionable, vision of an alternative way of
life, a third principle for multicultural

harbors when replicas of the Spanish caravels

curricula should be political and cultural
relevance. This does not contradict earlier

structive thinking on the interpretation of the
subject is now underway. A number of educational and religious agencies are preparing
ition statements and resolutions for 1992.
Last fall, the National Council for the Social
Studies, sympathetic to multicultural revision-

arrive. Some constructive and not-so-con-

pointsit simply means that Americans
should study other civilizations both for what
is timeless about them, and for what is timely.

.

By learning about societies that vitally
12

ism, convened a panel of historians and
curriculum planners to debate the subject.
One participant called for "the development
of positive models for teaching multicultural
values in a pluralistic society in an interdependent world," exhibiting the conventional

rhetoric of the field. In observing the
Quincentenary, the NCSS is trying to single
out a number of key points for educators to
bear

in mind as

it

prepares an official

statement to be released later this spring. To
the good, social studies organizations including the NCSS acknowledge the magnitude of
the event in terms of demography, genetic

as well as "ecocide" and economic exploitation. The invasion is the "direct antecedent"
of present revolutionary struggles in Central
America, it claims. Even Europeans them-

selves do not get off the hook: "For the
descendants of the European conquerors the
subsequent legacy has been the perpetuation
of paternalism and racism into our cultures
and times." With exquisite self-loathing, the
resolution blames the church for accompanying and legitimizing the conquest, calling upon

mingling, diet, and what today we'd call

organized religion to "repent of its complicity" in this "historical tragedy." In the light
of 1492's consequences, the council calls for
general "reflection and repentance," advocat-

geopolitics and geoeconomy.
This emerging position includes the already

mourning.

well-known fact that Columbus did not
discover a "new" world. It considers the

ing what seems to he a sort of national

It remains hard to believe that such
simplistic, historically inaccurate, and de-

misfortunes of European expansion into the

pressingly predictable allegations capture the

Western hemisphere, as do most leading

minds of otherwise intelligent people. Is
Columbus' landing to be interpreted as a

textbooks. European diseases to which native

Americans were not immune, for example,
took a lethal toll. Furthermore, the voyages
were not just a "European" phenomenon,

since much of the technology that made
Columbus' voyages possiblecompass, gun
powder, sail and stern-rudder systemscame
from China. Less convincingly, the NCSS
asserts that the America (and Africa) of 1492

was inhabited by peoples with societies as
complex and diverse as European cultures.
No one in multicultural precincts seems to
regard the European discovery of a heretofore

unknown hemispherefor that matter, the
Age of Explorationas a bold or glorious
achievement. Yet the NCSS seems to be
steering clear of Manichaean extremism, and
its early positions emphatically do not use the

Quincentenary as an opportunity for a
Europhobic tirade.
Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for
a major Protestant council, which has adopted
a resolution taking Columbus' landing to be

a truly fiendish prelude to contemporary
political ills here and abroad, including racism
and inequality. This statement asserts that the
traditional view of Christopher Columbus
/I

cosmetically coat [s] the painful aspects of
the American history of racism."
The European "invasion" of America, it
argues, led directly to slavery and genocide,

cultural encounter of Europe and a bewilder-

ing variety of native American tribes and
civilizations? As an invasion with devastating

consequences for indigenous tribes and
cultures? As a discovery by Europe of a
unknown continent that has shaped like
nothing else in history global development and

human civilization for five hundred years?
The correct answer, of course, is all of these.
The story of Columbus and the Europe,..nization of the Western Hemisphere between
the sixteenth and eighteenth century is too
compelling, important, and interesting to be

reduced to a grim case study of European
oppression and imperialism. Millions of people
living from Anchorage to Buenos Aires might

even argue that European civilization has
immeasurably enriched their lives, bringing
them modern medicine, sanitation, transportation, communication, and more.

Columbus and the Textbooks
When it comes to the Columbian event,
among fastidious multiculturalists, phrases
like the "Age of Discovery" and "celebration"

are naughty words. Still, the harshest judgments illustrated above are not to be found
in major books for elementary and secondary
school students.

Many social studies textbooks still have

measles, and smallpox were the greatest
killers." Thus the book at once explains a

chapter headings like "Brave Explorers" and
"Daring Discoverers." Other titles are more
muted, such as "Spanish Arrival in the
Americas." In no texts, so far, have words like
"ecocide" entered the picture, even though
we may expect some strenuous efforts during
the next two years among some curriculum
planners to obtain compensatory revisions in
texts. In fact, some strides in the subjects of

historical tragedy and distinguishes it from
Two new textbooks with 1991 copyrights
are designed for use in American history in
eighth grade and high school classes. Like
virtually all texts today, Scott, Foresman's
America: The People and the Dream devotes

Columbus and European exploration have
been made. A recent arrival in fifth grade
history. D.C. Heath's Exploring America's
Heritage, is part of a 1991 series. The book

considerable attention to pre-Columbian
cultures and events before coming to Columbus' journeys to the west. Again, Columbus'
story receives vivid treatment. "His sailors,
fearing starvation, began to grumble. After
more than three weeks without sight of land,

outpaces many standard texts used in elementary-level American historv, reflecting ongo-

ing improvements in the new generation of
elementary social studies texts.

nerves strained to the breaking point," one
passage says. "Some sailors mocked Columbus, while others whispered of a plan to throw
him overboard."
Another book, John Garraty's The Story of

Exploring America's Heritage incorporates
new thinking about European expansion and
Christopher Columbus' adventures with some
finesse. "Europeans...claim that they had

America from Holt, Rinehart, adopted for
eighth graders in California, has sufficient

found a 'new world.' But people had been
living in the Americas for thousands of years.
To these people, the Europeans were from a
new world, it reads. After attention to
geography, native American cultures, European expansionism, and the quest for new trade
routes to Asia, the book brings Columbus on
to the historical stage. He cuts an impressive

depth and rigor to make the book appropriate

in eleventh grade courses. With an artful
prelude, it moves more quickly than America:

The People and the Dream to the Age of
Discovery and Christopher Columbus. Instead

of focusing on Columbus, Garratymuch
better than many textbook writersweaves a
a rich tale of the explorers Balboa, Magellan,
Pizarro, and Ponce de Leon. Thus the book

figure: "With his red hair, blue eyes, and
freckled face, the Young dreamer was often

seen gazing out on the water," says one

crafts a full description of the Iberian

passage. Later, the book reads: "On Friday,

explorers, shortly joined by the English and

October 12, 1492, at two o'clock in the
morning, a sailor suddenly sighted land in the

French, and even tackles the concept of
"invasion."
Many textbook passages on Columbus have
genuine literary merit. The same can rarely
be said of textbook summaries overall that fail
to convey the grand sweep of three centuries
between the 1490s and the 1790s, when the
European explorers and their colonial descendants on all continents altered the world
forever. But an inspection of American history

moonlight.... Columbus landed, raised the
Spanish flag, and claimed the island for Spain.

The scenery was fresh and green. Flocks of
brightly colored parrots chattered in the
trees."

The book does not shrink from the

ill-

effects of European colonization. It states

bluntly that "many Indian ways of life

passedlike the torn featherfrom the

textbooks reveals that the dark side of the

earth." It commemorates the millions of

European conquest of the Americas is includ-

Indians who died under Spanish rule: "Some
Indians died in battles. Others died from being
used harshly as slaves. But millions of Indians
died from the diseases the Spaniards unknow-

ed. On the other hand, and justly, Europe is

not portrayed as Darth Vader. Given the
consequences of the landing, perhaps the most

surprising aspect of the story of Columbus,
rich with narrative possibiilities, is that
history textbooks do not set the episode into
higher relief.

ingly carried to the Americas. Because the
diseases were new to the Americas, the Indians

could not easily resist them. Typhoid fever,
14
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NOTED WITH INTEREST

arising out of their common humanity and their
interactions with one another. These include our

* In February, the executive board of the

political and economic institutions, however

Organization of American Historians issued a
statement regarding history curricula in public

imperfect, a mass culture that affects everyone,
and a common entitlement to freedom, equality,
and dignity.

schools. Riven by the continuing debate

* Educators who desire the expansion of

between those who want concentration on
Euro-American history and those who want

primary materials in history and social studies
teaching should be aware of a new anthology
entitled The American Reader, edited by Diane
Ravitch of Columbia University. The compi-

a non-Western curriculum, the OAH gingerly
walked the via media. The declaration pays
homage to the therapeutic benefits of history
("self-esteem") for certain oppressed groups.

lation is eclectic and elegant, incorporating

It does not make clear that the omission or

documents that move beyond political history

misrepresentation of women, minorities, and

into popular culture and literature. The

other groups has been largely corrected in
recent historiography. It hopes for a history

American Reader includes chestnuts like the
Declaration of Independence and the Gettysburg Address. But it reaches out broadly into
American folklore, including such items as the
"Old Oaken Bucket," the hit song of 1826,
and the lyrics to "Columbia, the Gem of the
Ocean." Henry David Thoreau's essay on civil
disobedience appears, as does Horace Mann's

where everyone and everything counts, ideally
about the same, which is not the way the world

has worked in the past and is not probably
how it will work in the future. On balance,
however, the statement is a useful effort to
advance consensus and establish a solid center

in curricular controversies marked by veiled
political aims that reject time-honored prin-

case for public education and Angelina

ciples of historical inquiry in order to
reconstruct the past and advance "new

hook includes John Greenleaf Whittier's

Grimke's declamation against slavery. The

"Barbara Frietchie" and "The Battle Hymn
of the Republic." Twer.tieth-century selec-

perspectives." Here are some highlights:
History involves a continuing process of

tions include the writing of Jacob Riis and W.
E.

discovery, of reinterpretation, and of varying and
often clashing perspectives. Therefore, great care
should be taken to assure that the history taught

in the Wind" make the scene. The book is
inventively illustrated, with the polished

in the public schools, whether that of racial

design of a trade book. Published by Harper
Collins, this collection is a welcome addition
that should appeal to librarians, teachers, and

minorities, women, and working people, or that

of the whole society, be based upon sound
historical scholarship....
The history curricula of public schools should
be constructed around the principle that all

st udents.

* The once dominant textbook publisher

people have been significant actors in human

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich is apparently to be
bought by General Cinema, one of the largest
movie-theater chains in the nation, for about
$1.4 billion. HBJ publishes books for kinder-

events....
A primary goal of history education is to foster
mutual understanding and respect among people

garten through eighth grade and owns Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, which publishes texts

of different backgrounds and traditions.... A

history that asserts or implies the inherent

for junior and senior high schools. Since 1988,

superiority of one race, gender, class, or region
of the world over another is by definition "bad
history" and should have no place in American

the former number-one publisher of instructional materials has slipped to a number-three
position after Macmillan/McGraw-Hill and

schools....
Whether the people of the United States regard

Simon & Schuster. HBJ became heavily
indebted in 1987 when it chose to escape an
unwanted takeover bid from the British media
magnate Robert Maxwell (who later bought
Macmillan). It has ever since been considered

themselves as one nation or many, or as some

combination of both, most Americans will
probably recognize that they share certain
common traditions, values, and experiences
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B. Du Bois. Even Tom Hayden's Port

Huron Statement and Bob Dylan's "Blowing

15

the sick man of the textbook industry; and
textbooks are more important to HBJ than
some other publishing houses. The company
was almost certain to default on its debt before
1993, and how to pay off bondholders remains
a problem. The vultures have been circling for
some time. The merger will give the Massachusetts-based theater chain control of many
leading textbooks trade books, and scientific
and professional journals. And with this latest
deal, another independent publisher becomes
part of an entertainment corporation. Textbooks and other print media are increasingly
held captive to diversified communications
corporations that seem to provide much forprofit fare that is at the very least competitive

with reading and book learning. What this
means for instructional materials, general
learning, and literacy remains to be seen.
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deserve? The painter Paul Gauguin asked in

his Tahiti tryptich: ''Where Do We Come
From? Who Are We? Where Are We Going?"
These remain, Robert C.oles reminds us in The
Spiritual Life of Children (1990), -the eternal

Program in the Humanities and Human Values
at the University of North Carolina, wrote in
Social Education, there is ''a growing, now very

broad, consensus for incorporating a much

mittingly. and subtly than we sometimes

greater study of religion into public education.
Although there epntinues to be considerable
concern about whether this can be done well

imagine2'

in practice, there is widespreadand grow-

questions children ask more intensely. unre-

Syracuse University education professor
Gerald Grant noted in T'he World [re Created
at Hamilton High (1988), parents and teachers
are confused about values and moral education. Many of them are con yiriced that
moralik is a strictly individual matter, hence

the popularity of values clarification. Concerning religion. -the case has to be made
anew that morality is independent of religion

and that religion is neither a necessary nor
a sufficient justification for the most basic,
universal, ethical principles,- Grant asserted.

The Issue of Religion
While this seems valid, the question
whether religion is a taproot of vital moral
systems cannot be entirely ignored. As George
Washington said in his Farewell Address:
-Whatever may be conceded to the influence

of refined education on minds of peculiar
structure, reason and experience both forbid
us to expect that national morality can prevail
in exclusion of religious principle.Surely the story of religiona fundamental
influence in shaping the ideas and events of

the American nationhas shronk to neark
nothing in school-level history. For the last
thirty years educators have evaded, denied. or
underestimated an impelling historical force.
By ignoring its importance in human life arid
letters, they have compounded confusion over
values in elementary and secondary schools.
In l98(-). a ,tudy by New York University

professor Paul Vitz first called attention to
these curricular evasions. In contemporary
Vitz said. textbooks exhibit a -deep-seated
fear of' an form of active contemporary
Christiariit v. especially serious. committed

Protestantism.- except in picturesque and
quaint design. as with the Amish in Penns,. Ivania. A wide ideological spectrum of prom-

inent education groups have echoed Vitz's
complaint.

Last year, Warren A Nord, Director of the
41_4

ingagreement in principle that religion must
be taken seriously.-Our roots are to be found. Matthew Arnold

told us. in the lielknism of Athens and the
liebraicism ofJerusalem. Of course 'our' roots
are now also to be found in the Meccas and.
lienares of various non-Western religions as
sre become an increasingly pluralistic soviet x .- Nord said. -What cannot he doubted is
that our %says of thinki ng about nature,

morality, art, and society were onceand for
many people still arefundamentallv religious, and still today in our highly s,-cular
irorld it is difficult even for the non-religious
to extricate themselves entirely from the webs

of influence and meaning provided by our
religious past.- Nord concluded: ''To understand history and literature one must understand a great deal about religion: on this all
agree Consequently, Ow relative absence of
rehgion front history textbooks is deeply
troubling.The
Street Journal noted this May that
-unholy wars have broken out among parents,

religion, groups and school boards- as
educators throughout the country make
efforts to bring religion back into the
curriculum. It added, -Some critics contend
the movement inevitably favors America's
predominant faith. Christianity, and worry
such teaching might be used to proselytize.
Others wonder about which of the world's
3,000 religions will he included.- (California's
1987 social studies framework includes five
Christianity. Judaism, Islam. Hinduism, and

Buddhism.) Meanwhile, some parents who
have raised their children to believe in one
God object to the study of a smorgasbord of
deities worshipped around the world.
Extremists of many viewpoints accuse
textbooks of satanism or Christian advocacy
or violations of Allah's honor. At the same
time, what Hilton Kramer has called "moral

panic- mounts among many parents and
I kp
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than "values clarification" curricula, which

VALUES AND TEXTBOOKS

more controversial matter. As the

extol openness, caring, and other easy virtues
of our times. But the classics only raise moral
issues; they do not by themselves instill moral
judgment.

nation's formal agencies of learning, public
schools act as stages where broader cultural

classroom studies. Yet schools cannot avoid

parents want moral instruction in
schools. What kind of instruction is a

The heart of values only touches on

conflicts are played out. Here, citizens struggle
to define crucial knowledge, public and private

curricular and institutional definitions of

virtue, and decent behavior, Institutional
clashes over authority, values, and ethical

good

social justice, individual entitlement, and the

life. The issues are basic: What is
allowed? How shall we live? What do we

boundaries make school operations difficult,
increasingly so. If a culture cannot define or

INSWE

share precepts about how citizens should
behave, schools should not be expected to
deliver fast answers.

Values and Textbooks

Page 1

The New Republic has warned of "the
prospect of decline that lurks in the erosion
of the values" replaced by "the endlessness
of personal freedoms." To what degree is
moral instruction impeded by the cult of selfdetermination and what Robert Nisbet has
called the "t wilight of authority"? By denial
of the sacred and the progress of secularism?

These are important questions, but they are
difficult questions for educators to discuss.
Moral education occurs informally, among
family and friends, on playgrounds more often
than in formal lessonshy imitation, by

example, by insight. During the early 1980s
some educators looked to "great books" to
convey moral ideals, a better vehicle perhaps
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A consideration of moral education and

the curriculum, the role of religion
therein, and instructional materials in
sw.ial and emironmental studies, including a new values-based- textbook.

Textbooks and the
World Around Us

Page 10

Where global and international studies go

wrong and how textbooks can correct
these problems.
Page 13

Thy Multiculture Watch:
A Statement from Albany

Page 15

CIVITAS: A Guide

of religion in moral and civic life and how
Judeo.Christian belief has entered into the

others who feel that public schools arid other

cultural agencies stand for values that are
alien to Judeo-Christian teachings or must
remain "value-neutral' by law. Nloremer, the
populariz.ation of psychology, the study of

national calculus. Some newer world histories
have made an effort to correct these omissions

so as to advance multiculturalism. Yet what
religion isand the passions it invokes_
remain cryptic. Why?
Public schools face a battery of conflicting
moral beliefs. They operate under constitutional restrair; that render all student views
and most student behavior permissible, even

primitive cultures, and the illuminating
discoveries of scienceall of which advance
existential explanations as plausible as those

found in the Bible and other sacred texts
have influenced manv parents. Orthodox
conceptions of creation. eternal life, and

if disagreeable. Caring educators ha e
shuddered ritually at the idea of adult

salvation ha\ e lost their power to capture the
imagination of many ordinary citizens.
In Engel 1.. t'itale (1)62) the Supreme Court
struck don a state-sponsored program of
interdenominational prayer in the New York
public schools. Government should stay out

dictation of moral standards to the young.
Their habitual relativism is like a tic. The

origins of this view go back at

least to

Summer/all (1960). a book by the eccentricEnglish progressive. A. S. Neill. Summer/all
professed that since every child had unique

of the business of writing or sanctioning
official prayers and leave that purel \ religious
function to the people themselves and to those
the people choose to look to for religious

creative impulses to be nurtured, children
should be free froln imperatives of normative
information. imposed behavior, and entorcM
devotion to received morality. Neill held with
grim self-righteousness that for a child to

guidance. stated Justice Hugo Black in the
majority opinion. In the singular dissent,
Justice Potter Stewart retor;ed that the state
of New York did nothing except to recognize
and to follm% the deeply entrenched and

a ready-made (-ode of morals is
dangerous. For Neill. the first thing a child
should learn is to be a rebel.
Since the 1960s. many forward-looking
;iceept

highk cherished spiritual traditions of our
Nation.
(Twenty-nine years later, it is hard for most
\\ oddly Americans to accept the idea that the
state might actuall. have \\ ritten prayers for
children to recite in schools. Even many
devout Christians would doubt such educational activity, indicating the progress of
secularism in all quarters of American society

clergy in prominent churches, synagogues,

during the last generation or t o.)
Edurators interpreted Engel v. Vitale to
mean the\ should avoid mentioning religion
t'ven in arademi(' way'. Many teachers today

hostile toand mocking ofthe very things

believe the\ are prevented by law from talking
about morals or virtue, which they take to be

larger communitvto the family, to parental
responsibility. to country. to the work ethic,
to sexual restraint, to self-control, to rules,
duty. authority, and a stable social order,
Thomas Byrne Edsall with Mary D. Edsall
ss rote recently in The Atlantic Month/v. The

and dioceses have seemed embarrassed or
bored by Mosaic law and Scripture. Honest
folk who cling to honorable values of sobriety,
hard %Nork, thrift, and reverence understand
that values that have colonized fashionable
opinion and thought since the 1960s are
they cherish most.

Traditional values generally kJ,. been

SeCil to revolve around commitments to the

religious teaehing. Textbook publishers,
concerned by controversies and lost re\ enues,

made matters worse by moving religion
outside the humanities.

But the struggle for religious lilwrt.

competing set of insurgent values, the focus
of rights-oriented political ideologies, of the

indeed liberation from established orthodox-

ies,trikes the dominant chord in American
history textbooks. Once this point is made.

rights revolution, and of the civil-rights

customarily o ith the earliest settlements and

the rights of the individualwith freedom

the Bill of Rights. the texts move on. What

from oppression, from confinement, from
hierarchy, from authority, from stricture,

movement, has been largely concerned with

is not well explained is the time-honored place
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from repression, from rigid rule-making. and

(1980) reflects secular reasoning regarding the

from the status quo."
Prevailing sensitivity toward religion in
schools intimidates every self-protective
teacher or administrator who loathes the

posted presence of the Ten Commandments
bY law in Kentucky classrooms. The case is
memorable since the Decalogue is the set of
ethical principles derived from Mosaic law in

prospect of being caught in a hysterical legal
controversy. The issue inexorably landsnot
very civillyin the nation's courts. If judicial
remedies seem awkward or draconian, they
nonetheless have considerable influence on

epitome of legal and priestly traditions in
Judaic culture by the eighth century B.C. It
describes the basic conditions for a community in relation with God. For most Ameri-

the tenor of the classroom by signal and

cans, the Decalogue seems fundamental to the

subtext.

moral tradition of three millenia, a tradition
that the Court ruled out of modern bounds:

The majority decision in

Stone

the thirteenth century B.C. and was the

v. Graham

A VIEW FROM WASHINGTON

individual takes care to perform such everyday

In 1989. the r.S. Department of Mucation

actions well. If we present morality or ethics
to children in ways that include this sort of

summarized the proceedings of a conference

performance, then moral education and

entitled "Moral Education and Character"
that considered these controversial subjects and
even wondered whether there was a federal role
in the area. Some highlights of the summary

conduct become a constant concern, not one
restricted to occasional momentous decisions.... Neither the public schools, the
Federal government, nor the social majority

follow:

is entitled to impose a specific view of morality

on children of dissenting parents.
Certain features of morality are so taken for

Inevitably. moral education is part of the
normal school day. Students and teachers
trust one another to prepare for and attend

granted that people tend to focus on the

school requires obedience to the rules so that
activities ran be conducted. A teacher breaks
up a fight on the playground, and later tells
his class about when he was a child and saw
his father stop a fight, and how he felt proud

controversial aspects, such as the role religion
should or should not play in moral education,
and overlook what everyone accepts....
Many religions are practiced in the United
States, anti opinions about the proper role of
religion in moral education are as diverse as
they are complex. While participants acknowl-

of his father's action.

edged that public and private schools face

Since the founding of our republic, people
have debated about how children should be
taught moral values, who should teach them,
and what values should he taught.... Moral education concerns learning about good conduct. It is about the development of character,

different kinds of issues, they generally agreed

the stable qualities of a person that are
revealed in his or her actions.

they also realized that ignoring religion makes
no sense.

Frequently, people adopt a simplistic view
of morality. They think it only concerns lying,

number of ways in which religion might

sexual misbehavior, and cheating. But one

legitimately appear in public schools, since the

conferee suggested that moral judgments are
manifest in almost every action we take. Such
judgments are expressed in what he termed

Supreme Court has made a Constitutional
distinction bet ween teaching religion and
teaching about religion. Teaching about
religion is Constitutional, but in practice it

class so that they can learn together. The

that religious convictions have a bearing on
moral convictions, and thus are a natural part
of discussions about moral education. The
conferees noted that controversy over religion
could easily become a source of concern, hut

In their discussions, panelists identified a

the voices of conscience"....
It

is

a mark of character whether the
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may be difficult to do one and not the other.

4

Held: ...posting the Ten Commandments,
which do not confine themselves to arguably secular matters, is plainly religious in
nature, and the posting serves no constitutional educational function.... This is not
a case in which the Ten Commandments
are integrated into the school curriculum,

where the Bible may constitutionally be
used in an appropriate study of history,
civilization, ethics, comparative religion, or
the like.... If the posted copies of the Ten
Commandments are to have any effect at

all, it will be to induce the schoolchildren
to read, meditate upon, perha s to venerate

and obey, the Commandments. However
desirable

this might be as a matter of

private devotion, it
state objective.

is

not a permissible

What About Instructional Materials?
Any sensible person knows that textbooks
cannot in themselves teach values or morality.
"All forms of moral education which relegate
it to techniques that can be taught in a few

classes a week are suspect, particularly if a
program like values clarification is seen as an
activity in which adults engage only as

facilitators," Gerald Grant has warned.
Quite likely, educators looking for instructional materials will encounter guides similar
to those such as How to Plan a Program for
Moral Education (1990), issued by the Asso-

ciation for Supervision and Curriculum
Development. It is not hard to gather some
idea of moral education's typical contours and

conventions from this widely distributed 45page booklet.

pedestrian and well
usual in such lessons,
pragmatic in its motives. "We surely don't

The ASCD view

is

While fair-minded scholars may appreciate
this logic, even if they disagree with it, to the
faithful, that is, to millions of Americans, such
judicial wisdom may he myopic. Stone v.
Graham presents a breathtaking departure
frum the past. Even though it includes an
affirmative view of teaching about religion, it

meaning, and as

suggests to students and teachers that no
moral code is absolute or sacred.

schoolwork," the guide asserts. "Healthy,

Today the United States still overwhelmingiv conforms to religious sentiment and sacred

will, and in many different varieties, mainly
but not just Judeo-Christian. Presidents are
sworn in with their hands on the Bible. The
state supports chaplains in the armed forces.
Churches, temples, and mosques exist in a
privileged fiscal position, virtually exempt
from taxes and government rule.
The nature of the supermundane may be
argued, and the ineffable wonder of aborig-

ineal man may he missing from daily life in
contemporary New York or Los Angeles. But
from religion spring provisional explanations
for design in nature and for a cosmos endowed
with creative energy. As University of Virginia

sociologist James D ivison Hunter notes,
religion has long provided "a stable set of
moral coordinates to guide everyday life, as

is

want young people running around in destruc-

tive groups. We don't want them into drugs,
alcohol, or crime. We don't want them teasing
others, speaking disrespectfully, withdrawing

from their families, or cheating on their
balanced humans, no matter what the culture,

seem to experience more inner satisfaction
than when they lie, reject others, or do sloppy

work."
The problem is that this guide and others
like it have great trouble defining boundaries
of normative behavior. The text is full of softfocus jargon. It aims to create students who
practice living intelligently, self-responsibly,
and with integrity," hut it never comes within
an inch of explaining what all this means or
how it is to be achieved. Its prescriptive
conclusion calls for "activities" that enhance
self-esteem, exercise thinking skills, teach
communication, and build healthful, collaborative learning climates.
The booklet cites a 1988 ASCD commission

definition of a "morally mature person" as
one who:

well as mechanisms to help the individual cope

respects human dignityas by avoiding

with the traumatic experiences of suffering,
pain, and death." Thus the study of religions
and their existential answers is too important
to excise from the curriculum and textbooks.

manipulating others and standing up for the
underdog
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cares for the welfare of othersas by
enjoying helping people and working to

correct social injustices
integrates. individual interests and social

responsibilitiesas by participating

book of this genre. In sueli hooks. words like
good and evil. diameter and envy fail to appear.

in

Instead. these -practical- texts dispense

community projects and fulfilling personal
promises

ad% ice on dating, grooming, avoiding drugs.
AIDS prevention, and how to ""get along- in
the world. They lie% en suggest that originating

demonstrates integrit vas by admitting

sources of vonduct Or moral authority may
reside outside the individual and -personal
best.To find an explicitl prescriptke and hard-

errors and avoiding situations that prevent

one from living true to one's own self
reflects on moral choicesas by distinguishing what can be done from what
should be done and seeking the ideas of

edged treatment of ethics, we van turn to

others

science. Perhaps because scientific inquir) is

seeks peaceful resolution of conflicts

vonsidered more reliable than esthetic's or
political philosoph . such books are bolder

as by promoting communication in conflict

situations and learning healthful ways to
handle anger.
Such a statement is thin gruel indeed.
Textually. it leaves vast questions unanswered, including issue, of self-control arid

than basic

public order. A semiotician could have a field

.1ccordingls. Addison 11 eslex has 110 elOptql
fil.% text Calll'd
vironmental Science: A
Framer, ork
I (4IQ . I t

studio- text-,

ironmental

vducation is one of the major growth areas
of the high school curriculum. of ten appearing

a, an elective that can satisk either a social
-.I cube- or science requirement.

day. What do we mean by -underdog- and
correct social injustices-? And the question

(

introduces an unequi\ocal and aggressi \e

must be asked. not facetiously, have the

;due s\ stem into its lessons on -environmen-

authors of this coda ever heard of Polonius?
This non-rhetorical question does not lead
into a case for using -great books- to teach
morality. They don't. But the ()Id courtier's
advice to his son, Laertes, and many other

tal ethics.- -The central theme of tlds book
is that the time for action is rimming short:
merpopulation, resource depletion, pollution.
neglect. and indifference are rapidls catching

up with us.- its preface reads. The alarmist

passages from classic and contemporary

tone of this book seem, coupled

literature at least raise and address questions

10

I ht.

of ,calm,.
Most social studies books, even civics texts.

propw.it Ion that international capitalismthe
singular mechanism ccf glohal economic

avoid the subject of values entirely. Or more
precisely, they approach values purely from
the standpoint of individual rights and self-

"rho sections in Environmental Science on

determination. Sometimes texts curtsy

actix it ludasis bad for

hard science are perfect] \ adequate. scut . when

the book explains how carbon dioxide

to

duty, for example, stressing the voting process

The conventional message in American
history texts is suggested in the fifth grade
American history. The United States and the
Other Americas (Macmillan, 1985), which
.

.

is

created or how water ecologies operate. \lore
debatable
its cmerage of overpopulation.
folded warc.r,
malnutrition. imperiled
non-renewable resources. toxic substarwes,
and hazardous wastes. which at the yen least

and the need for public -devision-making.-

declares that -the equal rights movement

\ rm.

gives a controversial iew of the human
condition. Here is a sample passage:

.

will rontinue until all people in the [nited
States enjoy full equal rights- and that -we

The ecological erisis is Ow sum of the

must choose what kind of world we want, and

depletion, and pollution. Howexer, a crisis
of the human spirit is also evident. As many
psschologist, point out, it is easy for people
to escape into materialistic life-stYles. With
equal ease. nuani among us view "rseives

interconnected problems of p(q)ulation,

work for it."
A large cohort of students satisfy sovial
studies requirements by taking health, consumer, home economics, and life adjustment

courses. Growing Up Caring, reviewed by

as apart from nature and immune to its
laws. Technological advancement and

Harriet Tyson in this issue, is a representative
6
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economic growth, which have brought great
prosperity and illiprot eu living conditions,
hate IHTOIIIC the primarN goals of ,ocietv.
Little thought is given to future generations
and the long-term health and well-heing of'

FEELING GOOD ABOUT
YOURSELF
Grou ing Up Caring. Glencoe/McGraw-11HE
1990.

the planet.
fix

According 10 En u ironmen to! Science. the
industrial world operates with a "frontier
(.11,i,,- a huuiroarutentered

Ilarriet Tyson
In \larch 1990, a star-studded press briefing

in New York introduced Growing l'p Caring

that sees the

yvorld's resources as unlimited and nature a,
something to mercome. The book asserts that

as the -first valuesbased textbook for

-traditional Western teachings--nature

on the market. While this claim is open to

adolescents- and the only program of its kind

the core sources of enviromnental damage and
other public evils. -We ie./ the world to feed

debate, given the pletImra of life adjustment
texts ill low-end social studies and health
courses. Crowing IP Caring pins in high relief
;in ethical and behavioral model of everyday

the self. \\ e exploit the water, air. wildlife,

values.

minerals. tnober, and soils to sent, the ego,Environmental Science intones. After shaming
the reader. it declares the need for a differm.

Shriver. ice-president of the Joseph P.
KentwdvIr., Foundation, and highlighted the

and !mire enlightened outlook. The book

publisher's reliance on the Foundation's

exists to serx 0 humansare at fault. This
humanism and "hiological Miperiali,m- are

The briefing featured Eunice Kennedy

schmd program. -(:ommunity of Caring,- as
the basis for the book. The publisher asserts

seems inert to the huge changes in consumer

outlook (at least among ndddle-class and
affluent people in the advanced industi ial

!,11111`,.,41\ -a:ntiOriati011 with the -Community

nations) that a t went\ -Year environmental
moYement has wrought.

of C.aring- program, which has -demonstrated
significantly more knowledge and less inclina-

Environmental Science calls for -sustain:ible ethics- of ;1 communal kind that revoke
around the understanding of limited supplies

tion toward high-risk behaviorsdrug addiction. alcohol abuse, and adolescent sexual

of resource,. rev% cling. cooperation with

throughout the country.
Crowing Up Caring will appeal to middleclass school personnel who believe that the

teti

nature. and human restraint. It seeks notldng
less than human renewal, ;ipparently grounded
in anti-acquisitive zind pantheistic premises. In
such a w(trld.
%%ill tut longt
yearn for

among others- in twenty-fiye schools

book might straighten out some trouble-prone

:rdoleseentsprobably poor and minorityin
junior and senior high schools. It aims to

more or seek to continue our current levels
of consumption.The book hint, at the ,elf-destructiYe
inclinations ul the human race. al least ri
present ,late of nationalistic mind. The text
segue, horn -sustainable ethics- into the

present lessons to quell the concern of adults
who confront student troubles and misbehav .
ior that walk into school each morning.

-Caring-

is

the hook's recurring motif

caring ab(mt .vourself--a pre-condition for
caring about otherscaring about fandlY and
friends, about health, nutrition, environment,

issue of nuclear weapon, and nuelear warfare.

detailing the blast effect of explosions and
effects of radiation exposure with gruesome
detail and -scientific- dispassion. 'Renee it

and the community. 'Values,- which are

call, for a 'new global economic sY stem- that

connected to -caring- and -self-worth,- are
mentioned frequently but defined in vague

includes a, goal, population reduction (hap-

ways.

pily, -through attrition-I. Ow reduction of

Yes. there are -good- and -bad- values,
and the Imok takes an affirmative stand on

arms sales. global cmyerat ion, and, of course.
a IWW ethical sxstem based on sustainable
ethics.- Snell views extend well be\ ond social
studies iuril ethics. They seem much closer to

values of trust. responsibility, caring, respect,
and family. Ultimatelv, though, students are
advised to decide what their own values should

be. Numerous exercises in -decision-making

a system of indoctrination.
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on a variety of issues are supposed to help

of radical individualism that he saw as the

students invent Or reinvent themselves,
apparently without reference to anything

greatest threat to American society.

beyond the teenager's immediate street and
rid, Students are asked to wrestle with a
pendium of the small and large traumas
common to American adolescents in the late
twentieth century: whether to buy a sweater
or save money, whether to live with Mom or
Dad after a divorce, whether to break up a
romance with a girl who demands too much

of your time, whether to say -no" to drugs
or sex, whether to stay in or drop out of
school.

Religionas a source of values, or as a
reminder that personal and utilitarian con-

cerns are not the whole of lifegets e-en
shorter shrift. The book defines -spirituality"

as -the part of yourself that allows you to
know you are alive and to feel the wonder
of being alive." While sympathizing with
Gleneoe/McGraw-Hilrs fear of interdenominational warfare around a textbook adoption,
it is nevertheless impossible to fathom why
-spirituality" need be defined solely in terms
of the self, and then in psychubabble.

and eons of such decisions amounts to a fine

Growing Up Caring carries much sane
utilitarian advice about a narrow range of

calculation of self-interest. (For example: If
I move in with Dad, Mom will be angry and
I won't have as much money, but I'll have

huimm experience. In the hands of a teacher
mith abundant self-knowledge, a deep understanding of young people, and some perspec-

time for myself, eat out more, and be able to
use Dad's VCR. If I stay with Mom, Dad will
be angry and I'll have to help out around the

tive on the American culture, perhaps the
book could help young people sail around

Too often, the book's analysis of the pros

house, but Mom is a better cook and I can
have mv own room and staN with the dog.)
Growing Up Caringconflates two meanings
of value, one of which means a desired ideal.
The -values" that emerge in these exercises
are said to promote -self-worth"if the
values are good ones. But wait! The section
on self-worth says you are absolutely wonder-

ful and unique just by being you: -The
wonderful thing about your worth is that you
are born with it. You don '.ave to work for
it. You can't buy it. An._ because of your
unique spiritual nature, you are able to reflect
on Your own value as a person. You can ask

what it means to be you and why that is so
important. You have self.worth, or feel good
about Yourself, when V ou recognize the value

that you have as a person."
Throughout the book, the text seems to
alternate between an endorsement of traditional values and the "I'm OK, You're JK"
ethos of the 1970s human pote-:tial movement. Even when champiorMg trz.ditional
values, the authors rarely in,.-ntion the slurees

of those values such as myths, religion,
philosophy, history, and literature. The
Founding Fathers receive a paragraph in the
first chapter. Tocqueville gets a paragraph in
the last chapter, probably causing him to spin
in his grave, since the book celebrates the kind

t-olne of the rooky shoals of adolescence. But
it is easy to be skeptical of such instructional
Materials.

I,ike the schools and the media, textbook
publishers are in the habit of going with, not
against, the grain of the culture, even if those

currents are ruinous. Growing l'p Caring:
proclaims that -To each his own" and "Do
N. our own thing" are American values, in
contrast to Japan, where -people learn to
serve society first, not themselves." Yet it

muld appear that many of the perils of
adolescence in America are related to the
burden of inventing the self from scratch, and
the consequent hubris of the self-made man
who worships his maker.
Toequeville obsem-d that when people no

longer rely on tradition or authorityboth of
which are virtually ignored in this hookthey
look to peers to confirm their judgments. As
Americans have banished those traditional
sources of personal strength and independence
from the public discourse, we have driven our
teenagers into the arms of the peer group. The
techniques and formulas proposed in the book
to help teenagers resist peer pressures seem

weak compared to the force of the values
vacuum our culture has presented to them in
the name of freedom. Thus, the message of
this book, albeit tempered by admonitions to
care about your family, friends, and commu-
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a concept that much of the therapeutic

nity, seems to support the very trend toward
separateness, self-centeredness, and vulnerability to peer pressure that it purports to

community believes to be neurotic. She talks
about the horrifying suffering of millions in

the rest of the world and its meaning for

counter.

humane Americans. She mentions the dark
side of human nature. If Shriver had written

It is doubtful that many students will ever
be asked to read Shriver's introduction,
probably the best part of the book. She dares
essay. Shriver offers examples of love from

the textbook, Growing Up Caring might have
been truly "the first values-based textbook for
adolescents.-

history, literature, poetry, and the sacred

Harriet Tyson bas written widely on textbooks and

books of all religions. She considers sacrifice,

values.

to use words like "soul- and "God'. in her

The Spiritual Life of Children. By Robert
Coles. Houghton Mifflin, 1990.
For decades, the eminent pediatrician and

and familiar. They range from fundamentalist
to agnostic. Coles quotes ten-year-old Alice,
whom he calls a secular soul searcher. Alice
declaims, perhaps speaking for many Ameri-

psychiatrist Robert Coles has allowed children

cans:

to speak for themselves in describing their
world and condition. Part of a celebrated

"I might be saying the wrong thing. I
rememberit was last yearI saw the people
next door coming home from church, and I
looked out the window after they'd left and

series of books stretching over three decades,
The Spiritual Life of Children is an oral record
painstakingly compiled from inerviews with
children of various religious backgrounds.
Coles follows children into Sunday schools
and hospital rooms, listening to their efforts

to make sense of the human experience.
Surprising for a scholarly trade book, yet
indicative of broad interest in the subject, The
Spiritual Life of Children appeared on The New

tried to ask God if they were right and we
were wrong, because we never go. But how
can you talk with God? He doesn't talk to us!
Daddy says some people hear His voice, but
I

they are hearing things! That's what he thinks.
I tried to be serious, though. I said, 'All right,
God, please, I'm young, and I'd like to know,
so give us a signal, me and my mommy and

York Times best-seller list earlier this year. daddy.' I knew He wouldn'tand He didn't.
Coles begins his inquiry, taking Freud to Later, when I went to the park, I thought there
task for dismissing religion in The Future of might not be a God, but somehow we have
an Illusion (1927) as -fairy tales- fed by this park and the flowers are out, and how
neurosis. He deplores the -gratuitous reduc- did all of this begin, that's what I'd like to

tionism we have seen relentlessly pursued
these days in the name of psychoanalysis."
For Coles, the metaphysical world is an
unprovable actuality: all humans have spiritual lives, and from this book, it is evident
that children deal with eternal question:, early,

and sometimes, with great sophistication.
Coles declares that his approach is -contextual,- not -scientific," based on observation
and careful listening.
Coles' subjects span the age from about nine
to early adolescence, that is, the years when chil-

dren are able to grasp and become interested
in things beyond themselves. Many musings
in The Spiritual Life of Children are haunting

know!"

Coles reminds his readers of whatever faith,

or of no faith at all, that they should take
the issues that religion raises seriously
because children take them seriously. Some
will be frustrated by Coles' disinclination to
draw broad theories, principles, or conclusions
from his interviews. If there is anv fault with

the book, it is that after a point the transcriptions begin to pale in interest. The reader
may ask: so what does this all mean? The
absence of authorial commentary will leave
some readers uneasy, wondering whv Coles
fails to provide more guidance to a perplexing
and fascinating subject.

TEXTBOOKS AND
THE WORLD AROUND US

the Social Studies: "World peace is becoming
increasingly fragile as pressures of population

What an -international perspectiveto education means is unclear. An

growth and an imbalanced distribution of
resources, the greater sophistication and

spread of military technology, and the

to those who do agree that global and

presence of nationalism converge to make
even the most remote corner of the earth a

multicultural study belongs closer to the
center of the curriculum. An international or
global apooach: What is it? Is it to be

conflagration.- The remedy, thev asserted, is
instructional materials that eschew -nation-

elastic term, it is different things

historically and geographically based? Is it to
affirm democratic values? Who will produce
the needed textbooks?

However these questions are answered.
young Americans must understand the political and economic universe that surrounds

them. The rise and fall of the Chinese
democratic movement, increasing Japanese
and German economic power, ongoing turmoil

in Latin America and South Africa, events in
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, and the
1991 war with Iraq are bringing to an end the
geopolitical arrangements of the recent past.

potential tinderbox for igniting nuclear
alism- and "ethnocentrism." While Cortes
and Fleming based their observations on dated

sources and statements (e.g., a 1966 report

declaring that -nationalistic bias is

as

persistent in todav's schoolbooks as in those
used a generation ago"), their point of view

represents a prominent strain of thinking
among advocates of global studies and international education.

One 1989 curriculum model and resource
r. veloped by a southeastern state
defines global perspective as -an attitudea
package

How the United States plans to respond

value positiona recognition of commonalities as well as diversities.- This state curric-

educationally to these global changes remains
to be seen.

ulum guide calls for -perspective consciousness.- which diminishes "'conflicts of

A dominant strain of international education incarnates concepts evolving from postWorld War II concerns: for the reconEtruclion of human relations and political institutions, for national planning, for planetary

opinion.- concluding that: -Dredging the
deeper. underlying layersthe orienting

consensus. Franklin D. Roosevelt's Four
Freedomsof speech, of worship, from want.
and from fearand the 1945 United Nations

Charter capture this liberal and durable
democratic spirit, an optimistic view of the
future emphasizing hummt reason, interdependence, rights, and liberties. For about fifty
years,

a

wide range of community and

religious organizations have encouraged the

infusion of humanitarian beliefs idealizing
peace and harmony in school curricula.
Instructional materials and textbooks have
long championed global cooperation and
cautioned against the perils of unbridled
nationalism.
Partisan suppositions sonwtimes impinge on

subject matter. In 1986, for example. Carlos
E. Cortes arid Dan B. Fleming began an essay
about instructional materials in Social Education, a publication of the National Council for
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beliefs, assumptions and explanations of time,
space and causality, all largely unconscious

and unquestionedis more significant.- The
guide's introduction calls for -state of the
planet- awareness. that is. the environmental
interderndence of humankind. It also
adkocates -cross-cultural- awareness, -developing new methods. building on empathy- and

also the art of -transpection.- a word vet to
enter standard dictionaries, the -capacity to
imagine oneself in another role within the
context of One's own culture.Such vagueness does not augur a crisply
constructed or teacher-legible social studies
curriculum. Nor does it suggest ao x. authentic
interdisciplinary venture that incorporates

geography, world history, economics, civics,
and foreign language. Multiculturalism aside,

international education may suffer in the
1990s from at least tuso impediments to a

reasoned understanding of the world
utopianism and underestimation of the
national record.

learning, as well as hioloiuical needs for food,

Utopianism
One current in global studies and international education. pos-cs-ed of cosmic ambitions, dkorces itself from economic realit

It- origins li in undestandable fears more
than twent \ ears old, fed b \ the tragic 1(468
oil -pill off the 1.alifornia coast and such bestselling books a.- Rachel Carson's Silent .Spring
Nialticti,ian rii!rhtinaro. forecast b
(1)621.

reports ;Ind leading economists during the
recc....ion and oil shortage. suggested

the end of industrial el\ ilization and a coining
nias- -tarcation. soithoritatie studieannounced the ad\ ent ot glohal want and
en% irunnitrital catastrophe. For some educator-. the percei\ed horror- of the future made
era it

anal)-1- irrelexatit. The con.
cern- (if the moment induced a utopian cast
which was to
of mind. the first priorii
introduce a cooperati \ e. tran-national. alterN.i-ion of the planetar\ future.
nati
In Sch(ooling .for a (;lohol ;Igo' (197)). part
of the influential Goodlail stud

water, air, and proteet:on.'' In the lessons
outhned for this idealized elementary school.
nine-year-olds arc working on a project. They
are sending a set of thank-vou cards to the
rain forests in Brazil, expressing appreciation
for the oxygen the forests have contributed

to the air.
Pretentiousness aside, this is all very nice.
But one does not imagine a fast-track Japanese

student, or for that matter, any Brazilian child
doing the same thing in school. Conceptualk,
these lessons seem spongy and self-indulgent,
a

\Ir. Softee of curricula, objectionable not

because they are wrong but because they are
facile and easy. Ardnou.: lessons in etymology
or Spanish grammar, in the river arid moun-

tain systems of Asia. or the development of
Enghsh constitutional liberties are avoided,
even as teacher and student may be led to
believe that the\ are delving into subject

matter more profound than that which
ordinary geography arid histor) lessons can
provide,

prof,--or- LP(' awl Chariot to .Ander-on
philosoph \ of education for
articulated

underestimation of the National Record

world citizenship and outlined a scenario for
\sorld-centered schools. According to the

A ,(4oncl current in international education
remains neutral or hostile toward democratic
capitalism. It is highly critical of the American

.1

\nder-on-. the I ha I -Amid would act to
within student- the competencies
required to like intelligentl) and respon-ild

de\ (doll

human being-. earthling-. and
a- mill \
meinhers tit a !dolial -octet

\\ hile the Ander-on- made much of students a- inhahitant- of planet Earth, the\
made no mention of the polit \ or onstitu-

tional framework under which -tudent.
ed, cci ot the sources of their
actuallx
and tranquilit \ . \ ticw age
affluence,
ed through universal thinking cnn.
had e\
one that
-On
-a want c% I t h t
\

-oinehow ended the trouldin!, realities of con-

tentious nation-state- and material -carrik.

iii the -1ffilersons' imagined Terra School
id the future. a learning manager---tvachers

liae c\

been relegated to an ippre-si \
:mil authoritarian pa-I --(\ irldin- that I tic
curriculum tile- icc -11o.us how ssi, human,

di.pend on the !clatter - natural resource- for
Tht..-t 111,11111c
gratif ing aii ()Ur
-tich a- our need for

affection. heatit%. -1'11 -art nah7alion. and

12:5

and European past and reflexively antimihtaristic. Such curricula urge sensitiyit \

to how LS. culture

is

viewed by other

nationalities. especially our country's adversaries. While peace and global harmony enter

the conceptual picture. the theme usually
take- a pe-siniistie yiew of American institutMns in history and current affairs. In
teaching about foreign policy. the I...S. failure
in \ ietnam and the need to avoid nuclear

irwineration are two ba-ic curricular motifs.
Global disharmony. according to this
approach. deri \ e mainly from U.S. nationalism, expansionism. and imperialism. But this
iew ignores American exportations of human

rights. improscments in public health. and
material prosperity to manv non-We-tern
nation-. It !evrn:- hlind toward the pleasures
of life in affluent societies. where even the
relatkel poor own automobiles. refrigerators.
and tele\ ision set-. It oserlooks the animus

felt in the Third World toward the LS. that
(krises -imply from env \ and resentment. It

forgets that the liberties and individual
opportunities that democratic capitalism

curriculum. Americans cannot seem to decide
whether curricula should emphasize dissent

nourishes account for the continuing influx
of foreign capital and press of millions of
would-be immigrants into the United States,
not to mention popular democratic fronts
from Beijing to Tirana.
Lessons that go far to stress America's
misdemeanors fail to acknowledge that in
much of the world the idea of human rights

and government error or celebrate national

remains just an idea. In many non-democratic

with the rest of the world and promote

regimes, speaking unpopular or imprudent

productive global learning, educators might
consider four precepts:

thoughts can lead to being tortured or having

a price put on one's head. In the 1989
Panamanian election, many Americans wit-

nessed the spectacle on television of the
opposition's vice-presidential candidate being
savagely beaten, as one of General Noreiga's
thuggish soldier-policemen stood idly by. Are

such events to be viewed by American
children as colorful quirks of local custom?
Or, taking democratic privileges for granted,
will young people just not care?

Fundamental distinctions between the
United States and the Soviet Union may
attenuate, if optimists prove correct. But civic
indifference toward democratic values repu-

diates the condition on which government
derives from the people. If citizen-based
governance is no better, nor more successful,
than non-democratic regimes, no reasonable
basis exists to defend liberty and individual
opportunity. Any moral equivalence reflects
an exhausted, defeatist strain in democracy,
inert to and ungrateful for public protections

and benefits, including freedom of speech,
privacy, and due process sought by citizens
in other parts of the world.
It is likely that in advancing international
education, the nation's leaders, the majority
of parents, and teachers themselves envision
a curriculum dedicated to basic subjects that
give all students of all backgrounds a better
idea of their place in the worldand the skills
they need to operate successsfully within it.

power and achievement, whether coursework
should center on Western civilization or stress
other cultures, and whether lessons should be
historical or non-historical in design. Resolution of such differences goes far beyond the
scope of international education.

In acting to increase student familiarity

(1) Textbooks should explain in vivid ways why

the world and its many cultures are important
to all American students.
Textbooks today comprise something very

close to a national curriculum. What is
included and excluded in such books does
much to determine what is taught in classrooms across the country. As is well documented, lack of student interest in social
studies derives partly from textbooks that fail

to convey the drama and epic story of the
global past and many-splendored cultures.
Before international education can move
beyond wishful thinking, texts in social
studies and other courses need to provide
lessons that are genuinely stimulating.
(2) Textbooks should make history and geography organizing subjects.

Social studies curricula need to strengthen
the fundamental scaffolding of history and
geography, acting as basic academic subjects
on which international education can build.
It is geography that explains where we are,
and where others are, on Spaceship Earth. It
is history that explains how the present came
to

be. Of our own nation, University of

Massachusetts historian Paul Gagnon has said:

-American history and ideas, and the vision

and fate of democracy on earth, are not

Debates over the nature of international

intelligible without a prior grasp of the life
and ideas of Greece and Rome, Judaism and
Christianity, Islam and Christendom in the
Middle Ages, feudalism, the Renaissance and
Reformation, absolutism, the English Revolution, the French Revolution, and the comparative experiences of Europe and the United

education remain part of a broader controver-

States in the nineteenth and twentieth

sy inside the social studies and across the

centuries."

Properly constructed, international education
would hinge on an authentic interdisciplinary

approach building on geography, world
history, economics, civics, and languages.

(3) Textbooks should consider the comparative
evolution of political institutions and liberties.

Lessons should include ihe emergence of
ideas that underlie citizen-based governance,
market economics, political toleration, and
cultural pluralism notably in the West and
since 1500. Such political values demand
frank comparison with regimes that operate
under different standards, including totalitar-

ian rule and assorted forms of zealotry.
International education should not minimize
the violent conflicts of human history, still
with us, including the desire for unlimited
power, religious purity, and racial domination.

In presenting remedies for global conflict,
coursework should not shrink from candid
descriptions and evaluations of such modern
aggressors as Adolf Hitler, Joseph Stalin, Idi
Amin, Pol Pot, Ayatollah Khomeini, Saddam
Husseinand the political systems that allow
them to gain power.
(4) Textbooks should avoid subject bias that by
design or accident frightens children.

To students and reflective people of all
nations and ages, it should be clear that
nuclear conflict and ecological overload
present the two macro-issues of the millen-

were born. No responsible educator wants to

send such a signal, just as no responsible

educatorhowever committed to global
thinkingshould believe that for humankind

a magic, effortless, harmonious future is
probable in the near future, hastened by facile
course content.

THE MULTICULTURE WATCH:
A Statement from Albany

0

n June 20, the New York state education department released its longawaited report on multiculturalism
and the social studies curriculum. Multiculturalism has emerged as a central debate in
the curriculum, not only in New York but
across the country. Minority groups have
increasingly demanded that social studies
courses include more information about their
cultural antecedents and contributions. The
significance of the debate is hard to overestimate. As The :Veto York Times recently said,

"the battle over the New York state social
studies curriculum is fundamentally a battle
over the idea of America. Is the United States
a land where immigrants and minorities mute

their separate histories and traditions and

nium. The response of social studies educators

adopt a common, if amorphous, culture? Or,

should not be apocalyptic. These complex
issues are probably best treated by broad

is it

student understanding of science and econom-

heritage?"
Readers of the Review will remember that
New York helped to ignite the multicultural
controversy in 1989 when a task force report

ics, not in classes where traditional social
studies are replaced

or

excluded. Social

studies do students no service when they
are grounded in fear and alarmism. Nuclear
weapons are hard for thirteen-year-olds to
understand. In many textbooks and lessons
complicated subjects are simplified to the
point of misrepresentation. One leading sixth
grade text describes acid rain by saying:
"Imagine how houseplants would react if they

were sprinkled with vinegar!" If the bombs
don't get you, the ozone laver and poisoned

a land where ethnicity should be
celebrated over and above any shared

called "A Curriculum of Inclusion" gained
instant notoriety, as it asserted that the New
York social studies curriculum encouraged
"white nationalism" and ethnocentrism. Beset
by widespread criticism, education commissioner Thomas Sobol empaneled a committee
to review these charges and make recommendations for curriculum development.
The new 97-page document, entitled "One

concerns, the view of some "peace" and

Nation, Many Peoples: A Declaration of
Cultural Interdependence," offers no great

"environmental studies

surprises. The committee deck was stacked

water will. Not to make light of grave
is nonetheless
deterministic and overlv bleak. It gives a
despairing view of the future. Its unintended

message to children may he nihilistic, provoking an unhealthy but natural response on their
part to the hopeless condition into which they

with multicultural enthusiasts. The new
report is essentially an imprimatur of the old,
albeit with more moderate language and tone
Says its preamble, -The principle of respect
for diverse cultures is critical to our nation,

and we affirm that a right to cultural diversit v
exists. We believe that the schoolroom is one
of the places where this cultural interdepend-

Historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., concurred: -The underlying philosophy of this
report. as read it, is that ethnicity is the

ence must be reflected.''

defining experience for most Americans, that
ethnic ties are permanent and indelible. that
the division into ethnic groups establishes the
basic structure of American society and that
a main objective of' public education should
he the protection, strengthening, celebration,

The report's content is familiar and %ague.
For example. it takes as a unifying principle
that "'multicultural perspectives should infuse
the curriculum."' Some of its propositions are
both trendy and a little scary: -The subject
matter content should be treated as socially
constructed and therefore tentativeas is all
knowledge.- t.rging that history not ice taught
from a Western perspective but -globally.
the report notes that people called minorities
in America should he referred to as -part of
the %%orld's majorities.- Overall. this guide to
multiculturalism is full of platitudes and

vacuous declarations. It advocates curricular
reforms already widely accepted and does little

to advance understanding of a complicated
subject.

Some members of the committee issued
individual statements that indicate the\ %%mild
have liked the document to have taken a more
explicitl% anti-A\ estern perspecti% v. Diane

Glover. a \cc, lork Cif\ teacher. said, The
educational cornmunih needs to knoc....the
nde of Euroran scholarship in promoting
psychological cccii historical inferioritN. The

need to knov, or to try to understand how,
racism has impacted on children of African
descent and its relationsInp to self-concept.
(4'01101111C, and sociological variables.- W rote

li A. Mazrui. a professor of humanities at
State 1, nkersicy cit Ne,A. York at Binghamton:

I

and perpetuation of ethnic origins and
identities.... The bonds of national cohesion
in the republic are sufficiently fragile already.

Public education should aim to strengthen
those bonds. not weaken them.- Schlesinger
said.

-Our democratic ideals have been imperfectly realized but the long labor to achieve
them and to Move the American experiment
from exclusion to participation has been a
central theme of American history. It should
be a central theme of the New York social
studies curriculum. And it is important for
students to understand where these democratic ideals come from.... Nothing is said about
the influence of F;uropean ideas of democracy.
human rights. self-government. rule of law.Harvard education professor Nathan Glazer
added: -A conception of American multiculturalism that is true to its complex reality does
not lend itself easily to teaching children and
adolescent s. The,. %%an t somet h in g more

definite, the teachers want something more
definite and specific tic give them, the tests
want something more definite on which to test
them. and so we fall into teaching a false but

-American children need to kno%, that
genocide v.as part of the hirth of thi. nation.
The holocaust began at home.The report drew cogent criticism from three
dissenting members of the committee. While
noting that the .. did not disagree with many
of the report's suggestions. they felt that it

easily transmissible picture of American

ias,

of arresting the progress of change and
adaptation that have created a common

in

the words of historian Kenneth

Jackson of Columbia l'niversity,
and intellectually unwise for us to attack the
traditions, customs, and Nalues which at tractcal iinmigrants to these shorec in the first

place.- Said Jackson: -The people of the
l'nited States %kill recognize. even if this
rommittep doe,. not. that every viable nation
has to have a common culture to survive in
peace.-

society. And sine(' people are shaped to some
extent by their CdliCation. %VP fall into the
danger. by presenting a conception of separate

and different groups fixed through time as
distinct elements in our society, of making our

future one sshieh conforms to our teachimi.

society. a single nation.Nes% `iork has not de\ eloped an actual
curriculum frameNNork. -One Nation, Many
Peoples: A Declaration of Cultural Interdependence- is a set of recommendations, not
v syllabus. It is expected that the creation of
curricular guidelines. instructional materials,
tild lesson plans will take manv Years.

CIVITAS, a curriculum framework to be
released this September, is a guide to civic

and acting in such a wav that individual
rights are viewed in the light of the public

education for elementary and secondary

good and that the common good includes the

schools. This comprehenske work, over 700

basic protection of individual rights.

pages long, \\as developed under the auspices

CIVITAS then goes further. It considers
issues of character aii public morality,

of the California-based Center for Civic

'.

exploring, for example, the values of

Education and Council for the Advancement
of Citizenship in Washington D.C., with the
cooperation of many education associations.

charity. humility. and tolerance. It examines

the concepts of individual responsibility.
self-discipline, and civic-mindedness. The

Since 1988, the project has involved as

framework is frank in noting lapses of

authors a large number of prominent curriculum experts. historians, and political scientists. They have brought substance, accuracy,

human rights and political repression in
Africa. China, Latin America. and other

evenhandedness. and intelligence to the

regions, making distinctions between democ-

sometimes opaque domain of civic edueation.

racy and other forms of government. The
CIVITAS frameworklike many "'consen-

The units of the frainework are more intellectually refilled than other civics guides

sus curriculum guidesstrains to include
all points of \ iew on an abundance of

recently constructed. The first page considers
the rationale for ci \ ic participation, using the

Benjamin Rush. The framework also stresses

subjects. As a result, it is in places overly
long: sometimes it is repetitious. An abbreviated version will appear in the future.

civic virtue, which in itself will be to some
educators a daringly normativeor innova-

Thorough and sensible, CIVITAS is an
outstanding general reference for an

tiveidea.

teacher who needs direction or guidance in

perspectives of Aristotle, Sidney Hook. and

ClVITAS states in its introduction. We

preparing civics lessons or government

belie \ e that civic virtue embraces tlnnking

courses.

report, Tyrannical Machines, for the National
Endowment for the Humanities. It is evident
that major textbook publishers are paying

FROM THE EDITOR
With the Summer 1991 issue, the
Social Studies Review enter!. its

third year of publication. At tins

close attention to us. Several of them have
requested pernnssion to reprint articles frorn

time we i.ant to acknowledge and thank again

the Review. They have purchased thousands

the foundations. the subscribers, and many

of copies for internal distribution.

others who have helped us launch the Review

Last year we increased the size of the Review

and the American Textbook Council.
The Council has worked hard to broaden

from twelve to sixteen pages. We expanded
the mailing list through new subseriptions and

its support. In addition to original funding

referrals. The Review now rear-hes the nation's
most influential educators, historians, editors,

from the William H. Donner Foundation, the
Council has now received financial backMg
from the Harry and Lvnde Bradley Founda-

and public officials. More important, the
circulation of nearly 4,000 is broad-based.

tion, Om Earhart Foundation, the Richard
Lounsberv Foundation, the New York Community Trust, the John M. Olin Foundation,

reaching the school superintendents, principals, and teachers who make decisions about

improvement and educational reform in

textbook adoption and the curriculum.
In the coming academic year, the Council
will undertake several new initiatives. These
includein response to numerous requests
for guidanee from district-level educators
the preparation of a general handbook and
standard of review for textbooks in language

chairman Lynne V. Cheney's November 1990

arts and social studies. Also, in time, we plan

and several hundred private donors.
While we remain a young organization, the
Council has made enormous progress in a
short amount of time. The Council and Review
were cited as major vehicles for textbook

15

to commission an analytical report of religion

in the curriculum, exploring how social
studies textbooks treat the subject and what
improvements might be made. This summer,
I will be developing curricular materials in
California state historytaught at the fourth

grade levelat the Huntington Library and
Southwest Museum in Los Angeles.
The next issue of the Review will he devoted

to a special review of high school economics
and economics textbooks. This winter, we will
be publishing a databank on textbook usage.
As always, should you have any ideas for the
Council and Review, let us know. For those
of vou who do not see this issue before Labor
Day, we hope you have had a fine slimmer

and wish vou in advance a productive and
invigorating fall season.
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ECONOMICS: A REVIEW
conomics is a fundamental component

of the social studies. Sometimes it is
studied directly, through theory and
principle, and sometimes in applied forms,
through history or geography. In either case
economics includes ideas and concepts that
explain much about the workings of human
society past, present, and future. The branch
of social studies called economics can be

strengthed through a historical approach,
sturdy subject matter, and a mixture of theory
and practice.

economics simply beyond the grasp of most
children and adolescents?
The Review will try to offer some provisional
answers to these important questions. To do
so, it includes three original articles by
respected educators who have thought seriously about the content and presentation of

economics in schools. While the authors do
not reach the same conclusions, their essays

illuminate some of the salient issues in
economic education. Two essays offer provoc-

ativeand differingconclusions about the
place of economics in the social studies

In this special issue of the Social Studies
Review,

INSIDE

supported by the John M. Olin

Foundation, we turn to this often neglected

area of the social studies curriculum. We
review the leading high school textbooks in
the field. Some initial thoughts arise. In what
way does the study of economics align with
a history-centered approach to social studies?
What is economics' place in the larger realm
of civic education? How should an economics
program be organized, especially in sensitive
areas that brush against ideology? Should an
economics program affirm private markets and
capitalism, and how should it deal with thorny
issues like regulation, income distribution, and
th? environment? At what grade levels should

A special issue on economics and the social
studies curriculum
Page

Economics: A Review

1

A survey of the subject and seven leading
economies textbooks used in high schools.
Page 6

Three Essays on Economics

At what age is economics an appropriate
course of study? Two views, followed by

thoughts about economics, human life,
and its study in schools.
Page 14

The Multiculture Watch

Christopher Columbus and the National
Council for Social Studies.

economics be studied as a concrete subject and

not through other disciplines? And finally, is
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Bit

.
curriculum. Another essay introduces economics t wo branches, macroeconomics and
microeconomics, explaining the significance of

rational exploration of the. material world: what

are its ingredients, how shall it be devised,
who gets how much, and to what degree is
it expandable. Economic's can be historical,
quantitative, or practical in method, descriptive or prescriptive in nature. Alcove all,
economics is the study of self-interest and

each in human life.

Some social studies educators express
concern over the place of economics in school
programs that emphasize history and geography. They maintain that economies could be
crowded out of curriculum. This is unlikely.

public welfare.
Americans live in an economic system called
private enterprise and market capitalism. This

If anything, economicswInch has long been
a component in European high schoolshas
gained new adherents during the last decade
and \sill continue to do so in the 1990s.
Many courses labeled economics are con-

system differs from the 'Tree and unbridled
capitalism that to sonic evokes an image of
Lancashire coal mines or a golden age of rugged

individualkm. After all, through the twentieth

sumer education and personal finance courses
in masquerade. Practicality crowds out theory
and principle. Learning to read a label or lease
should not be confused with pure economics.
Many social studies educators are unwilling to
make such distinctions of quality and course

century. governmentnational, state, and
localhas taken awesome regulative and
welfare responsibilities. Still, many of the
textbooks reviewed below avoid the use of the

word capitalism, perhaps because the word
itself suggests that Americans continue to live
under a harsh and exploitative system based
on profits and entrepreneurial pirates .
rev, would argue that economic self-interest
creates a perfect world. just :15 few can denv
Adam Smith's dictum in 177t) that, It is not

content. preferring to raise phony questions

about a -narroNN and limiting historycentered approaeh to the subject.
Economics is the study of scarce material
resources and how to allocate them. Economics
necessarily brings to bear questions of political

from the lwnevolence of the butcher, the

and social justice. The world will never have
sufficient income or resources to satisfy even
desire. Indeed, it is hardly conceivable that
all human beings will ever ha e access to the
flush toilets, refrigerators, television sets, and

brewer, or the baker, that we expect our dinner,

automobiles that poor people in the United
States and other advanced industrial nations
take for granted. The environmental conse-

Independence, with its remarkable contention
that Americans had a right to liberty and the
pursuit of happiness.
During the 1980s, Americans could monitor
the excesses of finance and consumption from
that little savings and loan on Main Street to
the boutiques of Rodeo Drive, in stark contrast

but from their regard to their own interest.Nor should we forget that Smith's magisterial
book, The Wealth of Nations, was published
in

quences of limitless human wants is potentially

horrifying. Population growth continues
inexorably, especially in regions of the world
that have low per capita levels of product. Most
of the world is aggressively acquisitive and

the same Year as the Declaration of

to tire grov, ing number of Americans who lived

exploitative. Only the most affluent and

in

desperate conditions outside the labor

utopian element of the world's population
often driven bv guilt and a personal under-

market. They could also note that the

standing of marginal utilityshows any

Treasury acted to curb abuses and punish

Securities Exchange Commission and

interest in curbing human appetites or making

wrongdoers. thus regulating successfully on
behalf of free markets.

massive transnational transfers of wealth in
the name of global justice. Is economics then
truly the dismal science, exploring the dark
and greedy recesses of the human soul? Or
is it a reasonable inquiry into how to provide
the greatest good for the greatest number?

Most resources in the United States are
privately owned, as distinct from diverse
socialist and command- economic systems in
which basic capital resources are owned and

controlled by government. While statist

Economics includes I h e study of choices,

trade-offs. and opportunity costs.

1*.S.

assumptions persist in sonic textbook lessons,

for years now Americans have watched

It is a

9
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capitalism's growing global appeal. The
economic system is more promising, perhaps,
to striving immigrants from Korea or Mexico
than to some university professors. Continuing
advances in communications and transporta-

anti any such economic reform poses vast
questions of reorientation. Unfortunately,
economics and other social studies textbooks
do riot address such pressing and topical issues.

of economic organization. Computer and

The economic breakdown of' the Soviet
[Mon underscores some facts of public life
that the United States and other capitalistic
nations take for granted. These begin with

satellite-driven messages make instantaneous

private property and protection of that

transfers of currency, capital, and

property through title and ownership; the
ability to buy and sell in open markets; the
freedom to make and participate in markets.

tion aecelerate the trend toward global
capitalism, now the single multinational force

global

ownership possible. Intensifying international
exchange seems inevitable in the years to conic.

not only in the Pacific Rirn but also on the
European continent.
On account of world affairs, economics is
now an especially tiniel subject. F'or over two
years. American educators have watched the
rapid demise of Marxism and the challenge to

The ideas of economists and political philosophers, both when they are right and when they
are wrong, are more powerful than is commonly
understood. Indeed the world is ruled by little else.
Practical men, who believe themselves to be quite
exempt from any intellectual influences, are usually
the slaves of some defunct economist. Madmen in

authority, who hear voices in the air, are distilling
their frenzy from some academic scribbler of a filo
years back.

--John Majnard Keynes, The General Theory

of Employment, Interest and Money 0936t

state-driven economies from Prague to Tur-

Where should the study of economics begin?
Not with silly courses that teach sixteen-year-

olds how to balance their checkbooks and
register complaints with the Better Business
Bureau. By high school, all students should
be able to recognize sortie relation between
economics and historical change. The agricultural revolution circa 10,000 B.C. introduced
cultivation and civilized settlement. The study

of the industrial revolution 250 years ago
and the replacement of' mnnnsccilar with mechanical poweris basic to understanding the

modern age and the incredible material
advancements of our times. Students need to

understand the fundamental differences
bet ween traditional, authoritarian, and market
economies. They should study basic concepts
such as consumption and investment, demand

and supply, competition and monopoly,
government management, and in an interdependent world, global trade.

Seven Textbooks

kestan, ending decades of' authoritarian

Economics is a complicated subject. Some-

production and political oppression. The SON iet
economic system has proved itself inefficient

tnnes the most subtle of the social sciences,
it can only go so far down into applied usage
before it lapses into consumer education or
career training. As w:th physics or algebra,

and incapable. built on faulty premises about
human nature, unable to produce and distribute the basic goods that people »eed to live,
unable to spur human capital toward greater
productivity. and unable even to make good
on the egalitarian premises on which it is based.

mastery builds on basic principles. In textbooks

that serve and challenge a wide number of
students, simple is often better.
Simplicity is not an automatic virtue in

111)1%
the Eastern European and Soviet
economics will manage in the coming
monthsas they head into deep winter

econonncs textbooks. Gross distortions, sloppy

remains a diqurbing unknown. The transition

ples. But simple sometimes means accessible,

to contractual hbertv, free markets, and the
pursuit of' happiness in this far-flung region
of the world remains theoretical, not actual,

direct, and instructive. Most economics"
conies closer to consumer education or

exegesis, and flawed information can result
from omitting or sidestepping arcane princi-

personal finance than to the real thing. At the

low end of the social studies spectrum, an

of our own resources." While a student or

abundance of mindless life adjustment mate-

teacher might receive some sense of the idea
that this passage is trying to convey, the issue
of positive and negative externalities, especially in highly populated areas, deserves more
thorough and sensitive treatment.
McDougal, Littell Economics (McDougal,

rials fly under the banner of practicality.
One surprisingly good text with a practical

orientation exists. Economics: Today and
Tomorrow (Glencoe/McGraw-Hill) tries to
mesh economics with utilitarian lessons that
will assist students who may be ending their
formal education at high school graduation.
Paul Samuelson, it is not. But the book
contains clear treatments of economic concepts
and satisfactory lessons on housing contracts,
banking practices, and other everyday affairs.

While overdoing consumerism, the text
manages this dual approach with some
dexterity.

Teachers of pure economics courses will
probably shun this book because of excessive
consumer information, which comprises about

half of the text. But Economics: Today and
Tomorrow tries to bridges the "real world" and
subjects such as the Federal Reserve System,
demand and supply, and Keynesian economics,
treating these subjects in an appealing, direct

format and style.
Another widely used easy reader is Basic
Economic Principles (Glencoe/McGraw-Hill).
Like Economics: Today and Tomorrow, it is well
designed. While the book contains less text,
lessons do not wander into a helpful hints and
how-to-it mode. The emphasis on economic
principles is welcome. But too many shallow
units make this a disappointing book. Confusing and incorrect passages impede the way:

Why, for example, does Basic Economic
Principles say that oligopolies "work as if they
were one big monopoly even though they are
several different firms"? Another question: Is
the Times Beach, Missouri fiasco really a good
example of federal environmental responsiveness and regulation?

Li t tell, 1988) is designed for more able students
than Basic Economic Principles. The book

contains many case studies and outside
readings, whicli vary in quality, as do the
lessons. The book is well organized. But the
text is often curious or misleading, as with
the caption: "Oil spills can ruin beaches and
kill wildlife, but they boost GNP."
McDougal, Littell Economics fails utterly in
a poorly named section called "Economic

Rights." The introduction begins: "As an
individual, vou feel vou have certain rights.
Among the rights important to you may be
the right to drive a car and the right to own
goods. It is sometimes necessary for parents

or another adult

to protect

the rights of

children. Similarly, it is sometimes necessary
for the government to protect an individual's
rights. In this section, vou will learn about
the role of government in protecting economic

rights." The section goes on: "A right is an
action or benefit that is just, good, or proper.
The Declaration of Independence includes life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness as
inalienable rights. Among the rights the French

fought for in 1789 were liberty, equality, and
fraternity. In both these instances, individuals
felt that it was the government's responsibility

to protect their rights."
In subsequent paragraphs, these muddy and

flawed statements are mixed with the idea of
an open market, of property rights, and of the

right to personal safety. Predictably, a
hodgepodge of curative regulations, protected

Here is an excerpt from the book: "It is

by federal law, follows. The unit results in

possible for resources to be allocated incorrectly in a competitive economic system. When
this happens, the government can take action

being at once mysterious and empty. At least
it does contain a passage from Upton Sinclair's
1906 novel, The Jungle, to add some good

to correct the problem. For example, busi-

writing to an otherwise forgettable text

nesses that are run to earn a profit can harm

Four preferable general high school economics textbooks do exist. They are not necessarily

the environment. A factory may find it less
expensive to dump wastes in a river than to
provide proper disposal. Such an action would

"harder." What they share are legible formats
and straightforward language.

hurt people who live downstream of [sic] the
factory. It would be a wasteful use of some

Economics: Free Enterprise in Action (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich) is one of them. This
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as social ethics, where other textbooks are
fatuous or clumsy, Economics for Decision
Making is direct and even wise. It quotes Nobel
Prize-winning economist Kenneth Arrow:

book benefits from a reference section in the
backpreferable to a mere unit on consumer
economicsthat contains an economic atlas,
world economic data, a chronology of economic

events, and yes, a "consumer handbook."
The book contains some inspired primary

"The endurance of the social order, the sense

material. Short excerpts of writings by

vital to civilization. Such a notion is essential

economists from Thomas Sowell to Barbara
Ward punctuate the book, and Economics: Free

to the free enterprise system itself which

Enterprise in Action might be excused for
including a passage from Alvin Toffler. But
the text is a little choppy. In places it suffers
from overloaded subject coverage and too
much jargon. Overall, the book is rich and

structure."
In comparison to McDougal, Liuell's Economics' idea of economic rights, the book says:
"Americans believe they have a right to some
goods and services. Therefore, in its role of

varied in substance. One area where Economics:

guardian, the government acts to provide

that we are all members of one another, is

cannot flourish without such a social

Free Enterprise in Action does not succeed is

Ithemr Its section on comparative economics

in comparative economics. For example, in an

is clear and informative. Such perplexing topics
as comparative advantage, the gold standard,

effort to be "balanced- about economic

and balance of payments are explained with
finesse, doing justice to the subjects without

systems and generous toward the Third World,
the book tries to sanitize the forced relocation
of nine million people and the grotesque failure

falling into the black hole of technicality.

of authoritarian socialism in Tanzania.
Invitation to Economics (Scott, Foresman) is
as good or better book written at about the
satne level of readability. The format is clear,

Teachers of high-level elective high school
courses who find these admirable books slightly

superficial might turn

to Economics: Our
A merican Economy ( Longman), a sensible,
sprightly, well-written book that surveys the

with adequate text, good illustrations arid
graphs, and tight review sections. It covers the
bases from demand and supply to the Federal
Reservi

.

The book has a strong unit

main features of economics. While advanced
in coverage, it is less forbidding than introductory college textbooks.

on

comparative economic systems. Moreover,
Invitation to Economics is historical in orientation; it even contains a special discussion
of economic history. Finally, the book parks

Of course, some teachers of Advanced
Placement-type courses will want to use

a short section on consumer economics

economics textbook publishing at McGrawHill, the dominant publisher of high school
and college economics texts.

introductory college booksor at

least

sections thereof, a case for customized

discreetly in the rear.
At 321 pages, Economics for Decision Making

(D.C. Heath) is much shorter than the five

TEXTBOOKS CITED

or six hundred pages that comprises an average

H. Miller, Economics: Today and Tomorrow.

high school economics textbook. But absent
are the fractured text, pictorial sideshows, cute

Glencoe/McGraw-fhil, 1991.

profiles, and practical tips that clutter some
of the foregoing textbooks. Economics for
Decision Making has a clear, readable, strong
text with tables, graphs, photographs, and
review sectionsinformative and useful but
subordinate in format to the text itself. The
idea of simple is better in an economics

S. Gordon, Basic Economic Principles. Glencoe/

textbook comes alive in this book, even though

Foresman, 1988.
W. Luker, Economics for Decision Making. D.C.
Heath, 1988.

McGraw-Hill, 1989.

G. Watson14cDougal, Littell Economics.
McDougal, Littell, 1991.
D. O'Connor, Economics: Free Enterprise in
Action. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1988.
1,. Wolken, Invitation to Economics, Scott,

in places the book is stripped down to such
a degree that some teachers will consider it
"elementary."
In some tricky areas of public policy, such

E. Schwartz, Economics: Our American Economy.

Longman, 1990.
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WHY SCHOOLS SHOULD
TEACH ECONOMICS
By Mark C. Schug
.F--, conomics is increasingly recognized as
a key part of social studies and citizen-

ship education. Many states have
expanded their curriculum to include more
instruction in economics, arid economics is
stitched into the fabric of school-level history,
geography, civics, and world affairs. Twenty-

eight states now require that economics be
taught in the school curriculum.
Why is economic education so important?

First, young people already participate

in

economic life. They influence many purchase

decisions of their parents from toys to

il Mm
oreer, they participate in the

autom o.es.
I

economy as workers. About one-third of high
school students hold part-time jobs. Second,

young people are able to vote at the age of
eighteen, in effect, participating in public life.
It

is risky to hold off or deny these active

participated in a well-designed economics
program should understand why market and
trade-encouraging economies tend to prioluce
and distribute wealth while command and
trade-discouraging economies tend to produce
and distribute poverty.
Here is another example. Young people often
think that trade between netions i s a zero-sum
game. That is, there can only be winners and
losers. They shudder when they hear that the
Japanese have bought another American firm

or that the Saudis are buying American
farmland. Most recently, the trade debate has
focused on reducing trade barriers between the
United States and Mexico. President Salinas
of Mexico believes that it is in Mexico's selfinterest to encourage free trade with its
neighbor. Yet, the United States has an
economy thirty times larger than the Mexican
economy. How can Mexico expect to gain when

trading with such a giant? The reasoning used
by economists since Adam Snnth and David
Ricardo has explained that unfettered trade is

of benefit to both parties.

citizens the chance to learn how their economy

American young peoplelike adultsdo

works. Third, we cannot depend on young
people to learn economics in colleges. Many

not know economics very well, according to
a number of reliable surveys. Students tend

of them don't go to college, and if they do,

to perform better on items stressing such

they may not take an economics course.
Fourth, while there is abundant evidence that
young people can learn economics, they are
often confused about basic economic ideas.

fundamental concepts in microeconomics as
scarcity, supply, demand, and market price.
Students perform least well in items testing
their understanding of macroeconomics and

There is much misundersta nd i ng about

international economics, including such

economic life. Economics is not always learned

concepts as inflation, unemployment, and
productivity. Studies in several countries

through intuition and experience, and one of
its uses is in teaching the young about paradox
and counterintuitive thinking.
What arc some of the common misunderstandings? Young people often think that a

reveal how young people reason about various
economic ideas. For example, young children

think that prices are determined IP the size
of a product. Big things are thought to cost

based largely on the

a lot while little tlnngs do not. So, for example,

possession of natural resources, for example.
By this measure, the Soviet Union, with its
abundance of natural resources, including oil,
copper, chromium, gold, silver, tin, zinc,

cars and houses are expensive while candy is
not. To children banks are simply safe places
to store money. People get back precisely what
they deposit. Property ownership is also a
puzzle to children. The owner of a good is the
person who is nearest it.

nation's wealth

is

mercury. bauxite, cobalt, and much more.

should be among the world's wealthiest
nations. So also should Argentina, Brazil, and
man v others.
Japan, in contrast, is a nation with no natural
resources. If natural resource endowments are

How do children think about economic

the test, then Japan should be among the

ideas? Their economic reasoning about such
concepts as scarcity, money, exchange, price,
and profit becomes progressively abstract and
flexible with increasing age. However, reason-

world's poorest nations. A strident who has

ing does not improve evenly with each concept.

13fi

For example, a clear idea of profit, which is
essential to understanding a market economy,

does not emerge until around age eleven.
As early as kindergarten and first grade,
children are developing an understanding of
economic ideas such as scarcity. Clearly, some
instruction can begin even at these early grade
levels. The development of children's reason-

National Commission for the Social Studies
called for economics to he taught at grade
twelve as a semester course, or, to be taught
in a two-semester course on economics and
government.

One major problem is finding competent

to understand abstractions. During the

teachers. According to a recent survey by the
Wisconsin Council on Economic Education,
the preparation of state teachers was similar
to what has been found in national surveys.
Forty-four percent of elementary teachers had
no economic coursework in college or graduate
school. Thirty-one percent of the secondary
social studies teachers had taken one or no
economics courses.

elementary school years most children are in
the concrete-operations stage, which means
that they need to manipulate objects in their
environment to understand the world.

background was reflected in a corresponding
lack of confidence expressed by teachers of
their understanding of economics and in their

Children's reasoning about economic

ability to teach it. Two-thirds of them rated

ideasincluding concepts such as scarcity and
disparities in personal incometends to follow
a developmental sequence. Their reasoning
becomes more abstract and flexible with age

their ability to teach economics as fair or poor.
Teachers reported that they were not confident
in their knowledge of economic concepts like
opportunity cost, monetary policy, fiscal
policy, and comparative advantage.

ing about the physical world has been widely
researched and is usually described as occur-

ring in a series of identifiable, age-related
stages. Jean Piaget's work is perhaps the most

widely known in this area. His research
indicated that very young children are unable

and includes greater recognition of other

The evident lack of formal economics

about some concepts appears more rapidly than

Teachers were even more unsure of their
understanding of current economic issues. A
large majority of the teachers expressed a high
degree of uncertainty about confusing items
of topical debate and policy such as deregulation, the future solvency of Social Security,
foreign trade, and the peril of federal and state

does an understanding of other concepts.

budget

Advanced reasoning about concepts that have

more concrete referents or that are in

course, given the complexity of these subjects
and the challenge of making them intelligible

children's immediate experiences seems to
enu-rge sooner than does mature reasoning
about concepts that are more remote. Con-

to students in high school.
These challenges not withstanding, the
operation of our market economy, issues of

versely, learning some economic ideas, even
though they may be defined as fundamental,
may be difficult. Perhaps the best example is
the notion of profit, which is central to
understanding how a market economy works.
Many states have increased their economic
education requirements. Usually, economics is
integrated into the kindergarten through

government regulation and private enterprise,
and the consideration of an emerging global
economic network are subjects too important
and integral to the present and future to ignore
at the pre-college level. In the coming decade
high school economics will probably continue
to evolve from an elective course reserved for
college-bound students to a central component

twelfth grade social studies curriculum.

of the social studies curriculum.

people's points. With age, children depend less
on concrete, physical appearances to explain
their ideas.

Reasoning about nearly all the economic
concepts shows a pattern of gradual improvement with age. Nonetheless, mature reasoning

deficits. This

is

not surprising, of

Sixteen states require a high school economics

course as a graduation requirement. Stales,
such as California, that have been leaders in
curriculum reform, nnw require a semester
course in high school economics. The 1989

Mark C. Schug is a professor of education at the
I.niversity of Wiseonsin-Milwaukee and the director
of programs for the Wisconsin Council on Economic
Edlicat ion.
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WHY ECONOMICS IS TOUGH
FOR TEN-YEAR-OLDS
By Donald N. McCloskey

lementary school students learn, as
Woody Allen says, that 80 percent of
success is showing up on time. So our
sixth graders do well if they show up and pay
attention. But by high school they have learned
to their d,smay that showing up is not enough,
and tha. a successful student has to memorize

things at home, too. French irregular verbs
do not get into one's head without some
pounding. So our college-bound t welfth graders

education is like a spiral staircase, going over
and over at a higher and higher level the same
groundscarcity, supply and demand, rational
choice, entry and exit, aggregate behavior. At
the nth repetition one suddenly arrives on the
right floor. Aha! I remember studying for my
qualifying exams in the second year of graduate
school, going over for the nth time the rationale
for the price system. It suddenly hit me what

this stuff was all about. "Aha!" said I to no
one in particular. "Prices are good because
they allocate scarce resources, not because
they are fair!" Well before, I had mouthed
those very same words on an exam. But at
that stage I was still memorizing, not under-

have become demon memorizers, or else they
are not college bound.
The job in college, though, is to understand.
College teachers have to work hard to drive
out the notion that learning means highlighting

standing.

the textbook. Learning is understanding,
subordinating yourself to a field of study,
making yourself into a disciple of good

(violence or standing in line are others), but
less wasteful than most!" Something we think

thinkers. It is not the dumping of miscella-

freshmen took years and years of repetition
to sink in.

neous facts into your head as so much
.,

content," though of course you have to keep
exercising those earlier tricks of showing up
on time and doing the homework. Then comes

critical thinking about a subject, and then
synthesizing content. It's wearing, and it is
one reason why success at one level of
education or life is so poorly correlated with
success at the next level.
A few people understand economic arguments the first time they hear them, in high
school or early college. I was not among such

students. Usually such precocity can be
accounted because these students have nonlate-adolescent personalities that mimic the
model of economic man. Unfortunately, I know

As John Dewey used to say, I didn't feel
it on my pulse. Years later, I had a second
epiphany. "Aha! Prices are only one of many
possible systems of allocating scarce resources

we are teaching to our twelth graders or
Now why is this? I was not especially dense.
Most economists will tell you similar stories.
True, I was not one of Nature's Economists.
In high school I disliked math, though I was

never quite as hopeless at it as my father
a practical scientistwas. My idea of being
practical was to declare a college major in
history, since I had done well at that, too,
it being in my way of thinking a literary subject.

Like most students who imagine they know
what they are going to major in before getting
to college, I did so because I could conceive

of the subject. We didn't have economics
courses at my high school. At age eighteen
economics was the furthest thing from my

people who are like that. They did very well
in their first economics course and went on

mind.

to become professors of law. Occasionally, and
more admirably, young people can understand

because

Well, not perhaps the furthest thing,
I

was then a socialist and fancied

of imagining themselves in the shoes of

therefore that I knew a thing or two about
economics. The book that made me a socialist
was The Grapes of Wrath, which I read late

economic man. They are like the rare person

in high school. r had browsed the local Carnegie

who writes good fiction at nineteen, the
Flannery O'Connors of economics. These

library, attracted mostly to the nonfiction

people go on to become professors or novelists

romance of Prince Kropotkin the Russian
anarchist and of other classics in leftwing
thought. "Tasted" is the word. I was a Pete

economics because they have mature powers

or journalists or teachers.
Most of us, though, have to slog. Economic

shelves, and had tasted there the revolutionary
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Lutual study, are not conclusive.

Seeger sort of radical. Not a great deal of
thought was involved, mainly just heartrending choruses of "We Shall Not Be Moved."

A laissez-faire conclusion is not necessarily
warranted, scientifically speaking. But neither,

To this day I astonish conservative acqua;ntances by knowing and singing the old songs

to be fair, is there a scientific warrant in
economics ior the easy view that wants the

of the left, from "Union Maid" to "The

governmentthe only "we" availableto

Peatbog Soldiers." The socia!ists, alas, have
the best songs, because songs are a romantic
genre and revolutions, staffed by youthful true
believers, are grim exercises in romance.
Extreme political commitment is a good

solve problems it is ill-equipped to solve. As
James Q. Wilson wrote recently in The New

Republic, "Unfortunately, there are a lot of
tasks that no one, least of all the government,

knows how to do right."
My own slide towards conservatism was
accelerated by involvement in the anti-war

preparation for economics. Some students
want to save the world, as I did, and therefore

want to learn a subject they correctly reckon
is important for the purpose. Anyone who has
gone down this road has learned an important
fact: that most of the world's problems could
be solved by making the rest of the world as

The trouble with economics as a high
school course or for that matter as a
college course. is that it does not draw
on the passions of young people.

rich as suburban America. Other students want

to save the world, too, but want to save it
mainly from heady projects of social engineer-

movement. As it dawned on some of us in the

ing. They learn the other important lesson:

Vietnam generation how incompetent a
government could be in running its main
project, war, some of us decided that the

that the world's problems cannot be solved by
governments.
As I studied economics, I started to shift
to the right politically. The study of economics

government was not likely to be the solution
in more delicate matters either.

makes one learn how stupid the usual

What turned me from a history major to

"solutions" can be. One learns for example
in the first coursebut this is another lesson

an economics major early in college was a push

that is slow to sink inthat protecting our

the celebrated historians Frank Freidel and
William Langer. Their courses made it clear
that history requires one to know something,

and a pull. The push was taking courses from

jobs with tariffs against the Japanese is a good
way to become poor. One learns that offsetting
the business cycle sometimes does not work.
One learns that social evils are sometimes not

in fact quite a lot, and therefore entailes many

hours of tedious reading. This is not what I
had bargained for. Nor did I like the postponement of synthesis in history. Just as I wanted

easy to fix and are seldom the consequence
of individual evils. Economics steps beyond
the lawyerly, Ralph Naderish notion that if
we could just sue the bastards then all would

a Marxist formula right away for politics, I
wanted a formula right away for history. If
Freidel or Langer had been equipped with
formulas that so many of my colleagues later
endorsed, I would have stayed with history,
becoming in the end, I suppose, a politically
correct professor. As it was, ironically, I
became through economics a professor of
history, but of a different stripe.

be well.

Economists talk a lot and nervously about
the scientific standing of the field, but many

of them have a defective notion of what
constitutes science. Enthusiasm for free trade,

to take a specific example, is practically a
marker of someone who has studied economics
seriously. It can be proven on a blackboard.

The pull was a book that has made hundreds

That's the problem. One can also prove on

of economists: Robert Heilbroner's The

a blackboard that slight failures of the

Worldly Philosophers, first published in 1953,
now in its sixth edition. Again there is a
political irony, since Ileilbroner is a social
democrat. I read him in the summer after my
freshman year and instantly decided to major

assumptions lead to quite different conclusions. Some economists never recover their
faith in the market once they realize that the
blackboard proofs, though useful guides to
9
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in economies. The book is a beautifully written

set of brief lives of economists from Adam
Smith to Fn iderich Hayek and John Kenneth
Galbraith, giving young readers the impression

of understanding economicsnot economics
as taught but economics as perhaps it ought
to be taught.
For Heilbroner's book teaches by way of
personality and story, Marx and his boils
scribbling in the British Museum, Keynes and
his ballet dancer. Unhappily, economics is in
fact taught to high schoolers and undergraduates by precept and theory. Here, the teacher
intones, is the general formulation of the law
of demand. Here are a few examples. Here is
the definition of elasticity. Here is a useless
application of it, a mostly useless idea. Only
one made passionate some other way could love

such a subject.
I think the trouble with economics as a high

respect the names and lives of Socrates, Plato,
Aristotle, Augustine, Aquinas, Kant, Hegel,
and Kierkegaard. I was nineteen. You cannot
expect a teenager to understand the doctrines

beyond a certain factual recall, one damned
doctrine after another. The same, I am afraid,
is true of economics. This bad news, notice,
is corning from someone who has written
numerous textbooks in economics, and who
wants the whole world to learn the subject.

The trouble with teaching economics
philosophically is that a sixteen- or a nineteen-

year-old does not have the experience of life

to make the philosophy speak to him. It is
just words, riot wise reflections on his life.
He hasn't had a life, economically speaking.
He has lived mainly in a socialist economy
(namely, his household, centrally planned by
his parents, depending on loyalty rather than
exit). He therefore has no conception of how

school course or for that matter as a college
course is that it does not draw on the passions
of young people. The miser in literature is
always an old man. In truth this can be said

markets organize production. He probably

of many subjects: philosophers and politicians
are old, too. Young people can emote. Young
people can memorize. Young people can follow
doctrines with enthusiasm. Can young people
study a philosophical subject on its own terms?
Heilbroner was right to call economists the
worldly philosophers." Economists are more

does not have any economic history under his

interested than most philosophers in such
worldly things as the futures market in onions

or an appointment to ihe Federal Reserve
Board. But philosophers they are, trying to
achieve insight by sheer thinking. Many
economists have other strings to their bow,
such as social history or social engineering.
But in most economic music the philosophical

string carries the tune.
Why then was I slow to understand this

works at a market job (too many students do),
but without that sense of urgency that comes

over someone with a family to support. He
beltno experience of the Reagan Recession
or the Carter Inflation, not to mention Great
Depression or the German Hyperinflation.
One can teach economics, on the other hand,

politically. Such an approach at least draws
on passions that young people can feel. But
it is impossible to do so in a high school and
not easy in college. Most parents do not thrill
to seeing their pleasantly quiescent teenagers
turned into radicals of left or right, no matter
how much insight into society comes along
with it. They get the school board or board,
of regents to stop it. The only way to teach
economics to young people, I reckon, is to
teach it by indirection. Put the economics in
the background of more experiential courses

aspect of economics? The answer, I suggest,
is that philosophical subjects cannot be taught
directly to people below twenty-five years of

The formal methods can be learned but they

age. My colleagues in philosophy would

not refer to anything in the student's life.

probably agree. They would be appalled if state

legislatures were to mandate courses in
philosophy. Don't laugh: ethics is a branch
of philosophy and, startlingly, some legislators
think it efficacious to make it a course. another

-skill.- I know what little I learned from a
philosophy course in my freshman year: to

in history or vocational education or literature.
will be forgotton immediately because they do

Didactic "relevance" does not work; what

the irrelevance of literature and
history or the entire relevance of home
works is

economics and auto mechanics. In these
subjects you can teach economics. One can
worry about the mechanistic way that high
school debating programs have developed,

teaching the debaters to talk fast and talk

ECONOMICS, HUMAN NATURE
AND HISTORY

superficially. The problem seems to be that
the programs ask students to become passionate about subjects whose obvious -relevance"

By William N. Parker

in fact obvious only to the middle-aged:
Should we abolish nuclear weapons? Should
is

Before considering the actual content of

an economics program in schools, it

we finance the reform of the Soviet economy?
I suggest they return to an ancient pedagogy
in rhetoric and use great fictional texts as the
year's subject. Imagine many thousands of high
school debaters spending the rear asking, "Was

might be useful to explore some premises and underpinnings of the market economy

and private enterprise. Why is economics a
revealing and significant social science, helping
to explain how the world works? It is important

the wrath of Achilles justifiedr
Economics should be taught through a

to understand some of the philosophical and
historical interrelations.
Microeconomics is the vessel in which

similarly tacit dimension. Let students learn
about life in its rounded form, through history
or in shop, then later, perhaps about the age
of twenty-fiye, show them the wonders of an
economic point of view. Alfred Marshall, the
British economist responsible for much of

certain nineteenth-century moralityof
thrift, self-restraint, calculation, and -rationalit v--assumes a world possessed of fundamental stability with stable governments, protec-

modern economics, defined economics a
century ago as the study of mankind in the

tive of property rights and with individuals
stable in their values, disregarding their
groupings into social classes. In such a world,

ordinary business of life.- Students need some
ordinary business before they turn to its study.

reasonably dependable expectations can be
formed about the future. The social group,
composed of individuals, families, and small

That's why for many of us the study of
economics does not take hold until youth has
lost its flower.

units of willing producers, through daily work

can gain individual rewards of security and
even wealth.

Donald N. Metloskey is a professor of economies

and history at the t'niversity of lov.a.

Microeconomics does not teach that this will
bring happiness. It has long been known that

virtue is its ownoften its onlyreward. But
it asserts that, in the human condition, for
societies and for individuals, economizing
behaviora careful assessment of the future,
a husbanding of resources, a seeking out of
the tuost likely course of action, the most
probably rewarding course of spendingwill

The Joint Council on Economic Education has led the way in developing
instructional programs in economic
education. Formed in 1949, the Joint Council aims to improve the teaching of economics at the precollege level. There are 50 state
councils affiliated with the Joint Council and
over 280 Centers for Economic Education on
college and university campuses around the
nation.
The New York City-based Council offers
curriculum materials for kindergarten
through twelfth grade. It also trains classroom teachers in the use of these materials.
The organization publishes A Framework for
Teaching the Basic Concepts, a 71-page syl-

yield the material basis for as much happiness

as a group of people of given resources and
natural endowments can attain. All who obey
the rules will prosper.
They will receive back just that amount of
income and product by which the whole would

be diminished if the contribution of their
individual labor and the use of their invested
funds were withdrawn. Of course, in the shortrun, those who disobey the rules may prosper
most, but that is only until prudent bankers,
competitive markets, and zealous policemen,

labus and teacher's guide for high school
economics programs. The Council had also
developed a national set of tests in economics for the elementary, middle school, and
high school levels.

catch up with them.
The serret of microeconomics, then, is the
maximizing of a return, subject to the
11
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another. Young people, whether they live in
a democracy or in a totalitarian state, have
some nuisance value to the authorities and so

constraints of the situationthe available
information, the resources, the social relation-

shipsin which an individual, or a society as

retain some little room for independent
judgment. They will need then to be kept

a whole, has been placed. Thus it will be readily

seen that microeconomics offers a set of rules

informed about the news in some version.
Students need some primitive vocabulary
and some appreciation of how the political

governing far beyond merely economic
behavior, beyond the questions of where to
invest more, what sort of household budget
to construct and follow, which of two jobs to
choose, which of two careers to pursue.
Microeconomics great principle can be
applied to all the acts and decisions of what
is called "everyday life"whether to walk to
work or to drive, which route to take for a

system, in which they will be encased,
endeavors to handle such phenomena as
inflation, unemployment, new technologies,
economic growth and economic decay, political

trip, what friends to make, what person of the
opposite sex to favor, whether to marry and
if so how many children to spawn. Only one
circumstance, it would seem, is not covered
by the logic of microeconomics: passions other
than blind greed and self-concern. All of life's
other compulsive or impulsive behaviors resist
foresight, calculation, and restraint. And even
here, the microtheorist, sitting like God above
it all, organizing a society in a state of general
equilibrium, can envisage making allowances

unrest and economic chaos in the world at
large. As part of this training for roles in the
adult world, it is well for students to gain at
least a little perspective as early as possible
in their entry into responsible political and
social life. It helps to have stocked the mind
with some stories of the pastits troubles and
its triumphs.
There is a moral for young people in this,
too. Thrift and cautious calculation are not
alone enough for economic survival, much less

for economic progress or success. A robust,

thriving material economic life, for an
individual and so for a society as well, requires

for individuals, for quantities of passion in
optimal amounts, just such as would stabilize
and not irretrievably disrupt society's expectations of reasonably predictable behavior in
the aggregate.

some risk taking, some degree of alert
enterprise. Max Weber, the great German
sociologist and economic historian, found the

is a dialectic, an unresolvable tension bet ween

dialectic in the tensions created by the two
contradictory aspects of the Puritan temperament: the "rational," prudent, self-denying,
obsessively rule-minded, ultimately bureaucratic; and the intensely individualistic, self-

the two halves that gives the activity of the

secure, bold and risk-taking, with actions

players its interest, and in the end its valuable

answerable only to its conscience and to God.
J. M. Keynes gave the dichotomy unforgettable expression in an economist's language

Economies has, however, a second half
called macroeconomics. As is so often the case

in lifein marriage, in sport, in politicsthere

results. The behavior of individuals in their
economic (and social) activities contains a
large, unstable, unpredictable element. Under
certain conditions this element is not canceled
out by their behavior en masse, hut may gain

the historical chapter of A Treatise on
Money:. "It has been usual to think of the
in

accumulated wealth of the world as haying been

a mass momentum by panicky imitation;

painfully built up out of the voluntary

indeed in such circumstances, the cumulated
responses, initially perfectly rational from an

abstinence of individuals from the immediate

individual perspective from moment to
moment may still be self-defeating for the
group and so for individuals.

enjoyment of consumption which we call
Thrift. But it should be obvious that mere
abstinence is not enough by itself to build cities

is about change, the movements of the whole
economy and the efforts to control change and

or drain fens.... It is enterprise which builds
and improves the world's possessions...not
only may thrift exist without enterprise, but
as soon as thrift gets ahead of enterprise, it
positively discourages the recovery of enter-

to guide the economy along one path or

prise and sets up a vicious circle by its adverse

It is

this characteristic of the world of

markets that gives birth to the daily news. News

1 112

effect on profits. If Enterprise is afoot, wealth
accumulates whatever may be happening to
Thrift; and if Enterprise is asleep, wealth
decays whatever Thrift may be doing."

experience will gain a certain richness and
perspective against a picture of the fluctuations, the drift, and the occasional sudden

surprises through which the world, the
"West," and, with it, the United States of

Exposure to a coherent study of the
materials of economic history serves several

America, has lived out its history. In one form
or another, that historyits incessant change,
fluctuations around temporary norms, and the
great glacial drift of social evolution of those

purposes in a high school education. First, and

perhaps most successfully, it enables the
history courses to fill out plausible stories of

the nation'sand, preferably, the world's
political and social experience. Our age is a

forms and normsis sure to continue over
the lifetime of those who today are young.

very present-minded one, but it is also notably
materialistic. So students should be interested

study of history and economics, taken in

In a high school and college education, the

to pick out and examine, in some detail, the
material component in a nation's, or the
world's, history.

conjunction with one another can and should
be mutually reinforcing. They train the mind
in different and complementary directions, the
one toward exact definition and analysis, the
other toward the broader, intuitive synthesis.

Merely as background to the news of current
concerns, some descriptive information about
the institutional structures we live in can give
depth and solidity to the anticipations of the
future from minds which have memories longer

Both are indispensable parts of the mental
equipment for a generation which must find
its way through a world that appears to its

than a student's own lifetime. A mind
furnished with some stories, even some

elders to be rapidly growing more volatile and
complex.

theories, and some well-corroborated facts
about earlier decades or even centuries will
move more easily through the news. Its life

William N. Parker is a professor of economics
emeritus at Yale University.

CIVITAS is a promising new social studies resource published by the Center for Civic Education
and Council for the Advancement of Citizenship. It includes a I5-page content summary of economics,
linking it directly to citizenship education. The following excerpt conveys the overall intelligence
of the model and course guide:
Economics can trace its lineage to Aristotle,

by individual units within the economy. These

who coined the term when referring to

scarcit v-based decisions help determine prices.

managing household resourcesalmost the
modern definition of home economics. The

product.; In, and the distribution of income;

modern founding of economics as a discipline

trends in measures of national output,

generally considered to center on the
publication of Adam Smith's An Inquiry into
the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations
in 1776. In a little over two centuries since

employment, and prices, with an eve toward
such long term issues as full employment and
economic growth.
Political choices that confront citizens are

that renowned treatise appeared, economists

replete with the ideasand choicesof

have defined their area of study and forged
the tools of analysis that help to provide important insights into the contemporary world.

economics. Citizens can scarcely make sense

whereas macroeconomics studies the levels and

is

of policies advocated in print and on the
airwaves by those within and outside of

Economists generally agree that economics

political institutions unless they have a basic

is the discipline that focuses on how people

grounding in economic ideas and issues.

use scarce resources to satisfy their wants. In
the words of 'noted economist) James Duesen-

Economics may have been dubbed the dismal

science;- but ignorance of economics on the
part of citizens railed upon to judge the ideas,
criticisms, warnings, policies, and proposals
that swirl about them in public debate is more
dismal by far.

berry, Economics is all about how people
make choices. These choices can he divided
into micro- and macroeconomics. Microeconomics focuses on the allocation of resources
13

THE MULTICULTURE WATCH

and decimation to native tribes in the

on the symbol of Christopher Columbus.

Americas. The brutality of the conquistadores
is well known; the tragic consequences of the
Columbian discovery for indigenous cultures

For a few, he embodies the first

are recorded in all major American history

This autumn, multiculturalism focuses

European devil, the intruder upon the Eden

textbooks.

that was, harbinger of Euro-American savagery
extending to the present. Other views are less
critical. As reported in the Social Studies Review

shaped throughout the Renaissance and

The Europeans also brought a sensibility--

last spring, this event has spawned declara-

Enlightenmentto provide the base of politics,
economics, science, and culture in the

tions, articles, books, and television series. The

Americas today. American agriculture and

National Council for the Social Studies has
debated the event during the last year. The

architecture derive from Europe, as do systems

final statement, released in October, is
consciously revisionist, even chic. These are
its seven key points verbatim:
1.

Columbus (lid not discover a new world

and, thus, initiate American history.
2.

The real A merica Columbus encountered

in 1492 was a different place from the
precontact America often portrayed in folklore,

textbooks, and the mass media.
3. Africa was very much a part of tlw social,
economic, and political system of the Eastern

Hemisphere in 1492.

The encounters of Native A mericans,
Africans, and Europeans following 1492 are
4.

not stories of vigorous white actors confronting

passive red and black spectators and victims.
5. .4s a result offorces emanating from 1492,

Native Americans suffered catastrophic
mortality rates.
6.

Columbus's voyages were not just a

European phenomenon but, rather, were a facet

of Europe's millennia-long history of interac-

tion with Asia and Africa.
7.

Although most examinations of awl. nited

States historical connections to the Eastern
Hemisphere tend to focus on northweStern
EuropeSpain and Portugal also had extensive
effects on the Americas.
There could have been more, much more,
is disconcerting that the American
Historical Association and Association for
Supervision and Curriculum, with the National
Education Association, signed this one-sided
but inevitably influential statement.

and it

The contact between Spain and t he Americas

in 14.92 is the most important lbstorical event
of the past 500 years. Much ha,-; been made
of a European imasion that brought disease

of health, sanitation, and communication.
Democracy is a European export. Roman
Catholic and Protestant missionaries made
aristianity the dotrinant faith in the Western
Hemisphere. Spanish, Portuguese, English,
and French are the languages of the Americas.
In essence, Columbus's arrival on San Salvador

was the herald of One Worldthe global
network that, 500 years later, is taken for
granted around the earth.

NOTED WITH INTEREST
* South Carolina recently completed a
statewide adoption to select five high -chool
American history textbooks. South Carolina
is a relatively small market, compared to some
other states, but the adoption is truly selective.
In other words, the state reviews many books
and selects some. It does not give rubber stamp

approval to all texts submitted. Many of the

books competing in the state with 1992
copyrights are making their first appearance

from the presses. Macmillan/McGraw-Hill
submitted two such books, .4merican Odyssey
and History of a Free .Vation. Neither was
adopted. Globe's mediocre Exploring A merican
History was also rejected. Surprisingly, so were
Prentice Hall's prominent The .4merican Nation
and The,. 'nited States: .4 H istory of the Republic.
The following books were approved: The
American Pageant, long used in advanced
courses; The Story of America, adopted last year
in California for eighth grade use but finding

its niche in high schools; Houghton Mifflin's
1991 History of the l'nited States; McDougal,
1 attell's The Americans; and Scott Foresman's
new American Voices. Another generation of

high school American history textbooks
apparently corning on line.

is

fi

*The use of children's books in the classroom
continues to grow. Publishers Weekly reports
from an American Association of Publishers
survey of more than 5,0(X) elementary school

intellectuals. Or courses simply stop in 1941.
"The tendency of Japanese to see themselves

as the victims, rather than the perpetrators,
of war is especially apparent in popular
culture,- the Times reported.

principals that trade books are used in 97
percent of reading and language arts programs.
Fifteen percent of schools use children's books

* The New York Times also recently considered

the changing world of college textbooks. The
tendencies in school markets are mirrored in

in the social studies curriculum. More than
half of the principals surveyed encourage

college texts. "We don't publish textbooks

teachers to use trade books in conjunction with

anymore, we publish packages complete with

reading texts; an additional 10 percent

all the bells and whistles, said Donald S.
Lamm, the respected president of W.W.

encourage teachers to use children's books

instead of traditional textbooks to teach

Norton. "You can have a beautifully written
textbook but unless it has a lot of gadgetry
you may find it placing third or fourth i,n the
field. Publishers believe that freshmen and
sophomores raised on hot video media "need
textbooks that are 'reader friendly'with wide
margins, color photographs, overflowing with

reading and language arts. Almost 70 percent
of the principals encourage teachers to select
the titles they wish to use, rather than

requiring them to choose from a list.
*Democratic revolutions have ended decades
of Soviet domination and communist dictator-

ship in Eastern Europe. Now what is to be
used in American history, world history,

charts and graphs and with examples and
anecdotal material set off the page in boxes.-

regional studies, and current affairs courses?
For teachers puzzled about the omissions in

They liken the practice to "the Detroit
mentality of planned obsolescencethe notion
that because we put more chrome on an
automobile, or more graphics in a textbook,
the product is better.-

textbook coverage of Eastern Europe, the
Education for Democracy Project under the

auspices of the American Federation of
Teachers has produced some excellent short
resource packages on Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, and Romania. Each is designed
to be used in a two-week unit, filling a gap
in standard texts. Each packaq,e of about 50

* The controversial Hou,hton Mifflin

pages includes facts, essays, and articles as well

just published a Spanish edition of its

textbook series adopted in California last

V ear

appears to be selling briskly, and textbook
revert Vs at Houghton Mifflin are strong.
Meanwhile, the Boston-based publisher has

as classroom questions and activities. Forthcoming are similar packages on South Africa
and Chile.

elementary social studies series. While many
California educators have grave reservations
about the use of official non-English texts in

* Also in the world of global studies: The

elementary schools, Est udios Sociales de
Houghton Mifflin responds to the reality of
California classrooms from El Centro to Red

American Institute for Contemporary German

Studies at Johns Hopkins University has
completed a lengthy analysis of how Germany

131u ff.

is treated in U.S. social studies textbooks.

students may comprise a majority of students.
The books could find an audience as well in
states from Arizona to Florida.
* A 371-page catalog produced bY the Social
Studies School Service offers an extraordinary
bazaar of available educational and instruction-

Richard E. Gross of Stanford University has

issued through the Hoover Institution a
textbook studY entitled "What Chinese
Children and Youth are Learning About the
1:nited States. Texts in China remain true
to Marxism and are highly critical of the U.S.
Abraham Lincoln appears as a "progressive
capitalist revolutionary. According to The

al

materialstextbooks, tradebooks, work-

books, v ideocasset t es, so u rid fil rnst rips,
transparencies, photo aids, multimedia kits,

.1/ etc York Times, Japanese t ex t books make I it t le

computer software, maps, charts, posters,
simulations, reproducible activities, board

or no mention of the event of Pearl Harbor.
l'exts deal with the unpleasant past by trying

games, model-building sets, cartoons, encyclopedic dictionaries, and other miscellaneous

to erase it, according to some Japanese

1 45

In such locales Spanish-speaking

15

materials on every conceivable subject of social°

studies. No effort is made at quality control;

the service seems to be a warehouse of
educational materials with something for
everybody. Such a catalog may be ordered from

the Social Studies School Service, Box 802,
Culver City, California 90232,

* With this issue Paul Gagnon leaves the
American Textbook Council's advisory board
to serve in the U.S. Department of Education.
In his place comes Reed Ueda, a professor of

history at Tufts University, and with Nathan
Glazer, the author of the acclaimed 1983 study,
Ethnic Groups in II istory Textbooks. And finally,
we are pleased to announce a generous grant

from the Richard Lounshery Foundation for
support of the Social Studies Review that will
also enable the Council to launch a study of
religion in textbooks and educational materials
next Year.
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TEXTBOOKS TODAY:
HOW SENSITIVE? HOW

1990s we go. We are now starting to encounter
social studies textbooks developed by publish-

ers since the late 1980s in response to the
reports and recommendations of textbook
critics. These new textbooks bear 1991 and

ACCURATE?
During the early months of 1992, the

1992 copyrights.
The textbooks reviewed in this issue include
several mass-market U.S. history texts introduced for eighth and eleventh grade use during

issue of women's history and the
adequacy of the social studies currie
ulum for girls reasserted itself, ignited by a
review sponsored by the American Association

of University Women, highly critical of
textbook content. An investigation by the

INSIDE

.American Textbook Council featured in this
issue discovers a very different reality, one
that indicates much progress in this area and
many biases in the AAUW review.

Page 3 ...Do Textbooks Shortchange Girls?
A provocative review makes some doubtful

claims about women's history and textbook coverage. We look at the issue and
at the books.

One of the most significant changes in
textbooks is in the field of women's history,
in part because of widening interest in social

Page 9 ...Texas: A Shootout over Accuracy

hiStory during the last decade. Publishers and

The 1991 Texas adoption of U.S. history
textbooks raises questions about factual
accuracy and editing. With adoptions in
South Carolina and Georgia, it also

textbook editorsoften committed feminists
themselveshave made extreme efforts to
present and magnify the role of women in the
past and to provide positive images of them.
Thus, it is ironic or sad that these advances
are being ignored by some influential women.

introduces a new generation of high school

books. What are the emergent market
trends in the social studies?
Page 13

Meanwhile, in Texas. a botched 1991

Toward A Definition of
Multiculturalism

adoption of U.S. history textbooks raises the
issue of textbook accuracy, not of interpretation but of fact. The Social Studies Review

How does one balance commonality and
diversity? Multiculture and Euroculture?

Multiculturalism now means different
things to different people.

tries to explain what happened, avoiding some
of the recriminations that have recently turned

the issue into a minor media event. Into the

1
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the last two years in California an.;; Tex,*.

Cinema, owners of Neiman Marcus and many

These secondary-level textsand in most high

movie theatershas been matched by Time

schools 1".S. history is the linchpin of the social

Warner's exit from the market with Scott

studies programfollow upol: the elementary
series that Macmillan and Houghton Mifflin
brought out at the end of the 980s. While

Foresman's sale to HarperCollins.
The evident movement away from massmarket history textbooks surely creates

we cannot conduct detailed full-scale reviews

opportunities for niche textbooks that seek
particular audience. The trend may benefit
publishers who produce supplementary and
specialized products, including collections of
stories, biographies, documents, and other
non-traditional source materials. CD-ROMs
and video formats will undoubtedly continue
to make inroads as teaching devices.

of each new book, we do at least open the
curtain with our study of women's history and

analysis of the recent LS. history adoption
in Texas.

A number of trends in social studies
publishing are now manifest. During the last
five years textbook and curriculum experts
have watched shifting demands for subject
social studies and school publishing a new

With the spring 1992 Social Studies Review,
we are once again inviting our 4,000 readers
to subscribe or resubscribe to the bulletin. For
the last three years foundation grants have

game. The actual number of mass-market social

enabled us to mail issues to the nation's leading

studies textbooks has been gradually diminishing. Sonic publishers are concluding that
it is no longer economic to develop and sell
one-size-fits-all'' products. Educators more
than ever insist on radically different themes
and interpretations in their history books.

educators, publishers, policy experts, and

matter (multiculturalism) and industry
changes (consolidation and globalization) make

Increasingly, the position of mass-market
textbook producers seems threatened, and
among the headaches are the controversies
over subject matter that at terul social studies
texts. The risk and acrimony that now attend

textlmok marketing in the social studies
curriculum will likely stimulate continued
departure by publishers unable to abide their
fractious and dk, ided clientele.
It is confirmed that D.C. Heath, a division
of Raytheon, is in large part abandoning the
social studies market rather than develop a new

elementary program and high school books.
Bailey's American Pageant will presumably stay

on the list. (While widely used at the high
school level, mainly in Advanced Placement
courses, it is a college book.) Heath will likely
continue to offer titles in geography and
economics.

The industry is witnessing some decisive
strategic moves by communications companies
who think of texbooks as global commodities.

others who have a stake in high-quality social
studies and humanities textbooks. We have

thus been able to provide timely reviews of
social studies texts and monitor the discourse

on controversial areas of tile curriculum.
While we are grateful for the support of
many hundreds of readers who have sent
contributions, the Review needs help to meet
its ever rising printing and distribution costs,
especially since it has expanded its size and
volume. Private donations and contributions
to the Council are always welcome, for they
help ensure the ability of the Review to reach

inure educators who seek direction and
information on social studies textbooks and
the curriculum.
N'C'e thank the Lynde and Harry Bradlex
Foundation for its continued support. We are
deeply indebted to the William ii. Donner
Foundation for a major grant this spring that
will enable the Council to develop and publish
a guide to textbook quality in history and the
humanities, to appear in 1993. The handbook
will pros ide the first comprehensive and
independent standard of review for individuals
and textbook selection committees in matters
of format, style, and content. We at the Council

In just three years, the Macnnllan/McGrawHill venturewhich included the ingestion of

are under the impression that such a guide

Merrilland the distressed condition

of'

telephone calls requesting such a standard

Harcourt Brace Juvanmich/Holt, Rinehart

sorely needed by educators around the

and Winstonnow a distressed part of General

country.

is

long overdueand from the stream of
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DO TEXTBOOKS
SHORTCHANGE GIRLS?

I

of today's curriculum ormore alarming,
perhapsunaware of the hypothetical biases
through which it views education.
First, any critic or scholar during the List

n Februarv, the American Association of
University Women released with great
fanfare a review of research called ''How

ten years who has actually compared the place

of women in schoolbooks today to the texts
of the past will discover greatly expanded
coverage and profound changes in content,
interpretation, and language. In the IQ7Os
wornen's history became an academic growth
industry. Before the end of the decade, the

Schools Shortchange Girls. The reviewa
recycled compilation of academic studies and

feminist literatureimmediately gained wide
and uncritical attention in the major media.

Once again, the review raises important
questions of textbook treatment, balance,

contributions of women had entered the
textbooks, at first added crudely in sidebars
and boxes. This has changed over the years.
In the better textbooks now, woolen's lnstory
(and literature) is woven into the fuller skein

representation, point of view, and sensitivity,
this time, regarding women in history.
As t he title of the putatiye study suggests,
the AAI.'`Y,' finds much wrong with schools:
sex discrimination and stereotyping, inade-

of the unit or lesson.
Nowadays, students are more likely to
encounter Anne Hutchinson than Cotton

quate teacher training in gender issues and
learning styles, the absence of gender-fair,multicultural curricula that avoid sex stereo-

Mather. They study the Seneca Falls Resolution instead of the Bank Wars. In wartime they

types, and more. Tlw review found that

meet Clara Barton and Rosie the Riveter

textbooks still ignore or stereotype women,
and girls learn almost nothing about many of

instead of blood-and-guts sea captains, all to
the enriclnnent of the American record. No
better evidence of the expanded coverage and
broader treatment exists than in textbook
imlexes themselves. A standard entry (see box
on page 7) for W omen is considerably longer
than the index f'or World War I and World

their most pressing problems, like sexual abuse,

iliscrimination and depression, in the
formulation of The New York Times.
This was indeed an astonishing set of charges
to read about on I ht. front page of the national

paper of record. The first point was simply

War II combined. In the W's alone, Ethel

not true. The second gave the mistaken

Waters, Emma Willard. Narcissa Whitman,

impression that textbooks should be mainly

Sarah 'Winnemucca, Edith Wharton, and Alice

concerned wit h pressnig problems. like sexual
abuse."

Walker have all made the scene. Textbooks
today make every effort to treat women with
sensitivity., to point out historical discrimination, to par close attention to success stories
and depict women in activities that are not

The AALW review advocates solidarity in
curriculum reform, adhering to the principles
of militant multiculturalism. It praises the
efforts of New York state education commis-

traditional or stereotypical.

sioner Thomas Soho] and tries to build an
explicit alhance between multh-ulturalism,

Feminists might argue, as in the AAUW
review, "Research on high school social studies texts reveals that while women are more
often included, they are likely' to be the usual
'famous women,' or women in protest movements. Rarely is there dual and balanced
treatment of women and men, and seldom are
women's perspectives and cultures presented
on their own terms."
But what's the alternative? What would be

feminist-style school ref orm. and the plight of

the culturally different.How Schools Shortchange Girls would
give the idea to many people who don't know

education or the contemporary curricultun
very wel! that girls are getting a raw deal from
textbooks and teachers. But the review kends
reahtv ia order to pretend, after twenty years,
women and girls remain victims of education.
It ignores the vast progress and the degree of
inclusion that has occurred in textbooks. How

required for history to achieve dual and
balanced treatment of women and men-? What

exactly does women's perspectives and

Schools Shortchange Girls is either ignorant

cultures presented on their own terms'' mean?
3

The argument that half the world's population,
in the past, as in the present, have been women
is not enough. In politics and economics, which

content at the expense of other revisionist
efforts. Still, if the researchers are to be
believed even in part, how then could the

encase us all, men have until very recently
played an almost exclusive leadership role.

AAL'W review come to the conclusions it did?

Very simple. It stacked the deck. A number
of recent studies that indicate the success of
feminists and other advocates of curricular
diversity in textbook and subject develop-

Some social historians, of course, would like

to reconstitute history so that the past would
be seen, for example, not through the actions
of Julius Caesar or George Washington, but
through the experiences of a Nubian slave or

mentnowhere more thoroughly than in
social studiesare ignored. The A A UW

Algonquin squaw. Say the advocates of the new

curriculum review is based largely on outdated

social history, such an angle of vision is not
only valid, but an improvement on the elitist
and patriarchal history of the past.
Aside from this interesting historiographic
debate, in the Winter 1992 issue of Academic

studies. many of them obscure and others
politically transparent.

In tatbooks today, a standard index entny
for Women is considerably longer than
the index for World War I and

Questions Robert I.erner, Althea K. Nagai, and
Stanley Rothman take up the issue of feminist

World War II combined.

influence on textbooks and come to a set of
conclusions very different from the AA UW
review. This group of Smith College-based
textbook analysts has argued in a number of

"How Schools Shortchange Girls hauls out
a 1971 studs' entitled "Women in U.S. History

Textbooks and the oldpresciently en-

published studies that a feminist agenda
pervades textbook revision in the social
studies. Lerner et al. assert:

titledpolemic, Dick and Jane As Victims: Sex
Stereotyping in Children's Readers (1975). The
critique of textbooks relies on "research from
the defunct Council on Interracial Books for
Children and a journal called Feminist Teacher.

There is one major problem, however, in
writing nonsexist history textbooks. Most of
America's history is male dominated, in part

The preposterous charge that "even texts
designed to fit within the current California

guidelines on gender and riee equity for

because in most states women were not allowed
to vote in federal elections or hold office until
the twentieth century. This may be regrettable,

textbook adoption showed subtle language bias,

neglect of scholarship on women, omission of
women as developers of history and initiators
of events. and absence of women from accounts
of technological developments derives from
a recent newsletter of the special interest group

but it is still a fact. What then is the nonsexist
writer of the American history textbook to do?

The answer is filler feminismaccentuating
the importance of minor characters and events
without eliminating coverage of major persons

on gender and social justice at the National
Council for the Social Studies.

and events from standard American history.
This expansion allows the textbook writers to
accomplish several goals:

The findings seem painstakingly designed to
collect selected sources to demonstrate a

creatively incorporate more women in such
traditionally male-dominated arenas as wars,
business, science, and technology.
highlight the contemporary feminist movement and the Equal Rights .4mendment (even
though it did not pass) in a positive manner.

preordained thesis of institutional sexism ar.d
curricular deficit. Moreover, the curriculum
and as should be understood, the textbook is

remind the reader that women were and still

arc systematically discriminated against in

confused with a program of therapy. Textbooks
are conceived to convey grammar and sy'lling,

American society.

numeracy, the foundations of democratic

It can be argued that Lerner et al. over;

civilization. and more. They are designed to
instruct, not art as remedies for human and
social failings.

the premier determinant and standard of
curriculum, providing an estimated 75 to 90

percent of course's of studyshould not be

estimate the impact of feminism on textbook
4
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It is unfortunate that the AAUW officers
and the hired team of scholar-activists at

content is not enough. At a certain point, social

Wellesley College who conducted the review
failed to look at the evidence, that is, at the
very textbooks that they criticize. The review
speaks of an "evaded curriculum" of "matters
central to the lives of students...including the

and economic origins. Otherwise, it withholds
the epic story of how the nation and the world
became what they are today. It averts the
crucial and unending question, by what means

functioning of bodies, the expression and

history must cede to the record of political

does a commonwealth organize itself in the
realms of governance and production.

valuing of feelings, and the dynamics of

Since 1970, feminists have expanded

power." If they had looked, the researchers

awareness of women's history and sexism so

would even have found a genre of books that
stress personal concerns, that are therapeutic

scrutiny and demands for inclusion. In

in nature, that do focus on themes such as
adolescent depression, sexuality, teenage
pregnancy, peer pressure, drugs, divorce,
sexism, racism, and the other grim baggage of

contemporary life adjustment. Health books
like Growing Up Caring (Glencoe, 1990),
reviewed in the Summer 1991 issue of the
Social Studies Review, often replace history in

that today's textbooks are subjected to constant

response to their complaints, publishers have
made strides in coverage. Surely women are

treated "positively" and "sensitively." But
overloaded social studies textbooks have
become a zero-sum enterprise. What is added

social studies courses. These books try to give

will replace something taken out. Textbooks
cannot grow much larger. It must be remembered, in the push for representation, some
old material must go. Adaptations can go only

tips on coping with everyday difficulties and

so far until they marginalize the prevailing

personal problems.
Some new kind of non-academic curriculum

figures in the nation's and world's history and
substitute for them new symbolic individuals.

is what the authors of "How Schools Shortchange Girls" seem determined to promote,
and not only for schoolchildren. Teachers are
to be educated Or reeducated. "A 1980 analysis

of the twenty-four most widely used teacher
education textbooks found that less than 1
percent of the space in the texts was devoted
to the problems of sexism. The authors of the
study concluded that teacher education was
reinforcing sex bias rather than reducing it,"
notes the review with great alarm. But twelve
years later, teacher education textbooks in fact
brim with these kinds of "problems." arguably
al the expense of pedagogy and other instruc-

tional content.
Textbooks for students are not obligated to
do certain things. They cannot be expected
to

cure complicated social problems or

psychological maladies. They cannot satisfactorily substitute accomplished role models that

are absent in real life. Certainly, girls (and
boys) like studying about women of strength
and character, women who had a compass on
the world and who made something of their

livesa Chumash girl, the women who
traveled to California across Panama during
the Gold Hush, Jane Addams, or Ella Fitzgerald.

While enriching history, however, such
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What follows is the maletfemale

roles scrtion of the two-page
summary of legal compliance requirements for all textbooks submitted for
adoption published in 1987 by the state of
California. Instructional material roust meet
specific criteria nn gender and in several other
areas (e.g., ethnicity, age, disability, religion,
brand names, cniironment, diet and exercise,
humane treatment of animals) before they can
be further considered for classroom use.
1. No demeaning labels or role stereotyping
2. Equal illustrations of male/female figures
3..Equal portrayal in occupations and range
of career opportunities

1. Equal representation of male/female
contributions and achiexements
5. Equal representation of males/females in
mental and physical activities
ft Balance of traditional and non-traditional
roles

7. Equal representation of similar emotions
in maks/females (fear, aggression, tenderness, etc.)
8. Neutral language (i.e., people, persons,

men and women. they)
9. Both sexes portrayed in parenting activ
ities with families

WHAT DOES THE
AAUW REVIEW CHARGE?
An excerpt from the section in "How Schools
Shortchange Girls" that makes the case against
the formal school curriculum, vested in textbooks:

In 138 articles on educational reform that
appeared in nine prominent educational
journals between 1983 and 1987, less than 1
percent of the text addressed sex equity. Only
one article discussed curriculum and instruction as they relate to sex equity. A 1990 survey

commissioned by the National Education
Association revealed that even among programs sponsored by organizations and institutions concerned with equity in education,
only three national professional development
programs for teachers focused on gender and
race in English and social studies curriculum
content.

Since the early 19T0s. Many studies have
surveyed instructional materials for sex bias.
Published in 1975. Dick and Jane As I'ictims:
Sex Stereotyping in Children's Readers set a

pattern for line-by-line examination of the
messages about girls and boys delivered by
texts, examples, illustrations, and thematic
organization in everything from basal readers
to science textbooks. In 1971 a study of

thirteen popular U.S. history textbooks
revealed that material on women comprised
no more than 1 percent of any text, and that
women's liY es were trivialized, distorted, or

lists 25 or 80 years ago.During the late 1970s and '80s, experiments

with more inclusive school curricula were
aided by the rapid development of scholarly
work and courses in black studies, ethnic
studies, and women's studies in colleges and
universities. Publications of the Council on
Interracial Books for Children (founded in
1966), The Feminist Press (founded in 1970),
and the federally funded Women's Educational
Equity Program (started in 1974) inspired

many teachers to develop more inclusive
reading lists and assignments that draw on
student's lives.
What effects did the revised curricula have
on students? A 1980 review of research on
how books influence children cited twentythree studies that demonstrated that books do

transmit values to young readers, that
multicultural reading produces markedly more

favorable attitudes toward nondominant
groups than do all-white curricula, that
academic achievement for all students was
positively correlated with use of nonsexist and
multicultural curriculum materials, and that
sex-role stereotypMg was reduced in those
students whose curriculum portrayed females
and males in nonstereotypical roles.

During the 1980s, federal support for
research and action on sex equity and race
equity dropped sharply. But many individual
teachers, librarians, authors, and local or state

school authorities continued a variety of

some elementary school texts and basal

efforts to lessen stereotyping and omissions,
or expand and democratize the curriculum.
Virtually all textbook publishers now have
guidelines for nonsexist language. Unfortunately, not all insist that authors follow them.

readers, the problems persist, especially at the

Change in textbooks is observahle but not

secondary school level, in terms of what is
considered important enough to study.

striking. Research on high school social studies
texts reveals that while women are more often

A 1989 study of book-length works taught
in high school English courses reports that,
in a national sample of public, independent.
and Catholic schools, the ten books assigned
most frequently included only one written by
a woman and none by members of minority

included, they are likely to be the usual
famous women. or women in protest

omitted altogether. Studies from the late 1 9 8 0 s

reveal that although sexism has decreased in

movements. Rarely is there dual and balanced
treatment of women and men, and seldom are
women's perspectives and culture:: presented

and authors are dominated by white males, with

on their own terms.
Researchers at a 1990 coaference reported
that even texts designed to fit within the
current California guidelines on gender and
race equity for textbook adoption showed

little change in overall balance from similar

subtle language bias, neglect of scholarship on

groups. This research, which used studies front

1963 and 1907 as a base line, concludes that
-the lists of most frequently required books

4 t".
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women, Omission of women as developers of
history and initiators of events, and absence

democracy, diversity, economic and social
justice, globalism, ecological balance, ethics

of women from accounts of technological

and values, and the individual and society. It

developments. An informal survey of twenty

wars, and control over territory and public

recommends that curriculum and teaching
methods he more inclusive and respectful of
diversity. The report has created a faror in
the New York media, reflecting the larger
debate going on throughout the country.

policy, toward an emphasis on people's daily

Critic's have called Ethnic Studies and

lives in many kinds of circumstances. [It is
unclear at this point in the review why it fails

Women's Studies -political,- as if a curric-

fair.

also -political.- Multicultural work has been
termed "divisive- without recognizing that an
excessively white male curriculum is divisive

U.S. history textbooks compiled each year from
1981- to 1989 found a gradual but stead shift
away from an overwhelming emphasis on laws,

to acknowledge that -an emphasis on people's

daily lives- has done much to demarginalize

women and thus identify new content as
of

evidence

progressk e

forces

ulum that leaves women out altogether is not

in

when it ignores the contributions others make
to societx . Critics who insist that students must

The most important itnpediment to gender-

focus on our -common heritage- appear to

and multicultural curricula may be

overlook the experiences of Native Americans

inherited views of what education is and whom
it should serve. For example, when it became

as well as the immigrant history of the rest
of the population which makes diversity one

clear Isicl that New York's schools were not

of the key elements of the -common- heritage

serving the population well. New York

of the l.nited States.

h istoriograph y I ....

Commissioner of Education Thomas Sobol

In a democracy, schools must address the

a committee for the rex iew and

educational needs of all students. Each student

development of Social Studies curricula in the

should find herself or himself reflected in the

schools. The committee's report is a clear

curriculum. When t his happens, st udents learn
and grow.

created

'ommitment to curricular principles of
are the inde.r entries for Women in tu a

neu high school LS. histories that bring a
hi,story- approach to the nation's past
and present .

Ilerkin el al..

merican Voices. (Scott Foresmnn.

1992)

15 omen's A rni.

Grp, (W.1(;)

11 omen's Auxilian Fern ing Squadron II\ AI'S)
1\ omen's International League for Peace and Freedom
WILPH
Weenien's Political Council
Women's Reser
(Marine (;orps)
woincn's Stiff rage

Women. and affirmato.e action: and \ge of Reform; in
American Gelotne-: in armed orees, and C0 d Rights 1, t
of 1961: in t'ac W ar; Constitutional rights of : education
for: I-:qual Rights Amendment 1 FR 1); and European
e liberation: in Gilded Age; National Organuation for
55 omen NOW J., National 51 omen's Part
in professions.

to 1900: in peekeons. alter 1900; propert rights of ;
Neu, Deal and: in 1910,s: in 1930s: in 1950s;

ci

1060.;

in Progresso. e Era: and Seneca Falls I. 611% imtuen; in single.

parent families: on Supreme Court: %wing rights of, 1830.
19051: %ming right, cct. i900.19:2o: wcimcn% MO% P1111'111 III
chr I 900,: :111.1 World War I; and World War II

TifE 1.5808 FORCE: earl 1800s: during Cnil W ar;
from 1800 tee 1900; the 1920.; from 1929 tee 19 M; in
the Progresside Era: in 55 orld W ar I; in 15 rId 55ir
through 1900.; as ...orking ski...11960 19601: after 1970.
Sff ucicuu Labor force; Laleor 11[1111.
AND \LORI AGE. 1830 . IWO; 1900.1938: 1938 to present
TR ADIT1ON Al. ROLES
um: 1830 . 1020; 1920
1960: -Ince IOW; as enorking votes (1960 . 1969. Sec

also Abortion: African Americans, %%omen: Birth rotund'.
maleelmninated societies: Matrilineal societies: Proehoice
mod ement:

F'rc

lifi

MU% vinent

Women and Economics

Nash, A merican Odyssey. (Glencoe, 1992)
Women. in abolition movement: in American coloMes;
in American Reiolut ion: III CI% il War; discrimination of:
economic rights of ; and efill.11 opportunit: in Great
Depression: in labor mod einem: in 1960s; in 1970s: in
1980s; pOtit ICA right, (If
IlLognt.,sivt' MovCIIWIlt
reproductne rights of and social and gender relationships:
and suburban lifest le; i ming rights for; in work foree:

in World War I: in 15 orld War II
55 omen's (:anipaign Fund
Women's Christian 'Temperance Cnion I WCITI
W omen's Council of Defense.
15 omen's Joint Congressional Committee
Weemen's moiement, Congressional responses to; legal

responses to; m 1920s: organizations in: origins of: role
of Eleanor Roosevelt in
55 omen's stud courses
Women's Trade Union
15 omen's Trade 1 nion League
min.11 strike for peace
Women thy Alice Walker)
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WHAT DO THE TEXTBOOKS

representatives arid 177 were senators. Martha

Layne Collins of Kentucky and Madeleine
Kunin of Vermont were the only women
serving as governor. Also in 1984, 86 cities
with populations greater than 30,000 had
women as mayors. Dianne Feinstein of San
Francisco was the most widely known.

SAY?
following are representative passages from
recent and new I'S. history textbooks that cover

The

the events and meaning of feminism and the
women's movement front the 1960s. In an "older" text,
Todd and Curti's Triumph of the American Nation, a
leader in eleventh grade history in the 1980s, for example, one notices an unintentionally condescending

Other women in government included Carla

Hills, Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development under President Ford. In 1980

cheerleading style and wooden lists of "significant"
women, an additive approach muck criticized during

President Carter appointed two women, Juanita

Kreps and Patricia Harris, to his cabinet.

the last few years. In the newer books, one encounters
discrimination and women's travail described more diconsiders race in the
rectly. Nash's American Odyssey
context of gender. In the passage from Berkin et al.,'s
American Voices, a line of thinking close to partisan
feminism indicates the extent of revisionism in some
current mass-market schoolbooks.

President Reagan named Elizabeth Dole as

Secretary of Transportation and Margaret
Heckler as Secretary of Health and Human
Services. He also chose Jeanne Kirkpatrick as

United States Ambassador to the United
Nations. (Shortly after Reagan's 1984 election
Kirkpatrick announced that she would resign
in 1985.) His most widely noted appointment,

Todd and Curti. Triumph of the American
Nation. (Harcourt Brace Joyanovidi, 1990)

however, was that of Sandra Day O'Connor
to a seat on the Supreme Court.

Women also entered careers in fields
formerly dominated by men. Women enlisted
in

DiBacco et al., History of the United States.
(Houghton Mifflin, 1991)

the armed forces in growing numbers.

Women became police officers and ministers.
Sally Ride became the first female astronaut,
and Kathryn Sullivan was the first woman to
walk in space. 'Women won new recognition
in such sports as tennis and golf. Dress and
social customs were less strictly categorized
as masculine and feminine.
The question of abortion became a major
issue in the 1984 Presidential race. Ronald
Reagan firmly opposed abortion and backed

Working outside the home brought women
more money but also new problems. Some of
these were practical issues, such as finding and

paying for child care. Other issues were
philosophical. Was it harmful for children to
have working mothers? And now that women
were helping earn money, should men help
with household chores?
Another problem was the nature of the jobs
themselves. Many were in areas like secretarial

a Constitutional ban on abortion. His opponent, Walter Mondale, felt that abortion was
a personal and religious matter.

work, which had long keen viewed as the
domain of women. These pink collar jobs

In political affairs women were still underrep-

as they came to be known, paid low wages and

resented. However, change was in the air.

offered few chances for advancement. While
they brought women into the work force, they
were also often a dead end.
Even where women were able to enter new

Several women in Congress became nation-

ally known. Among them were Bella Abzug,
Shirley C.hisholm, Barbara Jordan, Elizabeth
Holtzman, and Nancy Kassebaum. With the
start of the new congress in 1985 there were

fields, they faced discrimination front men.

During the 1970s, many blue collar jobs

24 women serving in Congress, 22 in the House

began to open to women. By the end of the

of Representatives and 2 in the Senate.

decade, women worked on construction sites,
installed and repaired telephones, drove buses,

Perhaps the most impressive gains for
women in politics came at the state and local

and did many other traditionally male jobs.
Yet women in these jobs often reported that

levels. In 1974 no women served as governors,

519 were state representatives, and 91 were

they had to work twice as hard to be accepted
hv their male colleagues.

state senators. Ten years later 816 women were

15 4
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Nash, American Odyssey. (Glencoe, 1992)

women chose to delay their fight for equality

in one sphere while they struggled for
Minority women faced a special problem in
that they encountered sexual and racial
discrimination at the same time. They expe-

recognition in the other. Because priorities

rienced sexual discrimination by men, both

needed to be established, many women chose
to seek full civil liberties for their ethnic group
as their first objective. Equality between men

white and black; and they faced racial

and women would have to come later.

discrimination by whites, men, and other
women. In describing that period, the author
Toni Morrison explained how black women
"look at white women and see the enemy, for
they know that racism is not confined to white

men and that there are more white women

than men is this country.
Many African American. Hispanic American, .Native American, and Asian American

TEXAS: A SHOOTOUT OVER
ACCURACY
During recent months, alarm about the
accuracy of U. S. history textbooks has
swept the nation. The uproorand the

Berkin et al., Arnerican Voices. (Scott Foresman, 1992)
Gender discrimination was deeply embedded

in American life, so deeply that most men
and many womenwere not even aware of
how fundamentally it shaped their lives.

Some new books were not submitted to
Texas. Only one book from the old Texas list
was resubmitted, a top-to-bottom renovation

of Berkin et al.. Land of Promise (Scott
Foresman, 1987). Todd and Curti's Triumph

events leading up to itmerit close attention,

of the American .Yation (Harcourt Brace, 1990)
and Boorstin and Kelley's History of the United

since the problems arose in the important 1991

States (Prentice Hall, 1990) did not enter the

Texas adoption. The situation not only raises

competition, for example. The number of books

questions of textual credibility but also

submitted in Texas state adoptions has been
shrinking through the 1980s, as fewer pub-

indicates how much the roles of publishers,
editors, and textbook authors have changed
during the last decade.
In 1991, the state of Texas adopted new
textbooks in United States history. This is the
largest single adoption in social studies. The
Texas call in U.S. history has long had
inordinate national influence. As is customary
with the approach of the Texas proclamation.

which begins the process, major publishers
produced new books with 1992 copyrights.
These U.S. history textbooks will now compete
nationally with market leaders from the 1980s

and the U.S. history books unveiled first for
the 1990 eighth grade adoption in California.
Some of the newest hooks were eut editorially

lishers control the market. Just six books went
through the 1991 screening process for U.S.

history, four of them split into two volumes
for use in both the eighth and eleventh grade,
with two others designed solely for the high
school level (see box).
All six books have great ambitions for the
1990s. They purport to be a "new generationof U.S. history textbooks, far advanced in
comparison to the much criticized U.S. history
texts of the 1980s. Yet in their debut, a series

of disasters and disappointments have blindsided publishers.
Anywhere from 5,000 to 20,000 uncorrected

from whole cloth. Of hers were radically revised

copies of the 1992 books were distributed
around the V. S. to pilot programs or as

versions of established texts. Almost all were

samples. Carroty's The Story of America (Holt,

developed under contract by packagers

Rinehart) and Divine et al.'s America: The

outside publishing houses. (Editorial staffs in
textbook houses have become mainly production overseers and sales people.)

People and the Dream (Scott Foresman) made
their debut in the 1990 California social studies
adoption. (The Garnit y hook was adopted for

fallibility. Their strategy succeeded when they
presented to the Texas Education Agency a
list of 231 errors, most of them minor, a few
of them unconscionable.
What follow are some errors in the books:

eighth grade use in California; the Divine book
was rejected.)
Then, into the Texas adoption came Mel and

Norma Gabler, longstanding textbook critics

who have complained for decades about
, secular humanism, licentiousness, antipatriotic themes, and trendiness in social

Q: Was Truman's description of the
Korean conflict as a -police action- a false
iniage or an accurate image? Explain.

studies texts. The avuncular Gablersrevered
among Texas fundamentalists and ridiculed or

A: It was :a-eurate because the United
States easily settled the conflict by using
the bomb. (American I 'oices, Vol. 2, Scott

feared by progressiveshad lost their influence in Austin during the 1980s. Their
aruoments -tae linst textbook content seemed

Foresman, Teacher's Edition)

cranky and quaint, especially in light of the
wave of opposition to textbooks coining not

Q: What was Sputnik?
A: the first successful intercontinental
ballistic missile launched In the Soviet

from Christian fundamentalists but from
ethnic, fennnist, and multicultural activists.
The Gablers run an organization called
Edurational Research Analysts from their
home in Longview, Texas. They comb textbooks for biases against religion, free enter-

Enion; carried

a

nuclear warhead

(American Odyssey. (;lencoe. Teacher's
Edition)

The Canal Zone is -the 50-mile-wide zone
across the Isthmus of Panama along the

prise. nationalism and for values-clarification-

type moral relativism. In this adoption, like

Panama Canal... [Correct: 10 miles]

others, their own reviewers hunted for factual
errors in the sulnnitted history texts. teacher's
editions. and ancillary materials. The reason:
to raise public a%%areness about textbook

(America: The People and the Dream. Vol.
2, Scott Foresman)

"...the Union capture of Vicksburg. Tennessee, in the Civil War [Correct: Vicksburg, Mississippil (History of the ('nited
States, Vol. 2, Houghton Mifflin)

The most significant aspect of the 1491
Texas adoption in I ...S. history was the
small number of submissions, uhich
publishers blamed on increasingly complicated

The initial mistakes were discovered last
November, just as the Texas Education Agency

was about to approve the books, expected to

state guidelines. Less publicized reasons included
corporate consolidation, production and market.

cost about $20 million this year. (By one
estimate, Texas is expected to buy a total of
$131 million in textbooks during 1992-93.)
Ender the new conditions of the adoption, the
TEA required publishers to hire independent
editors to search for more errors. How many
errors were there? The figure rose quickly to
a hard-to-believe 5,552. While acknowledging
the gra,. ity of the problem, however, it is

ing costs, and inevitable content controcersies
over history books. The six books submitted to
and adopted by Tesas were, with asterisks used
to denote the two-volume (eighth- and eleventhgrade two-in-one) books:

Berkin et al.. American Voices. (Scott
Foresman. 1002)
Davidson et al.. imerican Journey. (Prentice
Hall, 1(Y)2) *
DiBacco et al.. History of the I. fated States.

important also not to sensationalize the extent

of errors.
Some television reports tried to inflate the
issue well beyond its real danger, giving the

(Houghton Nlifflin, l001)
Divine rt al.. America: Thc People and the

impression to tbe general public that textbooks

Dream. (Scutt Foresman. 1001)*
Garraty. The Sion af America . Mull, Rinvhart

were grossly inaccurate. (Errors of interpretation and imbalance are actually a far more
serious problem than factual mistakes in
hislorx textbooks.) Thy overshelming majorit% of the mistakes foun(l in Texas in% olved

and Winston, I'M I*
Nash. laiencan Orl% ssey: The I rated States
in the Ticentulh Centuri. ((lencoe. 1002)

It)
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the California high school market and

READING TEA LEAVES
yeryone knows how difficult if is tO
,

extract candid information about

4 textbooks from publishers, especially
as to market success and adoption. But now,
a number of new social studies series and

books have come on line. The California
adoption of 1990 is over. The 1991 Texas
adoption of eighth and eleventh grade U.S.
history textbooks is completed. It is thus
possible to consider the reception of this
new generation of texts.

adopted in Texas. Glencoe must also be unhappy with the early reception to its splashy
makeover of History of a Free People (1981),
now entitled History of a Free Nation (1992)
and supposedly written by Bradgon et al.,
also rejected by South Carolina. A full-scale
revision of the long best-selling textbook, it
is so much an overhaul that the original book

and many of its simple virtues have been
lost. The great history teacher Henry W.

of South Carolina and Georgia undertook

Bragdon had nothing to do with the text. He
died in 1980. History of a Free Nation was
not submitted to the Texas adoption, ostensibly because it did not match the Texas twovolume format.

high school U.S. history textbook adoptions
in 1991. From many (liscussions with state

South Carolina rejected three leading
texts of the 1980s, Todd and Curti, The

officials and textbook representatives, the

Triumph of the .4merican Nation (Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich) and from Prentice Hall,
Davidson et al., The American Nation and

Besides the Texas megadoption, the states

following gives some idea of early box office.
In California, Houghton Mifflin has spent

two years fighting all kinds of dire charges
by religious and ethnic extremists who don't
feel that its elementary series went far
enough in its explicit effort at multicultural
infusion. Meanwhile, the less challenging

but to teachers who prefer the tried-andtruemore conventional Macmillan series
has gained the national market. Competing

Boorstin and Kelley's well-regarded A
History of the United States.
The success of American Voices quickly
establishes it as a leader in the 1990s market.
It indicates the wide interest in social
history and revisionism. Divine et al.,
America: The People and the Dream (Scott
Foresman) was also adopted in Texas. This

outside California because the books fall

easy reader, whose rejection by California
in 1990 caused great disappointment for the
publisher, also incorporates new themes, as

editors claim that Houghton Mifflin is
capturing only 10 percent of the market
outside their scope and sequence mandates.

does The Story of Americaadopted by

The two series together have blown the
inferior Silver Burdett elementary series

California for eighth gradersnow finding
an enthusiastic national audience in high

which during the 1980s achieved a reported

70 percent share in some statesout of the

schools.
The biggest reversal of 1992 seems to be

water.

the sudden decline of Todd and Curti, a

The South Carolina adoption was the
most selective in 1991. Fourteen books were

submitted to the state, including most of
the major U.S. histories developed and
introduced during the last two years. Three

of the six high school history hooks that
South Carolina adopted were on the Texas
list. They are: Berkin et al., American r'oices

(Scott Foresman): DiBaeco et al., History
of the United Stoles (Houghton Mifflin): and

Garratv, The Story of America (Holt,
Rinehart and Winston).
S. veral other new books were rejected
hy South Carolina, including: Nash, American Odyssey (Glencoe), now competing for
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leader in American history courses during
the 1980s. It was not submitted to South
Carolina or Texas. Georgiafar less selective than South Carolinarejected it. State
officials gave among the reasons what they
called an "outdated approach, inattention
to multiculturalism, inadequate critic-al
thinking questions, and choppy narrative
flow.- According to a state commissioner:
"The newer books are better." Is Boorstin
and Kelley also a fading star? Houghton
Mifflin seems to have moved aside Graff,
Ilistory of the Republic in favor of History
of the United States, a text recently adopted
in South Carolina and Texas.

faulty indexes, chronologies, captions, and Q
and A in teacher's guide correlations. Some
advertised errors were in fact open to dispute.
How many Americans, for example, died in

before January 24, 1992 and $300 thereafter.

World War I? About 53,000 died in battle.
But 126,000 died altogether in the war, mainly

of the specified corrections, and in March,
Texas gave approval to all of the books

of dreaded influenza and disease.

submitted.

What the Texas debacle brings to light is the
way in which textbooks are now produced. Social studies textbooks are developed by teams
who have little or no experience in the subject,
and who are far more agitated by problems of
schedule, design, permission, and scope and sequence than of style or narrative. Quality control is missing. Editors roam the country,
jangling the tambourines on behalf of their latest product in sales caravans and at educational
conferences. The actual writers of textbooks are
almost never the stated authors on the spine of

the book. Such "names" are usually consultants, and the actual work is done by anonymous

writers, too often of modest talent. Authorial
control is almost nonexistent, and even scrupulous authors are sometimes surprised by
changes in their material presented by editors
fait accompli.

More penalties mav accrue. The TEA also

required certifications of accuracy and
revisions. Publishers have agreed to make all

Textbook publishers are mortified. There

has been much memo writing and finger
pointing in editors' towers from Glenview,
Illinois to Austin, Texas. Some of them are
claiming that multiple authorship and the use
of development houses to create books do not
necessarily result in more errors. Steven A.
Dowling, the president of the Holt, Rinehart

and Winston school division, cites more
demanding state guidelines as the principal
reason for the increase in errors. Dowling does

admit that problems arose because most
textbooks are written by groups of authors.
-What happens is, you get different pieces of
the book, and that's where You have opportunities for mistakes,- Dowling noted.
Murray Giles, the editorial director for social
studies and health at Glencoe, the high school
imprint of Macmillan/McGraw-Hill, blamed

"Textbook publishers have virtually eliminated real authors,- Michael Keedv of the

time pressures. -We usually have less than

Textbook Authors Association told Publishers
Weekly. Keedv noted that successful textbooks

produce a manuscript that routinely runs at

can be very profitable. -Publishers look at
those royalty accounts and see it as a place

Weekly. -In that time we have to conduct
market research, find an author, get the

to squeeze,- he said. -They hire development

manuscript written and reviewed by experts,
do the art work and photo-editing, and finally

houses who create a line of books to the
specifications of the publisher. But sorn: of
the people working on these books aren't
qualified. So the whole process becomes
writing by committee and fiat rather than

two years from the proclamation date to
least a thousand pages," Giles said in Publishers

print the book.It should be hoped that the Texas adoption
teaches everyone in the industry a few lessons.

Social studies texts will always have some

knowledge and expertise.Some authors just abdicate responsibility.

minor errors. The process of creating a

-For me to read the book and check it for
factual accuracy simply makes no sense,-

They are encyclopedic compilations of facts

William Jav Jacobs, the author of America's
Story (Houghton Mifflin), said to the Wall
Street Journal, which first called national
attention lo t he extent of the errors in a careful
article.
Upon learning of the mistakes and upset by

the publicity they were generating, the stale

a Texas suspended the adoption. h fined
publishers 8617.1e0, to be paid in free
textbooks on a schedule of 82(X) per error

textbook is far more complex than a trade book.

and dates. Their scope, detail, and complicated
layout add to the problem. Still, textbooks need
more rigorous review by specialists. While the

Texas textbook controversy may not fundamentally change the wav school hooks are
developed, it might in the end produce social
studies materials that are more carefully
re% iewed. -We need to do more editing,- llolt,
Rinehart's Dowling said. -Because of this, the
books will probably get another layer of editing

and fart-checking done on them.-
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TOWARD A DEFINITION OF

Feeling good about oneself has become a

MULTICULTURALISM

national elixir, extending into all

n 1990, when the multiculturalism controversy spread into the broad conversation of culture, the word "broke out" of
the educational and intellectual community.

1

The debate captured the attention of the
broader public.
Two Years later, what is most obvious and
least examined about multiculturalisrn is (1)
that it is taken to be a self-explanatory word
in much political and educational discourse,
and (2) that there are several or many different
definitions of what it is. What is multiculturalism?
By now it is a word freighted by conflicting
cultural and political assumptions. Multiculturalism refers to efforts to recognize and study
the diverse ethnic backgrounds and personal

differences among Americans, to "promote
respect for people of different backgrounds and

races.-Almost all educators now agree that
some program of multicultural education
mainly but not exclusively in history and
humanitiesshould bring into high relief the
multiethnic and multiracial nature of American society and the planet, thus extending

quarters of the culture, and it is not
surprising that some educators should seek
curricular enhancements in order to promote
universal sentiments of self-worth and combat
feelings of inferiority. Moving beyond multicul-

turalism, David Rieff declared recently in
Harper's magazine:

That the recovery psychotherapists are

more radical than the academic multicul t uralists becomes most clear when one

examines the politics of victimhood, a
centerpiece of both movements. [Multiculturalism] is inherently self-limiting in

the sense that if the concept of oppression is to make any kind of sense, the

situation of the various groups of
victimsbe they blacks, Hispanics,
women, or gaysmust be opposed to that

of the oppressor groupthese days
straight white males. Proponents of

recovery do not think in group terms.
They claim that virtually everyone in the

country is, in some essential sense, a

victima victim, mostly, of abusive
parents.

curricula beyond the "Eurocentric." But
beyond this vague premise, multiculturalism
means different things to different people.
Many multicultural enthusiasts hold that the
school-based imposition of Western history,
literature, ideas, institutions, and values on

childrenat least of non-European backgroundsis unjust and culturally biased. The
American educational system is institutionally
racist, ethnocentric, and patriarchal, it is said
by a vocal few. The accomplishments of nonwhites, women, homosexuals, the disabled, and

the "culturally different- are falsified,
marginalized, and caricatured in order to
perpetuate the "hegemony- of the Western
patriarchy. Without multicult ural reform, it
is also said, non-white children will lose "selfesteem- and underachieve educationally. The
element:, of oppression and victimization may
dominate the theme, whereby the humanities

aud social sciences heconw a curriculum of
anger, resentment, and complaint. According-

ly, some multiculturalists seek to make
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children aware of Euroculture's innate rapacity
and thus promote "social consciousness." This
kind of multiculturalism then moves distinctly
toward political action, redress, or retaliation.

Since discourse is conducted under the
opaque film of "sensitivity," core arguments,
subtexts, and ultimate aims are sometimes hard
to parse. Still, multiculturalism may acknowledge qualities of American culture and politics
that transcend individual and group differences, or it may contend that the racial, sexual,
and religious differences among Americans are
so vast as to be unbridgeable. Furthermore,
it may assert that these differences create

separate realities- and "multiple perspectives" that make a universalespecially a

Eurocentriccurriculum a travesty, and it
may call on the nation to replace the ideal
of assimilationwhich was, after all, nothing
more than illusion or opiumto embrace
"pluralism, which may not be pluralism at

all. Or it may be a call for increased recognition

of the nation's increasing ethnic and cultural
diversity that assumes (or hopes for) relative

their adjuncts, the Euro-American establishmentbelieved their world to be the deserved
outcome of venturies of progress. Supremely

comity among American citizens of all

confident, they assumed that what they

economic levels. It remains to be seen the
degree of Eurocentrism and extent of common-

considered to be more primitive people should

ality that the multicultural idea will tolerate
in the 1990s. The scholarly debate continues.

they were unwilling or unable to adopt them
they were backward, and that so far as they

What is the "Eurocentrie" view? First, some
background, with many debts to the legendary
text, R. R. Palmer, A History of the Modern
World (1950):

did adopt them, they became "civilized." Moral

respect the saltie social idealsthat so far as

endeavor, derived from Christianity, was
secularized and detached from religion. An
Englishman, Issac Taylor, in his Ultimate
Civilization, published in 1860, defined this

In the nineteenth century Europeans
possessed ocean liners, railroads, and street
cars, and after about 1880, telephones and

moral ideal in contrast to "relics of barbarism"

electric lights. They had hospitals and
orphanages. All this seemed evidence of

advance: "Polygamy. Infanticide, Legalized
Prostitution, Capricious Divorce, Sanguinary
and Immoral Games, Infliction of Torture,
Caste and Slavery."
As Palmer pointed out even in 1950, over
forty sears ago, such European hubris and
reasoned arrogance has exhausted itself, and
the claim of European cultural supremacy has

soon to disappear through Euroculture's

advancement and progress, even inspired a
sense of human superiority. But the European

ideal of civilization was not exclusively
materialistic. Correct or truthful knowledge
was held to be a civilized attainmentscientific
knowledge of nature, in place of superstition
or demonology; geographical knowledge, by

long been open to question or repudiated. What

which civilized people were aware of the earth

Palmer did not sav. Euroculture remains the
Norld in which to some extent, all humankind
livesor wishes to live. It defines the common

as a IA hole with its general contours and diverse
inhabitants. Before 1911, Europeansand

societies is part of the required curriculu M.
As a multicultural people, we are also,

An excerpt from the .4merican Federation
of Teachers' 1990 resolution on multicultural education provides a balanced view

however, a single nation bonded by a common
set of democratic principles, individual rights

f multiculturalism and the common culture.

and moral values. To understand and defend
the very principles and institutions that
provide our society its common aspirations,
and allow us in our multicultural society to
live together in relative peaceas compared

The United States is one of the world's most
diverse multicultural societies. To appreciate
this inheritance and all who contributed to it,

our children need a multicultural education.
In the past, our schools taught only what was

to the constant warfare that tears apart so many

perceived as mainst ream, and sought to

other non-homogeneous societiesour chil-

minimize controversies over race, religion, and

dren need an education in the humanities that

ethnicity by ignoring them. But without

imparts to them the values of tolerance,

knowledge of the many streams that nourish
the general society. the "mainstream" cannot

freedom, equality. plundism and common
human dignity. This also is part of a multi-

be properly studied or undetkstood. This is why

cult urid education; and while such values and

our children need a multicultural curriculum,

principles can be conveyed using ideas and
documents from a range of cultures. such an

one in which the contributions and roles of
Afrb-an-Americans. Hispanic-Americans,
Native-Americans. Asian-Americans and other

minorities are fairly and accurately depicted,
and one iii whidll the historN of non-Western

education also requires, unavoidably, a special
emphasis on the history and legacies of those

societies that have been most important in
developing democratic ideals and practices.

1,6 0

vocabidarv, even of revolutionaries. The
languages of Europe are the first or second
languages of most of the world's people, and
English has become a lingua franca of'educated

people on all continents. Euro-American
systems of finance and communication and
information exchange are global standards, as

are industrial and technological creations
mechanical energy, sanitation systems, medicine, and organic and silicon-based chemistry.

The United States inherits a complex
political philosophy rooted in the rules of law,

contract, and property, encased in a federal
structure of limited government and based on
citizen consent. This is a tradition that operates
through the system of representative democ-

racy and defines the ideas of human rights
and liberty. From Europe it inherits mans.
courtesies of speech and behavior and many
foundations of literature, music, and design.

From non-Western cultures explored and
studied during the last two centuries it has

published by the State University of New York

Press. The second is entitled The Textbook
Controversy: Issues, Aspects, Perspectives. Edited

bv John G. Herlihy. and available through
Ablex Publishing Corporation, it is the result
of a lively conference in 1989 that covered
then emergent textbook issues.
* The Florida Commission on Social Studies
Education was established in January 1988 by
state superintendent Betty Castor to review the
status of social studies education in Florida
public schools. The state recently issued the

framework, Connections, Challenges and
Choices."' This is an important and encouraging state-level curriculum model for grades
kindergarten through twelfth. It recommends
a program of study emphasizing history and
geography. The 161-page document sets high

standards and includes a rich assortment of

subjects, literary sources, multicultural
approaches, and correlations with the humanities.

he-rowed new modes and forms. Today, the
'.nited States remains a sentinel to people in
other parts of the world, many of whom face
excruciating want, disease, inadequate diets,

The Florida framework introduces ancient
and medieval civilizations in the third grade.
fit fourth and fifth grade, it places U.S. and

civil

sequence. The sixth grade is devoted to the
geography of Asia and Africa, and seventh
grade, to the geography of Europe and the

wars, diverse forms of repression.

servitude, and the humiliation of females.
Gradually, it has absorbed and welcomed the
multiethnic contributions that have changed
the war all Americans live.
Is it

possible to be multicultural and

Eurocentric? Perhaps at least for those who
think that understanding the nation's political
and economic system may best begin with the
study of the Magna Carta or steam engine. The
issue boils down to the question: Are all lands,

people, events, perspectives, and ideas

as

historically significant as others?

Florida history in a combined two-year

Western Hemisphere. The tenth-grade course

covers American history to 1920 and is
followed by a combined twentieth century
European, U.S., and world history in the
elm en t h grade.

The framework includes many examples to

link ttic study of histor and geography with
the humanities. Suggested materials are wide
ranging. from Omar Khayyam and Noh drama
to -ill Quiet on the Western Front. Suggested

biographies include Hernando de Soto,

NOTED WITH INTEREST
* Two noteworthy books have appeared in
recent months, each a collection of essays by
textbook critics and experts that together do
much to piece together the many-angled
production, content, and marketing issues in
textbooks toda,.. Both books concentrate on
social studies, always the most complex area
in terms of subject and craft. Textbooks in
American Society: Politics, Policy. and Pegagegy

is edited by Philip G. .Altbach et al., and is

1G1

Montezuma, Zora Neal Hurston. and even
Gloria Esteyez. It also correlates study with

music, art, anti architecture.
The framework gracefully rejects the nearto-far approach in the primary grades. It
stitches into early curricula history in the form

of legends, heroes, symbols;

it

begins the

narrative study of critical events from the past
as early as third grade; and it emphasizes
geography. These are welcome reforms by a

large state just now undergoing a major
textbook adoption.

The framework seeks to:
"develop well-educated people who share a
body of knowledge, preserve a set of values,
understand common cultural allusions, and are
prepared to participate with confidence in the
dynamics of political, economic and social
groups."
create "minds that are well-stocked with
information about people in time, in space and

in culture.''
help students "recognize conditions detrimental to human development and opportunity,
(so they can) resist such conditions as bigotry,
ignorance and provincialism."

We hope this is more than rhetoric. The
textbook submissions to Florida and what the

state does with them will be interesting to
watch in the coming months.
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EUROPE RECONSIDERED

0

nly about -14 percent of the nation's
high school students lake a 1011d histo-

ry course. according to the L.S.

Department of Education. In such courses.
European historynotably European political
rtnd intellectual historyhas shrunk drastically. just as it has in many curriculum frame,.1 (irks and textlmoks during the last Nein\
years. This has happened in spite of Europe's
ast influence on the political, legal. arid religious institutions of the 1. tilted States. the continent's decisile influence on world affairs, and
the monumental changes in its economic structure and political cosmography.
In this issue of the Social Studies Review V1 l`

share some thoughts about events in Europe
past and present. The t .S. has been locked for
more than a ear in a national debate over
Christopher Colundms and the European disCoNery of the New World. We thus offer John J.
i
Patrick 's er...ea.
iti
re .ew
of recent books on the

curricula. even at the self-consciously inclusive
histon textbooks and courses of study developed (luring the last five years. Either the critics fail to examine the actual texts and syllabi,
or they remain so invested in revisionism that no

reasoned histon will salisk their crusading
spirit. European educators and intellectuals are
puzzled by the label of Eurocentrism, with reason. Tr(s moderne, they sv(lconte self-examination. revision. and breadth in historical studies.

But some find the reckless depreciation and
abandonment of Euro-Ameri('an letters. science.

._.

.

i7111)1.1
l'age

Europe Today

ent, in F.astern Europe and the former
So% iet t Ii on. in the Balkans. arid in the
European Connnunity make the the study of

the continent more important than eer. in
spite of lurid cormdaints of Eurocentrism.
l'age 5

Th, erdiet

1

subject and C. Vann Woodward's illuminating
thoughts. gixing background to the controsersy.

Moremer, me consider a number of breaking
e\ents in Europe that bear immediate notice.

These include important developme,ns in
Eastern Europe anti the formulation of the

The Columbian Quincentenary is mer rum.
What did it all mean? A noted educator and
historian consider the encounter and re 01011ism one last tinw.
Page 11

1.n .1nnouncement

Th, American "Fextbook Council undertakes
tmi major projects.

1-.:umpeart Community.

Unfortunately. the curious charge of
Eurocentrism continues to he leveled at new

1c3

!

BEST COPY ANIMUS

,

ago. Still, the publisher of The .1.eic York
Times. Arthur Ochs Sulzberger. Jr.. addressing

and history in some United States schools simply bizarre.

a June meeting of the Lesbian and Gay

Moving Beyond Textbooks

Journalists Association in a videotaped mes-

As the school )ear opened. anti-European
multiculturalism in vogue during the past few
years was confined principal!) to the symbolic
colloquium over Columbus. In fact. this fall.
few substantive topics of academic interest or

sage. told Illy reporters: "We can no longer

the curriculum were under cliscussion.

flawed. Yet such fractional views of reality and

Condoms. perhaps. aml self-esteem. Choice. of

experience cannot help but filter into the

course, for parents who think that their public
schools are teaching a curriculum frotn another
planetand thus meet the contempt of "enlightened- educators head on. No matter what their
partisan beliefs. man) parents are appalled b)
thy laxity and oddness of the curriculum. They
may pray for a drug-free campus. The continuing and angry drift from the common schools

schools. especiall) when they are ideas trans-

offer our readers a predominantly white.
straight. male vision of events and say we're
doing our job.- What that Yision of eyents is. no

one can say. for the premise is intelIN.tually

nntted from the most powerful epicenters of
thought. opinion. and culture.

The therapeutic mentalitY has fairly colonized the premier scluads of education. Thee-cis. quite plainly. no alternative yiew. Many cur-

riculum leaders disdain traditiemal forms of

ject standard, in basic subjects. And their
future? 'Rat seems uncertain iv the volatile

knowledge. pitching a "restructured programthat always seems to slip away from academic
learning. Some teachers seem bored by the
basic subjects. Rigorous techniques such as
drill and recitation haye fallen into ignominy.
Forward-thinking courses seek to liberate stu-

politic-al climate of 1992.

dents from old attitudes, as though from

'Hie nation is going into thy tenth ear of a
school reform limy ement. one that is faltering.

Dickensian prisons. eyer mindful of the boundaries of traditional authority and always flushed
at the notion of huh\ idual assertion. Eco-conscimisness has become a growth area ill the curriculum. providing a quasi-religious creed for
otherwise secular youngsters. For healthy per
(limns. new modes of thought are dispensed by

continues.

Academic quality? For the moment

that aspect of educational reform has moved
maink into the federal eGrt to set national sub-

No (boubt. since the landmark U.S. government
report. I Nation at Risk 111)831. the moYement
wrought a new cych of thought about academic
performance. effectiye schools. and civic education. It laid ImId challenges to the shopworn

eqwrts. so that the subject of an in-service
workshop for Bronx high school teachers is

claims of progressive education poljc and
statute. It reconstructed the basic curriculum in
numerous Imoks and essays with the sumort of

"emotional fitness- and "discoYering your inner
child.- The tireless feminist and new age circuit

the U.S. Department of Education. National
Endowment for the Humanities. the American

rider Pegg) Nle-Intosh of Wellesley College
informs impressionable teachers that male com-

Federation of Teachers. and distinguished education experts mud intelleetuals. 1 et these ideas
and pmposals haye failed so her to capture the
energy or enthusiasm of the education bureaucracies or curricular interest groups. Nor have
the) appealed tel the many beneficiaries of sys-

petitiveness in L.S. classrooms is a principal
threat tel educational progress and world peace.

Like thy outer culture. schools seem to be
retreating from basic knowledge. No longer
belie\ ing in the majesty of the liberal arts and
sciences. impatient is ith memory and remembrance. many schools now hinction tel advance
students toward an imagined world where distinctions of intellect and value need not apply.

temic rigidity in public education. In fact. the
reformism of thy 1980s ended in discordant
confusion as multiculturalism and self-esteem
reigned supreme.
Perhaps we should be pleased that yirtuall)

These conditions are neither Link ersal nor
intractable. But they do suggest that much work
remains to be done to improye the humanities
and social studies in schools.

all reputable scholars luive rejected the claims
of Afrocentrism. an inflarunlatory and anti-historical moyement of great force just two )ears
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EUROPE TODAY
Since 1989. Americans of all ages have wit-

nessed landmark events in Europe: the
collapse of the Soviet empire. the rearrangement of Eastern Eumpe, the bitter resumption of age-old ethnic hostilities in the Balkans.

and the halting formation of a pan-European

dents automatically think that all will turn out
for the best? Or taking freedom for granted. will
they even) care if it does? Will students appreciate the, political and economic gulf between
W est and East, or how the variations will be
resolved now that capitalism has become a glob-

al system of ectmomy? W ithout a firm idea of
what communism is. can they understand the

economic union. 'oncepts like balance of

reasons for its demise? Can young people

power. sot ereignty. nationalism. and market

accustomed to neat television-like emlings comprehend events that Ina v take years to resolve
and sometimes seen) to be going in many directions at once?

economy suddenly have new immethacv. The
conversion of a continental region to capitalism
after four generations of central planning? The

future of the nuclear arsenal on former Soviet
soil? The agonic bloodshed of Yugoslav ia?
These are matters of pressing interest to us all.
l'o deprive students of issues. et ents. and concepts out of interest in non-historical and nonEumpean subject content in social studies pourams is unsound Cm American students comprehend the multitude of languages. politics.
and cultures in the Eurasian land mass. encompassing Norway and Gibraltar. the Baltic and
the Bosphorus? In the 1980s the concept of

Textbook Content
Textbooks cannot be blamed for their failure

to include geopolitical developments that are
prime-time current events. But textbook imyers
anti consumers rightly expect the background
information, narrative. biographies. maps and
illustrations so students can grasp the evolutiot)

of eastern European affairs and the Russian
domination of Eurasia. In social studies text-

collapsed. Tiw atomization of the Communist
I3loc is matched Int the unsteadt construction of

books. the treatment of the Soviet empire that so
shortly ago stretched from Poland to the Bering
Strait generally exhibits a degree of mystery and
elision. Mass-market social studies textbooks
are generally blas6 about totalitarian oppression
and violations of human rights in Soviet history.
perhaps because they are written in the spirit of
dt6tente and accommodation. Even the fresh and

the European Community, its significance
impossible to understand without passing

admirable new text by Janet C. Valliant and
John Richards. From Russia to USSR and

knowledge of the imperial dreams of Napoleon.
Bismarck. and Hitler. These ongoing changes

Beiond (Longman. 1993) has difficulty capturing
the enormitt of the Stalinist horrors of the 1930s.
Few textinooks stress the repressive character

diversity was applied almost exclusively to nonEumpeans.

In Germany and Eastern Europe. then the
Soviet Union. and now 1 ugoslav:a. in one highprofile country after another. governments hat e

have caught educatorslike everybodt else
by surprise.
All world history textbook s. of course. are out
of date nowno fault of their own. I history is a
dynamic subject without end, ever more speculative as it moves forward front the well-chroni-

of daily life, thus failing to illustrate the funda-

cled past. let educators. especiallt social studies teachers. are supposed to be aide to answer
students' questions about these changes anti

access lo information and free inquirt . Thev fail
to emphasize the tyranny of government clerks

provide sonny context as to the causes of change.
The yearning for freedom in Eastern Europe
and the former Soviet Lnion might strike many

young American, as curious. Lnhurdened Its a
bkodstained recent history. living in a secure
and free countrt. they hat e the luxury of being
able to ignore world affairs. Will American sun-

mental differences bet w cell Soviet and
American life. e.g.. restricted access to computers and the proscription of unregistered copying

machines by regimes that feared unfettered
and police, a world where dissent or lack of
cooperation led to punishment. where fear
quashed intik iduality and initiative.

Eastern Europe and Russia
When the main themes of Russian and Soviet
history in world history comses are considered

anew. the place to begin

is

ii i I h geography.

After all. the climate in most of the region is
challenging and often rotten. with long cold win-

ters mid few all-year "warm weather- ports.
Still, vast hinterlands of Russia. Belarus. and
the Ukraine are rich agricultural territories.

tary technology that shaped and frightened the
world after I liroshima? "Flie end of the Cold

War has left a toll on the "peace education"
curricula popular in the 1980s. and the fearmongering that marked such lessons has dimin-

Abundant supplies of minerals and timber lie in

ished. Theories of moral equix alency and

the mountain areas of the Urals and beyond.
From the Middle Ages. arable lands supported

aggressive American imperialism seem dated
indeed. But this does not mean that the nuclear
future is irrele\ ant. An excellent review in the
Spring 1992 issue of the Carmwie Quarterly
exionined the issues of weapons access. control
devices. operational procedures. and storage
and transport protocols. highlighting an influential 1991 Harvard study that warned that nuclear weapons could fall into unauthorized hands
through the desertion or mutiny of nnlitan enstochans. Political groups or terrorists. through

Russian expansionism outward from the Baltic
and Muscovy. These were cultkated by a peas-

ant population accustomed to peonage.
Ultimately Russian power straddled German.
Turkic. and Mongolian lands.
No longer should text or teacher Mill CY ords

about the nature of the Soviet nation between
1919 and 1991. Despised by liberal Europeans
in the nineteenth (Tilton for its harsh treatment
of its common people. the Russian Empire and
ROmanox dynasty fell. only to be replaced by a
centralized dictatorship in the I920s. For the
next seven decades. Sox let citizens existed to
serve the state, living sparely in order to finance
its edifice. its technologies. and its weapons.
Bureaucratic terror. corruption, and cynicism
the logic of totalitarianismendured. enhanced
bx military strength and police action. Popular
unrest in So( iet-occupied satellites was yisible
from the 191-)s. in the 1936 Hungarian uprising, and the 1968 Czechosloxakian revolt. let

fewincluding the eminent strategist and
diplomat George kennancould forecast rapidfire events like the breach of the Berlin Wall in
1989. In the absence of military terror, proletarian citizens WIC(' resigned to oppressix
regimes ceased to abide exploitation or command bureaucracies. Then after 1989. a series
of bloodless declarations brought to an end the
geopolitical arrangements of almost half a (Tflturv. The Sox iet war machine withdrew from
Eastern Eumpe. lost its constitutional authoritx
at home, and survixed a coup and countercoup.
only to collapse in December 1991 with the n,signation of President Mikhail S. (;orbachrx.
The question in the 1990s. of course, will lw

the bridge of former Eastern European and
Soviet domains into the global system of market
capitalism. The possibility of military reaction
or economic breakdown is considerable.

Nuclear Weapons
What will In the future of the awesome milk

smuggling. could buy weapon components from
unauthorized groups or purchase the technical
knowledge of weapon scientists lixing in the former Smiet Union. Nations and terrorist groups
in other pails of the world could seek to obtain
nuclear weapons. fissionable materials. or diffi-

cult-to-obtain weapon components from the
republics.

Ethnic Hatreds
The 1 ugoslac ian cixil war is a conflict of

scale and ferocin not seen in Europe since
191-3. First the dominant Serbians fell upon the
'breakawax- Croatians. Then. Bosnia declared

itself an indepemlent stateafter centuries of'
external rule. to be recognized by the major

powers of Europeonly to be lex vied and
caned up by the Croatians and Serbians acting
in collusion. Bosnian hopes rested on AVestern

inter\ ention that did not occur. The forced
remoc al of Bosnian Muslims from their ancestral
towns and homes has created a large populatirin

Id refugees. How man\ dead are not k nol%

Estimates range from New to one hundred
thousand.
Yugoslavia provides a casebook stud of cen-

turies-old ethnic hatreds, complicated by ihe
trilateral religious dimension of self-conscious

Roman Catholics, 'Muslims. and Eastern
Orthodox Christians. Th, current battles raging

iicross the Balkan peninsula require sonic
understainfing of the historical conflict of
Austrian and Ottoman empires. the fault lines of
Christendom and Islam. the imperfect eombina-

1G t;

tion of Yugoslavia from the Treaty of Versailles.

COLUMBUS: THE VERDICT

the emergence of a Serbian-dominated
Communist nation after World War II. and

ow that the (lust is settling on the turbu-

Tito's adherence to a nationalistic communism
unimiely independent of Moscow. The study of
Yugoslavia likewise requires some sense of the

lent Columbian Quincentenary.

vast economic and cultural contrasts of the
region. which stretches from the fertile and rkh
southern Austrian foothills to Adriatic seaports
aml the bazaars of Macedonia.

The vicious ethnic hatreds of

Georgia. former

we

return to the issue one last time. hoping
to bring the sul)ject to an hmiorable rest.
This is known: Early one morning five hundred ears ago. several men rowed from their
caravels toward land to encounter naked and

amazed people standing on the shore. Their
ugoslavia tor

leader. Christopher Columbus. a Genoese navigator sailing under the Castilian flag. believed
this small island they had encountered lay near
the cmitinent of India. and he called the people
hu/io.c. This was a mistake, but the name has
remained. The islands are called VS est Indies.
and to this dav the natives of the two continents
of the 11 estern 11 einisidiere are known widely as

should remind

Americans of their relative ethnic comity and

redoulde their commitment to affirmative.

assimilationist kinds of cultural studies,
respectful of the uses of European political and
economic: historv. Their intensity should also
remind American teachers and students that the
threat of armed conflict cannot be tided out.

American Indians. The European in\ aders
could not imagine that nine or ten million

European Community

Indians populated a vast American continent.
speaking languages as different as English and
t;Ilinese.
\A hen Christopher Columbus was born in the
mid-fifteenth century. Europe was fully isolated

At the same time. somewhat awkwardly, from

Scanditialia to Turke. the steps Ite ond a com-

mon market into a fuller federation proceed
ineyorablyin spite of the self-questioning and
skepticism of it, constituent parts. The Treaty of

from the .Americas. and 1 ice' S ersa. But its trad-

Maastricht? Tlw power of German tra(le and
currencv ? InNt.stment in former Sov let satellites? The issues of agricultund subsid k. com-

ing culture was eypanding. and the increasing
Ottoman power in die eastern Mediterranean
made alternatise routes to Asian markets very
attractive Concurrentiv. devout Enropeans
sought to in()v e the borders of Christendom to

petitive advantage, and immigration? These are

topics of crucial importance to the future of
Europe. a continent of F)00 million lwople. Thev
are also subtle and comphcated issues. perhaps

encompass the %sorb!. The %maps of Columbus

more adequately tackled in higher-level economies electives than in comprehensive world

empire building that breached the boundaries of

history courses.

course of human history.

opened a period of European e\ploration and

isolated continents and lows en changed the
Sonie scho!ars and run igat( irs of the fifteenth

Coneinsions

centurv Imlieved not onk that the world was

In European civilization are to be found most
institutional antecedents of our mvn. The continent is undergoing major changes today both in
the East and West. History shoubl not minimize
the violent conflicts of human history still with

round, but that a western sea route to the Orient

was plausible. Ironicalk. Columbus was not
looking for new worlds to conquer hut for a
seaborne route to the fabubmsk rich markets of

Asia. In Columbus time. the dream of the

us. including the desire for unlimited power.
religious purik. and racial dominatiml. Such

Orient inspired many Europeans. (Christopher
Columbus was an in id reader of Marco Polo.) If

retrograde impulses are to he found in the \A est.

someone could (ink find a better link to the

to be sur,.. They are more starkly apparent in

East. Asiim markets %%mild supply untold riches,
it was thought. and Asian peoples could be con-

the Third \1t orld. however. to be observed ill the

tinseries of the Central American and Andean
Indians. of African slave:,. and o Pakistani and

verted to Christianik. What set Columbus apart
from other such thinkers was his single-minded
dedicatimi to turtling that dream into a reality.

South Asian women.
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For the first hundred years after that fateful
landfall. the Americas were dominated by the
Spanish. They seized control of the core of the
inhabited regions of two continents. They established hundreds of cities, missions, and churches, and they created an imperial structure that
would remain more or less intact for three cen-

turies. Native Americans were vulnerable to
European diseases and outmatched by military
technology. Their subjugation. decimation, and

misfortunes in the era of the conquistadores are
now universally recorded and lamented in texts.

But for some this is not adequate. "W hile
Columbus didn't actually insert the sword in the
millions of pecqile who died. he started the process of enslavement, nmrder, disease, pollution,
and racism that came after exploration and con-

COLUMBUS IN THE
CURRICULUM
hy John J. Patrick
The voyages of Columbus are a true turning
point in world history. After 1492, peo-

ple and civilizations of long-separated
regions began to develop connections that have
led to the incipient global community of the

1990s. Cultural and biological transactions
were started that have continuously moved and
mixed people. plants, animals, goods, and ideas
from one hemisphere to another to create one

world. This global moment constitutes a great
turning point in human history. one that justifies
a prominent place in today's school curriculum
for the four Columbus voyages, not the mere fact

quest,- the chairman of the Ohio Center for

of the 1992 quincentenary.
The primary purpose of teaching about the

Native American Affairs said recently. "To us,
he's Hilter.-

Columbian voyages, or anything else in the
school curriculum. should be the achievement

Five hundred N ears after Columbus reached

the Americas, fe is. Americans talk of celebration. More talk darkly of encounter or invasion.
While the commemorations are muted, a wealth
of scholarship and examination has resolted

of knowledge and cognitive skills by students.
Traditional curricula that uncritically glorified
Columbus and the consequences of his voyages
fell far short of this principal purpose of authenticity and accuracy needed to develop students'

from the controversies. A magisterial synthesis
by W:lhain D. Phillips. Jr.. and Carla Rahn
Philhps. The Worlds qf Christopher Colombus
(Cambridge, 1992) pmvides a cool-headed and
balanced review of the events surrounding the
encounter. indispensable reading for s('holars

cognitise capacities and knowledge of reality.
W hat follow are five keys to accurate. cogent,
nonideological. and balanced treatments of the
Ccdumbian v(iyages in the school curriculum.

and historians. Of interest to teachers may be a
short guide entitled Columbus on Trial pub-

The Columbian Exchange
Consider the extraordinary biological and

lished by the Washington. 1).C.-based Young
America's Foundation that attempts to refute
some of the extrfmie negativism that has struck a
dornMant chord.
The idea of an American Eden long ago cap-

cultural consequences of 1492. The far-reaching

transforming interactions of people in the
Western and Eastern hemispheres are known

and

today as the CA)lumbian Exchange. the name of

a seminal book by Alfred W. Crosby. Crosby
points out: "The connection between the Old

tured the hearts and minds of Europeans.
Pastoral romantics sometimes view the pre-

and New Worbls...became on the twelfth day of

Columbian world as an earthly paradise

October 1492 a bond as significant as the
Bering land bridge had once been. The two

despoiled by European savagery. Not so. unless
one wishes to consider cannibalism. human sacrifice. sla%ery, and phenomenal rates of infant

worlds...which were so very different began on

that day to become alike. That trend toward

mortality as part of heaven on earth. In tact. in
European courts and universities of the sixteenth century the treatment and rights of
indigenous people in the Americas was hoth
debated. As Columbus on Trial notes. many who
idealize pre-Columbian America reveal their

biological homogeneity is one of the most important aspects of the history of life on this planet

since the retreat of the continental glaciers.Crosby provided an ecological perspective

On

the conditions and consequences of the
Columbian voyages that should be included in

profound discontent with modern life.
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the school curriculum. He examined how
plants, pathogens. and animals moved from one

hemisphere to the other and changed natural
emironments and cultures. He described the

devastating effects of Eastern hemisphere
microbes on Western hemisphere people and
the subsequent shifts in the genetic composition

of populations in the Americas. However.
Crosby emphasized that the Columbian
Exchange has not been one-sided. Certainly
European and African plants. animals. goods.
and ideas have affected Amenndians. But the
people of the Western hemisphere influenced
Europeans. Africans. and Asians, too. especially
in their cultivation of crops and preparation of
foods.

Geography

leader, and visionary.
In recent years. Columbus has !wen treated
less sympathetically by biographers. For exam-

ple. Kirkpatrick Sale. in The Conquest of
Paradise. portrays Columbus as a rapacious
destroyer of people_ cultures. and physical environments. and he traces current worldwide eco-

logic al problems directly to the deeds of
ColundMs and his followers. Sale is so intent on
discrediting Columbus and his Western civiliza-

tion that he fails critically and realistically to
examine the culture's and behay Mr of indigenous
Western people encountered and anguished by

the Europeans. For example. Sale does not
bother to examine the harsh imperialism of the
Aztecs. which influenced many subjugated people of their realm to join the Spanish forces in

the final victorious assault on Tenochtitlan.

Geographic tools and analysis can be indispensable aids to interpreting and understanding

events and developments of history, like the
Columbian voyages and their consequences.
This point is made cony incinglY bY
\\
Meinig in his ground-breaking project. The
Shaping. of America: .1 Geographical Perspectit.e
on 5W) Years of Histor.I. the first y (dome of
which covers Atlantic America before IRO°.
According to Nleinig. -Geography and history

Sale's lii eok reflects current standards of judgment among certain critics of Western civilization and disregards the prevailing attitudes and
norms of Columbus' era. Thus. Sale's biography
and others of its genre are unreliable guides to

the personality and behavior of Columbus.
because th eV I ret e rpret and evaluate him outside

the context of his space and time in history.

By contrast, a new biography by Felipe

are not only analogous. but complementary and

Fernandez-Armesto has won high praise from
scholarly reviewers for its judicious treatment of

interdependent. bound together by the

Columbus within his European context.

nature of things.-

Fernandez-A rmesto does not characterize
Columbus as a hero or yillain. Instead. he

Individuals in History
The term great person hi history is not necessarily used to denote extraordinary goodness or
virtue: rather, it applies to those who hay(' had
the most far-reaching effects on the shape of our

world. The,. Columbus can be considered a
great man because his decisions and deeds hay e

had great global effect. limn his era to our own
times. One key to understanding the Columbian
voyages and their consequences is accurate
information and interpretation about (:olumbus
and his deeds. Teachers and students need to
distinguish the facts from the manv myths about
the' life and limes of Columbus. The% should.
therefore. consult the best biographical literature on Columbus. One recommended source is

strives to judge Columbus and his followers as
we might hope future historians will judge us
by the standards of our times, not by the conventions and trends of their times. Fernandez-

Annesto's scholark biograpk. unlike Sale's
book. is a blend of sy mpathy and antipaths
about the trials and triumphs of Columbus. his
achieements as a navigator and his failures as
an administrator. Teachers should follow the
example of Felipe Fernandez- Armesto in dey el-

oping realistic classroom portrayals of
Columbus. free of special pleading for contemporary political cause's.

Multiple Viewpoints

the time-honored biographY k Samuel Eliot
Morison. dm ira f the Ocean Neel, which

1 persistent threat to iiceurate and balanced
treatments of the Columbian Yoy ages is ethnocentric or monolithic interpretation. The school

emphasizes the skills of Columbus as a sailor.

curriculum has often been partial to narrow.
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tinned long after the termination of the slave

one-dimensional or monocultuml treatments of
the Odumbian voyages. which have ignored or

trade in the West.

glossed over the diierse Yiewpoints of

Primary Materials

Amerimlian and African people. Improx ed

If teachers are to supply a multiplicit of view-

teaching and learning about the Columbian voages must include the various voices of the fate-

points anti perspectises on the Columbian Yoyages. they shtorld move beyond the textbooks to
lessons based on primary documents. This is
one viiN to pros ide realistic and detailed treat-

ful encounters among the diserse cultures of
four continents and three races.

In :1 merim in I-192 Alvin Josephy provides

The Log of

an excellent scholark sturrce of knowledge

ments of diserse viewpoints.

about the diierse Amerimlian cultures. before
and during the Colundiian SoNages. Tim valuable sources of .Amerindian icispoints on the
European inasion of their lands are Cultures in
Cwitact. edited b\
illiam Fitzhugh. and Too

Christopher Columbus can be the basis for chal-

The Indian Encounter uith the

lislwd in English translation in 1992 and 1993.

II

odds:

lenging and illuminating teaching and learning
actisities. For the enthusiast and the specialist.
a twelve-% olume collection of primary documents. Repertorium Columbianum. s% ill be pub-

Italian. Portuguese. and Nahuatl (the language
of the Aztecs) source texts related to Columbus'
toages and subsequent Spanish settlement in
the Caribbean region and Mexico.

Coluinbian o ages are closely tied to a farreaching arid profound consequence of the
Columbian Exchangethe Atlantic skis e trade.

African slits er lwgan in the A\ estern hemi-

limn:I--; RE\

sphere in 1502. ' hen the go\ ernor of
Hispaniola. Nicholas de Ovando. imported

E1)

licollitt. ',tit lg. \

human beings to isork on the sugarcane plantations of his Caribbean island. In a fess years.
the use of African slaS es had spread to other
Spanish colonies. such as Cuba. Puerto Rico.
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THE FALL OF THE AMERICAN
ADAM: MYTHS OF INNOCENCE

the age of innocence. Instead of ignoring the
crimes, howeser. Americans of the earlier era

often attacked and exposed themnot usually
as collective guilt, but as the transgressions of
individuals. groups. classes. sectionsevils and

AND GUILT
By C. Vann Woods% ard

injustices that threatened innocence and were to

be corrected. punished. reformed. abolished.

Collective guilt has not enjoyed the long
grossing season or the fertile seedbed of
tradition from Which the myth of national

Slavery ss as the crime of Southern slase-ludders.

injustice to Indians the fault of frontiersmen or
their agents and influence. Aml so. with what-

inmicence has perennially sprung. It has never-

er justice or accuracy. specific evils were

theless struck roots and flourished of late in a
climate that seems specialls suited to it. And it
has been nourished bs a puhlic that es identk
feels a need for its fruits. \ seller's market for
r<milt rims exists. onls %%hilted. not satiated in

assigned to culprits such as Indian-haters. lords
of the lash. lords of the loom, political bosses.
1)ig business. jingoes. "merchants of death.- and
"economic roNalists.- Guilt SIas something to be
redressed, and its exposers looked to the futtue

the I 1k)()... Though the demand mav be inspired

for expiation. The American jeremiad. as

bs recent escnts, the bargains in guilt are to be
found mainls in the past. Ancestral atrocities
and injustices. historic es ils and inhumanities.

Sacs an I3erkos itch tells us. both laments an

and the brutalities and cruelties of past cen-

apostast and heralds a restoration.
The IIVIS guilt is different. It is something

turies can be ackruissledged ssith(nit assuming
corresponding burdens of expiation. Ancient
evils can thus be deldored and lamented. and

something possildy inexpiable. and probably
ineradicable. The first Euglish settlers. south

congenital. inherent. intrinsic. collective.

as %sell as north. arrised %skit it in their hearts.

pretensions of innocence scorned. But the
griesances are antique and their perpetrators
long gone. The guilt thus acknossledged can

and the\ never should hase come in the first
place. Insasion ssas their irtial offense. The

pattern of collectise rapacity and inhuman
cruelty to darker peoples that characterized

hardls be called redhanded.

The appreciating supply of historic guilt for
the ness market results not so much from res i-

their ssestssard conquests of the Pacific shores

sion of history or from ness historic esidence as
from the transposition of ssmbols and the ills er,ion of insths. The ness image of the past sometimes replaces the ethnocentrism of the mythmakers ssith that of its s ici im,. Thus "discosers of the Ness \\ odd becomes "ins asionthereof: "settlement- becomes "conquest.- and

and on across the ocean es er is est ward

Europeans the "sasages.- The "Virgin Landbecomes the "\\ idossed Land.- the "hos% ling

nology of annihilation. Thus interpreted.

ssilderness- a desecrated Indian "hunting park.-

of oppression. and the focus is upon the

The "Garden of the World- becomes a "\\ aste

oppressed. The latter 5 ary in color or identity

1 .and.- rasaged home of exterminated or endan-

as the center of interest shifts from one of

gered species. Samuel Hagg Bemis's "empty
continent- teems ssith outraged and hetrased

these groups to another....
The primary objectise in all this %%mild not
seem to be so much the exposure of psi! or the

through Asia is seen as existing from the S Cr>
outset. From this point of S less the line of

precedents stretched from the slaughter of
1637 on for three
bras es in the Pequot \A ar
centuries and more to het 'amain Galley at Vls

ith little more than changes in die techAmerican history becomes primarils a histors

First knierieans. The ads ancement of the
\\ ostern frontier is sometimes pictured as a
species of genocide. ssasc on isas , of holo-

identification of transgressors as it is an
oblique exercise in the analssis

national

causts.

character. And set. -national- seetil, 1(111 coin-

(hie ill the ironies of the -tors is that the
major burden of historic guilt slits incurre(i in

prchensise a ssord to be emplosed in its customary sense in this connection. for the characterizations arc raeialls assigned or circumscribed. (-sell though directed at the dominant

Oro- ,s mbol that has been proposed to
stand for the 1\ e...1 so %son is "1 Ps ramid of
Skulls.- Tartar model.
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"America.- says a generally friendly Italian critic of ours. "is alone in the world."

or majority group. A favored characterization.

often quoted and sometimes misuse(l. is a

Americans evidently have some special

famous definition of "the myth of the essential
white America- by 1). II. La% rence. published

poiblems of a self-destructive nature in dealing
with national guilt. If so. it is for no lack of

in 1923. "The essential American soul.- In.

guilt in the nati'mal and pre-national experi-

writes. "is hard. isolate. stoic. and a killer. It
has neser yet niched.... This is the ery intrinsic-most American. Ile is at the core of all the
other flux and flur such as love and clemoc-

eln'e. The conquest of a continent. the dispos-

session and subjection of its natises. the
exploitation of imported African slaves. the
imposition of our will on other races and

racs and equality.
The exercise of defining national (or racial)

nations abroad. and the establishment of a
brief Pax Americana by the world's most pow-

character in terms of guilt attributes takes on
some peculiar traits in the American instance.
It might be called. in a sense. unilateral. In

The new guilt is different. It is
something congenital, inherent,
intrinsic, collective, something
possibly inexplicable, arid
probably hieradicable.

most instances. that is. the guilt is to all appearamvs unshared. the offenses inicurrhig it unpro-

soked. ninque. and confined to the dominant
group. If other natimis haxe perpetrated comparable or worse offenses against their native pop-

ulation. black stases and freedmen. racial
minorities. neighboring countries, or remote
Asian or \frican cultures. the opprtunities for

erful nation are not exploits brought off without

perspectise by comparing the magnitude of the

awareness of this at some time. Still draped in

offenses and the number of casualties are

legends (if national infancy. myths of innocence. success. ins ineibility. and righteous-

the incurring of guiltimpressive amounts of
it. \ o intelligent citizen can {lase escaped

passed oser. Tho.:e American offenses that were

ness. howeser. sic were caught short at the cli-

confined to intraracial conflict also go largels
unremarked. That more .American casnalties
were sustained in one battle of the Cis il A\ ar

max of our msthic national pretensions and
exposed in deeds and failures that mocked all
the old myths. It was then that the obsession
with guilt took hold. Other nations with bloodier disgraces on their headsGermany and her

than in all pres ions American wars. or that mon.
Americans lost their list., in that war than in all
subsequent wars of the nation goes [unnoticed.
Similar indifference in the national guilt market

death camps: France and her \ icily and her
Algeria: Japan and her imperial conquests: not
to mention Russia and China is ith their multi-

greets Instoric atrocities of one minorits race
against another. or intraracial Inas hem among
minorities.

million's of domestic sictimsall seemed to
manage recoserl% is it hOld t`xl'ees of self-

liejection of collectise innocence and

detestation or self-res dement.
It is a Freudian truism I s ll not presume to
attest that the problem of guilt is as much within
the heart as within the act. Guilt Imiks inward.

embracing of collectise guilt has e not insariabls
dispelled national Ms III:- that accompanied or

sustained the ru.th of innocence. Inserting
1111th, may be a way of presers 11mg them. The

quest for guilt continue, to seek new and farflung frontiers. \\hen things go wrong in the

Psschoanalssts suggest that when a person

Third A\ orldand sometimes Vs en in the

in historical recollection or exploration of the

Secondwe are now !might to look inward for
the cause. This teaching recalls bs contrast the
recent time when we were taught that America

past to bring ln consciousness and acceptance
the eause of the guilt feelings. Presumably the
same emild be said of societies. An are also told

"held up a lamp- of hope to Asia ;Ind Africa.

on good atn.morilt that no IMP mles elops a

A\ hat has remained. if somewhat altered in the

guilt without a 1)111110%r parent imagereal or
projectisely imagined. \\ e are guilts because we
hasp not lised nm to high standards represented
Nrents. Or so we are told.

inflicts punishment on himself. he should engage

process. is the illusion of American omnipotence and moral respon,ibilits and On cosmic
sell-crnteredness ol the national world s new.
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The curious thing about American experi-

NOTED WITH INTEREST

ments in self-therapy through the discovery and

proclaiming of historic guilt is that it is the

The Agency for Instructional Technology in

punitive progenitors themselves, the founding

Bloomington. Indiana, has produced ten 20-

fatheN and foumling mothers. who have come to

minute videotapes that try to bridge history and
geography, concentrating on particular events in
American history. The programs. of high quality, include Chinese immigration. the Industrial

be regarded as the guilty partiesor at least the
original sinners. As such they make rather pmir
punitive parent images. and provide their progeny with more escape from guilt than acceptance
of it. When it is recent rather than historic
transgression. the accusers conceive of it as the
guilt of all. It is collective guilt. "When all are
guilty.- wrote Ilannah AremIt. "no one is: confessions of collective guilt are the best possible
safeguards against the discovery of culprits. and
the very magnitude kir the crime the best excuse
for doing nothing.'"

Neither the old myth of innocence nor the
self-therapy of historic or collectiv e guilt has
proved to be of much help to Americans with
their problems. The sudden shift from the one
extreme to the other may well portend a reacti(01

in the opposite directionand there arc already
some ominous signs of such a reaction.
C. Vann A oodyvard is professor of hi,tory emeriti!, at

ewerpted from lii, article in
The Future of th, Past (() i ord. Mg). fir,t published

in the November 108I Bulletin of the American
Academy of Arts and Science,.

American Textbook Council
announces two major projects that are
novs beyond the planning stage. First,

The

the Council \sill release in late 1093 a standard
of rev ivy, for social studies textbooks. This
guide to qualitt NS ill rev imy issues of content.
style, and design. It vy ill also include ratings of
the major textbooks in history. geography. and

civics. The guide IN ill be distributed free of
charge to paid subscribers and donors. It %sill
be available for sale to others. This independent consumer's guide and rev levy of research
vvill be designed in:

enhance the abilitY of states and districts to
encourage. recognize. and selert high-quality
textbooks.

Resolution in Pittsburgh. the building of the
Panama Canal, and the organization of NATO.
A video on the Dust Bowl examines hovs climatic
changes led to l)arren fields. Ns estwarcl migration.

and federal action. A teacher's guide to the
series is also as ailalde. The tapes are distributed
to schools and libraries through 34 state education agencies. An A IT referral service is located
at 800-457-4509.
Oak Park and River hwest High School near
Chicago. Illinois. publishes an annual collection

of student-produced essays and hook reviews
called Interpretations. It provides well-organized. concise. and substantiated essays written
bv students that teachers can use as models for
their own students. Included in the current volume. for example. are reviesys of classics like
Barbara Tuclunan-s The Guns of August. and
nevy Iv acclaimed books. such as Dreadnought
by Robert K. \lassie.
A recent and admirable book bears special

enable education indict makers to apply
nil% and better selection criteria to history and
social studies textbooks.
give publishers direction ri the preparation
of effective and improved instructional materials. and
raise the quality of textbooks by strengthennig the market for better vs ritten books.
Secondlt . the Council has Ingun preliminary research to conduct a survey of how reli-

gion is treated in social studies textbooks.
This will result in a report to come (tut in early
119().1.. III the future. tlw Soria/ Struhes kerieu.

keep its readers in close touch is ith the
des elopment of both projects. In the meantime. we thank the AN illiam II. Donner

alloys jurisdictions to take more thoughtful
and analt Heal appmiwhes to judging Inns text-

Foundation. Farhart Foundation. Richard

books meet their curricular ail»s and their

Foundation, and other donors for their support
iif these important projects.

instructional goals.
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